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Abstract 

Despite the fact that sentential negation is a widely-investigated linguistic 

phenomenon, psycholinguistic research has so far provided conflicting evidence as 

concerns core aspects of the processing: in particular, the timing and the mode of 

negation integration into sentence meaning are still under debate, as well as the role 

of the argument of negation (i.e., the negated information) in the interpretation 

process.  

The present work aims at contributing to this theoretical debate on negation 

processing through the deployment of an identification task in a visual world set-

up (i.e., with eye-recording). This methodology allows us to investigate the online 

processing of negative sentences compared to their affirmative counterpart by 

providing relevant insights on how linguistic and visual sources of information 

interact during the real-time comprehension process. Strikingly, unlike in previous 

studies on negation processing, we manipulate the visual prominence of the negated 

information by varying the number of pictures in which it is depicted in the visual 

scenario: by doing so, we can understand whether the negated information is 

actively exploited by the parser during the interpretation process, and what the 

effect of its visual prominence is on the processing costs of negative sentences.  

In the first study, a group of 62 typically developed Italian adults have been 

tested. The results were strongly in compliance with a non-incremental view of 

negation processing, along the lines of the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup 

et al. 2007). We have provided compelling evidence that: i) the processing of 

negative sentences is inherently more demanding than that of affirmatives also 

when an adequate context of utterance is provided; ii) the visual prominence of the 

negated information has a facilitating effect on sentence interpretation, by reducing 

the processing costs of the negative sentences compared to the affirmative baseline. 

In the second part of the work, we have extended the investigation to a group of 

Italian dyslexic adults: in fact, while researchers have exstensively studied the 

processing of sentential negation in populations of normal readers, only a few and 

quite recent studies have been conducted to investigate negation processing in 

dyslexic subjects. Previous research has reported an increased difficulty in the 

interpretation of negative sentences by dyslexic subjects (Vender & Delfitto 2010, 

Scappini et al. 2015) and poor readers (Hu et al. 2018) compared to normal readers, 

arguably attributable to limitations in participants’ working memory capacity, 

which prevent them from accomplishing too demanding linguistic operations. 

Nonetheless, these works provide controversial evidence on whether, within a non-

incremental framework of negation processing, sentential negation constitutes a 

specific source of processing complexity for dyslexics, or whether dyslexics are 

affected by a more general computational impairment.  
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A follow-up study with dyslexic adults and age-matched controls has been 

conducted to disentangle the relationship between dyslexia, negative sentence 

processing and working memory capacity. The results replicate the findings of the 

first experiment: similarly to normal readers, dyslexics adopt a non-incremental 

strategy of negation processing, and the visual prominence of the negated 

information has a positive effect on the computation of negative sentences. 

Furthermore, we also find that dyslexics faced a more wide-spread impairment in 

the interpretation of both affirmative and negative sentences compared to controls, 

which cannot be completely attributable to the higher processing costs of negation.  
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Abstrakt 

Obwohl die Satznegation ein umfassend untersuchtes Sprachphänomen ist, hat die 

Psycholinguistik bisher widersprüchliche Erkenntnisse zu zentralen Aspekten ihrer 

Verarbeitung geliefert. Insbesondere der genaue Zeitpunkt und die Art der 

Integration der Negation in die Satzbedeutung sind noch umstritten. Dasselbe gilt 

auch für die Rolle des Negationsarguments (d.h. der negierten Information) im 

Interpretationsprozess.  

Die vorliegende Arbeit will einen Beitrag zur theoretischen Debatte über die 

Negationsverarbeitung leisten, indem eine Erfassungaufgabe in einem Visual-

World-Paradigma (d.h. unter Messung der Augenbewegung) gestellt wird. Diese 

Methodik erlaubt es uns, die Online-Verarbeitung negativer Sätze im Vergleich zu 

ihren affirmativen Gegenstücken zu untersuchen und so relevante Erkenntnisse 

darüber zu gewinnen, wie linguistische und visuelle Informationsquellen während 

des Echtzeit-Verstehensprozesses interagieren. Innovativ, und anders als in 

früheren Studien zur Negationsverarbeitung, manipulieren wir hier den Einfluss der 

negierten Information, indem wir die Anzahl der Bilder, in denen sie repräsentiert 

wird, variieren. Auf diese Weise können wir erkennen, ob die negierte Information 

während des Interpretationsprozesses aktiv vom Parser genutzt wird und welchen 

Effekt ihre visuelle Prominenz auf den Verarbeitungsaufwand negierter Sätze hat.  

In der ersten Studie wurde eine Gruppe von 62 normal entwickelten 

italienischen Erwachsenen getestet. Die Ergebnisse entsprachen einer 

nichtinkrementellen Auffassung von Negationsverarbeitung im Sinne der Zwei-

Simulationen-Hypothese (Kaup et al. 2007). Wir haben überzeugende Belege dafür 

geliefert, dass: i) die Verarbeitung negativer Sätze inhärent anspruchsvoller ist als 

die von affirmativen, auch wenn der Äußerungskontext adäquat etabliert ist; ii) die 

visuelle Hervorhebung von negierter Information die Satzinterpretation einfacher 

macht, indem sie den Verarbeitungsaufwand von den negativen Sätzen im 

Vergleich zum affirmativen Grundwertreduziert. 

Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit haben wir die Untersuchung auf eine Gruppe von 

italienischen legasthenen Erwachsenen ausgeweitet. Während Forscher die 

Verarbeitung von Satznegationen in normal entwickelten Populationen ausgiebig 

untersucht haben, wurden nur wenige und ziemlich aktuelle Studien zur 

Verarbeitung von Negationen bei Legasthenikern durchgeführt. Frühere 

Untersuchungen legen eine erhöhte Schwierigkeit bei der Interpretation negativer 

Sätze bei Legasthenikern (Vender & Delfitto 2010, Scappini et al. 2015) und 

schlechten Lesern (Hu et al. 2018) im Vergleich zu normal entwickelten 

Gleichaltrigen nahe, was vermutlich auf Kapazitätsbeschränkungen des 

Arbeitsgedächtnisses der Teilnehmer zurückzuführen ist, die sie daran hindern, zu 

anspruchsvolle linguistische Vorgänge durchzuführen. Nichtsdestotrotz liefern 
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diese Studien widersprüchliche Hinweise darauf, ob die Satznegation im 

nichtinkrementellen Rahmen der Negationsverarbeitung bei Legasthenikern 

konkret zur Quelle der Verarbeitungskomplexität wird, oder ob Legastheniker von 

einer allgemeineren Reduktion Verarbeitungsfähgkeit betroffen sind.  

Es wurde eine Folgestudie mit legasthenen Erwachsenen und normal 

entwickelten, altersgleichen Personen durchgeführt, um die Beziehung zwischen 

Legasthenie, der Verarbeitung des negativen Satzes und der 

Arbeitsgedächtniskapazität zu erforschen. Die Ergebnisse replizieren die Befunde 

des ersten Experiments: Ähnlich wie normal entwickelte Probanden wenden 

Legastheniker eine nichtinkrementelle Strategie der Negationsverarbeitung an, und 

die visuelle Hervorhebung der negierten Information hat einen positiven Effekt auf 

die Verarbeitung negativer Sätze. Darüber hinaus stellen wir fest, dass 

Legastheniker im Vergleich zu Kontrollpersonen größere Schwierigkeiten bei der 

Interpretation sowohl von affirmativen als auch von negativen Sätzen aufweisen, 

was nicht vollständig auf den höheren Verarbeitungsaufwand der Verneinung 

zurückzuführen sein kann. 
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General overview 

The aim of the present work is two-fold. First, we aim at contributing to the broad 

theoretical debate on the processing of sentential negation by providing new 

relevant insights on how visual and linguistic stimuli interact during the real-time 

sentence comprehension of negative sentences. Second, we are interested in 

deepening the relationship between working memory resources, developmental 

dyslexia and negative sentence interpretation. To this end, we conduct two eye-

tracking studies based on a new experimental protocol that combines the strength 

of more classical sentence-picture verification tasks (traditionally employed in 

psycholinguistic research) and the visual world experimental set-up, so to 

exhaustively study how linguistic and visual processes jointly determine the online 

understanding of negative sentences by these two populations. 

 

This dissertation is set up as follows: in chapter 1, we provide a general overview 

of the phenomenon of linguistic negation by discussing some of the most relevant 

(and debated) issues concerning semantic, structural, and acquisitional aspects of 

sentential negation. This chapter serves as a brief introduction to this topic of 

linguistic research, and aims to provide the reader with some relevant insights and 

considerations about its formal and interpretative complexity.  

In chapter 2, we discuss the broad theoretical debate about the processing of 

sentential negation, which constitutes the starting point for this experimental work. 

We outline those that can be considered as the two main theoretical frameworks of 

negation processing (i.e., incremental vs. non-incremental models) based on how 

they account for the two core aspects of the processing that are currently debated: 

i) the timing and mode of negation integration into sentence meaning; ii) the role of 

the information occurring under the scope of negation during the sentence 

interpretation process. Experimental psycholinguistic evidence in support of the 

different models is also presented and discussed thoroughly.    

Chapter 3 introduces the visual world paradigm for the study of language 

comprehension, which employs the recording of participants’ eye movements 

during listening tasks and constitutes the experimental methodology at the base of 

the present work. First, we outline some of the key features of visual world studies 

on language processing at both the word and the sentence level. Then, we present 

in detail two (of the very few) relevant studies conducted using this methodology 

to investigate negation processing: in doing so, we discuss some of their important 

limitations concerning the result interpretation and the experimental set-up. Next, 

we discuss the main advantages and limitations of using the visual world paradigm 

to investigate negation processing compared to the more classical behavioural 

paradigms (e.g., sentence-picture verification task) described in chapter 2. Finally, 
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we describe the visual manipulation that we decided to introduce in our 

experimental set-up to overcome some specific limitations which are intrinsically 

related to the perceptual nature of the visual world paradigm, and we outline our 

research questions.  

Chapter 4 is dedicated to the presentation and discussion of our eye-tracking 

study on the processing of sentential negation in Italian-speaking adults. First, we 

present the experimental design, the task, as well as the materials and methods. 

Then, we outline our predictions with respect to our main research questions and 

the possible expected outcomes. Next, we discuss the results of the eye movement 

analyses conducted, and we interpret the current findings within the broad 

theoretical debate on negation processing outlined in chapter 2. As we will see, the 

results of this first study provide compelling evidence in support of a non-

incremental processing of negation, along the lines of the Two-Step Simulation 

Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007); moreover, they reveal a positive effect of the negated 

information on the negative sentence interpretation process. These main findings 

pave the way for the last two chapters of the dissertation, in which the investigation 

of negation processing has been extended to atypical populations, more in particular 

to individuals diagnosed with developmental dyslexia. 

Chapter 5 illustrates the background for our second eye-tracking study with 

Italian dyslexic adults. First, we offer a brief introduction to developmental dyslexia 

and to its major linguistic manifestations. Then, we discuss the Working Memory 

Deficit Hypothesis (McLoughlin et al. 1994, 2002) which accounts for the deficits 

attested in dyslexia by assuming specific limitations in dyslexics’ working memory 

capacity and processing resources: this constitutes the theoretical framework of the 

experimental study in chapter 6. Subsequently, we review the previous (little) 

literature dealing with the relationship between developmental dyslexia, working 

memory resources and sentence processing. Throughout the discussion, we put 

emphasis on how these previous works have provided conflicting evidence on 

whether or not negation constitutes a specific source of processing difficulty for 

dyslexic individuals. We conclude the chapter by outlining our research questions 

based on our former findings on negation processing reported for normal readers in 

chapter 4 and on the experimental evidence reviewed in this chapter. 

In chapter 6, we present our follow-up study investigating the processing of 

sentential negation in Italian dyslexic adults. We administered a reduced version of 

the experimental protocol described in chapter 4 to a group of Italian dyslexic adults 

and a control group of normal readers. The chapter is organized along the lines of 

chapter 4. First, we summary the experimental design and the task used. Then we 

describe the experimental procedure and the materials: a battery of working 

memory and reading tasks was also included to assess participants’ behavioural 

performance. Next, the results of these behavioural measures and of the eye 

movement data are presented in detail. The theoretical implications of our findings 

are then extensively discussed: as we will see, the results of this study show that 
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dyslexics adopt the same non-incremental strategy of negation processing as 

controls and also benefit from being presented with the negated information during 

the processing (in line with the results of our former experiment); nonetheless, they 

display an overall lower-than-normal performance in task execution, suggesting 

that negation is not specifically impaired in developmental dyslexia, but that 

dyslexia is characterized by an overall processing impairment. We conclude by 

discussing some limitations of the present study and providing insights for future 

research directions.   

Finally, chapter 7 contains our final remarks and overall conclusions. We 

summarize how the present work can contribute to the broad theoretical debate on 

the processing of sentential negation (chs. 2-4) and to the investigation of the 

relationship between working memory resources, negative sentence interpretation 

and developmental dyslexia (chs. 5-6). Some limitations are also discussed.  
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1 Some notes on linguistic negation  

Negation is a universal feature of human language, which is absent from other 

complex systems of animal communication (Greenberg 1966, Horn 1989). This 

specific linguistic tool performs several, heterogeneous communicative functions 

in our daily interactions: from denying a concept to correcting a presupposition; 

from contradicting an assumption made by another speaker to reject an object or an 

action; from lying to speaking ironically. What makes negation a very fascinating 

topic of linguistic research is that, despite its apparent simplicity, the investigation 

of the forms and meanings of negative expressions is often far from simple and 

straightforward. Nonetheless, negation constitutes a very complex and multifaceted 

linguistic phenomenon, which cannot (and is not intended to) be discussed 

exhaustively in this introductory section.  

The aim of this chapter is to provide the reader with a preliminary overview of some 

interpretative (§1.1), structural (§1.2) and acquisitional aspects (§1.3) of negation, 

which are of central relevance for the present thesis. First, we will introduce the 

notion of negation - the core topic of this work: we will describe some of its formal 

properties as a logical operator and discuss how its interpretation in natural 

languages is not always that clear-cut as in propositional logic (§1.1.1). This 

interpretative aspect is related to the fact that the part of the sentence affected by 

the domain of negation may vary, yielding different semantic interpretations 

(§1.1.2). The discussion on the scopal domain of negation will lead us to introduce 

the key concept of sentential negation (§1.1.3), the linguistic structure at the centre 

of our experimental research. In §1.1.4, we will then address the fundamental 

asymmetry between affirmative and negative sentences. Besides being more 

complex from a structural perspective, negative sentences are generally less specific 

and informative than affirmatives, unless they are used to correct a presupposition 

and/or expectation established in the discourse context. The relationship between 

pragmatic contextual factors and the higher processing costs traditionally reported 

for negative sentences has been largely called into question in the psycholinguistic 

research on the processing of sentential negation. As we will see in detail in chapter 

2, while the different theoretical accounts agree on the fact that the high pragmatic 

sensitivity of negation plays a role in the processing, they remain instead divided 

on whether this processing difficulty can be completely attributable to pragmatic 

factors, or rather it is due to more complex mental representations involved in the 

computation.  

In the second part of the chapter, we will present the different ways in which 

natural languages can express sentential negation (§1.2.1), as well as the syntactic 

properties of the different types of negative markers (§1.2.2, §1.2.3). This general 

overview will pave the way for a more detailed discussion of how sentential 
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negation can be expressed in Standard Italian, the language which constitutes the 

focus of the present work. In §1.2.4, we will provide the reader with relevant 

insights concerning the different syntactic structures that a non-strict Negative 

Concord language such as Italian has at its disposal to convey the sentence negative 

meaning.  

The third and last section of the chapter deals with the emergence of (sentential) 

negation in Child language. We will see that children need time to acquire the 

different semantic meanings of negation (i.e., rejection, non-existence and truth-

functional negation, §1.3.1), the syntactic forms employed to express sentential 

negation (§1.3.2), and the correct distribution of the negative markers (§1.3.3). In 

section 1.3.1, we will underline how the emergence of the different semantic 

meanings that sentential negation can convey is gradual and arguably related to the 

development of the child’s computational abilities, as they involve different levels 

of cognitive complexity and abstract representations. This aspect of the processing 

will be subsequently addressed in the discussion of our experimental findings, as it 

leads to interesting predictions concerning the interplay between vision and 

language in the construction of the sentence negative meaning. 

1.1 The semantics of negation 

In logical terms, negation is an operator that takes a proposition p to another 

proposition ¬p by reversing its truth-values: that is, if p is a formula, then ¬p is 

false if p is true, and ¬p is true if p is false. From a semantic perspective, negation 

can therefore be considered as a phenomenon of opposition. Nevertheless, despite 

its alleged simplicity, the interpretation of negation in natural languages is not so 

straightforward as in propositional logic. In the following sections, we will outline 

some of the central issues concerning the semantics of negation that have been 

exstensively studied (and debated) throughout the centuries.  

In section §1.1.1., we will have a look at some formal properties of negation 

that can be traced back to classical logic: in doing so, we will discuss the distinction 

made by Aristotle between different types of negation (i.e., contrariety and 

contradiction) corresponding to different kinds of semantic opposition. Then, in 

§1.1.2, we will address the broad debate on the truth-value assignment to negative 

sentences referring to non-existing entities. This will allow us to introduce two key 

concepts: the notion of existential presupposition, and the distinction between 

narrow and wide scope of negation. As we will see in §1.1.3, Klima’s (1964) 

influential definition of sentential and constituent negation is based upon this latter 

difference in the scope domain of the negative operator, which may yield different 

semantic interpretations of the negative sentence. Finally, in §1.1.4, we will discuss 

the asymmetry between negative and affirmative propositions that characterizes 

natural languages. Besides being more complex than their affirmative counterparts 

in morpho-syntactic terms, we will see that negative sentences can be considered 
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more marked also from both a semantic and pragmatic perspective, as they are 

prototypically used to correct a presupposition and/or assertion established in the 

discourse context.   

1.1.1 Negation in classical logic 

In Aristotelian logic, negation is governed by two different laws: the Law of 

Contradiction (LC), and the Law of the Excluded Middle (LEM). The former states 

that two opposite propositions cannot be true simultaneously (1), whereas the latter 

demands that one of the two opposite propositions is true (2). 

(1) Law of Contradiction: ¬ (p ∧ ¬ p) 

(2) Law of the Excluded Middle: ¬ p ˅ p 

As exemplified in (3), standard negation obeys both these logical rules. It is in fact 

immediately clear that these sentences cannot both be true (LC), as it is not possible 

for number 4 to be simultaneously an even and an odd (i.e., not even) number; at 

the same time, one of the two sentences in (3) has to be necessarily true (LEM): 

whatever type of number 4 may be, it is either an even or an odd number.  

(3) a. 4 is an even number 

b. 4 is not an even number 

However, there are many instances of negation in which the Law of Excluded 

Middle does not hold. Consider for example the following sentences: 

(4) a. John is friendly 

b. John is unfriendly 

While these two opposite sentences cannot be simultaneously true in the same 

situation, as stated by the Law of Contradiction, it might be the case however that 

none of them is actually true: indeed, John can be neither friendly nor unfriendly, 

but rather something in between. Horn (1989) defined these types of predicates as 

scalar predicates: as the name suggests, they denote a scale in which the two terms 

at the extremities (e.g., friendly and unfriendly) are not immediate contraries as in 

the case of even vs. odd, but they allow other elements to mediate between them, 

creating a scale of possible contraries.  

This observation underpins the distinction made by Aristotle between two 

different kinds of negation, on the basis of whether the two fundamental logical 

laws are respected. Sentence (3b) constitutes an example of contradictory negation, 

in which both LC and LEM apply: two contradictories, such as even and odd cannot 

be both false at the same time for the same object, but one member of the pair must 

be true and the other false. In addition, no intermediate elements are allowed 

between the two opposite terms. Conversely, contrary negation only obeys LC: 
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while it is impossible for one property to be simultaneously asserted and negated 

for the same entity, it may in fact be the case that something exists between 

contraries. Consider, for instance, two contrary terms such as friendly and 

unfriendly: a person cannot be both friendly and unfriendly at the same time, but 

she can certainly be neither, being merely affable.  

In conclusion, Aristotelian logic of opposition distinguishes the notion of 

contrariety from the notion of contradiction on the basis of two fundamental 

principles: the Law of Contradiction, which holds for both types of negation, and 

the Law of the Excluded Middle, which does not hold in the case of the so-called 

scalar predicates. Nevertheless, these logical laws are considered valid, and 

therefore applicable, only in if the propositional subject corresponds to an existing 

entity. Consider, for instance, the sentences in (5), where the subject of predication 

(i.e., Santa Claus) denotes a non-existing entity. 

(5) a. Santa Claus is ill  

b. Santa Claus is well 

c. Santa Claus is not ill  

If Santa Claus exists, one of the two affirmative sentences in (5a) and (5b) will be 

true and the other false: instead, if Socrates does not exist, both will turn out to be 

false. For what concerns the negative proposition in (5c), it will be either true or 

false if Santa Claus exists, but, crucially, it will be true in the case that Santa Claus 

does not exist. Aristotle argues in fact that denying the predication of a non-existing 

entity results in a logically true statement. A predicate denial of the form p is not q 

is true if and only if the corresponding affirmative proposition p is q is false. If 

Santa Claus does not exist, it is false to say that Santa Claus is ill (5a): hence, that 

the negative sentence Santa Claus is not ill (5c) must be true.  

1.1.2 Negation and truth-value assignment 

So far, we have seen that denying the predicate of non-existing entities returns a 

true value in Aristotelian logic. Given this counterintuitive conclusion, the issue of 

truth-value assignment to the predication of vacant objects has been widely debated 

over the centuries from both a philosophical and a linguistic perspective.  

Frege (1982) introduced the notion of existential presupposition, which 

constitutes a necessary assumption required to understand the meaning of a 

sentence but it is not included in its logical form. In particular, he argues that both 

affirmative and negative sentences including proper names or definite descriptions 

as propositional subjects presuppose the existence of a referent for that entity in the 

real world. Consider, for instance, the pair of sentences in (6): in Frege’s words, if 

one asserts (6a) or (6b), there is a presupposition that the name “Kepler” designates 

something, that is, that Kepler existed (Frege 1952:69).  
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(6) a. Kepler died in misery 

b. Kepler did not die in misery 

In the case of non-existing entities, this presupposition does not emerge as the 

subject has no proper reference nor extension in the real world. Frege concludes 

that these sentences cannot be assigned with a truth-value and cannot therefore be 

used to make an assertion. This approach was largely criticized by Russell (1905), 

who argued that sentences like (7) could still be assigned with a truth-value 

although they lack proper reference.  

(7) The king of France is bald 

This affirmative sentence assumes that there is a unique entity which is the King of 

France and he is bald, as expressed through the following logical form: 

(8) ∃x (KING(x) ∧ ¬∃y (x ≠ y ∧ KING(y)) ∧ BALD(x)) 

In this framework, sentence (7) is conceived as false because there is not such an 

entity with the property of being the King of France and of being bald. Instead, 

Russell proposed that the corresponding negative sentence (9) is ambiguous 

between two possible readings depending on the scope of the negative operator not: 

either the negation could be interpreted as sentence-wide (i.e., external negation), 

or as local to the verb (i.e., internal negation). Significantly, these two different 

readings of negation correspond to different logical forms with different truth-

values, giving rise to two possible interpretations for the one sentence in (9).  

(9) The king of France is not bald  

(10) External negation (wide-scope)  ¬ ∃x (KING(x) ∧ ¬∃y (x ≠ y ∧ KING(y)) 

∧ BALD(x)) 

External reading: It is not the case that both (a) there is a unique King of 

France and (b) he is bald  

(11) Internal negation (narrow-scope) ∃x (KING(x) ∧ ¬∃y (x ≠ y ∧ KING(y)) ∧ 

¬ BALD(x)) 

Internal reading: There is a unique King of France and he is not bald 

In (10), negation is external having scope over the entire proposition: the sentence 

denies the existence of a univocal entity who is the King of France and who is bald. 

However, the first of the two conjuncts is false, as we know that there is no entity 

which satisfies the property of being the King of France: hence, the proposition in 

(9) is true. As Russell observed, this possible interpretation of the negative sentence 

in (9) is made more evident if we consider the following example: 

(12) The King of France is not bald – because there is no such person.  
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This sentence, which is indeed perfectly acceptable, is only compatible with a wide-

scope reading of negation, as it makes clear that the falsity of the proposition can 

be determined by the fact that there is no actual referent for the definite description 

“the King of France”. Conversely, in (11) the definite description does not fall 

within the scope of negation, which is hence defined as internal. The narrow scope 

of negation leads to the following interpretation of sentence (9): there is a unique 

King of France, and this entity is not bald. Crucially, this possible reading of the 

negative sentence shares the same existential presupposition reported for its 

affirmative counterpart (7), that is, the existence of an entity which is the King of 

France: given that there is not such a referent in the real world, the negative sentence 

must be judged as false.   

Russell’s approach was however not free from criticism. His proposal of 

considering the interpretation of negative sentences as ambiguous depending on the 

scope of the negative operator has been in fact largely criticized by Strawson (1950, 

1964): along the lines of Frege’s account, he argues that any statement with a non-

denoting subject cannot be assigned with a truth-conditional meaning, given that 

the existential presupposition is not satisfied. The debate on truth-value assignment 

for sentences with non-denoting entities is complex and touches upon several 

issues.1 For the aim of this general overview, we are mainly interested in 

underlining how the distinction between narrow and wide scope of negation is at 

the basis of Klima’s (1964) definition of sentential and constituent negation, which 

we will briefly illustrate in the following section.  

1.1.3 The scope of negation 

As an operator, negation has scope over the surrounding elements: however, the 

part of the sentence which is affected by the domain of negation may vary, leading 

to different semantic interpretations. Klima (1964) has drawn an important 

distinction between sentential and constituent negation2: while the former affects 

the meaning of the clause, the latter only applies to a specific subcomponent of the 

sentence itself. Consider, for instance, the following example: 

 

1 The interested reader is referred to Horn (1989) and Vender (2017) for an exhaustive discussion of 

the topic. 
2 Klima (1964) developed a series of tests to distinguish between sentential and constituent negation: 

for instance, sentences involving the former can be followed by positive question tags or either 

phrases, whereas sentences involving the latter can be followed by negative question tags or too 

phrases. Although these tests met with criticism, this was concerned with the criteria employed for 

the diagnostics and not with the distinction between the two different types of negation (see Zeijlstra 

2004 for a more detailed discussion of the diagnostics and related issues). 
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(13) a. With no job is Kim happy 

b. With no job Kim is happy 

Both sentences include the same negative constituent. Nonetheless, only in (13a) 

the sentence conveys a negative meaning, as it denies Kim’s happiness. Quite the 

opposite, (13b) describes under which circumstances Kim is indeed happy, and 

negation affects only the PP with no job. Therefore, sentence (13a) exhibits 

sentential negation, whereas sentence (13b) constituent negation.3 

So far, we have seen that the presence of a negative operator, having scope either 

on the entire proposition or only on a particular constituent, modifies the truth 

values of the sentence. However, Horn (1985, 1989) observed that there are cases 

in which negation is not used to deny an utterance’s propositional content but, 

rather, it serves as a metalinguistic device for objecting to the way in which a 

propositional meaning had been previously expressed. This linguistic phenomenon, 

labelled as metalinguistic negation, is an instance of non-standard negation scope, 

as it involves objections to the non-truth conditional contents of the utterance. 

(14) I haven’t stopped smoking; I have never smoked in my life4  

(15) Goliath wasn’t tall; he was giant 

(16) Joe doesn't [mijənidʒ] singers; he [mænədʒəz] them 

As can be observed in (14-16), metalinguistic negation can target presuppositions, 

such as that the speaker in (14) used to smoke (Burton-Roberts 1989), 

conversational implicatures, such as the scalar implicature associated with the term 

tall in (15), and even the way in which a part of the utterance was pronounced (16). 

Note that the objection expressed by negation is typically followed by a 

rectification, which, significantly, is truth-conditionally equivalent to the formerly 

negated proposition.   

To conclude, another instance of pragmatic use of negation is the so-called 

illocutionary negation (Searle 1969, 1972; Moeschler 1992, 2010), in which the 

wide scope of negation affects the realisation of the speech act itself rather than the 

propositional content of the sentence itself. Consider, for instance, the following 

sentences: 

 

3 The example reported in (13) indicates that constituent and sentential negation are not mutually 

exclusive: rather, (13a) can be considered as an instance of constituent negation that is also able to 

express sentential negation. This suggests that sentential negation should be defined in semantic 

terms, as proposed by Acquaviva (1997) along the lines of Jackendoff (1969, 1972). The interested 

reader is referred to Zeijlstra (2004, 2013) for a detailed discussion on the semantic and syntactic 

approaches to the analysis of sentential negation.  
4 Examples taken from Horn (1985:132) 
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(17) I don’t promise I will speak ill of my colleagues5  

(18) I promise you I won’t speak ill of my colleagues  

In the former, negation scopes over the illocutionary force associated with the 

predicate to promise (F), signalling a refusal of commitment to the speech act by 

the speaker (19). Conversely, in the latter, negation does not scope over the 

illocutionary marker of the sentence but over the propositional meaning of the 

subordinate clause (P) – as exemplified in (20). 

(19) not-promise (I will speak ill of my colleagues): ¬ F (P) 

(20) promise (not (I will speak ill of my colleagues)): F (¬P) 

1.1.4 Markedness of negation 

Natural languages are characterized by an asymmetry between affirmative and 

negative sentences, with the latter being always marked in comparison to their 

affirmative counterpart in both language structure and use (Dahl 1979, Payne 1985, 

Horn 1989, Ladusaw 1996).  

As noted by Greenberg (1966), negative sentences are always expressed by 

means of an overt linguistic element. Significantly, this formal markedness is 

specific of negation: in fact, although natural languages display a lot of cross-

linguistic variation with respect to the morphosyntactic elements used for 

expressing sentential negation (§1.2.1), negative sentences are structurally more 

complex than the corresponding affirmative ones. Indeed, any statement is 

automatically interpreted as an affirmation unless its negative meaning is made 

explicit by one (or more) specific linguistic element. 

Besides being morpho-syntactically more marked, negative statements are also 

generally less informative than affirmatives. Consider, for instance, the following 

sentences: 

(21) Abraham Lincoln was not shot by Ivan Mazeppa6 

(22) Abraham Lincoln was shot by John Wilkes Booth 

Both these statements are equally true, but the reader can immediately perceive how 

the negative sentence (21) is much less informative than the affirmative one (22): 

while the latter provides in fact precise information about who shot the President, 

the former does not exclude any but one of the billions of people who might have 

shot him. This intuition has been formalized in the Principle of Negative 

Uninformativeness by Leech (1981), who argued that negative sentences are more 

informative than the corresponding affirmatives only when uttered in specific 

 

5 Examples taken from Moeschler (1992:52) 
6 Examples taken from Leech (1981) 
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discourse contexts7. The negative sentence in (21) is perceived by the speaker as 

inappropriate when uttered out of the blue, as it violates the Gricean Maxim of 

Relevance (1975) which requires the speaker to be as informative as possible: in 

fact, the number of people who did not shoot Abraham Lincoln is way greater than 

the number of people who actually shot him. Nevertheless, the very same negative 

sentence becomes perfectly acceptable in a context in which the speaker has a 

specific communicative intent, as in the following example: 

(23) Speaker A: Abraham Lincoln was shot by Ivan Mazeppa 

Speaker B: No, you are wrong. Abraham Lincoln was not shot by Ivan 

Mazeppa. He was shot by John Wilkes Booth! 

Here, (23) is very informative as it is used to deny a statement which has been 

previously introduced by someone in the discourse context, that is, the assumption 

that Ivan Mazeppa was involved in the assassination of Lincoln.  

Leech’s (1981) intuition about the informativeness of negative sentences uttered 

in inappropriate discourse contexts underpins the concept of markedness 

implicature subsequently formulated by Horn (1989): while speakers use 

affirmative statements to simply convey a piece of information, negative sentences 

are uttered with the aim of expressing an additional communicative effect. A similar 

observation was made by Wason (1965), who introduced the notion of plausible 

denial: according to the author, negative sentences are used to correct an asserted 

presupposition or a previous expectation which has been established in the 

communicative context. On the contrary, the decontextualized occurrence of 

negative sentences conveys a sense of inappropriateness, and their interpretation 

would be burdened by the need for the addressee to accommodate lack of contextual 

information. The relationship between pragmatic contextual factors and the higher 

processing costs that seem to be associated with negative sentences has been 

extensively investigated in the psycholinguistic literature on the processing of 

sentential negation, and will be discussed in detail in chapter 2.    

1.2 The syntax of negation 

In all world languages, the expression of sentential negation always requires the 

presence of an overt linguistic element (segmental or suprasegmental, such in the 

 

7 It is worth noting that negative sentences are as informative as their positive counterparts only in 

the case of contradictory predicates (e.g., open/close, on/off), which cannot receive a scalar 

interpretation (Horn 1989, see §1.1). However, the resort to a negative form (e.g., the radio is not 

on) still seems to be related to the expression of some additional communicative effect compared to 

the affirmative form conveying the same information (e.g., the radio is off). Furthermore, contrary 

negation ones may even be more informative (e.g., John is 1.50m short may be more informative 

than John is 1.50m tall)  
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case of tone). However, substantial cross-linguistic variation is attested in respect 

to how the negative meaning may be conveyed. In section §1.2.1, we will provide 

the reader with an overview of the three main classes of negative elements used to 

express sentential negation across languages: throughout the discussion, we will see 

that the range of variation concerns the type, the number, and also the position of 

these negative elements. The following sections are devoted to a brief discussion 

regarding the underlying syntax of the different types of negative markers: in 

particular, we will cover some central issues addressed by scholars over the past 

decades concerning the syntactic status of these negative elements (§1.2.2) as well 

as their position within the clausal structure (§1.2.3). To conclude, in section §1.2.4, 

we will outline the various syntactic constructions allowed in Standard Italian to 

express sentential negation: in doing so, we will illustrate the linguistic 

phenomenon known as negative concord providing some theoretical insights. 

1.2.1 The expression of sentential negation 

In §1.1.4, we have seen that the expression of a negative sentence is always marked 

in comparison to its affirmative counterpart by the presence of an overt linguistic 

element. In fact, differently from other grammatical functions (e.g., interrogative 

constructions), there is no language in which sentential negation can be expressed 

merely by means of a word order shift (Horn 1989, Zeijlstra 2009). Nonetheless, 

natural languages display a lot of cross-linguistic variation in the possible ways of 

expressing sentential negation, with regard to the type, position and number of the 

negative markers employed.    

Zanuttini (2001) distinguished four main types of negative elements used to 

express sentential negation. First, some languages make use of special verbs to deny 

a sentence: it is the case of many Polynesian languages, in which negative verbs 

have scope over the entire clause. Instead, in languages such as Evenki (spoken in 

Siberia), the sentence negative meaning can be conveyed by means of a negative 

marker which has the properties of a finite auxiliary. A third type of negative 

markers are those anchored in the inflectional morphology of the verbs. For 

instance, the Turkish language (24) expresses sentential negation by means of a 

negative morpheme placed between the verbal stem and the temporal and personal 

inflectional affixes.  

(24) John elmalari sermedi8 

John apples like.neg.past.3sg 

‘John doesn’t like apples 

The last class of strategies is represented by the use of negative particles to express 

 

8 Example taken from Ouhalla (1991), also cited in Zanuttini (2001) and Zeijlstra (2013) 
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sentential negation. Within this latter group, Zanuttini (1997, 2001) and Zeijlstra 

(2007) made a further distinction between two main types of negative particles, 

depending on whether these markers must be attached to the finite verb or not. In 

languages such as Italian (25) and Czech (26), the negative particle occupies a fixed 

position to the immediate left of the finite verb. However, this class of preverbal 

negative markers (Zanuttini 1997, among others9) displays some degree of internal 

variations: while in Italian the negative marker non constitutes a free-standing 

morphological word, in Czech the element ne is instead anchored to the finite verb. 

(25) Gianni non ha telefonato  

Gianni neg has called 

‘Gianni didn’t call’  

(26) Milan nevola´  

Milan neg.calls 

‘Milan doesn’t call’ 

Languages such as German (27) are instead characterized by the fact that the 

position of the negative particle does not depend on the surface syntactic position 

of the finite verb. In V2 languages, the finite verb necessarily occupies the second 

position in the main clause: in a negative sentence like (27a), the verb has therefore 

to move over the negative element to reach this second position, but such movement 

does not trigger the displacement of the negative adverb nicht.  

(27) a. Hans kommt nicht10 

Hans comes neg 

‘Hans doesn’t come’ 

b. ..., dass Hans nicht kommt 

... that Hans neg comes 

‘... that Hans doesn’t come’ 

In the following section, we will see how the different distributional properties 

exhibited by these two types of negative particles can be traced back to a distinction 

in their syntactic status.   

1.2.2 The syntactic status of negative markers 

In her influential works on negation in Romance varieties, Zanuttini (1997, 2001) 

developed a series of tests with the aim of determining the syntactic status of 

negative elements. Significantly, the analyses provided compelling evidence that 

 

9 The reader is referred to Zanuttini (1997) and Poletto (2008) for a comprehensive overview of 

different types of preverbal negative markers in Romance varieties  
10 Example taken from Zeijlstra (2013:797) 
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the preverbal negative markers are syntactic heads having the entire VP as 

complement. The first observation concerns the syntactic phenomenon known as 

clitic climbing, in which a pronominal object of an embedded infinitive is moved 

out of its local domain and cliticized on the matrix verb (Kayne 1989, Rizzi 1982), 

as exemplified below: 

(28) a. Gianni vuole vederli  

Gianni wants see-them  

b. Gianni li vuole vedere 

Gianni them wants see 

‘Gianni wants to see them’ 

As can be observed in the French example (29), such movement is blocked in 

presence of a negative marker, requiring the object clitic to remain in its canonical 

position. Zanuttini (2001) argued that this blocking effect must be due to the 

negative marker ne being an intervening head which prevents the antecedent 

government of the trace, also considering that the clitic movement over the negative 

particle pas (29c) is instead perfectly allowed. 

(29) a. Jean la1 fait manger t1 a` Paul11 

Jean it makes eat to Paul 

‘Jean makes Paul eat it’ 

b. *Jean l1’a fait ne pas manger t1 a` l’enfant 

Jean it.has made neg neg eat to the child 

‘Jean has made the child not eat it’ 

c. Jean ne l1’a pas fait manger t1 a` Paul 

Jean neg it.has neg made eat to Paul 

‘Jean hasn’t made Paul eat it’ 

Additional evidence in favour of the head status of preverbal negative markers 

comes from the blocking of verb movement attested in Paduan (Poletto 2000, 

Zanuttini 2007). In this Northern Italian dialect, yes/no interrogative clauses 

requires the C0 to be overtly filled. As a consequence, in interrogatives such (30), 

the main verb moves from V0 to C0. However, the Head Movement Constraint 

(Travis 1984) prohibits this V-to-C movement in the presence of an overtly filled 

intervening head. Significantly, this is exactly what Zanuttini (2007) found for 

negative interrogatives (31), confirming that the Paduan negative marker no is an 

intervening head which blocks the syntactic verb movement.  

(30) Vien-lo? 

comes-he 

 

11 Examples taken from Zanuttini (2001) also cited in Zeijlstra (2013:799) 
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‘Is he coming?’ 

(31) *Vien-lo no? 

comes-he neg? 

‘Isn’t he coming?’ 

Further confirmation of the syntactic head status of the preverbal negative particles  

has been provided by Merchant (2006), who developed the so-called why not test. 

Given that the why not construction is considered as a form of phrasal adjunction, 

Merchant (2006) predicted that such construction should not be allowed in those 

languages in which the negative markers are syntactic heads instead of phrasal 

elements. This is precisely what happens in many languages with preverbal 

negative markers, including Italian (32), where the negative particle non cannot 

participate in the why not construction and the word no must be used in its place.  

(32) *Perché non?  

why neg 

‘Why not?’ 

Zeijlstra (2004, 2013) made use of the same diagnostics to investigate the syntactic 

status of those negative particles whose position remains unaffected from the 

surface position of the finite verb. Zeijlstra started out with the assumption that if 

preverbal negative markers are functional heads, these other negative particles must 

occupy a different position in the clausal spine, and should hence be considered as 

phrasal elements (i.e., XPs). 

Empirical evidence from verb movement analyses in V2 languages provides 

first support to this assumption. As exemplified above for German (27), the 

negative marker nicht does not block V-to-C movement of the finite verb over the 

negative element to C0 in the main clause, confirming that negative adverbs are not 

syntactic heads. Evidence that negative adverbs behave as maximal projections is 

also provided by the application of the why not test. As shown below, these negative 

elements are in fact allowed to adjoin to why in the why not construction, which, as 

said, is a form of phrasal adjunction. 

(33) a. Why not? (English) 

b. Warum nicht? (German) 

c. Waarom niet? (Dutch) 

why neg 

‘Why not?’ 

Summarizing, in this section we have seen that the difference between the two types 

of negative particles used to express sentential negation can be reduced to a formal 

syntactic distinction: preverbal negative markers that attach to a finite verb (e.g., 

the Italian non) occupy a head position in a specific functional projection; the 
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negative adverbs, whose syntactic position remains unaffected by the surface 

position of the finite verb (e.g., nicht in German) behave instead as phrasal 

elements.  

1.2.3 The syntactic position of negative markers 

As said, negative markers can be syntactic heads of a functional projection, labelled 

as Negation Phrase (NegP). This observation paved the way for an extensive 

discussion among scholars on what exact position this NegP occupies within the 

clause (Pollock 1989, 1993; Belletti 1990, Laka 1990, Zanuttini 1991, Haegeman 

1995, Ouhalla 2003; Zeijlstra 2004, 2006). Far from receiving general consensus, 

in this section we will briefly outline the main proposals put forward in this 

respect12.  

While Pollock (1989) maintained that the negative projection is located below 

TP and above AgrP, subsequent works did not assume that NegP occupies a fixed 

and universally pre-determined position. For instance, Ouhalla (2003) argued that 

the syntactic position of NegP in the clause is the result of a parametric variation, 

which causes NegP to select either TP or VP. In addition, the different values 

assigned by this NEG parameter would account for the cross-linguistic variation 

attested between Romance and Germanic languages in the ways of expressing 

sentential negation, with NegP dominating TP only in the former. Based on data 

from different Italian dialects, Zanuttini (1991, 1997) further developed the idea of 

a more flexible position occupied by NegP. In fact, she hypothesized the presence 

of four Negative Phrases within the clausal structure, which are universally 

available and could potentially all host a different negative marker. According to 

Zanuttini, the different types of negative markers in Romance varieties which 

exhibit different syntactic and/or semantic properties would hence occupy a 

different position in the syntactic structure.13 However, as pointed out by Zeijlstra 

(2004), the observation that negative markers have a broad distribution within the 

clause does not necessarily imply the existence of a more articulated and fixed 

syntactic structure that holds universally for all languages: rather, it might simply 

indicate a relatively free syntactic distribution of the negative markers.  

This intuition has been extensively developed by Zeijlstra (2004, 2013) who 

proposed a semantic derivation of the NegP position in the clause, following 

Nilsen’s (2003) idea that functional categories are not syntactically but rather 

semantically driven. Two important observations have been put forward by the 

author. First, in order to express sentential negation, a negative marker must 

necessarily have scope over the entire vP (Zeijlstra 2004): this would be sufficient 

 

12 The interested reader is referred to the overview proposed in Zeijlstra (2004) for a detailed 

evaluation and discussion of the different proposals. 
13 See also Poletto (2000,2008), Benincà (2006), and Manzini and Savoia (2005)  
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to account for the attested cross-linguistic variation regarding the position of NegP 

within the clausal structure. Second, negation can never be interpreted in a position 

at least as high as C0, otherwise it would outscope those operators with the 

illocutionary force of a speech act (Zeijlstra 2013, following Han 2011). From these 

assumptions, it follows that negative markers must occupy an intermediate position 

within the syntactic structure, which however, is not postulated by any specific 

syntactic principle. Therefore, Zeijlstra (2004, 2013) considered the syntactic 

position of the negative marker to be relatively free, arguing that different semantic 

effects are nevertheless expected depending on the position occupied by the 

negative marker itself.  

A detailed discussion of Zeijlstra’s (2004, 2013) approach and of its subsequent 

implementations (Penka 2007, Cirillo 2009, Breithbarth 2009 among others) goes 

beyond the aim of the present work, and the interested reader may refer to the 

original works and to Zeijlstra (2013). To conclude, we want instead to underline 

how Zeijlstra (2004, 2013)’s assumption of a semantic derivation of the NegP 

position has the undoubted advantage of accounting for the variety of the possible 

syntactic positions that can be occupied by negative markers within the clausal 

structure, without the need to assume a more fine-grained syntactic structure with 

multiple fixed positions for NegP (cf. Zanuttini 1991, 1997) 

1.2.4 Sentential negation in Standard Italian 

As the present experimental work will deal with the processing of sentential 

negation by Italian-speaking adults, this last section aims to provide the reader with 

a comprehensive overview of the different syntactic constructions used in Italian to 

express sentential negation. In §1.2.1, we have seen that the Italian language makes 

use of the preverbal negative marker non to introduce the semantic negation, as 

reported for ease of reading below: 

(34) Gianni non ha telefonato 

Gianni NEG has called 

‘Gianni didn’t call’ 

In (35), the semantic negative meaning is conveyed by the single neg-word14 

nessuno placed in pre-verbal position, that behaves as a negative quantifier (e.g. the 

English nobody):  

(35) Nessuno ha telefonato 

n-body has called 

‘nobody called 

 

14 In Laka (1990)’s terminology for negative indefinites in NC languages 
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However, the combination of these two types of negative elements within the same 

sentence may yield different semantic interpretations. As shown in (36), when the 

negative marker non comes with a negative quantifier placed in post-verbal 

position, the sentence expresses one single semantic negation.    

(36) Gianni *(non) ha telefonato a nessuno 

Gianni NEG has called to n-body 

‘Gianni didn’t call anybody’ 

From a formal logic perspective, the sentence in (36) would be expected to convey 

a positive meaning: in fact, along the lines of the Law of Double Negation, when a 

proposition includes two negations, they cancel each other out consequently 

yielding an affirmation. Furthermore, the single negative meaning of sentence (36) 

seems also to violate the Principle of Semantic Compositionality, stating that the 

meaning of a complex expression is determined by the combination of the meanings 

of its constituent expressions (Frege 1884). 

Sentence (36) is an instance of the linguistic phenomenon known as negative 

concord (Labov 1972): two or more negative elements that are able to individually 

express negation yield instead a single negative meaning when combined. Negative 

concord (NC) is a well-attested phenomenon in a large number of Indo-European 

languages, in both Romance and (some) Germanic varieties15 as well as in Greek 

and Albanian (Giannakidou 1997, 2000; Zeijlstra 2004). Giannakidou (1997, 2000) 

distinguished between two types of languages exhibiting NC constructions: in the 

so-called strict NC languages (e.g., Czech), the negative marker must necessarily 

be combined with the neg-word/s independently of their position within the 

sentence; instead, in non-strict NC languages, a NC reading can only be established 

between a negative element in preverbal position (either a neg-word or a negative 

marker) and neg-words in post-verbal position. Italian belongs to this latter 

subgroup of NC languages, since, as exemplified in (35), no negative doubling 

construction is required when the neg-word is in subject position. 

Note, however, that NC languages do also license a double negation reading of 

multiple negative constructions in which, along the lines of propositional logic, the 

two negative elements cancel each other out. According to Zeijlstra (2004), the NC 

construction is subject to syntactic locality constraints: in order to provide a single 

semantic negative reading, all the negative elements must share the same scope 

domain – that is, they all must be located within the same sentence. Instead, when 

the relationship is established between negative elements belonging to different 

 

15 Among Germanic languages, NC is attested for instance in Afrikaans, West Flemish, Yiddish, 

some Dutch and German dialects like Bavarian   
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clauses, e.g., the main clause and the subordinate one, the interpretation is of double 

negation (as long as the embedded clause is in indicative mood): 

(37) Non ho detto che nessuno è arrivato16 

NEG say.1SG that n-body has.IND arrived 

DN reading : ‘I don’t say that nobody has arrived’ 

*NC reading: ‘I don’t say that anybody has arrived’ 

Furthermore, a particular double negation reading can arise in the subgroup of non-

strict NC languages. The Italian example in (35), repeated here in (38), showed that 

no negative marker is required to express sentential negation when the neg-word is 

in preverbal position.  

(38) Nessuno ha telefonato 

‘Nobody has called’ 

However, when the neg-word in preverbal position is combined with a negative 

marker, the NC reading is compromised, and a double negation reading can be 

accessed, modulo specific prosodic features.17 As shown in (39), the negative 

indefinite nessuno and the negative marker non cancel each other out yielding an 

affirmation. 

(39) Nessuno non ha telefonato 

N-body NEG has called 

DN reading: ‘Nobody didn’t call’ 

*NC reading: ‘Nobody called’ 

Note that this double negation construction is a marked option, as its use in 

everyday communication is subject to strict pragmatic restrictions. In particular, 

this construction is accepted by the speaker only in specific communicative 

contexts, such as, for example, in order to deny a previous negative assertion  made 

by another speaker or a presupposition established in the context:  

(40) Speaker A: ‘Né Anna né Maria si sono ricordate del tuo compleanno… 

Nessuno ha telefonato’ 

NEG.COP Anna NEG.COP Maria REFL.3PL are remembered of your 

birthday… N-body has called 

‘Neither Anna nor Maria remembered your birthday… Nobody called you’ 

 

16 Example taken from Zeijlstra (2004:266) 
17 The neg-word in subject position must be the word on which the primary stress of the sentence is 

located. 
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Speaker B: Ma non è vero! Anna ha chiamato la mattina e Maria a 

mezzogiorno… NESSUNO18 non ha telefonato!’  

But NEG be.COP.PRS.3SG true! Anna has called the morning and Maria at 

noon… N-body NEG has called!  

‘But it is not true! Anna called me in the morning and Maria at noon. 

Nobody didn’t call!’ 

In this respect, the reader will have noticed a clear resemblance to what discussed 

in §1.1.4 regarding the uninformativeness of negative sentences uttered in 

unsupportive pragmatic contexts.  

Among scholars, different proposals19 have been made to explain the semantic 

phenomenon underlying negative concord: that is, how it is possible that two 

elements which are able to express a semantic negative meaning when taken 

individually, convey instead one single negation when combined within a sentence.  

A first theoretical account, which considers every negative element to be 

semantically negative, argued that the interpretation of several negative expressions 

as a single negation would be the result of a semantic absorption mechanism known 

as quantifier resumption (Zanuttini 1991, Haegeman 1995, Haegeman & Zanuttini 

1991, 1996, de Swart & Sag 2002). While this approach may overcome the problem 

of semantic compositionality, it provides instead no explanation for the reported 

cross-linguistic variation in exhibiting NC structures. Based on the strong 

similarities between NPIs and neg-words20, an opposite approach deemed the latter 

to be semantically non-negative in nature. However, within this framework, it is 

unclear how the negative reading of a sentence including a single neg-word (e.g., 

Nessuno ha telefonato) can be derived if this element does not give rise to semantic 

negation. Zeijlstra (2004, 2008) provided another possible interpretation of negative 

concord, arguing that this phenomenon is a form of syntactic agreement. Following 

Ladusaw (1992), Zeijlstra takes neg-words to be semantically non-negative 

indefinites carrying an uninterpretable negative feature [uNeg] that agrees with a 

semantic negation: when only the neg-word occurs in the sentence, the semantic 

negation remains phonologically unrealised.  

To conclude, we provide an example of how the negative reading of the 

following Italian sentences can be derived by the syntactic operation of 

 

18 Uppercase indicates the primary stress position. 
19 See Zeijlstra (2007, 2008) for a detailed discussion of the existing theoretical accounts. 
20 Three main similarities can be observed between NPIs and neg-words: i) they are interpreted as 

negative indefinites; ii) they must be licensed by negation; iii) both appear in Downward Entailing 

(DE) (but not anti-additive) constructions (see Zeijlstra 2013 and Herburger 2001 for a detailed 

discussion). 
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Agreement.21 According to Zeijlstra (2004, 2008), in non-strict NC languages such 

as Italian, the negative marker carries an interpretable negative feature, [iNeg], 

which is the realisation of the negative operator Op¬.  

(41) Gianni non ha telefonato a nessuno 

‘Gianni didn’t call anybody’  

[Gianni [NegP [Neg0 non[iNEG]] [vP ha telefonato a nessuno[uNEG]]]]
22 

The NC construction in (41) is well formed because the indefinite nessuno, carrying 

an [uNeg] feature, establishes a feature checking relation with the negative marker 

non, carrying instead an [iNeg] feature. Instead, in (42), the indefinite nessuno in 

subject position is licensed by an abstract negative operator, Op¬ carrying [iNeg]. 

(42) Nessuno ha telefonato 

‘Nobody called’ 

[NegP [Op¬ [iNEG]-Nessuno[uNEG]i] [vP ti ha telefonato]] 

Summarizing, Zeijlstra (2004, 2008) maintained that, in non-strict NC languages, 

sentential negation is the result of the syntactic operation of Agreement between 

the negative expressions carrying a [uNeg] feature and the negative operator 

carrying an [iNeg] feature, which can be either overtly (41) or covertly (42) realised.  

1.3 Negation in early language acquisition 

Although negation in natural languages is a complex and heterogeneous 

phenomenon, the earliest instances of linguistic negation appear in children’s 

repertoire by 18 and 24 months of life. Nevertheless, its acquisition and 

development is gradual: it takes time for children to understand the semantic 

meanings of the different negative words to be able to use them correctly into fully 

developed sentences. Moreover, in order to understand how to negate a sentence, 

children must also learn how negation can have scope over the different part of the 

sentences, leaving the others unaffected. These acquisitional aspects will be briefly 

discussed in the following sections, in which we will describe three major insights 

of the cross-linguistic literature on the early acquisition of negation23. In section 

§1.3.1, we will discuss the categorization of the different semantic meanings of 

 

21 The interested reader is referred to Zeijlstra (2004) for a comprehensive evaluation of the syntactic 

feature checking relations underlying the different instances of sentential negation in NC and DC 

languages. 
22 Examples (41) and (42) are adapted from Zeijlstra (2004). 
23 Acquisitional studies on negation in child language involving Italian as target L1 language are 

quite lacking. Volterra and Antinucci (1979)’s pragmatic study on the emergence of negative 

meanings is the principal work on the acquisition of negation in L1 Italian: however, it has been 

widely criticized in subsequent literature (among others, Pea 1980).  
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negation, as well as two influential proposals for a developmental sequence of their 

emergence during the single-word utterance period and in the multiword speech 

productions. Section §1.3.2 is dedicated to the acquisition of the different forms of 

negation in child negative sentences: we will outline the main differences between 

anaphoric and sentential negation, including their position in the sentence and their 

different scope domain over the sentence itself. Finally, in section §1.3.3, we will 

see how children acquire the distribution of sentential negation through different 

developmental stages in which  the negative marker moves from a sentence external 

to a sentence internal position.  

1.3.1 Emergence of meanings of negation 

As soon as they begin to speak (at about one year of age), children start using 

negative words apparently without significant problems. Nonetheless, these earliest 

negation forms do not cover the entire range of negative meanings used in adult 

languages, as the lexical differentiation of negative words and their inclusion into 

fully developed utterances require time and increasingly mental resources.  

At the beginning of its development in language use, negation has essentially 

affective and volitional functions: that is, children use it to express their emotions 

and intentions about a state of affairs in the extra-linguistic context. On the contrary, 

children seem to acquire truth-functional negation only several months later. Stern 

& Stern (1937) argued that English-speaking children do not use the initial “No” to 

express a logical and truth-functional judgment, i.e. “No, this is not the case”, but 

rather to reject a previous statement “No, I do not want that – No, it should not be 

like this”. This intuition has been later supported by Pea (1980), who maintained 

that the predominant meaning that children associate to negation during their first 

year of life is prohibition rather than a logical judgment. In fact, children would 

infer this meaning from parents’ behaviour towards them: when children are doing 

anything wrong or dangerous, parents address them saying “No” and by shaking 

head.  

During the single-word utterance period (and thus before being able to realize 

complete sentences) children use basic forms of syntactic negation to cover 

different negative functions, which gradually develop and appear later in children’s 

multiword speech. Nevertheless, researchers have faced significant problems in 

understanding the psychological semantic categories of negation in this earliest 

period of language acquisition: since children do not make formal and syntactic 

distinctions between the negative expression used, psycholinguistic researchers can 

only suppose that the early meanings of negation are actually distinct in children’s 

conceptual system. Assuming that it is almost impossible to build up a 

comprehensive typology of early meanings of negation, Pea (1980) proposed a 

categorization based on the similarities between the child’s linguistic behaviours 
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and the different situational contexts in which negation is used. Based on his 

longitudinal study on six English-speaking children, he identified three main 

families of possible negative meanings emerging during the single-word utterance 

period: 

(43) a. Rejection – the child uses negation to reject an event, object, or person 

which is perceived in the immanent extra-linguistic context. 

b. Non-existence/Unfulfilled expectations - the child uses negation to 

indicate the disappearance of something which was expected in the context 

but which is no longer perceivable. 

c. Truth-functional/Falsity – the child negates the truth of a statement 

within a specific situational context. Negation is used to express the truth 

conditions of previous utterances produced by adults.  

Longitudinal data show that rejection is the first semantic category of negation 

expressed by speech. Later on, children begin to make comments on the 

disappearance and non-existence of familiar objects and persons in the surrounding 

environment. Finally, at around two years of age, they begin to negate statements 

about the world, by using truth-functional negation. Pea (1980) interpreted this 

evidence by arguing that these three types of semantic negation involve an 

increasing development of abstract forms and cognitive representations, and, 

consequently, their use demand different levels of processing capacities. Rejection 

is used to express an attitude towards topics which are directly present in the 

situational context, and, therefore, there is no need for their internal and abstract 

representation. On the contrary, non-existence requires the abstract representation 

of the relevant object, which is no longer present in the context and must be denoted 

abstractly. The truth-functional meaning of negation requires an even higher level 

of cognitive representation: children must in fact simultaneously represent two 

different situations, one representing the actual state of the world, and one 

representing its false counterpart.  

Given the difficulty in clearly understanding the real semantic categories of 

negative expressions used by children during the single-word utterance period, 

psycholinguistic researchers have mainly focused their attention on the 

development of negative meanings within children’s multiword sentences. In her 

study on three American English-speaking children, Bloom (1970) found that the 

different semantic meanings of negation arise following the same sequential order 

within the multiword expressions produced by all the examined subjects. Based on 

this evidence, she identified three main categories of negative meanings, and argued 

that they emerge in child language in the following developmental order:  
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(44) a. Non-existence – a referent which is normally expected to exist in the 

child’s belief world is not present in the extra-linguistic context. E.g., No 

cookie (In a box where children know there are usually cookies) 

b. Rejection – a referent which exists in the extra-linguistic context is 

rejected or opposed by the child. E.g., No dirty soap (i.e., I do not want the 

dirty soap) 

c. Denial – the negative utterance is used to assert that an actual or supposed 

predication does not hold. E.g., A car is given to the child and the adult says, 

“This is a truck”. The semantic meaning of the child’s answer “No truck” 

is “This is not a truck; this is a car”. 

As can be observed, there is a clear similarity between the two taxonomies proposed 

by Pea (1980) and Bloom (1970) concerning the categories of negative meaning 

employed by children24. However, different developmental orders have been found 

within these two early stages of language acquisition: while Pea (1980) gives 

priority to the emergence of rejection during the single-word utterance period, 

Bloom (1970) argues that non-existence is the first semantic meaning to be 

expressed in multiword speeches25. Nonetheless, these semantic categories are 

always acquired before truth-functional negation in both acquisitional stages. This 

further corroborates the assumption that the emergence of the different meanings 

of negation is directly related to the growth and development of children’s cognitive 

representational abilities: expressing logical judgments about previous statements 

uttered by others involves in fact higher and more abstract levels of cognitive 

complexity than those required to refuse or indicate the absence of something that 

can be directly found in the extra-linguistic environment.  

1.3.2 Emergence of different forms of negation 

Two main types of negation can be distinguished in children’s early multiword 

 

24 Volterra and Antinucci (1979) faced the issue of the emergence of negative meanings from a 

pragmatic perspective, arguing that the different meanings, which negation acquires in language use, 

are a consequence of the different kinds of pragmatic presupposition that the speaker assigns to the 

addressee. This work has been however largely criticized because of the excessive emphasis on the 

role of the addressee’s presupposed set of beliefs as the trigger for the different negative meanings: 

according to Pea (1980), there is no evidence in fact that a child younger than 2 years of age would 

be able to infer successfully other people’s complex set of beliefs. 
25 Bloom (1970)’s developmental sequence has been later endorsed by Choi (1988), who argued 

that, in order to successfully reject an object or an action, children can simply resort to one-word 

utterances because the referent is imminent and salient in the situational context. On the other hand, 

in non-existence, children have to make comments about referents that are no longer evident in the 

discourse context: as a consequence, children need to quickly develop negative forms in multiword 

speeches to convey adequately this semantic meaning.  
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production: anaphoric negation, which relates to the content of an earlier utterance 

(45), and sentential negation, in which the negative meaning applies to the sentence 

itself (46). Several studies on the acquisition of formal expressions of negation in 

child languages have shown that almost all the languages examined have specific 

and distinct lexical items for anaphoric and sentential negation: moreover, the 

former can occur either in isolation or in the initial position of a sentence following 

the negated one, whereas the latter usually occupies a sentence internal position 

(among others, Klima & Bellugi 1966, Bellugi 1967, Wode 1977, Choi 1988, 

Weissenborn  et al. 1989, Deprez & Pierce 1993, Cameron-Faulkner et al. 2007). 

(45) “This is red” “No [this is orange]” 

(46) This is not red 

Cross-linguistic studies have shown that anaphoric forms of negation are the first 

one to appear in child’s language: in fact, there is a clear resemblance between the 

first negative words used by children and the anaphoric negative forms normally 

used in adult language; moreover, the negative marker is initially placed either in 

initial or final sentence position. This anaphoric priority is attributed to its greater 

frequency in the adult input, which allows children to master this form of negation 

very soon. However, it remains unclear whether children use these anaphoric 

negative forms, typical of adult language, only to express anaphoric negation or 

also as instances of sentential negation. In this respect, the data collected among 

different languages revealed a quite puzzling and heterogeneous situation. 

Weissenborn and colleagues (1989) showed that, in French, children never use the 

anaphoric form non to express sentential negation, which is normally expressed by 

pas: this is arguably due to the fact that these negative markers have fixed positions 

within the sentence, which might help children in discriminating between them. As 

in French, also in German anaphoric (i.e., nein) and sentential (i.e., nicht) forms of 

negation always occupy different syntactic positions. Nonetheless, Deprez and 

Pierce (1993) reported compelling evidence for an acquisitional phase in which 

German-speaking children consistently use the anaphoric form also to express 

sentential negation (e.g., Ich nein schlafen, lit. I no sleep). According to the authors, 

children would not simply overgeneralize using the negative form they firstly 

acquired, but they would rather prefer the anaphoric form over the sentential one 

due to its less phonetic complexity.  

For what concerns English, Klima and Bellugi (1966) found that, during the 

earliest stages of language acquisition, children use interchangeably the anaphoric 

form no and the sentential form not in contexts in which only the latter is adequate: 

only after the acquisition of n’t negative words (i.e., can’t, don’t), children would 

become able to distinguish between the two negative forms, using them in an adult 

manner. Based on this evidence, the authors hypothesized the existence of an 

acquisitional stage in which English-speaking children have not yet realized how to 
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use the different expressions of negation within specific syntactic contexts. 

However, this hypothesis has been subsequently challenged by more recent 

experimental evidence. In fact, Cameron-Faulkner et al. (2007) demonstrated that 

the anaphoric no and the sentential not do not occur randomly in sentence internal 

position. If on the one hand English-speaking children initially use the anaphoric 

form to express sentential negation (e.g., no move, no go), on the other hand this 

tendency decreases at around two years and a half of age. At the same time, the 

correct use of the sentential form in the appropriate contexts starts to increase, and, 

by the age of three, not is finally the dominant form used by children to express 

sentential negation. Based on this evidence, Cameron-Faulkner et al. (2007) argue 

that English-speaking children do not go through an acquisitional step of 

completely random distribution of the negative lexical items. Instead, the temporary 

overlapping between the two different forms of negation would be the result of a 

conservative learning strategy: in the earliest stages of acquisition, children would 

simply tend to express new linguistic functions using lexical items already acquired 

such as the more familiar anaphoric form not also to express sentential negation in 

multiword productions.  

1.3.3 Emergence of word order and distribution of negation 

Once children have acquired the specific lexical items for the different forms of 

negation, they have to deal with the problem of how to combine these negative 

words within the sentences. Researchers have intensively studied the development 

of the position of sentential negative markers in languages such as English and 

German: in fact, during the earliest stages of acquisition, both these languages 

exhibit non-adult-like structures which are systematically used by children, leading 

to the assumption that they master the distribution of sentential negation through 

different developmental stages (among others, Klima & Bellugi 1966, McNeill & 

McNeill 1968, Bloom 1970, Wode 1977, Slobin 1985, Felix 1987, Van Valin 1991, 

Hummer 1993, Drodz 1995, Dimroth 2011). 

Based on a longitudinal data collection, Felix (1987) proposed the following 

developmental sequence for the position of sentential negation in both English and 

German. 

(47) Stage 1: Neg + S  

a. No daddy hungry (Dad is not hungry)26 

b. Nein spielen Katze (Cats don’t play)   

At this earliest stage, children express sentential negation by placing the negative 

 

26 This and the following examples are taken from Felix (1987). 
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word in sentence external position either before or after the negated sentence itself.  

Among the different possible explanations provided to account for this syntactic 

phenomenon (Bloom 1970, Drodz 1995, the most relevant), Klima and Bellugi 

(1966) argued that children would collocate negation in sentence external position 

in order to avoid interruptions in the core part of the sentence. Slobin (1985) and 

Van Valin (1991) proposed yet another solution: children would put the negative 

word in sentence external position to mark that negation takes scope over the entire 

proposition. In particular, according to Van Valin (1991), children would initially 

collocate negation outside of its scope domain because they arguably have a 

holophrastic representation of the syntactic clause. However, at a certain point in 

the development, they begin to conceive the sentence as being composed of 

different functional parts. During this second acquisitional stage, negation moves 

in sentence internal position in close proximity to the VP, as exemplified below: 

(48) Stage 2: No/Nein + VP 

a. Kathryn no like celery (Katrin doesn’t like celery) 

b. Ich nein schlafen (I don’t sleep) 

In addition, the forms like can’t and don’t start to appear in sentence internal 

position. However, their positive counterparts do not yet occur, suggesting that, in 

this phase, children are not interpreting can’t and don’t as negative auxiliaries but 

rather as unanalysed holophrases. Only later on, children use consistently sentence 

internal negation to express sentential negation: 

(49) Stage 3: not/nicht + V; don’t + V; V + nicht 

a. Kathryn not go over there (not + V) 

b. I don’t go to sleep (don’t + V) 

c. Eric nicht schlafen (nicht + V) (Eric doesn’t sleep)   

d. Hennig brauch nicht Uni (V + nicht) (Henning doesn’t have to go to the 

university) 

At this third developmental stage, children sometimes just omit the auxiliary and 

the copula, using the single negative marker to express sentential negation (e.g., 

This not ice-cream). In addition, although children now use the proper markers of 

sentential negation, they do not always place the negative word in the correct 

position within the sentence. There is in fact extensive evidence from German and 

English that children produce both pre-verbal and post-verbal internal negations 

(Wode 1976, Felix 1987, Clahsen 1988, Klein 2006, Jordens & Dimroth 2006). 

Dimroth (2010) argued that this variation is not attributable to problems with the 

placement of negation but rather it is closely related to children’s development of 

the concept of verb finiteness, which is acquired later than negation. Before 

morphological finiteness marking becomes productive, children would simply tend 

to reproduce the distributional patterns they hear from the adult input (Wode 1976, 
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Jordens 2002): significantly, once that they have acquired this morphological 

regularity, they become instead perfectly able to raise finite thematic verbs to V2 

position leaving the negation behind.   

1.4 Concluding remarks 

In this introductory chapter, we have outlined some of the most relevant issues 

addressed in the investigation of (sentential) negation. The discussion revealed an 

important mismatch between the simple syntactic nature of the negative operator in 

propositional logic and the formal, distributional and interpretative complexity of 

negative elements in natural languages. Throughout the chapter we have seen that 

linguistic negation interacts in significant ways with the semantic, pragmatic, and 

syntactic domains, as well as with the processes of language acquisition. In section 

§1, we showed that the part of the sentence which is affected by the domain of 

negation may vary, leading to different semantic interpretations. Moreover, there is 

an asymmetry between affirmative and negative sentences in both structure and use, 

with the latter requiring a specific context of utterance in order to be fully 

informative. In section §2, we have seen that languages display a lot of cross-

linguistic variation in the ways in which they express sentential negation, and that 

the various negative elements have different syntactic properties (i.e., syntactic 

status and position within the clausal structure). Finally, in section §1.3, we have 

observed that children need time to master all the possible negative meanings and 

structures, which appear gradually in their repertoire from one year of age onwards. 

In addition, we have seen that the emergence of the different semantic negative 

meanings is arguably related to the development of children’s computational 

resources, with truth-functional negation appearing at the very end of the 

acquisition process. 

These general considerations regarding the complexity of the linguistic negation 

phenomenon pave the way to the investigation of how the presence of negation may 

affect the sentence comprehension process compared to the affirmative counterpart. 

In the next chapters, we will extend our considerations to this very intriguing and 

long-debated issue, that will be the core topic of this experimental work.  
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2 The processing of sentential negation 

The processing of sentential negation has received a considerable amount of interest 

by cognitive scientists in the last fifty years. However, it is still under debate how 

quickly negation is processed and integrated into sentence meaning during online 

comprehension, as well as what is the role of the argument of negation27 (i.e., the 

information occurring under its scope) in the interpretation process.28 This 

theoretical debate will be discussed in detail in this chapter by reviewing the rich 

literature on negation processing. In the first section of the chapter (2.1) we will 

discuss the earliest experimental protocols investigating how the presence of 

negation affects the process of language comprehension. In the second part of the 

chapter we will provide an overview of two main theoretical accounts, i.e. the non-

incremental (§2.2.1) and incremental (§2.2.2) models of negation processing. 

Although, as we will see, different theories of language comprehension fall within 

the same broad categorization, this general subdivision is motivated by how the 

different models account for the two aspects of the processing which are of central 

interest for the aforementioned theoretical debate and for the aim of the present 

study: namely, the moment in which negation is integrated into sentence 

comprehension, and the processing costs generally attributed to negative and 

affirmative statements. Throughout the chapter, experimental evidence in support 

or against the different processing accounts will be extensively evaluated. 

2.1 Early studies on negation processing 

The topic of negation processing has gained a great interest in the psycholinguistic 

community from the 1960s onward, and a significant amount of research in this 

field has been conducted. In early studies, different tasks were adopted with the aim 

of investigating how negation affects language processing and the comprehension 

of simple declarative sentences. Participants were asked to determine the truth-

value of affirmative and negative sentences either against their pre-existing world 

knowledge (Eiferman 1961; Wason 1961; Wason & Jones 1963; Wales & Grieve 

1969; Arroyo 1982) or against a picture, deploying the classical sentence-picture 

verification task set-up (Gough 1965; Trabasso et al. 1971; Clark & Chase 1972; 

 

27 The term argument of negation will be used consistently throughout the dissertation to refer to the 

semantic and conceptual information occurring under the scope of negation. 
28 Unless otherwise specified, we will use the term negation or negative sentence to refer to sentential 

negation in standard declarative main clauses. 
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Carpenter & Just 1975). Regardless of the experimental design used, the results 

consistently indicated that negative sentences were more difficult to process than 

structurally similar affirmative sentences, as shown by longer reaction times and 

higher error rates for the former compared to those for the latter. Furthermore, the 

earliest experimental protocols on negation have shown that not only the polarity 

of the sentence but also its truth-value affects sentence processing in terms of 

response latencies and accuracy. In Wason’s sentence verification task (1961), 

participants were asked to judge the truth-value of four types of sentences, based 

on their encyclopaedic world knowledge. The four sentence types were the 

following: 

(1) a. 16 is an even number (true affirmative) 

b. 29 is an even number (false affirmative) 

c. 43 is not an even number (true negative) 

d. 62 is not an even number (false negative) 

Behavioural results highlighted different aspects related to the processing. First, a 

significant effect of negation was found: negative sentences were more difficult to 

comprehend than affirmatives, as clearly indicated by overall longer reaction times 

and a lower accuracy. Second, sentence truth-value affected to some extent the 

processing, but, significantly, this effect was asymmetrical between affirmative and 

negative sentences. As a matter of fact, whereas among affirmative sentences false 

affirmatives took longer to process than true affirmatives, the opposite pattern was 

found among negative sentences, with participants being slower and less accurate 

in the evaluation of true negatives. All in all, these results showed the following 

asymmetry in the processing cost between the two polarity conditions: true 

affirmatives (a) > false affirmatives (b) > false negatives (d) > true negatives (c). 

The same results were replicated by Carpenter and Just (1975), who investigated 

the processing of external negation through a sentence-picture verification task. In 

this experiment, participants were asked to evaluate the truthfulness of four types 

of sentences against different pictures. The four sentence types were the following: 

(2) a. It is true that the dots are red (picture of red dots – true affirmative) 

b. It is true that the dots are red (picture of black dots – false affirmative) 

c. It is not true that the dots are red (picture of black dots – true negative) 

d. It is not true that the dots are red (picture of red dots – false negative) 

As in Wason’s experimental protocol (1961), significant effects of both polarity and 

truth-value were found. Negative sentences resulted more difficult to process than 

affirmatives. Moreover, among affirmatives, true affirmatives were the easiest to 

process. Conversely, the opposite pattern was found among negative sentences, 

with the corresponding true negatives being once again the most difficult, both in 

terms of accuracy and reaction times. Worth-noting, the similar pattern of results 
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provided by these early studies on negation processing also suggests some common 

features underlying the processing of different types of syntactic negation, 

regardless of what the negative marker takes under its scope. 

Different explanations have been proposed to account for the processing 

differences attested between affirmative and negative sentences. An intuitive 

proposal started from the consideration that negative sentences are phonologically 

longer than the corresponding affirmatives due to the presence of the negative 

operator in the syntactic construction. This extra length would be responsible for 

the higher processing cost of negative sentences. However, this assumption has 

rapidly been discarded by a series of studies conducted in the early 1970s. Just and 

Carpenter (1971) balanced the length of affirmative and negative sentences in terms 

of number of syllables: nonetheless, negation still resulted harder to process than 

affirmation. In addition, Clark and Chase (1972) compared the reading time of the 

negative operator with the different response latencies between affirmative and 

negative sentences. The comparison clearly showed that the reading time 

differences due to the presence of the extra phonological element were lower and 

hence not compatible with the different patterns of reaction times found between 

the two types of sentences. Other hypotheses took into account the higher syntactic 

complexity of negative sentences – following Chomsky’s (1957) model of 

transformational grammar, and the psychological connotation of negation (which is 

believed to provide information in a more unpleasant way than positive sentences). 

However, both these explanatory attempts were discarded as they were deemed 

implausible for theoretical and empirical reasons (Gough 1966; Partee 1970). 

Although the earliest works on negation processing discussed in this section have 

been widely criticized from a methodological perspective (see in particular Horn 

1989), a large number of following studies have nevertheless confirmed this 

experimental evidence: i) negative sentences are harder to process than 

affirmatives, both in terms of reaction times and response latencies (Carpenter et al. 

1999; Kaup et al. 2006; Kaup et al. 2007); ii) the truth-value of the sentence affects 

sentence processing, but, significantly, while the true value seems to facilitate the 

comprehension of affirmative statements, it slows down that of the negative ones 

(Kaup et al. 2005; Lüdtke et al. 2008; Vender & Delfitto 2010; Dale & Duran 2011). 

Leaving aside the first explanatory attempts here briefly discussed, these 

experimental findings have been accounted for within different theoretical accounts 

of negation processing, which can explain the slowness and greater difficulty of 

negative sentence interpretation in comparison with affirmative sentences. As we 

will discuss in detail in the following sections, behavioural data such as higher error 

rates and response latencies could be attributed to different possible aspects of 

negation processing, as for instance the need to first consider the affirmative 

counterpart during the interpretation of a negative statement (non-incremental 

models, 2.2), or the high pragmatic sensitivity to the communicative context in 
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which negative statements are used (pragmatic models, 2.3.1). Moreover, 

counterintuitive data concerning the effect of truth-value have been taken as 

evidence for the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (§2.2.1.3). In the following 

sections we will discuss different theoretical models of negation processing, and 

how they account for the experimental evidence here reported.  

2.2 Theoretical accounts of negation processing  

The main theories of negation processing can be divided into incremental and non-

incremental models. Although frameworks of negation processing vary along a 

number of dimensions, the subdivision between incremental and non-incremental 

models is a central one since it relies on two main features of negation processing: 

namely, the moment in which negation is integrated into sentence comprehension, 

and the processing costs attributed to negative and affirmative sentences. According 

to non-incremental models, the interpretation of a negative statement requires first 

the evaluation of the corresponding affirmative: as a consequence, extra processing 

resources and extra time are needed for the computation compared to affirmative 

sentences. Instead, incremental models assume that the semantic contribution 

provided by the negative operator is immediately integrated into the comprehension 

process: the processing of negative sentences would hence completely resemble 

that of affirmatives, with no extra time nor effort required.  

As we will see in the following chapters, these two aspects of the processing 

(i.e., moment of integration of negation and processing costs) will be of central 

interest for the aim of the present study (§4): therefore, we will rely on this very 

general classification for the discussion of the main theories of negation processing.  

2.2.1 Non-incremental models of negation processing 

As briefly introduced in §2.2, non-incremental models agree on the assumption that 

negation is not immediately integrated into sentence comprehension: rather, the 

interpretation of a negative sentence requires first to consider its affirmative 

counterpart. This additional computational step would explain the higher 

processing costs which characterize negative sentences compared to affirmatives. 

Nevertheless, non-incremental models provide different explanations concerning 

how negation is applied to this positive representation.  

In this section, we will discuss three main theories of language comprehension 

which can be labelled as non-incremental: propositional theories (§ 2.2.1.1), 

discourse representation theories (§ 2.2.1.2), and the so-called Two-Step Simulation 

Hypothesis (§ 2.2.1.3). As we will see in detail, although all these three models can 

account for the general processing difficulty associated with negative sentences, 

propositional and discourse representation theories do not currently enjoy much 

support among researchers. On the other hand, a large number of psycholinguistic 
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findings seem to support an experiential-simulation view of language 

comprehension, on which the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis is grounded.  

2.2.1.1 Propositional theories of language comprehension 

Classical propositional theories (e.g., Trabasso et al. 1971; Kintsch and van Dijk 

1978; Kintsch 1988; McKoon and Ratcliff 1992; among others) postulate that 

language comprehension involves propositional representations of the linguistic 

input, namely, representations of informational units carrying a truth-value. The 

core structure of these representational units is the proposition, which consists of 

one or more arguments, and a specific relation which holds between them. 

Consider, for instance, the following affirmative sentences: 

(3) Sam is wearing a hat 

(4) Sam bought Susan a hat 

In propositional terms, sentence (3) consists of two arguments: there is a person, 

whose name is Sam, and an object, the hat. Between these two arguments holds the 

relation of wearing, in which Sam is the agent of the action, whereas the hat is the 

theme. On the other hand, in sentence (4) the relation of buying holds among three 

different arguments: as before, Sam and the hat – which play the same roles as in 

(3), and Susan, the person who is the recipient of the action of buying. For the aim 

of the present discussion, we provide below the propositional representation of 

(3)29: 

 

 

29 Sentences such as (3) resembles the type of declarative sentences which we adopted in our study 

(§4). The reader who is interested in further details on propositional representations should refer to 

the review by Kaup (1996). Example (3) and the relative representation are taken from Kaup (2006). 
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Figure 1.1. Propositional representation of an affirmative sentence 

Propositional theories were the first model of language comprehension which 

assumed that the encoding of a negative sentence starts from the evaluation of its 

affirmative core. Negation is considered an overt linguistic operator that takes a 

whole proposition into its scope. Consider sentence (5), in which the proposition of 

Sam wearing a hat (3) is being negated.30 

(5) Sam is not wearing a hat 

The presence of negation projects a higher level of propositional representation (P2) 

in which the entire affirmative proposition (3) constitutes, as a unit, the argument 

of P2, and the negative operator represents the holding relation, as illustrated below. 

 

Figure 1.2. Propositional representation of a negative sentence 

The propositional representation of the negative sentence in (5) is necessarily more 

complex than that of the corresponding affirmative in (3), as it contains both an 

extra proposition and an additional level of propositional encapsulation. The 

general processing difficulty associated with negative sentences is, therefore, due 

to this higher representational complexity, which results in higher response 

latencies and a lower accuracy at the behavioural level. Within this theoretical 

 

30 However, consider for instance the sentence Somebody did not leave. Positive polarity items 

(PPIs) such as somebody do not scope under negation: in this example, negation does not apply to 

the entire proposition, and the only available reading is some > not (narrow-scope, NEG-V reading) 

∃x. person (x) ∧ ¬ leave (x). (Baker, 1970; Giannakidou 1997, 1998; 2008; Szabolcsi, 2004; Nielsen, 

2003; van der Wouden, 1994) 
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framework, MacDonald and Just (1989) tested the accessibility of concepts 

occurring under the scope of negation. In a probe-recognition task, participants 

were asked to read sentences like (6): then, they had to decide whether a certain 

lexical element (e.g., cookies, bread) was present in the sentence they just had read. 

(6) Almost every weekend, Mary bakes some bread but no cookies for the 

children 

Results showed that concepts presented under the scope of negation were less 

available after reading than non-negated elements, as indicated by significantly 

longer response latencies for the recognition of the negated term cookies than for 

bread. The researchers accounted for this evidence by postulating that when the 

information occurring under the scope of negation is encapsulated into a higher 

level of propositional representation, its lexical accessibility is reduced. After an 

initial processing insensitivity to negation, due to the evaluation of the affirmative 

propositional core, the parser’s attention shifts away from the information under the 

scope of negation towards an alternative. As a consequence, the negated 

information becomes less accessible than the very same information in the 

corresponding affirmative sentence.  

Although negation is essentially considered an accessibility reducing operator, 

Kaup (1997) claimed that the situational context in which negative sentences are 

presented has direct consequences on this inhibitory effect of negation. In 

particular, they suggested that the lower accessibility of negated terms is also 

determined by the presence of the corresponding concepts in the described state of 

affairs. Consider sentence (6) from MacDonald and Just’s (1989) probe-recognition 

task: whereas the bread (i.e., the non-negated element) was effectively present in 

the outlined situational context, the cookies (i.e., the negated element) were not. To 

test this hypothesis, Kaup (1997) developed a follow up of the experiment by 

MacDonald and Just, introducing two types of predicates: verbs referring to an idea 

of creation (7), and verbs referring to an idea of destruction (8). 

(7) Every weekend Mary bakes some bread but no cookies. 

(8) Elizabeth tidied up her drawers. She burned the old letters but not the 

photographs.  

This experimental set-up allowed Kaup and colleagues to balance the effective 

presence of the negated and non-negated probes in the described situation. Verbs 

of creation (e.g., bake) entail the presence of the non-negated term (e.g., bread) but 

not that of the negated element (e.g., cookies): in order to comprehend (7), the 

parser has to construct the mental simulation of the expected state of affairs (e.g., 

Mary baking both bread and cookies) and compare it with the mental simulation of 

the actual state of affairs (e.g., Mary baking only bread). Verbs of destruction (e.g., 

burn) entail the presence of the negated element (e.g., photographs) in the described 
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situation but not that of the non-negated term (e.g., letters): to comprehend (8), the 

parser has to construct an expected state of affairs in which there are neither letters 

nor photographs (as a consequence of the lexical properties of the verb); this 

expected state of affairs must then be compared with the actual situation in which 

there are only photographs in the drawers. As demonstrated by MacDonald and Just 

(1989), the results further confirmed that negated terms are less accessible than non-

negated ones with verbs of creation, as the former were recognized more slowly 

than the latter. Instead, no differences in recognition latencies were found between 

negated and non-negated terms with verbs of destruction. In this case there is no 

reduced accessibility to the negated entity since it is present in the simulation of the 

actual state of affairs. Moreover, both the photographs and the letters must exist in 

order to be destroyed, whereas such presupposition of existence is lacking with 

verbs of creations31. All in all, these findings clearly indicate that word accessibility 

in negative sentences is strongly influenced not only by the presence of the negative 

operator but also by the lexical properties of the verb: the situational context in 

which negative sentences are presented can, therefore, significantly affect the 

processing. 

To conclude, classical propositional theories assumed a lesser accessibility of 

the concepts occurring under the scope of negation, which has been confirmed by 

many subsequent studies on the issue (Giora et al. 2005; Hasson & Glucksberg 

2006; Kaup et al. 2007; Ferguson et al. 2008). In addition, experimental evidence 

has suggested that this inhibition power associated with negation is not automatic 

but rather highly depending on the discourse context (Giora et al 2007; Mayo et al. 

2004; among others). This experimental evidence and the underlying theories of 

negation processing will be discussed later in the chapter.                                                                        

2.2.1.2 Representational models of language comprehension 

Propositional theories and representational models of language comprehension 

such as discourse-representation theory (Kamp 1981) and situational-mental 

models (Dijk & Kintsch 1983; Johnson-Laird 1983; Morrow et al. 1990) agree that 

negative sentences are computed by applying the negative operator to the 

representation of the positive state of affairs. Nevertheless, they assume linguistic 

representations to have a different nature: while propositional representations are 

considered descriptions of the state of affairs in a specific mental language, 

referential representations are intended as actual representations of the situation 

itself. According to representational models, language comprehension consists in 

creating a referential representation of the linguistic input: the sentence is converted 

 

31 Nevertheless, the authors recognized important differences in the lexical properties of the verbs 

adopted, which made it difficult to draw definitive conclusions from the study. 
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in a referential level composed by mental tokens and propositions. Mental tokens 

are the core structure of the referential representation, and correspond to the 

referents of the linguistic input. The intervening relations and the properties of these 

tokens are assigned by the propositions. For ease of reference consider again the 

affirmative sentence Sam is wearing a hat. Both situational-mental models and 

discourse-representation theory interpret the sentence as a referential representation 

composed by two tokens: x, which corresponds to the person named Sam, and y, 

which corresponds to the hat. Between these two tokens the relation of wearing 

holds: as x occupies the first position in the relation, Sam is considered to be the 

subject of the action of wearing, whereas the hat to be the object.   

 

Figure 1.3. Referential representation of an affirmative sentence in discourse-

representation theory 

In the referential representation of the sentence Sam is not wearing a hat the 

negative linguistic operator applies to a subordinate representation. However, 

negation does not take under its scope the whole situation described (i.e., both the 

tokens and the undergoing relation between them) as in propositional theories. As 

illustrated in Figure 1.4, negation takes scope over the relation of wearing and the 

token corresponding to the referent hat. Consequently, while the accessibility of the 

referent hat is reduced, the referent Sam is perfectly accessible to the parser, as only 

the first of the two elements occurs under the scope of the negative operator.  
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Figure 1.4. Referential representation of a negative sentence in discourse-representation 

theory 

To summarize, similarly to propositional theories, representational models of 

language comprehension account for the increased processing difficulty found in 

negative sentences in comparison with affirmatives as direct consequence of the 

more complex referential representation involved: the more complex the 

representation is, the more processing time is required to compute it, and the more 

difficult are the parsing processes involved in the computation.  Both these models 

assume a reduced accessibility of the negated concepts, encapsulated into a higher 

level of either propositional or referential representation: however, they make 

different predictions with respect to the availability of the referents in the negative 

sentence. Nevertheless, although non-incremental models described so far can 

explain why negation affects sentence processing in terms of longer response 

latencies and lower accuracy, they seem unable to capture the additional 

information that the negative sentence provides with respect to the described state 

of affairs (Kaup et al. 2006). Consider, for instance, the sentence The door is not 

closed. In propositional theories of language comprehension (§2.2.1.1), the 

information occurring under the scope of negation is rejected by tagging the 

affirmative proposition (9) as not-holding for the state of affairs under consideration 

(10): 

(9) closed [door] 

(10) not [closed [door]] 

However, the negative sentence The door is not closed carries additional 

information which cannot be conveyed by a propositional representation of the 

sentence such as (10): not only it presupposes the existence of a particular door in 

the described state of affairs, but it also implicitly specifies that the door under 

consideration is open. Similar considerations can be made for representational 

theories of language comprehension (§2.2.1.2), in which negation is applied to the 

embedded referential representation of the negated state of affairs. Since the core 

structure of a referential representation consists of the referents of the linguistic 

input and the relations holdings among them, the mental representation of the 

sentence The door is not closed includes the presupposition concerning the 

existence of a door in the situation described. However, the inference that the door 

under discussion is actually closed is optional, and may not necessarily be conveyed 

by the referential representation of the sentence itself.  

Furthermore, as a growing number of psycholinguistic studies is reporting 

evidence for an experiential view of language comprehension, these theoretical 

models based on either propositional or more abstract mental representations do not 

currently enjoy much support among researchers. In fact, as we will see in detail in 

the next section, the experiential-simulation model of language comprehension 
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(Zwaan & Radvansky 1998) considers the mental simulations involved in sentence 

processing to be grounded on non-linguistic cognitive processes such as perception 

and action.  

2.2.1.3 An experiential-simulation model of language comprehension 

More recent psycholinguistic research has provided a consistent body of empirical 

evidence in support of an experiential view of language comprehension. Proponents 

of this account claim that the mental simulations involved in language 

comprehension are neither propositional (as in propositional theories §2.2.1.1) nor 

empty discourse representations (as in representational models §2.2.1.2) but rather 

experiential in nature, as they are grounded on non-linguistic cognitive processes 

(e.g., perception, action). According to this view, sentence comprehension involves 

a mental simulation of the described state of affairs, which is very close to a direct 

experience of the situation itself (the so-called situational model, Zwaan & 

Radvansky 1998). Neurological studies have corroborated this hypothesis, showing 

the existence of a significant overlap between the mental subsystems involved in 

the representation of linguistic information and those used in other non-linguistic 

cognitive processes such as action planning, perception, and imagery (Pulvermüller  

et al. 2001; Pulvermüller 2002; Zwaan & Taylor 2006). In addition, behavioural 

data indicate that language comprehension leads to the creation of representations 

in those mental subsystems involved in the aforementioned non-linguistic cognitive 

processes (see Zwaan 2004; Kaup et al. 2007 for a review). Further evidence 

pointing in the same direction comes from neurolinguistic studies which have 

demonstrated that motor processes are active during the comprehension of 

linguistically conveyed information (Ghio & Tettamanti 2010; Tettamanti & 

Buccino 2005; Tettamanti et al. 2008; Papeo et al. 2012; among others).32 

The Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007) 

The interpretation of negative sentences constitutes a potential problem for the 

experiential-simulation view of language comprehension. By definition, negation 

is a linguistic operator that does not have an equivalent in the experiential world: as 

a consequence, negative sentences cannot be represented explicitly in non-linguistic 

simulations, as occurs instead with affirmative statements. To overcome this 

theoretical impasse, Kaup et al. (2007) proposed the so-called Two-Step Simulation 

Hypothesis. This model of language comprehension is grounded on a pragmatic 

 

32 Although the findings reported by these works have been interpreted as against a non-incremental 

view of language processing, these neuro-linguistic studies have been mentioned in this section 

merely as evidence of the activation of motor and sensory brain areas during language 

comprehension. The theoretical implications of these studies will be analysed in detail in §2.2.2.2 
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view of negation according to which negative sentences are fully informative when 

used to express a deviation from a presupposition or expectation established in the 

communicative context (Wason 1959,1961; Givòn 1978; Horn 1989). Consider, for 

instance, the sentence below: 

(11) My shirt is not blue but dark green 

Although this negative sentence is grammatically correct and potentially true, it 

would nevertheless sound unusual in some communicative contexts, as for 

example, if uttered as answer to a sentence like (12): 

(12) What colour is your shirt? 

Kaup and colleagues observed that negative statements are generally used to deny 

a corresponding positive presupposition attributed to the listener. Indeed, the very 

same sentence in (11) can be uttered felicitously in a context in which the t-shirt 

was believed to be blue, as for example in (13):  

(13) What a nice shirt you have, is that blue? 

Here, the negative sentence in (11) is used to reject a previous assertion made by 

another speaker, and, therefore, its felicity conditions are fully satisfied. More 

detailed considerations concerning how the pragmatic felicity of the context can 

affect the processing of negative sentences will be discussed later in the chapter. At 

this point of the discussion, we mainly want to underline how, intuitively, negation 

seems to require first a deletion of a previous expected state of affairs (e.g., the t-

shirt being blue), and later its replacement with the representation of the actual state 

of affairs (e.g., the t-shirt being dark green), in order to be used appropriately.  

Based on these considerations, the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis claims that 

the comprehension of negative sentences involves two temporally distinct stages. 

At first, the comprehender retrieves (or constructs, in unsupportive contexts) the 

mental simulation matching the positive situation described in the sentence (e.g., 

the negated state of affairs). Then, she constructs instead a simulation 

corresponding to the actual meaning of the sentence (e.g., the actual state of affairs). 

The comparison between these two mental simulations and their subsequent 

discrepancy leads the comprehender towards the comprehension of the sentence 

negative meaning. Therefore, this model claims that in the interpretation of 

affirmative and negative sentences, the processing of the latter requires the creation 

of two different mental simulations. For illustrative purposes consider the following 

example in Kaup et al. (2006): 

(14) The door is open 

(15) The door is not open 
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In the positive state of affairs described in (14) the door is open: according to the 

experiential view of language, the comprehender would mentally simulate the 

representation of an open door. Instead, in the negative state of affairs described in 

(15), the door is not open. The Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis predicts that, in 

order to understand what is being negated, the comprehender first simulates the 

negated state of affairs, i.e., the door open. Then, she simulates the actual state of 

affairs, i.e., a door closed. From the comparison of the two different mental 

simulations the comprehender can reconstruct the negative information conveyed 

by (15), namely that the door is closed. The representation of the negated state of 

affairs is not integrated with that matching the actual state of affairs: rather, it is 

kept separate in an auxiliary representational system and, after the comparison 

between the two simulations, it is rejected.  

In line with the other non-incremental accounts, the Two-Step Simulation 

Hypothesis assumes that the comprehension of negative sentences is grounded on 

more complex mental representations than the corresponding affirmative sentences, 

and, hence, it makes similar predictions with respect to the general processing 

difficulties associated with negation. According to the experiential-simulation 

view, the processing of negative sentences consists of two temporarily distinct and 

subsequent stages, which corresponds to the construction of two different mental 

simulations of the negated and the actual state of affairs, respectively. On the other 

hand, affirmative sentences require the construction of only one mental simulation, 

directly matching the state of affairs described in the affirmative statement. The 

extra processing step required with negative sentences is sufficient to account for 

the fact that, as largely attested, negative sentences generally require a much more 

costly processing than the corresponding affirmatives. In addition, the Two-Step 

Simulation Hypothesis also predicts an initial insensitivity to negation during the 

processing33, due to the retrieval/construction of the simulation corresponding to 

the negated state of affairs (i.e., the positive situation) in the first stage of negative 

sentence processing.  

Relevant experimental findings  

A series of studies conducted by Kaup and colleagues provide supporting evidence 

for these theoretical assumptions, showing that negative sentences require the 

 

33 Given the experiential nature of the simulations involved, negation cannot be explicitly 

represented as an overt linguistic operator but, rather, it must be assumed to be implicitly encoded 

in these non-linguistic mental simulations. Negation is therefore initially parsed but held back to be 

encoded only in the second stage of the processing, since the negative meaning of the sentence is 

captured in the deviation between the experiential simulations of the negated and the actual state of 

affairs. 
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elaboration of two subsequent mental representations, and that, significantly, 

negation affects only the second one. In Kaup et al. (2005), they developed a 

sentence-picture verification task in which participants were presented with 

affirmative and negative sentences such as (16) and (17): 

(16) The lion is above the dolphin 

(17) The lion is not above the dolphin 

The sentence was followed by pictures of the two mentioned entities, placed one 

above the other (Figure 1.5): the spatial arrangement of the two pictures could either 

match the actual state of affairs (e.g., a dolphin below a lion in the affirmative 

sentence, and a dolphin above a lion in the negative sentence) or not (e.g., a lion 

below the dolphin for the affirmative sentence, and a lion above the dolphin in the 

negative sentence). Participants were asked to decide whether the depicted objects 

corresponded to the entities mentioned in the sentences. Note that, across all the test 

sentences, the pictures were always matching the mentioned entities: the difference 

consisted only in their spatial arrangement within the visual context. Moreover, for 

negative sentences, when the picture mismatched the situation described in the 

sentence, it matched instead the negated state of affairs described by the sentence 

itself. The time presentation of the visual stimuli was manipulated so that 

participants were presented with the pictures with a variable delay of 750ms and 

1500ms after the sentence onset. 

 

Figure 1.5. Example of visual stimuli employed in Kaup et al. (2005)  

Results showed a matching effect in the 750ms delay condition but, significantly, 

only with affirmative sentences: shorter response latencies were found when 

participants were at first presented with the sentence The lion is above the dolphin 

and then with the picture describing the very same situation, namely a lion above a 

dolphin. On the contrary, the opposite pattern was found in this condition with 

negative sentences: after having been presented with the sentence The lion is not 
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above the dolphin, participants were slower in the recognition task when the 

pictures matched the described state of affairs (i.e., the dolphin above the lion) than 

when they corresponded to the negated situation (i.e., the lion above the dolphin). 

Interestingly, in the 1500ms delay condition, participants were faster with a 

matching scenario than with a mismatching one in both polarity conditions. To 

summarize, the reaction time pattern was consistent among affirmative sentences 

regardless of the delay in picture presentation. Instead, the processing of negative 

sentences was facilitated by a mismatched scenario (corresponding to the negated 

situation) in the short delay condition, and by a matched scenario (corresponding to 

the actual situation) in the long delay condition.  

Similar evidence has been reported in subsequent works. Using a self-paced 

reading paradigm, Kaup et al. (2006) investigated the interpretation of contradictory 

predicates. Participants were asked to read affirmative (e.g., The door is open) and 

corresponding negative sentences (e.g., The door is not open). Subsequently, they 

were presented with a picture of the target entity that could either match or not the 

entity presented in the sentence. As in Kaup et al. (2005), the pictures always 

matched the mentioned entities, but their properties could be consistent or not with 

those described in the sentence. For instance, for the negative sentence The door is 

not open, the picture could represent either a closed door (matching condition) or 

an open door (mismatching condition). Again, for negative sentences, the 

mismatching picture corresponded to the negated state of affairs described by the 

sentence itself. In the recognition task, participants were asked to say out loud the 

name of the depicted object. A variable delay of 750ms and 1500ms was introduced 

between the presentation of the sentence and that of the picture. The previous results 

by Kaup et al. (2005) were confirmed also with contradictory predicates. After 

750ms of delay, a matching effect between the picture and the sentence was found 

only with affirmative sentences: when participants were presented with the sentence 

The door is open, they were faster in naming the entity against the picture 

representing the actual situation (i.e., an open door). Significantly, in this short 

delay condition, a matching effect was not found among negative sentences: 

presented with the sentence The door is not open, participants were faster in the 

recognition task with the picture of an open door, depicting the negated situation. 

Instead, after 1500ms of delay, response latencies were shorter when negative 

sentences were followed by the picture depicting the actual state of affairs (i.e., a 

closed door).  

Further consistent findings were reported in Kaup et al.’s (2007) study on the 

interpretation of definite and indefinite negative sentences. 

(18) There was no eagle in the sky 

(19) The eagle was not in the sky 

In a sentence-picture verification task, participants were asked to read negative 
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sentences as (18) and (19). Once again, after reading, they were presented with a 

picture either representing the actual (e.g., an eagle in the nest) or the negated state 

of affairs (e.g., an eagle in the sky). The task consisted in judging whether the 

depicted object had been mentioned in the sentence. As in the previous experiments, 

the picture always depicted the mentioned entity, but it could differ with respect to 

the shape or the spatial arrangement. For instance, after the negative sentence in 

(18), the depicted eagle could be either in the nest (matching condition) or with 

outstretched wings, and hence assumed to be flying in the sky (mismatching 

condition). Again, for negative sentences the matching and mismatching conditions 

corresponded to the representations of the actual state of affairs and of the negated 

one, respectively. The results replicated the previous findings (Kaup et al. 2005; 

2006): participants were faster in the recognition task when the picture matched the 

negated state of affairs (i.e., an eagle with outstretched wings). The same pattern of 

response latencies was found with both types of negative sentences.  

This consistent pattern of findings provides evidence that the comprehension of 

negative sentences consists of two distinct stages, and negation is integrated only 

later in the processing. In all the experiments discussed, the results for negative 

sentences showed that, in the short delay condition, the processing was facilitated 

when the picture matched the corresponding positive situation. This early 

facilitation effect has been attributed to the fact that, in order to understand a 

negative sentence, participants initially simulate the positive representation of the 

argument of negation, being hence faster in its later recognition at this time of the 

processing34. After 750ms the comprehender is still focusing on the contrafactual 

state of affairs, indicating that negation has not been integrated yet in the 

processing.  Instead, in the long delay condition, the facilitation effect is present 

with the picture matching the actual situation. This indicates that negation has been 

now integrated in the interpretation process, and the comprehender has modified its 

mental simulation accordingly. On the other hand, with affirmative sentences the 

facilitation effect was always found in the matching condition. This finding is 

consistent with the assumption that the comprehension of affirmative sentences 

requires only the simulation of the actual state of affairs, described in the sentence 

and explicitly represented in the experiential world. The results by Kaup et al. 

(2007) can be accounted accordingly: after sentence presentation, participants were 

faster in recognizing the entity when the picture matched the negated situation 

because the first temporal step in the processing consists in the elaboration of this 

very same state of affairs, which is consistent with the picture presented. Therefore, 

 

34 However, Papeo et al. (2012) observed that this priming effect only demonstrates that the 

representations of the positive picture (i.e., a flying eagle) and the negated situation (i.e., an eagle in 

the sky) do share some features, not that they are identical. According to the authors, a similarity 

between the representation of an eagle in the sky and that of an eagle with outstretched wings would 

be sufficient to induce the observed priming effect. 
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during the earliest milliseconds, meaning computation is still insensitive to the 

presentence of negation, which has not been elaborated yet.  

All in all, this experimental evidence speaks in favour of a late, non-incremental 

integration of negation, caused by the extra processing step required in negative 

sentences in comparison with affirmative sentences. The need to construct and 

compare two different mental simulations is sufficient to explain the higher 

processing difficulties associated with negative sentences. 

Evidence of a different sensitivity to negation between early and late stages of 

sentence processing has been attested also by a behavioural study on metaphors. 

Hasson and Glucksberg (2006) employed a lexical decision task to investigate the 

interpretation of affirmative (20) and negative metaphorical sentences (21). 

(20) The lawyer is a shark 

(21) The lawyer is not a shark 

After reading the sentences, participants were asked to make a decisions about 

different adjectives that could be related to the meaning of the affirmative metaphor 

(e.g., cruel for sentence (20)), to that of the negative one (e.g., gentle for sentence 

(21)), or to none of them (e.g., happy). Participants were divided into three groups, 

each of which corresponded to a different time delay between the presentation onset 

of the metaphorical sentence and that of the target adjective (150ms, 500ms, 

1000ms). Significantly, no effect of negation was found during the early stages of 

sentence processing. In the 150ms and 500ms delay conditions, results showed a 

facilitation effect for lexical decision when the adjective was related to the positive 

state of affairs, both in affirmative and negative sentences. On the other hand, in the 

1000ms delay condition, the very same facilitating effect was attested only after the 

presentation of affirmative metaphors. These results clearly indicate that the 

processing of negative sentences initially resemble that of affirmatives, with 

negation being processed and interpreted only at around 1000ms after sentence 

presentation.  

Experimental findings from EEG-ERPs studies  

Further evidence of a non-incremental processing of negation has been reported by 

a series of EEG-ERP studies, in which the brain response to a stimulus (either 

sensory or cognitive) is measured by means of electroencephalography.35 Fischler 

 

35 Electroencephalography (EEG) is a non-invasive electrophysiological technique to record 

spontaneous electrical activity in the brain. Multiple electrodes placed on the patient’s scalp record 

voltage alterations resulting from ionic current within neurons in specific brain areas. The analysis 

generally takes into consideration event-related potentials (ERPs), that describe potential voltage 

alternations time-locked to the presentation of either physical or conceptual stimuli. EEG and the 
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et al. (1983) conducted a sentence evaluation task on healthy adults, who were 

asked to read negative sentences and establish their truth-value based on world-

knowledge within 1000ms after reading. The test sentences were either 

semantically congruous (22) or incongruous (23). Note that although robin and bird 

belong to the same semantic field36, the presence of negation makes sentence (23) 

incongruent as it denies the semantic relation. Conversely, sentence (22) can be 

considered semantic congruent because negation confirms that robin and tree do 

not belong to the same semantic field. 

(22) A robin is not a tree (congruent condition) 

(23) A robin is not a bird (incongruent condition) 

The analysis of the event-related potentials showed that the final word elicited 

larger N400 amplitudes (generally associated with the detection of semantic 

incongruency and violations) in the semantically congruous condition. This effect 

is a strong evidence that during the early stages of sentence comprehension negation 

is not yet integrated in the processing: the negative sentence in (22) is initially 

processed as the corresponding affirmative a robin is a tree, hence the semantic 

violation resulting in a larger N400 effect.37  

These results were further corroborated by Lüdtke et al. (2008), who developed 

a sentence-picture verification task to investigate ERP correlates during and after 

the reading of affirmative and negative sentences. Typically developed German-

speaking adults were presented with German sentences, here translated in English: 

(24) In front of the tower there is a ghost 

(25) In front of the tower there is no ghost  

On each trial, the sentences were visually presented to the subject, followed by a 

matching (e.g., a ghost in front of a tower) or mismatching picture (e.g., a lion in 

front of a tower). There were four experimental conditions based on the 

combination of visual and linguistic stimuli (Figure 1.6): True Affirmative, False 

Affirmative, True Negative, False Negative.  

 

ERP analysis have been widely adopted in the study of language comprehension because of their 

very high temporal resolution (< 1ms). 
36 A semantic field is a set of words (or lexemes) related in meaning which cover a certain conceptual 

domain and which bear certain specifiable semantic relations to one another (Lehrer, 1985) 
37 Note, however, that the proximity of the nouns in the test sentences might have determined lexical 

priming effects that can affect the ERP latencies. 
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Figure 1.6. Examples of stimuli in Lüdtke et al. (2008) – translated in English from German 

Participants were asked to judge whether the meaning of the sentence corresponded 

to the depicted situation. Note that the truth-value of the sentence cannot be 

determined based on encyclopaedic knowledge as in Fischler et al. (1983), but only 

in relation to the following picture. Worth noting, in the True Negative and False 

Negative conditions the visual stimuli corresponded to the representations of the 

actual state of affairs and of the negated one, respectively: as shown in Figure 1.6, 

in the former there is a lion instead of a ghost in front of the tower, whereas in the 

latter the ghost itself is in front of the tower. The experimental items were divided 

in two time-conditions: in half of the trials the picture was displayed 250ms after 

sentence reading (short delay condition); in the other half, the picture presentation 

onset occurred 1500ms after the linguistic stimulus. Both response latencies and 

event-related potentials were considered. In the short delay condition, N400 

activations showed a priming effect independent of the presence of negation: when 

the depicted object was mentioned in the sentence, the N400 amplitude was smaller, 

regardless of the sentence truth-value. That is, the false negative condition showed 

a smaller effect of semantic incongruence than the true negative condition, although 

being contextually false.  

This pattern of results is consistent with the findings reported by Fischer et al. 

(1983): in the early stages of sentence comprehension, the processing is primed by 

the presence of the mentioned object because negation has not been integrated yet, 

and the processing of the negative sentence resembles that of the corresponding 
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affirmative. In addition to this priming effect, a robust interaction effect between 

truth-value and polarity was found in the long delay condition. Among affirmatives, 

a larger N400 effect was enhanced in the false condition (e.g., with a lion in front 

of the tower). Conversely, among negative sentences, a larger amplitude was 

detected when the sentence was contextually true, but the final word was 

incongruent with the depicted picture (e.g., with a lion in front of a tower). As 

concern response latencies, previous behavioural data (Wason 1961; Carpenter & 

Just 1975; among others) were confirmed. Negative sentences take longer to 

process than the affirmative ones, and among negatives the true negative condition 

is the most demanding in terms of processing costs. Moreover, the N400 smaller 

amplitudes are correlated with the shorter response latencies in both the delay 

conditions, namely with true affirmative and false negative sentences.  

Taken together, the reported findings strongly speak in favour of the 

experiential-simulation view of comprehension. As a matter of fact, the Two-Step 

Simulation Hypothesis not only accounts for the overall processing difficulties 

found in negative sentences, but it also predicts the negation-by-truth-value 

interaction reported across behavioural and EEG studies deploying sentence-picture 

verification tasks (Kaup et al. 2005; 2006; 2007; Lüdtke et al. 2008). As discussed 

above, negative sentence comprehension is assumed to involve two distinct 

simulations: a simulation of the negated state of affairs and the subsequent 

simulation of the actual state of affairs. This assumption directly implies that during 

the early stages of negative sentence processing the comprehender can benefit from 

being presented with a picture that depicts the negated state of affairs, and that 

hence corresponds to the mental simulation under construction. This is the case of 

the false negative condition, where the sentence In front of a tower there is no ghost 

is followed by a picture representing the negated state of affairs (i.e., a ghost in front 

of a tower). This picture has a facilitating effect on the computation because it 

primes the mental representation that the comprehender is constructing during the 

early moments of sentence comprehension. Instead, in the true negative condition, 

the picture corresponds to the actual state of affairs (i.e., a lion in front of a tower): 

the mismatch between the mental simulation being created and the picture provided 

does not produce any facilitation effect on the processing, rather it probably 

interferes with it. Therefore, shorter response latencies and smaller N400 

amplitudes associated with false negative sentences compared to true negative ones 

seem to be determined by a priming effect produced by the correspondence between 

the visual scenario and the mental simulation involved in the first step of sentence 

comprehension. Similarly, the classical effect of truth-value attested in affirmative 

sentences can also be explained in terms of priming between the mental 

representation involved in the processing and the visual stimulus provided. 

According to the experiential-simulation view, the affirmative sentence In front of 

the tower there is a ghost requires the construction of only one mental simulation, 

corresponding to the described situation (i.e., the ghost in front of a tower). This 
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simulation has its visual equivalent in the picture provided in the true affirmative 

condition, that, therefore, has a facilitation effect on the processing.  

Nevertheless, Lüdtke et al. (2008)’s study has been largely criticized by Nieuwland 

and Kuperberg (2008), who underlined how the experimental design lacks a proper 

supportive context in all the experimental conditions. Quite intuitively, Figure 1.6 

shows how the pictures adopted in the four conditions do not have the same 

discourse relevance with respect to the corresponding sentences. In the case of true 

affirmative and false negative sentences, the picture is perfectly relevant within the 

discourse context: in the former, it depicts the described situation; in the latter it 

represents the entity being denied, justifying, from a pragmatic perspective, the use 

of negation in the sentence. On the other hand, in the case of false affirmative and 

true negative sentences, the picture is significantly less relevant in the discourse 

context: in particular, in true negative sentences the comprehender might be 

confused by the fact that negation is used to deny the presence of an entity which is 

not even relevant in the discourse context, determining a sense of weak pragmatic 

adequacy. Worth noting, the true negative condition has been largely reported by 

Lüdtke and colleagues - and in classical sentence picture verification task studies, 

as being the most demanding in terms of processing costs. Nieuwland and 

Kuperberg (2008) have hence claimed that the N400 amplitudes and longer 

response latencies associated in particular with true negative sentence interpretation 

might be affected by the absence of a congruent and felicitous visual context.  

However, the experiential-simulation view of language comprehension is not 

incompatible with findings showing that increased processing costs are reported 

when negative sentences have to be interpreted in pragmatically infelicitous 

contexts (Lüdtke and Kaup 2006; Kaup 2006). On the contrary, this can be 

considered perfectly in line with the predictions made by this account, which 

grounds on a pragmatic view of negation and hence considers negative sentences 

fully informative when used to express a deviation from either a presupposition or 

an expectation (Wason 1959,1961; Givòn 1978; Horn 1989). According to the Two-

Step Simulation Hypothesis, the processing of negative sentences always requires 

to first evaluate the representation of the negated situation. Crucially, this happens 

independently of the discourse context. When negative sentences are uttered in 

isolation or in unsupportive contexts, they are assumed to take longer to process 

than the corresponding affirmative sentences because two mental simulations must 

be created. In order to understand sentence (26), the comprehender has first to 

construct a simulation of the expected state of affairs (i.e., Lisa’s husband preparing 

dinner); then she has to create the mental simulation of the actual situation (i.e., 

Lisa’s husband not preparing dinner but doing something else), to adjust the former 

accordingly. 
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(26) When she arrived home, Lisa realized that her husband was not preparing 

dinner.38  

Hence, the comprehension of negative sentences presented in unsupportive contexts 

is expected to be more difficult and more demanding in terms of processing 

resources, since it requires the creation of two different mental simulations ex novo. 

Instead, when the negative sentence is uttered in a pragmatically felicitous context, 

the comprehender has already available a simulation of the negated state of affairs, 

either explicitly mentioned in the discourse or inferred on the basis of the 

comprehender’s general knowledge. In (27), the context provides the comprehender 

with the information that Lisa is expecting her husband to prepare dinner. The 

simulation of the negated state of affairs is given by the presupposition established 

in the discourse context: as a consequence, the comprehender only has to correct 

the expectation by simulating the actual state of affairs.  

(27) Lisa finished late working. While she was driving home, she thought that 

her husband was preparing dinner. But when she arrived home, she realized 

that her husband was not preparing dinner.39 

Therefore, negative sentence comprehension is assumed to be less difficult in 

pragmatically felicitous contexts because the first of the two mental simulations 

required in the processing must not be created ex novo: rather, it can be easily 

retrieved by the discourse situation. In the classical sentence-picture verification 

set-up, the discourse context consists in the visual scenario provided together or 

after sentence presentation. Accordingly, the relationship between context 

adequacy and the negation-by-truth-value effect found across a large number of 

these studies can be explained in the same terms.  

Consider again Lüdtke et al. (2008)’s stimuli. In the false negative condition, 

the visual scenario provides the representation of the negated state of affairs. The 

comprehender is hence facilitated in evaluating the truthfulness of the negative 

sentence because the first mental simulation required in the processing is already 

available in the context and must not be created from the scratch. On the other hand, 

the visual context in the true negative condition is pragmatically infelicitous, as it 

does not provide any support for the reconstruction of the negated situation 

simulation. As a consequence, the comprehension process is slowed down by the 

necessity to construct ex novo the representation of the negated state of affairs rather 

than retrieve it from the communicative context. This view is in line with Deutsch 

et al.’s (2006) considerations concerning the relationship between working memory 

resources and sentence processing. The computation of negative sentences is 

 

38 From Kaup et al. (2007b) 
39 ibid. 
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considered not too demanding when working memory resources are not overloaded. 

However, negation processing becomes significantly more challenging in terms of 

processing resources when the execution of other working memory tasks is 

underway. Following this reasoning, when negative sentences are uttered in 

felicitous pragmatic contexts (e.g., false negative condition), the context provides a 

significant support to the simulation of the negated state of affairs: hence, negative 

sentence interpretation is not extremely demanding in terms of working memory 

resources, as the first representation required for the processing can be easily 

retrieved by the context. On the other hand, when negative sentences are presented 

in unsupportive contexts (e.g., true negative condition), working memory resources 

are overloaded by the necessity to create and compare two different mental 

representations. This working memory taxation has a negative impact on the 

computation, resulting in higher processing difficulties in true negatives than in 

false negative sentences.  

Concluding remarks 

The Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis discussed in this section can explain the 

higher processing difficulties reported with negative sentences. Significantly, this 

model also predicts the interaction between negation and sentence truth-value in 

sentence-picture verification tasks: response latencies are faster when the picture 

matches the negated state of affairs. Furthermore, it is worth nothing that the Two-

Step Simulation Hypothesis takes into account the role of the context in the 

processing: longer reaction times in the true negative condition are due to the lack 

of a supportive context, which does not provide the comprehender with any hints 

for the simulation of the negated state of affairs. Nevertheless, this model considers 

the processing of negative sentences inherently more complex and demanding than 

that of affirmative sentences, as it requires the construction of one more mental 

simulation compared to the corresponding affirmative40. Supportive pragmatic 

contexts have a facilitating effect on a process which is however more difficult 

compared to that of affirmatives: even when a pragmatically felicitous context is 

provided (i.e., in the false negative condition), negative sentences still display 

longer reaction times and a lower accuracy in sentence picture verification tasks. 

Therefore, according to the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis, context information 

can differently affect the processing of negation, which is nevertheless more 

demanding due to the nature of the mental simulations involved in the 

 

40 To the best of the author’s knowledge, current experimental research on the Two-Step Simulation 

Hypothesis has not yet investigated the processing of negative sentences containing modal verbs, 

past tenses or other semantic operators.   
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comprehension process. 

2.2.2 Incremental models of negation processing 

Incremental models assume that, exactly as it happens for non-negative words, the 

semantic contribution of negation is immediately incorporated into the 

interpretative process. In this respect, negative sentence processing would hence 

resemble that of affirmatives, with no extra time nor effort required for the 

computation. In the previous section, we have seen that non-incremental models 

assume that the interpretation of negation occurs only after the consideration of the 

negated meaning of the sentence41: in particular, the Two-Step Simulation 

Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007) claims that the representations of both the negated 

and the actual state of affairs are momentarily maintained in different 

representational systems, which have some degree of interaction to allow the 

comparison and evaluation of the two mental simulations. Instead, incremental 

models consider the interpretation process do be more rigid and straightforward. 

Negation is integrated right away into sentence meaning, and the information 

occurring under its scope is rapidly suppressed as soon as encountered rather than 

maintained for a later comparison. 

Two main incremental models of sentence comprehension can be distinguished, 

based on which theoretical aspect they consider as the main feature of negation. 

Pragmatic accounts (§2.2.2.1) focus on the high pragmatic sensitivity of negation, 

claiming that processing difficulty generally associated with negation must be 

attributed to pragmatic factors. Suppressive-like accounts (§2.2.2.2), instead, put 

emphasis on the inhibitory power of negative markers. 

2.2.2.1 Pragmatic accounts 

As we said, negation is generally used in natural languages to correct an asserted 

presupposition or a previous expectation which has been established in the 

communicative context (Wason 1965; Givòn 1978; Horn 1989). Quite the opposite, 

in experimental protocols such as sentence-picture verification tasks, negative 

sentences are often employed in isolation and without a supportive discourse 

context: as a consequence, their use is not pragmatically justified, and negative 

sentences are perceived by the comprehender as inappropriate, overloading the 

processing costs. As we will see throughout this section, a large number of studies 

have shown that the higher processing cost reported for negative sentences can be 

 

41 The mental simulation of the negated state of affairs can be propositional (as in propositional 

theories, §2.2.1.1), referential (as in representational models, §2.2.1.2) or experiential (as in 

experiential-simulation models, §2.2.1.3) in nature depending on the model of language 

comprehension adopted. 
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significantly reduced when they are uttered in pragmatically felicitous contexts. 

This theoretical claim is based on Wason’s (1965) notion of plausible denial. 

Moving from the assumption that the use of negative sentences is appropriate when 

there is a previous expectation to be denied, and, significantly, this expectation is 

plausible, Wason assumed that negation can be used felicitously in order to describe 

a contrasting item against a class of homogeneous items, rather than to describe a 

situation in which a specific item is consistent with all the others. Consider for 

instance the following negative sentences: 

(28) The whale is not a fish 

(29) The whale is not a bird 

Although both of them are true, Wason (1965) noticed that (29) was perceived by 

comprehenders as more unusual than (28), and, significantly, it took longer to be 

processed. The author accounted for these behavioural data by pointing out a crucial 

difference between the two types of negatives. The former can be considered a 

plausible negative statement, as it is likely to assume that a listener might think that 

whales are fish. Instead, the latter is perceived as extremely incongruous, as no one, 

given their encyclopaedic world knowledge, would assume the whale being a bird. 

Hence, only (28) is uttered in a supportive context: there is an expectation to be 

denied (i.e., the whale being a fish), which is due to the item exceptionality in 

comparison with other similar items (i.e., despite being a sea creature, the whale is 

a mammal). On the contrary, in (29) there is not an expectation for the whale being 

a bird, and this means that the whale cannot be considered as an incongruous 

element within the broader class of elements constituted by birds.  

Wason (1965) further investigated this hypothesis of plausible denial by 

presenting participants with a picture of eight circles, numbered consecutively from 

one to eight, consisting of seven similar items (e.g., seven red circles), and one 

dissimilar item (e.g., one blue circle). Then, they were asked to complete 

affirmative and negative statements concerning the properties of the circles of the 

type of Circle 7 is/is not: affirmative and negative sentences were about the colour 

of either the dissimilar item (e.g., the blue circle) or that of a similar one (e.g., one 

of the red circles). The results showed that completing negative statements took 

generally longer than completing the affirmative ones. However, this delay 

significantly decreased when negative sentences were about the circle with the 

dissimilar colour (30) than when they described one of the similar items (31). 

(30) Circle 7 is not red 

(31) Circle 4 is not blue   

This pattern of results confirms what assumed by the notion of plausible denial: 

negative sentences are uttered felicitously when they are used in order to underline 

a deviation from a prior statement or expectation established in the discourse 
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context. As a matter of fact, when presented with a picture consisting of seven out 

of eight red figures, participants are likely to consider the only blue figure as an 

exception to a consistent colour pattern: this makes plausible the use of negation in 

(30) to describe a dissimilar item which deviates from the expectation established 

in the visual context. Conversely, in the same context, there is no reason to expect 

a red circle to be blue instead: hence, in this situation, the use of negation in (31) is 

perceived as unusual as it is pragmatically infelicitous.  

Significantly, young children seem already able to perceive the pragmatic 

aspects underlying the proper use of negative statements. De Villiers and Flusberg 

(1975) investigated the comprehension of negative statements by two children aged 

three and four years: presented with pictures similar to those adopted by Wason 

(1965), they were asked to judge whether the related sentences were correct. 

Interestingly, children displayed a similar behaviour to that of adults, since they 

took longer and made more errors in judging the correctness of implausible negative 

sentences in comparison with that of the plausible ones. 

To summarize, Wason claimed that the higher processing difficulty generally 

associated with negative sentences is a consequence of certain experimental 

designs, in which negative sentences are uttered in isolation and in unsupportive 

pragmatic contexts, hence deviating from their common use in everyday 

communication. Consider, for instance, Lüdtke et al. (2008)’s sentence picture 

verification set-up. In the true negative condition, participants were presented with 

the sentence In front of the tower there is not a lion and the picture of a ghost in 

front of the tower. Despite being both grammatically correct and true, the negative 

sentence is presented in a pragmatically infelicitous context. In a normal 

conversation, it is unlikely that this sentence would be uttered unless there were 

good reasons to suppose that the lion might have been there: however, the presence 

of a lion in discourse context was neither introduced by a previous statement (e.g., 

“Mary thought that there was a lion in front of the tower”) nor related to what 

depicted in the picture. Therefore, the sentence turned out to be infelicitous and 

sounded inappropriate to the comprehender, who had to reconstruct a supportive 

context on their own in order to understand it (e.g., a lion was supposed to be in 

front of the tower, but it is not the case because there is a ghost instead). This context 

accommodation results in a more demanding processing for true negative sentences. 

On the other hand, in the false negative condition, the use of the negative sentence 

In front of the tower there is no ghost is pragmatically justified by the visual 

scenario: the picture of a ghost in front of a tower makes this statement, even if 

false, plausible, as it is consistent with the discourse context.  

A large number of studies has provided evidence in favour of this pragmatic 

view of negation, showing that the higher processing difficulty found in negative 

sentences in comparison with corresponding affirmatives significantly decreases, 

or even disappears, when they are uttered in pragmatically felicitous contexts 
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(Nieuwland and Kuperberg 2008; Dale and Duran 2011, among others). These 

findings have led to the elaboration of different accounts of negation processing, 

which attribute the higher processing costs for negative sentences entirely to the 

fact that in many experimental paradigms they are presented without a supportive 

pragmatic context.  

This represents the main difference with non-incremental models of negation 

processing: although both these views consider a pragmatic felicitous context to 

have a facilitating effect on the processing, they nevertheless make very different 

assumptions concerning the nature of the processing itself. Non-incremental models 

assume that negative sentence processing is inherently more demanding compared 

to that of corresponding affirmatives because it involves more complex and 

partially different cognitive representations. Instead, pragmatic accounts do not 

consider the processing of negative sentences intrinsically different from that of 

affirmatives, but, rather, it would be the absence of an adequate pragmatic context 

that makes an otherwise simple process more demanding. 

Negation processing is context-dependent 

Glenberg and Robertson (1999) investigated the reading time for affirmative and 

negative sentences presented in supportive and unsupportive discourse contexts. 

Participants were presented with short texts in which the final sentence was either 

positive (e.g., The couch was black) or negative (e.g., The couch was not black). In 

the supportive condition, the text put emphasis on the attribute referred to in the test 

sentence (32); on the other hand, in the unsupportive condition (33), the text was 

not informative to this respect. 

(32) She wasn’t sure if a darkly coloured couch would look the best or a lighter 

colour. The couch was / was not black 

(33) She wasn’t sure what kind of material she wanted the couch to be made of. 

The couch was / was not black. 

Results showed that negative sentences took longer to be processed than the 

corresponding affirmative ones only in pragmatically unsupportive contexts. 

Significantly, when the context was adequately informative the processing times 

for both the polarity conditions did not differ. These findings confirm that the 

processing difficulty for negative sentences is significantly related to the pragmatic 

appropriateness of the context in which these sentences occur. Moreover, they also 

suggest that negation processing seems to be more context-dependent than that of 

affirmation.  

Lüdtke and Kaup (2006) further investigated the role of an adequate context for 

the processing of negative sentences in two experiments that confirmed Glenberg 

and Robertson’s (1999) observations. In the first experiment, participants were 

asked to read affirmative and negative sentences describing the property of a certain 
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entity (e.g., The water was / was not warm), which had been always introduced in 

a previous text. By doing so, a pragmatic felicitous context was provided for all the 

test sentences. The linguistic context was manipulated so that the target sentence 

could be either mentioned (34) or not (35) in the previous text. Moreover, when 

mentioned, the statement could be presented as the only possibility (34) or as one 

of two alternatives (36). 

(34) She wondered whether the water would be warm. The water was / was not 

warm. 

(35) She wondered what the water would be like. The water was / was not warm. 

(36) She wondered whether the water would be warm or cold. The water was / 

was not warm. 

The results showed that negative sentences were positively affected by the context 

manipulation, with shorter reading times in the conditions in which the negated 

proposition had been explicitly mentioned in the previous text, either as the only 

possibility or as one of the two (34;36). Conversely, the reading times for 

affirmative sentences were not affected by context manipulations. In the second 

experiment, the linguistic context was manipulated so that the test sentences were 

never explicitly mentioned. Participants were presented with short stories which did 

not include the test sentences: the relevant information about the target entity (e.g., 

A boy’s t-shirt) could only be inferred, more or less strongly, by the previous stories 

provided as contextual background (e.g., a boy’s t-shirt’s dirtiness after having 

played outside). This inference was then corrected by means of affirmative (e.g., 

The t-shirt was clean) or negative (e.g., The t-shirt was not dirty) test sentences. 

Results showed that negative sentences required more processing time than their 

affirmative counterparts when the context did not strongly infer the negated 

proposition. Instead, when the context did strongly suggest it, no significant 

difference in reading times was found between negative and corresponding 

affirmative sentences.  

All in all, the results of these two experiments confirmed that negative sentences 

are processed more felicitously in contexts in which the negated proposition is 

either explicitly mentioned (as in Experiment 1) or it is highly inferable in the 

discourse context (as in Experiment 2). Therefore, these findings provide further 

confirmation that contextual pragmatic factors are linked to the processing 

difficulty generally associated with negative statements: a prior expectation (either 

inferred or explicitly mentioned) to be denied makes negative sentences 

pragmatically more adequate and hence more easily interpretable.42 

 

42 It is worth nothing, however, that the results by Glenberg & Robertson (1999) and those by Lüdtke 

& Kaup (2006) have been taken as evidence for different models of negation processing: the former 

for a pragmatic account of negation processing, whereas the latter for the Two-Step Simulation 

Hypothesis. Despite agreeing on the positive role of a felicitous pragmatic context on the processing 
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Glenberg and Robertson (1999) considered negation to be intrinsically contextual. 

Nevertheless, other supporters of pragmatic accounts assume that the processing of 

negative sentences can imply different cognitive processes depending on whether 

they are uttered in supportive or unsupportive contexts. Dale and Duran (2011) 

observed that, even in everyday communication, negation is not always used in 

appropriate situations, and it must be interpreted in pragmatically infelicitous 

contexts. Moving from this observation, they conducted three action-dynamic 

experiments, in which the mouse-tracking trajectories were analysed during the 

evaluation of positive and negative sentences presented in different types of 

contexts. Participants were asked to silently read affirmative (37) and negative (38) 

sentences which could be either true or false on the basis of the comprehender’s 

world knowledge. Then, they had to judge the truthfulness of the sentences by 

clicking with the mouse on the buttons true/false shown on the screen. Within the 

action-dynamic paradigm, mouse-tracking trajectories towards the chosen button 

are generally considered as index of the cognitive cost of a specific task: the number 

of deviations and the different patterns of acceleration/deceleration in the 

trajectories were analysed, as they are considered to be strongly correlated with 

processing difficulty. 

(37) a. Elephants are large (true affirmative) 

b. Elephants are small (false affirmative) 

(38) a. Elephants are not large (false negative) 

b. Elephants are not small43 (true negative) 

The appropriateness of the linguistic context was manipulated across the three 

experimental tasks. In the first experiment, the test sentences were presented in 

isolation, and the results indicated that, as expected, a higher discreteness in 

movements and deviations of the mouse trajectory was found with negative 

sentences. In the second experiment, the very same test sentences used in 

Experiment 1 were inserted in a more plausible context by introducing a 

preliminary question: 

 

of negative sentences, the authors make very different assumptions on the nature of negative 

sentences and on aspects of the processing. 
43 It is worth noting that small has itself a negative connotation, which might have further slowed 

down the  sentence interpretation process in unsupportive pragmatic contexts (Experiment 1-2). 

Consider for example the following sentences:  

a) Both Minnie and Mickey Mouse are small, but Mickey is still taller than Minnie  

b) Both John and Bill are huge and very tall, #but John is still smaller than Bill 
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(39) You want to lift an elephant? Elephants are not small! 

Interestingly, despite the simple plausible context provided, the same pattern of 

results of the first experiment was found, with an increased discreteness in mouse 

trajectories for negative sentences compared to the corresponding affirmative 

sentences, indicating that the former were still perceived, to some extent, as 

pragmatically infelicitous. Moreover, the results also confirmed the negation-by-

truth-value effect found in classical sentence picture verification studies (e.g., 

Wason 1961 among others), with true negative sentences showing the highest 

number of mouse trajectories and speed alternation. In the third and last experiment, 

test sentences were presented in a strongly supportive pragmatic context, which 

further licensed the pragmatic felicity conditions for negative sentences: both the 

preliminary question and the test sentence were presented to participants as adult 

statements used to correct a child’s assumption. The results indicated a significant 

decrease of the discreteness of mouse trajectories and speed alternation for negative 

sentences in comparison with the first two experiments, demonstrating that richer 

contextual and pragmatic information has a facilitating effect for the processing of 

negative sentences. Given this pattern of findings, the authors proposed that the 

processing of negation has a dynamic structure that changes contextually. 

Depending on the context in which negative sentences are uttered, negation 

processing can involve different cognitive aspects. When negative statements are 

presented in unsupportive contexts such as in Experiment 1 and 2, negation 

processing is more discrete, or, in other words, non-incremental: the processing of 

negative sentences is more demanding than that of affirmative ones because the 

comprehenders have to reconstruct a supportive discourse context for sentence 

interpretation, creating the corresponding positive assumption denied by the 

negative statement. On the contrary, in a stronger and more supportive context such 

as in Experiment 3, negation processing is facilitated by these pragmatic discourse 

factors: as demonstrated by behavioural data, negation is integrated more smoothly 

and immediately, or incrementally, into sentence comprehension.  

Nieuwland and Kuperberg (2008) drew similar conclusions after investigating 

the interpretation of affirmative and negative sentences in pragmatically felicitous 

and infelicitous contexts. They presented participants with affirmative and negative 

sentences which could be either true or false. Both for pragmatically felicitous and 

infelicitous sentences, the linguistic context consisted in the very same single 

statement, which was relevant to the meaning of the former but completely 

unrelated to that of the latter (see Figure 1.7 for an example of stimuli for 

pragmatically licensed and unlicensed sentences). Participants were only asked to 
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read the test sentences without having to judge their truthfulness. ERP responses 

were measured during the reading task44.  

 

Figure 1.7. Examples of stimuli in Nieuwland and Kuperberg (2008) for pragmatically 

licensed and unlicensed sentences 

Results showed that, in pragmatically felicitous contexts, larger N400 amplitudes 

were elicited by false words in both affirmative and negative sentences, reflecting 

the sentence truth-value. Conversely, in pragmatically unsupportive contexts, larger 

N400 amplitudes were found not only after false words in both polarity conditions 

but also after true words in negative sentences. As discussed in §2.2.1.3, Nieuwland 

and Kuperberg (2008) strongly criticized Lüdtke et al. (2008)’s experimental design 

that was lacking a proper supportive context in all the experimental conditions, 

claiming that the higher N400 modulations associated with negative sentence 

interpretation could be due to this absence of a proper discourse context. The results 

of Nieuwland and Kuperberg (2008)’s study clearly speak in favour of this 

assumption. The reported findings suggest that the processing of negation is not 

necessarily more difficult than that of affirmation, but only more sensitive to 

pragmatic factors: when negative sentences are uttered in a pragmatically felicitous 

context, negation is directly integrated into sentence comprehension. However, 

according to the authors, it cannot be excluded that negative sentences are processed 

non-incrementally under unsupportive contextual circumstances.  

Nonetheless, some noticeable methodological criticisms can also be made 

towards Nieuwland and Kuperberg (2008)’s ERP study. In order to avoid pragmatic 

infelicity, the authors provided a preliminary statement (e.g., With proper 

equipment in pragmatically licensed condition), which, however, constituted a 

strong bias in support of true sentences: as a consequence, false sentences, 

regardless of their polarity, were perceived by comprehenders as extremely 

unexpected compared to their true counterpart. This was demonstrated by a rating 

 

44 Event-related potentials were recorded from the critical word onset (underlined in Fig. 1.7), which 

determined the truth-value of the test sentence. 
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test, in which a different group of participants, who did not take part in the ERP 

experiment, were asked to rate the naturalness of the test sentences with a score 

from 1 (i.e., unnatural) to 5 (i.e., natural). The results clearly indicated that, whereas 

true affirmative and negative sentences were perceived as quite natural (± 4 average 

score), the corresponding false sentences were instead perceived as extremely 

unnatural (± 1.37 average score). In addition, the truth-value of the test sentences 

could be immediately determined on the basis of the comprehender’s world 

knowledge. This caused a temporal overlap between those cognitive processes 

related to the computation of the linguistic stimuli and those involved in the 

sentence-verification, and, therefore, it has not been possible to adequately 

distinguish them. 

Similar results were also reported by Staab et al. (2008), who recorded event-

related potentials during the verification of affirmative and negative sentences (e.g., 

He bought / did not buy cookies). Participants were asked to read short narratives 

describing choices made by different people, and to decide whether the final 

sentence of the story was consistent with the information previously provided. For 

instance, the true negative condition consisted in the following scenario: 

(40) During his long flight Joe needed a snack. The flight attendant could only 

offer him pretzels and cookies. Joe wanted something salty, so he didn’t buy 

cookies. 

In line with Nieuwland and Kuperberg (2008), the event-related potential analysis 

showed that larger N400 amplitudes were elicited in false sentences, independently 

from their polarity, indicating that when negative statements are provided in 

supportive pragmatic contexts, the N400 component is mainly affected by sentence 

truth-value. Furthermore, Ferguson et al. (2008) provided evidence that, while 

negation is processed very quickly, and it is immediately integrated into sentence 

meaning when presented in supportive pragmatic contexts, its interpretation is 

slowed down when used in unsupportive situations, as it involves non-automatic 

memory-based cognitive processes. The authors conducted an eye-tracking 

experiment to investigate the processing of sentences in real-world congruent and 

incongruent contexts. In the former, the introductory text provided to participants 

was consistent with their general world-knowledge (e.g., If cats are hungry); in the 

latter, instead, the information provided in the text contradicted comprehender’s 

knowledge of the world (e.g., If cats were not carnivores). In both cases, the short 

text was followed by a sentence which could be either congruent or incongruent 

with the context provided: sentence in/congruency with respect to the previous 

context was determined by the critical word underlined in (41a-d). To exemplify, 

the experimental design consisted in the following four conditions: 
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(41) a. If cats are hungry, they usually pester their owners until they get fed. 

Families could feed their cat a bowl of fish and listen to it purr happily. 

(real-world consistent sentences) 

b. If cats are hungry, they usually pester their owners until they get fed. 

Families could feed their cat a bowl of carrots and listen to it purr happily. 

(real-world inconsistent sentences) 

c. If cats were not carnivores, they would be cheaper for owners to look 

after. Families could feed their cat a bowl of carrots and listen to it purr 

happily. (negated-world consistent sentences) 

d. If cats were not carnivores, they would be cheaper for owners to look 

after. Families could feed their cat a bowl of fish and listen to it purr happily. 

(negated-world inconsistent sentences) 

From the eye-movement analysis it clearly emerged that, in the real-world 

condition, sentences presented in incongruent contexts displayed longer reading 

times, longer fixations and a higher number of regressions towards the critical word 

in comparison to the sentences presented in congruent contexts. Conversely, in the 

negated-world condition, the integration of the critical word in the sentence 

comprehension resulted significantly delayed. According to the authors, this would 

reflect the comprehender’s need to adjust the information provided by the 

experimental context with their encyclopaedic knowledge, similarly to what 

happens when negative sentences are presented in isolation and the comprehender 

has to compensate for the lack of contextual information. As a consequence, this 

context accommodation forces the comprehender to overload working memory 

resources with extra effort, and, as predicted by Deutsch et al. (2006), it results in a 

delayed detection of sentence inconsistency in the negated-world condition.  

Taken together, the reported findings confirm Wason’s (1965) notion of 

plausible denial, strongly suggesting that negation processing is highly sensitive to 

contextual aspects. The absence of a felicitous context of utterance would hence be 

responsible for the increased difficulty generally associated with negation 

processing. When presented in pragmatically felicitous contexts, negation is 

incrementally incorporated into sentence meaning, and its comprehension does not 

seem to require more effort compared to that of affirmative sentences. Instead, when 

uttered in isolation or in unsupportive discourse contexts, it is not excluded that 

negation can receive a two-stage based interpretation due to the need for the 

comprehender to first accommodate the discourse situational context. 

The QUD accommodation account   

The dynamic pragmatic account proposed by Tian, Breheny, and Ferguson (2010) 

is an alternative incremental model of sentence processing which provides an 

explicit explanation of why, under certain circumstances, the negated state of affairs 

is considered to be represented during negative sentence comprehension.  
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Dynamic accounts of language comprehension consider the relevance of a 

statement in terms of a set of salient Questions Under Discussion (QUDs), which 

can be defined as questions which collocate the utterance within a supportive 

situational context (Ginzburg 2012; Roberts 2012). In everyday communication, 

each sentence addresses, though often implicitly, a QUD: for instance, the sentence 

The bird is in the air leads the comprehender to the projection of the following QUD 

What is in the air? The linguistic form of an utterance contains cues for the 

underlying QUD (e.g., prosodic features): if the context information is lacking, the 

comprehender can rely on these linguistic cues to retrieve the most plausible QUD 

addressed by the given sentence. Tian et al. (2010) considered negation as a strong 

cue for QUDs: crucially, when no other contextual cues are provided, the most 

plausible QUD for a negative sentence such as The bird is not in the air consists in 

the question of whether the negative sentence’s positive counterpart is true (i.e., Is 

the bird in the air?). This positive QUD is extremely prominent because it reflects 

the most frequent use of negation in natural languages, that is, rejecting a previous 

assumption or positive presupposition (Wason 1959, 1961; Givòn 1978; Horn 

1989).  

According to the authors, when a negative sentence is uttered in isolation or in 

an unsupportive context, its comprehension triggers the accommodation of the 

positive QUD in order to adjust the lacking presupposition that the negative 

sentence should address. The projection of this positive QUD explains why, in 

studies where negative sentences are presented in isolation, it has been found 

substantial evidence for a computational step involving the representation of the 

negated state of affairs. Therefore, the interpretation of infelicitous negative 

sentences would not rely on different cognitive processes with respect to that of 

pragmatically licensed sentences, but, rather, it would involve a positive QUD 

accommodation, which occurs incrementally with respect to the processing of the 

semantic meaning of the sentence itself, and burdens the comprehension process. 

Tian et al. (2010) compared the interpretation of simple negative sentences (42) and 

cleft structures with embedded negative statements (43) presented in isolation. 

Differently from simple sentences, cleft structures are considered to be 

presupposition triggers. As said before, a simple negative sentence such as (42) 

elicits the positive presupposition that Jane should have cooked spaghetti: if the 

sentence is uttered out of an adequate context, it will be perceived as inappropriate, 

and, hence, the comprehender will have to accommodate the corresponding positive 

QUD. On the other hand, a cleft structure such as (43) conveys the implicit negative 

presupposition that someone did not cook spaghetti: even if presented out of any 

supportive context, (43) is perceived by the comprehender as pragmatically more 

appropriate than (42) because it licenses a negative QUD and, consequently, the 

processing is not taxed by the need to represent the corresponding positive 

assumption. 
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(42) Jane did not cook spaghetti (QUD Did Jane cook spaghetti?) 

(43) It was Jane who did not cook spaghetti (QUD Who did not cook spaghetti?) 

Similarly to Kaup et al. (2007), 250ms after reading the test sentences participants 

were presented with a picture matching either the actual sentence meaning (e.g., 

raw spaghetti), or the corresponding positive situation (e.g., cooked spaghetti). 

They had to decide whether the depicted entity (e.g., spaghetti) had been mentioned 

in the previous sentence. The results showed that after the presentation of simple 

negative sentences participants were faster in the recognition task if the picture was 

consistent with the corresponding positive situation (e.g., cooked spaghetti), 

indicating that negation had not been yet integrated into sentence meaning. 

Conversely, after the presentation of cleft structures, participants were faster in 

recognizing the picture consistent with the negative situation (e.g., raw spaghetti). 

The results confirmed the assumption made by the dynamic pragmatic account: the 

comprehension process of simple negative sentences presented in isolation is 

slowed down by the need to adjust the lacking contextual information by 

accommodating the corresponding positive QUD. On the other hand, the negative 

QUD triggered by the cleft sentences such as (43) has a significant facilitatory effect 

in the comprehension process of negation. 

In a subsequent study, Tian et al. (2016) investigated at what point the meaning of 

negation is integrated in the comprehension process. Using a visual world eye-

tracking set-up, they compared the time course of the processing of negative and 

affirmative sentences. Participants were auditorily presented with affirmative and 

negative statements, either in simple (44-45) or cleft structures (46-47), while 

looking at a visual scenario consisting of a picture matching the actual state of 

affairs (e.g., a crumpled t-shirt for (45-47)) and a picture matching the negated state 

of affairs (e.g., an ironed t-shirt for (44-46)). 

(44) John has ironed his brother’s shirt  

(45) John has not ironed his brother’s shirt 

(46) It is John who has ironed his brother’s shirt 

(47) It is John who has not ironed his brother’s shirt 

The Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis makes similar predictions for the time course 

of the processing of simple and cleft negative sentences, both of which would be 

processed by first simulating the positive argument of negation (e.g., John has 

ironed the t-shirt). In terms of behavioural data it hence predicts: i) a delay in target 

identification for the negative form with respect to the corresponding affirmative, 

due to the two-stage based computation required for negative statements; ii) for 

negative sentences, independently of the linguistic form, an increase of initial 

fixations towards the picture matching the positive state of affairs (e.g., an ironed 

t-shirt), before the attentional shift towards the actual target (e.g., a crumpled t-
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shirt). On the contrary, the incremental QUD accommodation account assumes that 

the comprehender incrementally updates information about sentence meaning and 

QUD in parallel, and not in temporarily distinct processing stages. As shown in 

Tian et al. (2010), simple positive (44) and negative (45) sentences yield the same 

positive QUD Has John ironed his brother t-shirt? Hence, the authors predicted 

that with simple negative sentences such as (45) the comprehender will initially pay 

attention to both the picture matching the negative meaning (e.g., a crumpled t-

shirt) and the picture representing the positive situation (an ironed t-shirt) as they 

have to accommodate the positive QUD with the actual sentence meaning. Instead, 

a strong early bias towards the positive picture (e.g., an ironed t-shirt) is predicted 

for the corresponding simple affirmative sentence (44), since both the content and 

the QUD yield the same positive polarity. Given that for both affirmative and 

negative cleft structures the likely QUD has the same polarity of the corresponding 

sentence content (e.g., a crumpled t-shirt for (47), and an ironed t-shirt for (46)), the 

authors predicted no processing delay for negative cleft sentences in comparison 

with the corresponding affirmatives.  

Results showed a processing difference between simple but not cleft sentences. 

With simple negative sentences, comprehenders initially paid attention to both the 

picture of the negated situation and the picture consistent with the actual sentence 

meaning, and they shifted their attention towards the actual target within 900ms 

from the verb offset. Instead, with simple affirmative sentences, comprehenders 

focused on the target picture immediately after the verb offset: the delay in the 

simple negative condition suggests that the representation of the positive 

counterpart is initially activated when processing simple negative sentences uttered 

in isolation. Nevertheless, participants initially paid similar attention to both the 

pictures when presented with cleft structures, independently from sentence polarity.  

These findings further corroborated Tian et al.’s (2010; 2016) hypothesis that 

the processing delay reported for simple negative sentences is not evidence for a 

first stage of negation processing, but, rather, it is due to the QUD accommodation. 

When uttered in isolation, the most plausible QUD for simple negative sentences is 

positive, and, hence it is incongruent with negative sentence meaning: this QUD 

accommodation requires the representation of the content consistent with the 

corresponding positive situation, resulting in a more demanding processing. On the 

other hand, the negative cleft structure has a prominent negative QUD: the 

projection of this QUD matches the representation of sentence meaning. The same 

holds for positive cleft sentences, where both the QUD and the sentence meaning 

yield a positive polarity. Therefore, in cleft structures, the time course of the 

processing of negative sentences is no more delayed than that of affirmatives, as no 

QUD accommodation with sentence meaning is required.  

According to Tian and colleagues, these results are incompatible with non-

incremental accounts such as the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis. First of all, 

given that both simple and cleft negative sentences provide the same semantic 
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information, the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis would predict a delay in target 

identification for both these structures with respect to the corresponding affirmative 

form: instead, the results reported this delayed pattern only among simple sentence 

structures. In addition, the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis considers the 

simulation of the positive state of affairs as a temporarily distinct stage in negation 

processing, occurring before the representation of the actual sentence meaning. 

Once again, the results of the present study go in the opposite direction: in negative 

sentences, before focussing on the representation of the actual state of affairs, 

comprehenders initially paid equal attention to both the pictures presented in the 

visual scenario, and not only to the picture matching the corresponding positive 

situation. According to the authors, this strongly suggests that the simulation of the 

positive counterpart cannot be considered a discrete step of negation processing, 

but rather it occurs in parallel, and hence incrementally, with the representation of 

sentence meaning. Finally, while non-incremental accounts assume that negation is 

integrated at a later stage into sentence meaning, the results for cleft structures 

indicate that negation can be incorporated incrementally, as occurs for the other 

linguistic elements. 

To summarize, the QUD accommodation account proposed by Tian and colleagues 

(2010;2016) assumes that when negative sentences are presented in isolation or in 

unsupportive contexts, comprehenders do not just process the semantic meaning of 

the sentence, but they also accommodate a likely QUD consisting in the 

representation of the corresponding positive state of affairs. This would explain 

why classical studies (in which negative sentences are presented in isolation) often 

report evidence of a mental representation of the positive counterpart as first stage 

of negation processing. Nevertheless, according to the pragmatic account proposed 

by Tian et al. (2010; 2016), the activation of the corresponding positive 

representation does not qualify as a temporarily distinct processing step which 

precedes the simulation of the actual situation: rather, this QUD accommodation 

occurs incrementally during the processing of sentence meaning.  

Consequently, the pragmatic QUD accommodation account completely rejects 

a non-incremental view of sentence processing. Moreover, it also significantly 

differs from the other pragmatic accounts discussed in the previous section: while 

the latter do not exclude the possibility that negative sentences undergo a two-stage 

based interpretation in pragmatic infelicitous contexts, under no circumstances the 

former considers negation processing as involving temporarily different 

computational stages. 

2.2.2.2 Suppressive accounts  

Among incremental models of negation processing, suppression-like accounts put 

particular emphasis on the inhibitory power of negation. Under this view, the key 
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feature of sentential negation consists in reducing the later accessibility of its 

argument during the early stages of sentence comprehension. Although there is 

substantial evidence indicating that negation significantly reduces the accessibility 

of the information provided under its scope (MacDonald and Just 1989; Kaup et al. 

1997; Hasson and Glucksberg 2006; Giora et al. 2005, 2007; Ferguson et al. 2008; 

Mayo et al. 2014; Orenes et al. 2014), there is no agreement yet on whether this 

inhibition is mandatory and when it occurs during the sentence comprehension 

process. 

The narrow-view account (Carpenter and Just 1975; Evans and Over 2004) assumes 

that the suppression of the information under the scope of negation automatically 

occurs across all the discourse contexts. However, experimental findings have 

demonstrated that the context of utterance can strongly influence this inhibition 

(among others, see below Giora et al. 2007).  According to the so-called retention 

hypothesis (Giora et al. 2004; 2007), the suppression of the argument of negation is 

functional to contextual considerations. If the negated information is not useful for 

sentence interpretation and discourse coherence purposes, its accessibility is 

significantly reduced. Instead, when the concept under the scope of negation is to 

some extent relevant for the interpretation process, it is retained and receives a 

weaker interpretation, which nonetheless resembles the original positive concept 

(Giora 2006; Giora et al. 2005).  

Paradis and Willners (2006) presented their participants with affirmative and 

negative sentences including scalar adjectives (e.g., The road along the coast is / is 

not narrow). The task consisted in indicating the position of a target noun (e.g. road) 

on a scale ranging from two opposite points (e.g., narrow and wide). Results showed 

that target nouns were often assigned with extreme scalar position when presented 

in affirmative sentences, while the very same target nouns were assigned with 

intermediate positions on the scale when the statement contained negation. This 

suggests that the concept under the scope of negation is not completely inhibited 

but rather mitigated: since the concept of not narrow was interpreted as closer to 

the concept of less than narrow than to that of wide, some abstract properties of the 

negated concept seems to be retained during negative sentence processing45.    

Giora et al. (2007) conducted a series of experiments to investigate how 

contextual aspects can affect the inhibitory effect of negation. In a self-paced word-

by-word reading task, participants were presented with the same negative 

metaphors (e.g., The train was no rocket) employed by Hasson and Glucksberg 

 

45 Note, however, that the use of the expression not narrow in the target sentence already implies 

that the road is not wide either, otherwise the term wide would have been more appropriate to use.  
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(2006). The test sentences were followed by either a consistent (48) or inconsistent 

(49) assertion. Both these strings included the same target word (e.g., fast) in the 

late discourse context, which was related to the affirmative meaning of the negated 

metaphor (e.g., no rocket). Participants were asked to read the sentences at their 

own natural pace. 

(48) The train was no rocket. The trip to the city was fast though. 

(49) The train was no rocket. The old man in the film spoke fast. 

Results showed that the target words in the coherent context were read faster than 

the very same target words in the incoherent ones. This finding suggests that late 

contextual information can influence a potential suppression of the negated 

information. With a consistent continuation, the negated concept conveyed by the 

metaphorical expression (e.g., being fast) was not inhibited, but, rather, it primed 

the interpretation of the following sentence even when this was presented with a 

one second delay. On the other hand, when negative metaphors had an inconsistent 

continuation, the negated concept had no facilitating effect on the processing of the 

following sentence, suggesting that the suppression of the negated concept has been 

fostered by the irrelevant late discourse context. The effect of preceding supportive 

context on the retention of information with the scope of negation was investigated 

in a second experiment. Participants were asked to read short texts consisting of a 

negated concept (e.g., being wealthy) that was relevant with respect to preceding 

supportive information (e.g., millionaires). 

(50) I live in the neighbourhood of millionaires who like only their own kind. 

Nonetheless on Saturday night, I also invited to the party at my place a 

woman who is not wealthy.  

After reading, participants were shown a letter string that could consist in either 

nonwords or real words. In turn, the latter could be either related (e.g., rich) or not 

(e.g., quick) to the negated concept. The letter string was displayed either 100ms or 

750ms after the offset of the target sentence. Participants had to decide whether the 

probe element was a real word or not. Results showed that in the 100ms delay 

condition no significant difference was found between response time to related 

(e.g., rich for wealthy) and unrelated probes (e.g., quick for wealthy). Instead, in the 

750ms delay condition, response latencies for related probes were significantly 

faster than those for the unrelated ones. This indicates that, when preceded by 

relevant contextual information, the negated concept is maintained rather than 

suppressed up to 750ms following the sentence onset. The third and last experiment 

completely resembled Experiment 2 except for the time delay duration between the 

offset of the target sentence and the onset of the probe element, which has been 

extended to 1000ms. Results showed that, similarly to the 100ms delay condition 

in Experiment 2, response latencies to the related probes did not significantly differ 
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from those to the unrelated probes. This clearly indicates that, even when supported 

by a prior coherent context, the concept under the scope of negation is no longer 

accessible 1000ms after the offset of the target sentence. Taken together, these 

findings indicate that the inhibitory effect of negation depends on global discourse 

considerations. Previous and late contextual information encourages the 

retainability of the concept occurring under the scope of negation. However, even 

when the absence of contextual cues prompts the inhibition of the negated 

information, the reduction of its accessibility does not occur during the early 

moments of sentence comprehension but, plausibly, between 750ms and 1000ms 

following its offset. 

The results reported by Giora et al. (2007) are in line with a number of 

psycholinguistic findings showing that the accessibility of the information under 

the scope of negation is not inhibited during the early stages of sentence 

comprehension (Kaup and Zwaan 2003; Hasson and Glucksberg 2006; among 

others). For instance, Kaup et al. (2006) showed that after 750ms from the onset of 

the negative sentence the door is not open participants were faster in target 

recognition when presented with a picture matching the negated situation (e.g., an 

open door). After 1500ms the opposite pattern was found, with shorter response 

latencies when the picture matched the actual meaning of the sentence (e.g., a closed 

door). This is strong evidence that the meaning of the concept under negation is 

suppressed between 750ms and 1500ms after the sentence onset in favour of the 

activation of the alternative meaning (§2.2.1.3 for further details on the study). The 

authors interpreted these results as evidence for the Two-Step Simulation 

Hypothesis (§2.2.1.3). While Giora and colleagues (2005; 2007) assume that the 

inhibitory effect of negation is primarily affected by the contextual information 

provided, it is worth nothing that a non-incremental view of negation processing is 

not incompatible with the suppressive nature of negation: the late inhibition of the 

negated meaning might correspond to the second stage of sentence comprehension, 

during which the simulation of the positive state of affairs is rejected and negation 

is integrated into sentence meaning. 

Interestingly, a number of studies have shown that the suppression of the negated 

concept is also affected by the types of predicates and terms involved. Mayo et al. 

(2004) claimed that the availability of an antonymic concept has a facilitating effect 

on the suppression of a negated term. In their study, they presented participants with 

a description of a person expressed as an affirmation or negation (e.g., Tom is / is 

not a tidy person), followed by a probe sentence which could be congruent (51), 

incongruent (52) with the previous description, or completely unrelated (53). The 

task was to determine whether the probe sentence was coherent with the description. 

(51) Tom is not a tidy person. Tom forgets where he left his car keys. (congruent) 
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(52) Tom is not a tidy person. Tom’s clothes are folded neatly in his closet. 

(incongruent) 

(53) Tom is not a tidy person. Tom likes to have long conversations on the phone. 

(not related) 

Results showed that, after reading the sentence Tom is not a tidy person, 

comprehenders were faster in evaluating a description congruent with the 

complementary meaning of the negative concept (e.g., not tidy is compatible with 

messy in (51)) rather than incongruent descriptions compatible with the concept 

under the scope of negation (52). Hence, this suggests that the meaning of the 

bipolar negated term is suppressed and comprehenders activate instead its 

antonymic meaning. On the other hand, when the negated term was unipolar (i.e., 

with no direct antonym such as adventurous), comprehenders were faster in the 

evaluation of the description compatible with the positive argument of negation 

(54), and hence incongruent with the negative sentence meaning rather than in the 

evaluation of the description congruent with the actual meaning of the negative 

sentence (55). 

(54) Roy is not an adventurous person. Roy loves to travel to distant places. 

(incongruent) 

(55) Roy is not an adventurous person. Roy is stressed by any change in his life. 

(congruent) 

Mayo and colleagues (2004) accounted for these findings assuming that the 

inhibitory effect of negation is significantly affected by the nature of the 

information under its scope. The availability of a complementary term providing an 

alternative along a scalar dimension prompts the suppression of the negated 

meaning, which, instead, is retained when the antonymic term is vacant. Similar 

findings have been reported by studies conducting within the visual world 

paradigm46. In Orenes et al. (2014) participants were auditorily presented with a 

sentence describing either a binary (56) or multiple (57) context. Then, they listened 

to an affirmative or negative sentence indicating the property of the target entity 

(e.g., The figure is/is not red). In the meantime, four figures of different colours 

were displayed on the screen. 

(56) The figure could be red or blue. The figure is / is not red. 

(57) The figure could be red, blue, green or yellow. The figure is / is not red. 

Independently of the discourse context provided, eye movements data showed an 

increase of fixations on the figure with the mentioned colour (e.g., red) for 

 

46 The study by Orenes et al. (2014) and, more in general, the Visual World Paradigm will be 

discussed in detail in chapter 3.  
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affirmative sentences. On the contrary, a different looking pattern behaviour was 

found for negative sentences between contexts. In the multiple context (57), 

participants consistently fixated the figure with the mentioned colour (e.g., red) 

from 400ms after the sentence offset. In the binary context (56), instead, the 

participants’ looking pattern behaviour indicated an increase of fixations on the 

figure with the alternative colour (e.g., blue) from 1340ms after the sentence offset. 

This suggested that the inhibition of the information under the scope of negation 

does not occur by default in all contexts: nevertheless, when a complementary 

concept is available as in the case of binary contexts, the meaning of the negated 

term is suppressed. 

Neural inhibition of motor brain activity 

According to the Embodiment Cognition Theory, the comprehension of a linguistic 

sentence activates the same neural structures enabled by the effective execution of 

the action described in the sentence itself. In recent years, a growing number of 

neuro-imaging studies investigated the involvement of different brain areas in 

language processing, providing important confirmation that specific sensorimotor 

neuronal systems are involved in language comprehension. As concerns the 

processing of sentential negation, embodiment cognition research provided 

substantial neurological evidence of the early suppressive effect of negation: 

specifically, a large number of studies employing different neuro-imaging 

techniques have shown that the presence of linguistic negation determines a reduced 

activation of those brain areas usually activated by the information occurring under 

its scope (Tettamanti et al. 2008; Tomasino et al. 2010; Liuzza et al. 2011; 

Alemanno et al. 2012; Bartoli et al. 2013; Foroni and Semin 2013). Moreover, the 

early occurrence of this suppressive effect, already within 500ms after stimuli onset, 

provides persuading evidence in favour of an incremental view of negative sentence 

processing.  

Experimental evidence of an interaction between language comprehension and 

specific brain areas has been reported by Tettamanti and Buccino (2005), who 

conducted an fMRI47 study to investigate different neuronal activations during the 

interpretation of action-related (58) and abstract sentences (59). 

(58) Now I bite the apple  

 

47 Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) measures brain activity by detecting changes in 

blood oxygenation and flow. This neuro-imaging technique is based on the evidence that when brain 

areas are activated, they consume more oxygen, with a consequently greater blood flood in the areas 

of interest. 
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(59) Now I appreciate the loyalty48 

Results showed that different properties of the linguistic stimuli, such as the 

concreteness of the action described, result in different neural activations. Both 

types of stimuli enhanced left premotor cortex activity: however, while the 

interpretation of abstract sentences (59) involved only the activation of the posterior 

cingulate cortex, the entire left fronto-parieto-temporal system, including the 

inferior parietal lobule and the posterior temporal cortex were activated during the 

processing of action-related statements (58). Significantly, these brain areas are 

respectively involved in the processing of abstract and concrete semantic properties.  

In a follow-up study, Tettamanti et al. (2008) presented participants with the 

same abstract and action-related sentences proposed by Tettamanti and Buccino 

(2005) in affirmative and negative forms. Interestingly, results showed that the 

processing of negative sentences (e.g., I don’t bite/I don’t appreciate) caused a 

reduction of brain activities in comparison to the corresponding affirmatives (e.g., 

I bite/I appreciate). Both types of negative sentences determined a reduced 

activation of the pallidocortical areas, associated with a variety of functions 

including control of voluntary motor movements and emotion. Moreover, a 

hemodynamic flow reduction was found in the left fronto-parietal regions with 

action-related negative sentences, and in the posterior cingulate cortex with abstract 

negative ones.  

The inhibitory effect of negation on specific brain areas has been subsequently 

investigated by a consistent number of neuro-imaging studies, which mainly 

focused on the processing of action-related verbs. Tomasino et al. (2010) 

investigated the different cortical activations during the comprehension of 

affirmative and negative imperative sentences. In their fMRI study, participants 

were asked to silently read hand action-related verbs (60) and non-existing verbs 

(61). The task consisted in judging whether the verb was a real word or not. 

(60) Do write / Don’t write 

(61)  Do gralp / Don’t gralp 

With action-related verbs, results showed a significant activation of the motor areas 

(i.e., primary motor and premotor cortex) during the processing of affirmative 

sentences (e.g., Do write), and a significant activation decrease of the same brain 

networks during the processing of the corresponding negative sentences (e.g., Don’t 

write). In addition, behavioural results indicated a significant polarity effect, with 

longer response latencies during the lexical decision task for negative action-related 

imperatives in comparison with the corresponding affirmative structures. On the 

 

48 English translation of the original Italian sentences: (58) Ora mordo la mela; (59) Ora apprezzo la 

lealtà 
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other hand, while the processing of affirmative non-existing verbs (e.g., Do gralp) 

only occasionally elicited the activation of motor areas, the corresponding negative 

structures (e.g., Don’t gralp) did not determine any cortical inhibition. Furthermore, 

the neuronal activity was not even influenced by sentence polarity. Taken together, 

these results are in line with previous findings by Tettamanti and colleagues (2005; 

2008) in two respects. First, they suggest that linguistic properties differently affect 

neural activations during sentence processing. Second, neuro-imaging results 

strongly indicate that negation has an inhibitory effect on the activation of brain 

networks: this would consequently result in a reduced lexical accessibility of the 

information occurring under the scope of negation, as demonstrated, according to 

the authors, by the polarity effect found among action-related verbs. Liuzza et al. 

(2011) conducted a study similar to Tettamanti et al. (2008) employing the TMS49 

technique to measure the excitability of the motor system during sentence 

comprehension. Participants were asked to read action-related (62) and abstract 

sentences (63), either of positive or negative polarity. 

(62) I do not squeeze / squeeze the lemon  

(63) I do not remember / remember the past50 

Results showed that, among affirmative sentences, the activation of sensorimotor 

brain areas was only reported while reading action-related sentences (e.g., I squeeze 

the lemon). However, this modulation has not been observed while reading the 

corresponding negative sentences (e.g., I do not squeeze the lemon). Similarly, in 

Alemanno et al. (2012)’s EEG study, participants were asked to silently read hand-

action related (64) and abstract (65) Italian sentences, and to decide whether the 

mentioned verb was frequent or not in Italian.  

(64) I do not write / write 

(65) I do not think / think51 

A significant mu rhythm desynchronization52 over the left motor and premotor areas 

 

49 Transcranial Magnetic Simulation (TSM) is a non-invasive procedure that uses magnetic fields to 

stimulate the activation of specific brain areas. By means of an electromagnetic coil connected to 

the scalp, short magnet pulses are administered to the patient, which stimulate the nerve cells in 

either specific or general parts of interest in the brain. 
50 English translation of the original Italian sentences: (62) Io non/spremo il limone; (63) Io 

non/ricordo il passato 
51 English translation of the original Italian sentences: (64) Io non/scrivo; (65) Io non/penso  
52 Mu waves (or rhythms) are synchronized patterns of electrophysiological activity involving a 

massive number of neurons in the brain areas devoted to the control of voluntary movement. These 

waves reflect the motor cortex activity in terms of desynchronization: when a person is carrying out 

a motor activity or even while she is observing another person performing physical actions, the mu 

waves are suppressed because a large number of neurons are firing simultaneously. Thus, a 

significant mu rhythm desynchronization indicates motor cortex area activity. 
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(usually involved in manual execution) was reported during reading of affirmative 

hand-action sentences (e.g., I write) but not during that of abstract sentences (e.g., 

I think). Moreover, for negative hand-action sentences, results showed a delayed 

mu ERD53 and mu waves of larger amplitudes, indicating that the same cortical 

areas are activated less during the processing of negative sentences.  

Papeo et al. (2012) employed chronometric TMS to investigate how negation 

affects the neural representation of a word meaning in terms of motor excitability 

and inhibition of specific brain networks. Participants were asked to read 

affirmative and negative statements denoting either manual actions (66) or 

psychological states (67). 

(66) Now I write/ I do not write 

(67) Now I wonder/ I do not wonder54 

During the task, TMS measured the motor excitability (MEPs) at different points in 

time. Results showed larger MEP amplitudes with action-related verbs than with 

state verbs. While the processing of state verbs was not significantly affected by 

sentence polarity, MEP amplitudes for negated action verbs (e.g., I do not write) 

were lower than MEP amplitudes for the corresponding positive statement (e.g., 

Now I write). Moreover, since these reduced amplitudes occurred only 250ms after 

the word onset, the presence of negation seemed to affect the computation of action-

related verbs already during the earliest stages of sentence processing. All in all, 

these findings strongly indicate that the cortical representation of affirmative and 

negative action meanings are distinguishable as soon as semantic effects are 

observed in the brain. During the early moments of sentence comprehension 

negation modifies the neural representation of the argument under its scope by 

inhibiting the access to some neural information related to the positive meaning of 

the argument itself, such as, for example, the motor features in the case of action-

related words. 

Furthermore, evidence of a motor deactivation during the processing of negative 

sentences has been reported also by studies employing experimental tools that 

record muscle activity, such as grip force (Aravena et al. 2012) and kinematic 

variation analysis (Bartoli et al. 2013), and Electromyography technique (Foroni 

and Semin 2013). Aravena et al. (2012) presented participants with recorded 

affirmative (68) and negative (69) sentences describing hand actions, and 

affirmative sentences consisting of an abstract verb followed by a concrete noun 

(70). During the listening, the force with which participants held a grip force 

 

53 Event-related Desynchronization  
54 English translation of the original Italian sentences: (66) Ora scrivo/ Non scrivo; (67) Ora 

immagino/ Non immagino 
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sensor55 was analysed: since grip force reflects neural activity in motor brain 

structures, the authors were expecting an immediate increase in grip force while 

listening to sentences containing hand actions. 

(68) At the Gym, Fiona lifts the dumbbells  

(69) In the plane, Laura does not lift her luggage 

(70) In the spring, Edmond loves the flower bush in the garden 

In line with previous experiments using different neuro-imaging tools, results 

showed a significant increase of grip force with action verbs, but, crucially, only in 

the affirmative condition (68). In addition, abstract verbs (70) did not produce any 

variation in the grip force modulation, further confirming that they do not enhance 

the activation of motor brain areas. It is also worth noting that the grip force 

modulation was neither affected by the presence of a concrete noun (e.g., flower 

bush) in (70). This suggests that the activation of motor brain areas is not simply 

associated with the concreteness of the word, but rather with its relationship with 

motor activities. In turn, Foroni and Semin (2013) focused on the role of negation 

during the interpretation of emotional expressions. Participants were auditorily 

presented with affirmative and negative statements, which could describe either a 

zygomatic activity (71) or not (72). While listening, zygomatic muscle activity was 

continuously measured using the Electromyography technique (EMG)56. 

(71) I am/am not smiling 

(72) I am/am not frowning 

Similarly to Aravena et al. (2012), results indicated a significant activation of the 

zygomatic muscle only with affirmative sentences describing zygomatic activity 

(e.g., I am smiling). Given the high temporal sensitivity which characterizes this 

technique, the authors have observed that with the corresponding negative 

sentences (e.g., I am not smiling) the inhibition of the zygomatic muscle occurred 

within 500-700ms from the onset of the stimuli. This provides further evidence that 

the inhibitory effect of negation on the information under its scope affects the 

processing very early. Again, as concerns verbs describing other types of emotion 

not related to motor activities, no muscle activation was detected.  

Bartoli et al. (2013) started from the consideration that, if the processing of 

linguistic statements describing motor activities grounds on the same neuronal 

circuits employed for the execution of the activity itself, the simultaneous execution 

 

55 The sensor held by participants captures subtle grip force variations which reflect motor activity 

in brain areas during the execution of a linguistic task. The monitoring of force modulations provides 

a high temporal resolution of the collected data. 
56 Electromyography (EMG) measures the electrical activity produced by muscles in response to 

either electrical or neurological stimulations. 
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of a motor activity and the comprehension of a corresponding sentence should be 

facilitated when the latter is negative rather than affirmative. Given the early 

suppressive effect of negation, the motor brain areas would not be involved in the 

processing of the negative sentence but only in the execution of the related motor 

activity. Instead, during the processing of affirmative sentences, the motor neuronal 

circuits would be overloaded by the simultaneous execution of two different tasks 

(i.e., linguistic processing and motor activity), resulting in a more effortful 

execution of the motor activity compared to when the sentence is negative. The 

authors conducted two experiments to test this hypothesis. Participants were 

presented with affirmative and negative sentences containing abstract verbs (73), 

proximal activities (74), and distal activities (75). In the first experiment, while 

listening to the sentences, participants were asked to perform a proximal reach-to-

grasp movement with their fingers towards an object. In the second experiment, 

instead, they were asked to perform a grasp-distal movement (i.e., grasping without 

reaching). The same set of linguistic stimuli was presented in both the experiments. 

(73) I do not wish / wish 

(74) I do not grasp / grasp 

(75) I do not pinch / pinch57 

Results showed that, when participants were asked to perform a proximal 

movement, the interpretation of negative proximal sentences (e.g., I do not grasp) 

interfered less with the execution of the reach-to-grasp movement, as indicated by 

faster reaction times in the motor task with respect to affirmative proximal 

sentences (e.g., I grasp). This facilitating motor effect was not found in abstract and 

distal sentences. A similar pattern of results was found when participants had to 

perform a grasp-distal movement, with a reduced interference only when the 

manual task was performed simultaneously to the listening of negative distal 

sentences (e.g., I do not pinch). None of the other types of sentences reported this 

facilitating effect. The facilitating effect found among negative sentences seems to 

corroborate the authors’ hypothesis that motor brain areas are not involved during 

negation processing. Furthermore, the facilitating effect of negation is closely 

associated with the execution of tasks closely related to the semantics of the negated 

concept (e.g., the sentence I do not grasp facilitates the activity of grasping an 

object, while the sentence I do not pinch facilitates the activity of grasping but not 

reaching). 

Taken together, these neurolinguistic findings strongly speak in favour of an 

incremental view of negation processing. The neural representation of affirmative 

 

57 English translation of the original Italian sentences: (73) Io non/auspico; (74) Io non/afferro; (75) 

Io non/pizzico 
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sentences and that of the corresponding negative sentences are immediately 

distinguishable in the brain: while the processing of affirmative action-related 

sentences induces the activation of motor areas, the presence of linguistic negation 

inhibits the activation of the very same brain networks. Thus, negation seems to be 

immediately integrated into sentence meaning, as the suppression of the negated 

information occurs during the earliest moments of sentence comprehension as soon 

as semantic effects are observable in the brain.  

It is worth noting, however, that alternative accounts have reconsidered the 

functional role of sensori-motor systems in language processing, providing 

alternative interpretations for the reported findings. For instance, Patterson et al. 

(2007) assumed that the activation of motor brain areas determined by language 

processing is a direct consequence of a spreading activation from other neuronal 

regions where the representations underlying language comprehension occur 

(Secondary embodiment). Under this view, the semantic representations are 

completely unrelated to sensori-motor information: hence, the activation of motor 

brain areas is not mandatory for the retrieval of linguistic information, but, rather, 

it occurs when motor features related to the word meaning are required by the 

context. Instead, Mahon and Caramazza (2008) proposed that the activation of 

motor brain areas simply integrates the more abstract representations underlying 

language comprehension (Grounding by interaction view).   

Neurolinguistic evidence of a very early inhibitory effect of negation during 

sentence comprehension poses a significant problem for non-incremental models 

of negation processing. On one hand, supporters of the Two-Step Simulation 

Hypothesis do not consider the suppressive nature of negation at odds with a two-

stage based processing, as the inhibition of the information occurring under the 

scope of negation might correspond to the second stage of sentence comprehension. 

On the other hand, however, the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis assumes an 

experiential view of language comprehension, which is based on neurolinguistic 

findings showing an overlap between the mental subsystems involved in the 

representation of linguistic information and those involved in perceiving or 

enacting the same situations. According to this motor-sensorial view of language, 

understanding a sentence means to mentally experiencing it (for a more detailed 

analysis see §2.2.1.3). Nonetheless, the embodiment cognition studies discussed in 

this section have clearly shown that the activation of motor brain areas, typically 

elicited by affirmative sentences, are instead immediately blocked during the 

comprehension of negative sentences. This strongly rules out the possibility of a 

prior stage of sentence processing in which occurs a mental simulation of the 

positive state of affairs, with only a later integration of the negative sentence 

meaning.  

Nevertheless, embodiment cognition studies have investigated, so far, a very 

restricted range of verbs and negative constructions: as we have seen in this section, 
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the researchers mainly focused on simple and short declarative sentences with first-

person singular action verbs, in particular hand-related ones. Moreover, participants 

were mainly presented with passive listening tasks, which are not particularly 

demanding in terms of processing resources since they do not require, for example, 

the evaluation of the truthfulness of the test sentences. This represents the main 

limitation of neuro-imaging studies, which, so far, have provided evidence 

concerning only limited aspects of negation processing58: thus, they can only be 

partially compared with experimental findings from traditional behavioural studies, 

which have investigated more complex and heterogenous structures within 

elaborated verification paradigms.  

2.3 Concluding remarks 

Despite the fact that sentential negation is still a widely-investigated linguistic 

phenomenon, in this chapter we have seen how psycholinguistic researchers are still 

debating on some core aspects of its processing: namely, the timing and mode of 

negation integration, and the role of the information occurring under the scope of 

negation during the sentence interpretation process.  

Non-incremental models of negation processing (§2.2.1), and in particular the 

Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007), assume that negation is not 

immediately integrated into sentence meaning, as the interpretation of a negative 

statement requires the former evaluation of its positive counterpart. This additional 

computational step involved in the comprehension process makes the computation 

of negative sentence inherently more complex than that of affirmatives, and would 

be responsible for the higher processing costs which are largely attested for negative 

sentences (Wason 1961; Clark & Chase 1972; Carpenter & Just 1975; Kaup et al. 

2005, 2007, Lüdtke et al. 2008; Vender & Delfitto 2010; among others). A large 

number of experimental studies indeed speak in favour of a late inhibition of the 

information occurring under the scope of negation, which seems to be retained 

during the earliest moments of sentence processing for the mental simulation of the 

negated state of affairs. Moreover, a facilitating effect on the processing has been 

reported when negative sentences are presented in a pragmatically felicitous 

context, consistent with the negated state of affairs (e.g., false negative condition in 

a sentence-picture verification set-up). This evidence in support of a non-

incremental processing of negation comes from classical experimental paradigms 

of language comprehension, such as sentence-picture verification task (Carpenter 

& Just 1975; Kaup et al. 2005, 2006, 2007, 2007b; Lüdtke & Kaup 2006; Vender 

 

58 For instance, Bartoli et al. (2013) hypothesized that, in order to evaluate the truthfulness of a 

sentence, it might be necessary to simulate both the negated and the actual state of affairs: during 

this process, the deactivation of motor brain areas which characterizes the processing of negative 

sentences might be preceded by an initial stage of motor activation. 
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& Delfitto, 2010) and lexical decision task (Hasson & Glucksberg 2006), and also 

from EEG-ERPs studies (Fischler et al. 1983; Lüdtke et al. 2008).  

On the other hand, incremental accounts of negation processing (§2.2.2) have 

reported contrasting evidence, showing that sentential negation is very rapidly 

integrated into the semantic meaning of the sentence, resembling the interpretation 

process of affirmative statements. This view considers the higher processing costs 

reported for negative sentences merely as the consequence of a pragmatically 

infelicitous context of utterance: in classical sentence-picture verification set-ups, 

negative sentences are in fact often employed in isolation, deviating from their use 

in everyday communication. Hence, when a supportive discourse context is 

provided, the processing of negative sentences would not be more demanding than 

that of the corresponding affirmative sentences, as the mental simulation of the 

negated state of affairs is not a mandatory step in the comprehension process. 

Indeed, a consistent number of behavioural and EEG-ERPs studies have provided 

compelling evidence that the higher processing costs for negative sentences can be 

significantly reduced when presented in a supportive context of utterance (Wason 

1965; De Villiers & Flusberg 1975; Glenberg & Robertson 1999; Dale & Duran 

2011; Nieuwland & Kuperberg 2008; Staab et al. 2008). Moreover, the possible 

retainment of the information occurring under the scope of negation seems to be 

significantly affected by the contextual information provided (Giora et al. 2004, 

2005, 2007; Giora 2006; Paradis and Willners 2006) and by the types of predicates 

and terms involved (Mayo et al. 2004; Orenes et al. 2014).  

If a facilitating effect on the computation in pragmatically felicitous contexts is 

predicted also by the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis, the most persuading 

evidence for an early integration of negation into sentence meaning, and thus of an 

incremental processing, is provided by neuro-imaging studies. Embodiment 

cognition research has shown that, in fact, the processing of negative sentences 

induces a very early inhibition of those brain motor areas which are usually 

activated by the computation of the corresponding affirmative statements 

(Tettamanti et al. 2008; Tomasino et al. 2010; Liuzza et al. 2011; Alemanno et al. 

2012; Bartoli et al. 2013; Foroni and Semin 2013). This neurolinguistic evidence 

poses a significant problem for the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis: while it is 

true that the suppressive nature of negation is not at odds with a non-incremental 

view of negation processing, the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis considers the 

mental representations involved in language comprehension to be experiential in 

nature, featuring the activation of those motor brain areas involved in perception 

and action (Zwaan & Radvansky 1998; Pulvermüller  et al. 2001; Pulvermüller 

2002; Zwaan & Taylor 2006; Zwaan 2004; Kaup et al. 2007). Nonetheless, 

neurolinguistic studies have focused only on a limited set of hand-action related 

verbs presented without any linguistic or more general discourse context. Though 

extremely promising, neuro-imaging evidence is therefore hardly comparable with 

results from more classical experimental paradigms, which investigated more 
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complex sentence structures and the role of the contextual cues in the interpretation 

process. 

The findings reported by classical experimental paradigms on language 

comprehension and neurolinguistic techniques thus appear quite puzzling and, in 

some respects, also contradictory. In addition, sentence-picture methodology 

generally assesses sentence comprehension in terms of response latencies and 

accuracy in expressing metalinguistic judgements about what the listeners have 

observed and heard during the test trial. This represents one of its major limitations 

for the investigation of negation process: while the behavioural measures collected 

can give relevant insights on the final comprehension of the negative sentence, they 

do not provide any precise information on how the listeners reach this ultimate 

understanding. The same limitations hold for the reported EEG-ERP studies, which 

were always conducted within a sentence-picture verification set-up. 

Far from being conclusive, in the next chapter we will see how the theoretical 

debate on the processing of sentential negation can benefit from the use of the visual 

world paradigm, an experimental methodology which employs online measures of 

sentence comprehension.  
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3 Using the Visual World Paradigm to study language 

processing 

In the previous chapter, we have outlined the theoretical aspects concerning the 

processing of sentential negation, by drawing particular attention to how 

psycholinguistic research has provided, so far, conflicting evidence on the timing 

and the mode of negation integration, and on the role of the argument of negation 

in sentence processing. 

In this third chapter, we will introduce the visual world paradigm, an experimental 

methodology which employs the recording of participants’ eye movements during 

listening (and reading) tasks. Although at the moment there is little psycholinguistic 

research that has investigated the processing of negation within the visual world 

paradigm, we will see that eye movement data can give important insights on how 

visual and linguistic stimuli interact during the comprehension of negative 

sentences, making a decisive contribution to the broad theoretical discussion on 

negation processing. In the first section of this chapter (§3.1), we will review the 

pioneering eye-tracking studies which have led to the visual world paradigm. In 

§3.2, we will first outline the key features of visual world studies on language 

processing: after a brief overview of the most common eye-tracking devices, we 

will offer some insights on the eye movement analysis. Then, we will discuss some 

of the most important visual world studies on language comprehension at word 

(§3.2.3.1) and sentence level (§3.2.3.2), focusing on those aspects of the processing 

which will be of central interest for the aim of the present study, such as the 

integration of different types of information during the processing and effects of 

lexical activation. In the third section of this chapter (§3.3), we will review two 

particularly relevant studies on negation processing: throughout the discussion, we 

will underline some important limitations of these studies as concerns the result 

interpretation as well as the experimental set-up, which will be the starting point for 

the development of the present eye-tracking study on negation processing (chapter 

4). In the final sections we will extensively discuss the advantages of the use of the 

visual world paradigm in the investigation of negative sentence processing with 

respect to more classical experimental paradigms as those described in chapter 2, 

in order to motivate its adoption for the present research. Significantly, some 

important experimental limitations which are intrinsically related to the visual 

nature of the paradigm will also be discussed. Based on these considerations, in 

§3.5 we will describe the relevant modifications to the classical visual world set-up 

which we will introduce in our eye-tracking study, and we will outline our main 

research questions.  
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3.1 Early studies: the development of the Visual World Paradigm 

Cooper (1974) conducted the first eye-tracking study with the aim of investigating 

the real-time interaction of perceptual and cognitive processes during spoken 

language comprehension. Participants were simultaneously presented with spoken 

short stories and a visual display containing black and white drawings of common 

concrete objects (e.g., a lion, dog, zebra, camera or queen). Some of these pictures 

were related to the stories, as the depicted objects were directly mentioned or were 

semantically related to target words presented in the spoken text (in italics in (1)). 

Consider for instance a visual display as Figure 3.1 accompanying a short narrative 

about a safari in Africa (1): while words such as lion and zebra have a direct visual 

referent on the screen, the word Africa is only semantically related to the pictures 

of animals such as a lion, a zebra, and a snake, which are known to be part of the 

African wildlife.  

(1) While on a photographic safari in Africa, I managed to get a number of 

breath-taking shots of the wild terrain. (…) When I noticed a hungry lion 

slowly moving through the tall glass toward a herd of grazing zebra.  

 

Figure 3.1. Visual scenario for the narrative in (1)  

Participants were asked to listen to the short stories while looking anywhere they 

wanted on the screen. During the task, their eye movements were recorded using an 

eye movement camera system (Mackworth 1968). Despite these instructions, 

Cooper found that participants focused their gaze more towards the objects which 

were to some extent related to the text than towards unrelated ones. For instance, in 

(1) the listeners were more attracted by the picture of a lion than by that of a zebra 

while hearing the word lion; similarly, their visual attention was drawn by pictures 
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of African animals (e.g., zebra, lion, snakes) rather than by the picture of a dog 

when the word Africa was pronounced. In addition, Cooper observed that the looks 

at the objects in the visual scenario were closely time-locked to the presentation of 

the linguistic input, with significant patterns of fixations to the related pictures 

while the target words were uttered or within 200ms after their offset. Thus, 

listeners seem able to actively exploit anticipatory cues from the speech stream, 

such as word initial phonemes or syllables, to make predictions concerning the 

upcoming linguistic information. All in all, this pattern of findings represents the 

first experimental evidence that spoken language guides visual attention: language-

oriented eye movements are often fast and unconscious, as they reflect the online 

activation process of word semantics that occurs incrementally during the unfolding 

of the linguistic input. 

In line with these findings, Just and Carpenter (1980) accounted for eye 

movements and fixations during written language comprehension. College students 

were presented with technical texts about unfamiliar topics (e.g., the properties of 

fly-wheels), which were rated as difficult based on Flesch’s (1951) readability 

scale. They were asked to read these passages as naturally as possible without 

memorizing, and to recall their content after reading. During the experimental 

session participants’ eye movements were recorded by a television camera. Quite 

surprisingly, results showed that the duration of the fixations significantly differed 

from word to word within each passage. This evidence has led Just and Carpenter 

to the formulation of the influential Eye Mind Hypothesis, according to which eye 

movements reflect the cognitive processes involved in the comprehension of 

written language. During reading, the parser fixates a word as she is processing it, 

and the duration of this fixation reflects the processing load required during the 

comprehension process. Hence, the readers would make longer fixations when the 

processing is more effortful, as for example when they encounter infrequent or more 

complex words in the text, or when they are integrating contextual information 

provided either by previous linguistic information or by their encyclopaedic world 

knowledge. 

These studies represented the first experimental evidence of a real-time 

interaction between visual attention and language comprehension, as they showed 

that the parser immediately integrates written and spoken linguistic information 

with that provided by the visual context. Cooper (1974) recognized the advantages 

of the eye movement analysis for investigating how perceptual and cognitive 

processes jointly determine the on-line understanding of linguistic sentences, 

considering the eye-tracking methodology a useful research tool for the study of 

speech perception and language processing. Nevertheless, his work has been largely 

ignored for more than twenty years until in the early 90s psycholinguists to start 

exploiting the eye-tracking technology in the study of language processing with the 

rise of the so-called Visual World Paradigm (Tanenhaus et al. 1995, Allopenna et 

al. 1998). This initial lack of interest for the investigation of the interplay between 
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linguistic and visual information processing is presumably due to the fact that, at 

the time, the psycholinguistic community was dealing with other research topics 

such as the processing and the representation of syntactically complex sentences 

(e.g., Forster, 1970; Hakes, 1972; Holmes & Foster, 1972). Furthermore, the late 

development of the Visual World Paradigm is also strictly connected to Fodor’s 

influential idea of the modularity of mind (1983), which has been widely accepted 

and further elaborated by psycholinguistic research throughout the following 

decades. According to modularism, the mind consists of independent and domain-

specific cognitive modules (e.g., vision, memory, language), which are innate and 

implemented in a fixed neural architecture. These cognitive modules are considered 

to be informationally encapsulated: they process a given input automatically and 

independently from one another, and, crucially, during this processing they cannot 

access information stored in the other cognitive domains. It is thus quite intuitive 

how a theoretical perspective which considers language and vision as autonomous 

and encapsulated cognitive modules has consequently aroused little interest among 

researchers for the investigation of a possible interaction between linguistic and 

visual sources of information during sentence processing. Nevertheless, the notion 

of cognitive modularity has been strongly challenged from the 90s onward, when 

psycholinguists have renewed their interest in determining how linguistic and 

perceptual processes jointly determine language comprehension. The study by 

Tanenhaus and colleagues (1995) had a key role in the development of this research 

field, as it provided compelling evidence against the modularity of cognitive 

processes.  

Tanenhaus et al. (1995) employed the eye-tracking methodology to investigate the 

effects of the visual context on language comprehension and understand whether 

visual contextual information can affect the syntactic processing. Participants were 

presented with sentences either containing (2) or not (3) temporary syntactic 

ambiguities. In (2), the prepositional phrase on the towel is ambiguous between 

being a modifier of the DP the apple (i.e., indicating the location of the apple to be 

picked up) and indicating the destination of the action (i.e., the place where the 

apple has to be put). 

(2) Put the apple on the towel in the box 

(3) Put the apple that’s on the towel in the box 

While listening to these instructions, participants were presented with two types of 

visual scenarios that supported one of the possible interpretations of the ambiguous 

PP. The one-referent context (Fig. 3.2a) contained four set of objects: a pencil, a 

box, a towel with nothing placed on it, and one apple placed on a towel. Such a 

visual scenario suggested an interpretation of the PP on the towel as destination 

place: when hearing the DP the apple, the listener was immediately able to identify 

the object to be moved because there was only one apple in the context and, hence, 
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it was likely to assume that on the towel referred to the destination of the action of 

putting rather than to another peculiar property of the apple itself. Conversely, in 

the two-referent context a second apple placed on a napkin was presented instead 

of a pencil (Fig. 3.2b). Here, the DP the apple did not have a univocal visual 

referent, and, hence, it was more likely for the listener to interpret the PP on the 

towel as a modifier which provided specific information about which apple had to 

be moved.  

 

 

Figure 3.2. Visual scenarios for the one-referent (a) and the two-referent (b) contexts – 

from Tanenhaus et al. (1995) 

According to modular theories, the parser cannot access information provided by 

other cognitive domains during syntactic processing: hence, this type of syntactic 

ambiguity would be resolved independently from the communicative context in 

which it is presented, with the parser always showing a clear preference for an 

interpretation of the PP on the towel as destination of the action for reasons of 

syntactic requirements of the ditransitive verb to put. Instead, if visual contextual 

cues are integrated in the syntactic processing as soon as the linguistic input unfolds, 

a relevant experimental context might influence the parsing and the resolution of 

the syntactic ambiguity, resulting in a different interpretation of the same PP on the 

towel in the two conditions. 

The eye movement analysis showed different patterns of fixations in the two 

visual contexts. When the ambiguous sentence (2) was presented in a one-referent 

context, participants initially interpreted the PP on the towel as destination place. 

500ms after the offset of the apple they were looking at the target object, 

participants switched their gaze towards the wrong destination (e.g., the empty 

towel) shortly after hearing the towel; then, they focused again on the apple and 

eventually on the box. This pattern of eye movements clearly indicates that they 

had initially interpreted the PP on the towel as destination place, as also suggested 

by the fact that when the same visual context was accompanied by the unambiguous 

sentence (3), participants never looked at the empty towel. In the two-referent 

context participants looked at both the apples after that the object was mentioned. 
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Significantly, referent resolution took almost the same time both with ambiguous 

(2) and unambiguous (3) sentences: after looking at the apple placed on the towel, 

participants immediately focused on the box without paying attention to the 

incorrect destination (e.g., the empty towel). This is evidence that, in the two-

referent context, the PP on the towel was immediately interpreted as modifier of the 

object and not as destination, regardless of the syntactic configuration of the test 

sentence. Taken together, these results provide strong evidence against the 

encapsulation of cognitive processes such as vision and language. By monitoring 

eye movements, Tanenhaus et al. (1995) clearly demonstrated that the visual 

context can significantly affect spoken language comprehension from the earliest 

moments of the syntactic processing as soon as the linguistic input unfolds. 

In conclusion, the work by Tanenhaus et al. (1995) provides evidence of a real-time 

integration of linguistic and non-linguistic sources of information during language 

processing, drawing attention to the great potential of the eye movement analysis 

for the investigation of the cognitive processes underlying the online understanding 

of the linguistic input. This, together with the fact that in the 90s the eye-tracking 

technology started to become more accurate and cheaper, has led to an increase in 

the use of the Visual World Paradigm to study spoken language processing. 

Although from the beginning visual research mainly focused on language 

comprehension, eye-tracking technology has been soon adopted to investigate the 

cognitive processes underlying language production (Meyer et al. 1998; Griffin & 

Bock 2000; among others). 

3.2 Visual world studies on language processing 

In this section, we will first outline the key features which characterize the studies 

on language processing conducted using the Visual World Paradigm (§ 3.2.1): 

given that, as previously mentioned, most of the visual world studies conducted 

deal with language comprehension processing, we will describe in detail the 

experimental properties of the paradigm as used in this research field. After a brief 

overview of the most common measurement devices which have been employed 

over time to track eye movements, we will provide some insights about how the eye 

movement analysis works, and how raw data obtained from the eye tracker (e.g., 

fixations and saccades) can be interpreted in relation to the linguistic input provided 

during task execution (§3.2.2). As concerns language comprehension, we will 

review the main research areas of visual world studies, which have investigated 

different aspects of the linguistic processing at word- and sentence-level (§3.2.3). 

In particular, we will focus on studies on sentence comprehension which constitute 

a relevant theoretical background for the aim of the present study.  
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3.2.1 Key features 

In a typical visual world comprehension study, participants are simultaneously 

presented with a visual display and a spoken linguistic input. The classical version 

of the experimental set-up is based on the design adopted in Cooper’s pioneering 

study (1974), with usually four black and white line drawings of common objects 

shown on a computer screen (e.g., Figure 3.4 from Huettig & McQueen 2007). 

Another widely employed version of the visual input consists of drawings of semi-

realistic scenes, where objects are not merely depicted in fixed positions on the 

screen, but they appear within a more organized and realistic environment, 

providing an experimental setting which is closer to the natural context of utterance 

of the linguistic input. This type of visual scenario has the advantage of allowing 

the investigation of how language processing is affected by the listener’s perception 

of the discourse context. 

For instance, Altmann & Kamide (1999) employed a semi-realistic visual scene 

to investigate whether the semantic information conveyed by the verb can anticipate 

the interpretation of upcoming relevant linguistic information. While listening to 

the sentence The boy will eat the cake, participants were presented with a visual 

scene showing a young boy sitting on the floor, surrounded by different items: a toy 

train set, a toy car, a birthday cake, and a balloon (Figure 3.3).  

 

 

Figure 3.3. Example of a semi-realistic scene for the sentence “The boy will eat the cake” 

- from Altmann & Kamide (1999)  

While the outcomes of this study will be discussed in detail in §3.2.3.2, at this point 

of the discussion it is worth noting that the visual scenario typically includes both 

relevant objects and distractors. The former can be either directly mentioned in the 

linguistic input - such as the boy and the cake in Altmann & Kamide (1999), or 
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indirectly related to it - such as the snake in Cooper (1974), which was semantically 

related to the word Africa. Instead, the distractors are objects which are not 

mentioned in the linguistic input and are completely unrelated to it – such as the 

ball in Altmann & Kamide (1999). Usually, the presentation of the visual display 

begins either simultaneously with or shortly before the onset of the spoken 

utterance, so that participants have a few seconds to familiarize with the objects 

presented in the visual scenario before the onset of the critical word (e.g., the verb 

eat in the previous example from Altmann & Kamide, 1999). The visual scenario 

stays in view until the end of the linguistic input, and participants have to press a 

button to continue with the next trial. 

Recently, a printed-word version of the paradigm has been developed, where 

the display contains the written names of the objects instead of the corresponding 

pictures (Huettig & McQueen 2007; McQueen & Viebahn 2007). An important 

advantage of this printed version is its greater sensitivity to phonological 

manipulations compared to the traditional set-up with depicted objects (Weber et 

al. 2007; Huettig & McQueen 2007; Salverda & Tanenhaus 2010). In a series of 

visual world studies, Huettig and McQueen (2007) asked Dutch participants to 

listen to a sentence such as (4), containing the target word beker (beaker), while on 

the visual display were presented phonological (bever - beaver), shape (klos - 

bobbin), and semantic (vork - fork) competitors of this target word, either as 

drawings (Figure 3.4b) or printed versions of the same items (Figure 3.4a). 

(4) Eventually she looked at the beaker that was in front of her 

 

Figure 3.4. Example of a printed-word (a) and four-object-display (b) version of the visual 

display from Huettig and McQueen (2007) for the sentence in (4) 

Results clearly indicated that visual attention shifts were also determined by the 

nature of the information provided by the visual context: when visual stimuli 

consisted of pictures, participants’ fixations were directed to shape (i.e., bobbin) 

and then semantic (i.e., fork) competitors; instead, when the visual scenario 
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contained the printed names of the objects, participants focused their visual 

attention only towards phonological competitors (i.e., beaver). 

This brief review has shown how the choice of the experimental set-up is closely 

linked to the research questions that each visual world study aims to address. The 

same holds for the choice of the task: spoken utterances can be presented to subjects 

in the form of instruction - as we have seen in Tanenhaus et al. (1995), where 

participants were asked to pick up an apple and move it to another location on the 

workspace, or as mere descriptions of the visual scene (e.g., Altmann & Kamide 

1999; Huettig & Altmann 2005; Huettig & McQueen 2007; among others). The 

latter is known as the look-and-listen paradigm: as the name suggests, participants 

are not asked to perform any explicit task, as they are only instructed to listen to the 

sentences carefully and look wherever they want on the visual screen. In such an 

experimental design, participants are not asked to do anything different from what 

they do in their everyday life when they need to integrated information from written 

and spoken sources (e.g., watching tv or reading illustrated texts). This is definitely 

an advantage compared to other psycholinguistic paradigms such as lexical decision 

or sentence picture verification tasks, where participants are asked to perform 

metalinguistic judgements about the linguistic input provided, either against 

pictures or their world knowledge (see chapter 2 for a detailed analysis). 

Participants’ working memory resources are widely exploited during the 

performance of more complex metalinguistic evaluations, and this can crucially 

affect the way in which linguistic input is processed. Conversely, the simplicity of 

the look-and-listen task, and more in general of the visual world paradigm, makes 

the task execution extremely effortless for participants, as it only relies on their 

tendency to look at relevant parts of the screen as critical words are mentioned. 

Therefore, the data collected are not compromised by external factors such as 

mental fatigue, and they can provide extremely precise real-time data on the 

comprehension process. Significantly, this allows researchers to evaluate whether 

particular effects (e.g., semantic or phonological competition as in Huettig & 

McQueen 2007) are directly related to the interaction between visual and linguistic 

sources of information or whether they are merely the consequence of too 

demanding experimental tasks. Given the effortless nature of visual world studies, 

this experimental paradigm has also been used to test young children (Nation et al. 

2010; Mak et al. 2013; Mani & Huettig 2014; Tribushinina & Mak 2016) and 

adolescents (Brock et al. 2008; McMurray et al. 2010) as well as impaired 

populations such as adults with aphasia (Thompson & Choy 2007; Walsh et al. 

2007; Yee et al. 2008), and children (Rayner 1998; De Luca et al. 1999, 2002; 

Hutzler & Wimmer 2003; Desroches et al. 2006) and adults (Stoodley et al. 2006; 

Huettig & Brouwer 2015; Benfatto et al. 2016) with developmental dyslexia. 

During the experimental session, participants’ eye movements are recorded via an 
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eye tracker. In the next section we will see how these raw eye movement data are 

further analysed with the aim of investigating the viewer’s looking pattern 

behaviour during the simultaneous presentation of the linguistic input. 

3.2.2 Eye Tracking methodology and data analysis 

One of the earliest techniques developed for measuring eye movements required 

the use of a scleral contact lens. The first version of this measurement device 

consisted of a plaster ring mounted on a lens, which was directly attached to the 

cornea and mechanically linked to a recording pen (see Young & Sheena 1975 for 

a detailed review). Later, this prototypical tool has been replaced by a modern 

contact lens, large enough to cover both the cornea and the sclera: the lens is 

attached to a mounting stalk, which in turn is connected to a wire coil. The 

transmission of electric current through this wire creates an electromagnetic field: 

when the coil moves as a result of an eye movement, the electromagnetic field 

induces a voltage in the coil, signalling the eye position. Although this device is 

extremely precise for eye movement recording, it has important drawbacks. First, 

it is an intrusive technique, and wearing this type of lens is particularly 

uncomfortable for the subject. Second, the insertion of the lens itself requires 

extreme care and precision to avoid damaging the eye. Finally, the eye position is 

measured in relation to the position of the head, which, in turn, should be fixed and 

measured (e.g., using a head tracker) in order to ensure the correct tracking of eye 

movements.  

During the 70s, the most employed technique for eye movement recording was 

the electro-oculography (EOG). This procedure involved the measurement of 

electric potential differences of the skin surrounding the ocular activity by means 

of electrodes placed around the eyes in fixed positions. Although electro-

oculography is still used nowadays, it has been replaced by more modern recording 

techniques which, unlike EOG, do not measure eye movements in relation to the 

head position. 

A more recent technique is video-oculography (VOG), which is based on the 

recording of observable ocular features (e.g., the apparent shape of the pupil or the 

iris/sclera boundary) and of corneal reflections provoked by a close infra-red light 

source directly pointing towards the eye. Since the ocular measurements are 

recorded by a video camera, this technique has the advantage of not being invasive 

for the patient. Nevertheless, it requires the researcher to subsequently perform a 

visual inspection of the recordings in order to assess the data collected, and this 

makes the operation extremely prone to manual errors. Moreover, as the other 

techniques described so far, video-oculography does not measure the position of 

the eye in the space but only in relation to the head position. 

Nowadays, the most employed technique for measuring eye movements is the 

video-based pupil-corneal reflection (P-CR) eye tracker, which permits to 
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disambiguate head movement from eye rotation, providing indication of how the 

viewer’s gaze is oriented in the space. This is made possible by the measurement 

of different ocular features, namely the corneal reflection of an infra-red light 

source and the pupil centre. While the distance between the corneal reflection and 

the pupil centre changes with eye rotation, it essentially remains identical during 

little head movements. Variations in the distance between the pupil centre and the 

corneal reflection allows the eye tracker to establish the exact orientation of the 

viewer’s gaze on the visual display. Significantly, the previous eye tracking 

techniques did not permit this spatial evaluation of the eye movements, which was 

possible only if the eye position relative to the head and the gaze direction 

coincided. In addition, unlike VOG, this video-based technique employs a 

computer-based automatic analysis of the video recording to compute the real-time 

eye movements without the intervention of the researcher.  

The P-CR eye tracker can require head stabilization (Desktop Mounted Version 

– see Figure 3.5) during specific experimental tasks in order to obtain a greater 

precision in eye movement recording (e.g., reading task). However, the 

measurement system on which this apparatus is based does not make head 

stabilization always necessary: this is particularly useful for testing infants, children 

and atypical populations, who might have special needs during the experimental 

session, as they typically have difficulty in concentrating and sitting still for too 

long. 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Example of a video-based eye tracker – desktop mounted version  

The eye movement analysis aims at providing detailed information on the viewer’s 

attentive behaviour during the simultaneous processing of the linguistic input. 

Modern P-CR eye tracking techniques provide a large amount of accurate eye 

movement data: for instance, the EyeLink 1000 Plus (which we employed for our 

eye tracking experiments in chapters 4 and 6) can sample either a single eye at 2000 
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Hz, measuring the eye position every 0.5ms, or both eyes at 1000 Hz, with an eye 

measurement every 1ms. Nevertheless, without further analysis, the raw data 

extracted from the eye tracker are not informative with respect to the research 

questions concerning the viewer’s looking pattern behaviour during the task 

execution. Thus, the first step of the analysis requires extracting from the raw data 

set salient eye movement events59, namely fixations and saccades, which can 

provide evidence of the viewer’s overt visual attention. In particular, fixations occur 

when the gaze is maintained on a stable object of interest, hence indicating where 

on the screen the viewer is paying attention; saccades are instead rapid eye 

movements which allow the viewer to change her focus of attention from one point 

to another in the visual environment60. 

Figure 3.6 shows a hypothetical eye movement signal. During a fixation, the y-

coordinate of the signal (i.e., the position of the eye on the visual display) remains 

stationary, indicating that over a given period of time (i.e., x-coordinate) the eye is 

fixating a specific point on the visual display. An abrupt change of the y-coordinate 

indicates the onset of a saccade, during which the viewer rapidly shifts her gaze 

from one point to another. Unlike fixations, saccades are extremely fast eye 

movements, ranging in duration from 10 to 100ms: this is evidenced by the fact 

that, during the saccade, the x-coordinate remains almost unchanged. Finally, when 

the y-coordinate returns stable, a new fixation begins, but, significantly, elsewhere 

on the screen compared to where the former fixation occurred.  

 

Figure 3.6. Example of a hypothetical eye movement signal (Duchowski 2003)  

 

59 Depending on the analysis required, other relevant eye movement events can be extracted from 

the raw data (e.g., smooth pursuit, pupillometric data and micro-saccades). 
60 Saccades can be voluntary executed or reflexive, being in the latter case a corrective optokinetic 

or vestibular measure (Duchowski 2003). In either case, once that the saccadic movement towards 

another fixation point has been calculated, this cannot be altered.  
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Once that salient eye movement events are extracted from the raw dataset, they are 

employed as dependent variables to analyse how likely participants are to look at 

specific areas of interest in the visual scenario at different times during the trials. 

The selection of the areas of interest depends on the research questions: for instance, 

in a four-object display as in Huettig & McQueen (2007), there are usually four 

broad areas of interest, corresponding to the quarters of the screen where pictures 

are positioned (Figure 3.4). Indeed, Huettig & McQueen (2007) were interested in 

investigating possible competition effects among the different objects displayed on 

the screen, which represent phonological, semantic and shape competitors of a 

target word (see §3.2.1 for further experimental details). The statistical analysis of 

the fixation proportions in the different regions of interest revealed that, after the 

onset of the critical word, participants focused their gaze on the picture representing 

the shape competitor, as indicated by a significantly greater number of fixations 

directed to that region of the visual screen. Also the length of the time-windows 

depends on the research questions: however, since researchers are usually interested 

in participants’ looking pattern behaviour during or immediately after the 

presentation of a target word in the linguistic input, the beginning of the time-

window usually corresponds to the target word onset. More time-windows are 

usually analysed within the same experiment to better understand the online 

interaction of visual and linguistic stimuli during the language comprehension 

process. 

Lastly, it is important to underline that visual world studies must account for a 

baseline effect in the data analysis. Trivially, a participant may be looking to one of 

the pictures on the visual display (e.g., a competitor of the target) before the onset 

of the critical word in the linguistic input: in this case, participant’s fixations to a 

given picture would be biased, and they would not provide information about the 

real-time processing of the speech signal. In order to avoid this baseline effect, each 

experimental trial is usually preceded by a central fixation cross, which is displayed 

on the screen for a short period of time: in this way, when the trial starts, participants 

will be looking at the centre of the screen rather than at one of the critical pictures. 

In addition, fixations are always averaged across trials and participants, to avoid 

that discrete saccades and fixations by a single subject might biased the analysis of 

the proportion of looks in the regions of interest. Moreover, it can also be computed 

how likely participants are to look at each of the areas of interest during the trial, 

before the onset of the critical word. For instance, consider again a four-object 

visual display as in Huettig & McQueen (2007): given the four areas of interest in 

which the visual scenario is divided, participants have a 25% chance of being 

already looking at one of the four pictures before the word onset. This percentage 

represents the baseline for the proportions of fixations for each picture, and, thus, it 

cannot be considered as evidence of an intentional gaze shift, indicating, for 

instance, the gradual activation of a word competitor. Therefore, this chance level 
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must be taken into consideration when interpreting the eye movement outcomes of 

a visual world studies. 

3.2.3 Studies on language comprehension 

In this section, we will provide an overall review of the main studies conducted 

within the visual world paradigm to investigate language comprehension, divided 

into two broad research areas: visual world studies at the word- (§3.2.3.1) and 

sentence-level (§3.2.3.2). Particular attention will be devoted to aspects of the 

processing which constitute the relevant theoretical background for our study on 

the processing of sentential negation in chapter 4, such as the integration of different 

sources of information and the issue of lexical activation. 

3.2.3.1 Language comprehension at word level 

Most of the visual world studies dealing with language comprehension at word level 

have focused on lexical processing, investigating, in particular, the role of 

phonological cues in lexical activation, word recognition in bilingual subjects, 

word-level semantic and perceptual processing, and how language- and visually-

derived representations are integrated during spoken language comprehension. In 

this section, we will report some of the most relevant findings of these research 

areas, also drawing attention to some intrinsic limitations of the visual paradigm, 

which we will also find at other levels of the linguistic analysis. 

In the last decades, one of the key issues in psycholinguistic research has been how, 

and to what extent, the processing of phonetic and phonemic cues can affect spoken 

word recognition during the real-time unfolding of the linguistic input. While 

already in the late 70s it has been demonstrated that lexical items displaying a word-

initial phonological overlap (i.e., cohort competitors) systematically interfere in 

target word recognition (Marslen-Wilson & Welsh 1978; Marslen-Wilson 1987), 

little was known at the time about the role played by other phonetic details in lexical 

processing.  

One of the most influential visual world studies in this field of research was 

conducted by Allopenna et al. (1998), who employed the eye-tracking technology 

to investigate the role of rhyme competitors during spoken word recognition. 

Participants were presented with four pictures of objects, including a target object 

(e.g., a beaker), a cohort competitor, whose name began with the same phonological 

onset of the target object (e.g., a beetle), a rhyme competitor, with a different onset 

with respect to the target word (e.g., speaker), and an unrelated competitor (e.g., a 

carriage). In the meantime, they were given spoken instructions to move the target 

object from one position in the visual display to another (e.g., Pick up the beaker, 

now put it below the diamond). Eye movements analysis showed a significant 
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increase of fixations on the picture of the beetle as soon as the target word beaker 

was heard: however, when the acoustic stream started to be phonologically 

inconsistent with the word beetle, the fixations on the corresponding picture 

decreased, with participants paying increasing attention to the picture of a beaker. 

Significantly, the fixations on the picture of a speaker started to increase only when 

the target word beaker has been uttered completely. Taken together, these results 

provide important evidence that also rhyme competitors affect lexical activation, 

even if to a lesser degree than cohort competitors, which instead compete with target 

word activation earlier and more strongly during the unfolding of the linguistic 

input (see also Magnuson et al. 2003). Moreover, this pattern of findings clearly 

suggests that lexical activation is an incremental and continuous process, as 

assumed by continuous mapping models of spoken word recognition, e.g., the 

TRACE model of speech perception (McClelland & Elman 1986), and Shortlist B, 

the Bayesian model of continuous speech recognition (Norris 1994; Norris & 

McQueen 2008). Listeners seem able to retrieve and activate semantic and 

perceptual representations as soon as the speech input unfolds, and they exploit this 

information in order to identify possible referents from the visual context. 

Numerous visual world studies have investigated the real-time processing and 

integration of phonetic cues (Dahan et al. 2001; Magnuson et al. 2007; Mitterer and 

McQueen 2009; among others). In particular, Reinisch et al. (2010), were interested 

in understanding the role of suprasegmental lexical stress information in word 

recognition. In a printed-word version of the paradigm, Dutch participants were 

presented with pairs of semantically unrelated words, which were segmentally 

identical for the first two syllables, but, crucially, presented a different primary 

stress location (e.g., October vs octopus); together with the critical word pairs, two 

dissimilar distractors (e.g., dialect, dialogue) were displayed on the screen. 

Participants’ eye movements were recorded while they were given spoken 

instructions (e.g., Click on the word octopus). Eye movement analysis showed that 

participants’ fixations on the target word (e.g., octopus) were more frequent than 

fixations on the segmentally overlapping but differently stressed word competitor 

(e.g., October) significantly before that participants could exploit segmental 

information in order to disambiguate the two words. Given this pattern of findings, 

Reinisch et al. (2010) concludes that listeners take advantage of lexical stress 

information for word recognition as soon as this information becomes available in 

the speech stream. In line with Allopenna et al. (1998), the authors provided further 

evidence for an incremental processing of phonetic segmental and suprasegmental 

information during the unfolding of the linguistic input. 

All in all, these studies have shown the listener’s sensitivity to different types 

of phonetic segmental and suprasegmental cues, which can modulate lexical 

activation and word recognition during spoken language comprehension. 

Nevertheless, Huettig et al. (2011) observed that subtle phonetic effects as rhyme 

competition (Allopenna et al. 1998) might be the consequence of the pre-activation 
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of the corresponding lexical candidates, primed by the view of the objects depicted 

in the visual scene. Once that this pre-activation occurs, it would become much 

easier for the parser to detect specific phonetic cues from the linguistic input, and 

exploit them during language comprehension. The same holds for the printed-word 

version of the paradigm (Reinisch et al. 2010), as it is known that the reading of 

printed words rapidly activates the corresponding phonological forms (Van Orden 

et al. 1988; Frost 1999): consequently, also in this case it might be easier for the 

listener to exploit specific suprasegmental cues in the linguistic input in order to 

disambiguate between possible lexical candidates very early. Therefore, it might be 

that lexical activation of word candidates is not driven by phonemic cues, but quite 

the opposite: the pre-activation of word candidates, elicited by the visual scene, 

might make the parser more sensitive to the recognition of phonetic cues during 

spoken word processing. As we will see throughout the chapter, issues of lexical 

activation, and consequently of lexical interference, are intrinsically related to the 

visual nature of the paradigm. For this reason, these lexical aspects will be taken 

into consideration in the elaboration of the experimental design of our visual world 

study in chapter 4. 

The topic of lexical activation has been a matter of debate also in visual world 

studies on bilingualism. One of the main questions addressed by bilingual studies 

is whether lexical access is restricted to the language in use or, conversely, both the 

languages are active during language processing, and can affect lexical activation 

accordingly. One of the most relevant visual world studies in this research area was 

conducted by Spivey and Marian (1999) with late Russian-English fluent bilinguals. 

Participants were presented with spoken Russian sentences such as Put the stamp 

below the cross.61 The Russian word for stamp (i.e., marku) shares some initial 

phonetic features with the English word marker: significantly, the picture of a 

marker was one of the four objects displayed in the visual scenario, together with 

the picture of a stamp, and two unrelated distractors, whose names did not present 

any phonetic similarity with the target word, neither in the English nor in the 

Russian version. Results from eye movement analysis showed that, when hearing 

the Russian word marku, participants looked more often at the picture of a marker 

than at the pictures of the other unrelated objects. Despite being in a Russian 

monolingual situation, participants’ visual attention was initially captured by the 

distractor whose English name shared some initial phonetic features with the 

spoken Russian word. This has led Spivey and Marian (1999) to assume that 

bilingual listeners are not able to deactivate the mental lexicon of the irrelevant 

language during word recognition in a monolingual situation (see also Marian & 

Spivey 2003a, 2003b). 

 

61 A mirror-image version of the experiment was also conducted with English instructions, which 

reported resembling results  
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Nevertheless, more recent visual world studies have found evidence suggesting 

instead that lexical activation may be language-specific. Weber and Cutler (2004) 

presented native Dutch listeners with spoken English instructions such as Click on 

the kitten. Now put it on the top of the diamond, and a four-object visual display 

including the pictures of the target object (e.g., a kitten), an object whose Dutch 

name phonemically overlapped with the onset of the target word in English (e.g., a 

chest, kist in Dutch), and two phonologically unrelated objects (e.g., a flower and a 

swing). The authors found no evidence that Dutch listeners activated the Dutch 

competitor kist while listening to the English sentences, as they did not fixate the 

picture of a chest more than the other unrelated distractors after the onset of the 

English target word kitten. This experimental evidence is clearly at odds with 

previous findings by Spivey and Marian (1999), as here the native lexicon seems 

not to be activated during second language processing.62  

In addition, Canseco-Gonzalez et al. (2010) reported only a weak cross-

linguistic effect of lexical activation, which was modulated by the age of acquisition 

of the second language. They presented three groups of English-Spanish bilinguals 

with spoken English instructions as Click on the beans, and a three-object visual 

display including the picture of a target object (e.g., beans), a cross-linguistic cohort 

competitor, whose Spanish onset phonemically overlapped  with that of the target 

word in English (e.g., moustaches, bigote in Spanish), and an unrelated object (e.g., 

a cone).63 The eye movement analysis showed that only early bilinguals were more 

attracted by the picture of the cross-linguistic cohort competitor (e.g., moustaches) 

than by the picture of the unrelated object (e.g., a cone). This provides evidence of 

little cross-linguistic activation of lexical candidates in monolingual contexts of 

utterance, which is nevertheless significantly influenced by the age of acquisition 

of the non-contextual language. 

Taken together, these findings indicate that several factors can determine to 

what degree bilingual listeners activate the lexicon of the other language in a 

monolingual situation of sentence comprehension: the age of acquisition of the 

second language, speaker’s proficiency in each of the two languages, the visual 

 

62 It is however worth mentioning that the two bilingual populations tested by Spivey & Marian 

(1999) and Weber & Cutler (2004) had different linguistic backgrounds. While Russian-English 

speakers had immigrated to the US many years before, and were hence completely immersed in an 

English linguistic environment, Dutch-English speakers lived in the Netherlands, and used Dutch 

for everyday communication.  
63 In one experimental condition, the picture of the cross-linguistic cohort competitor has been 

replaced by an object whose name in English (e.g., beetle) shared some onset phonetic features with 

the English target word (e.g., beans). Results showed a strong within-language cohort effect across 

all the three groups of bilinguals, including those who acquired English in adult life. This suggests 

that even when they are immersed in a second language environment, bilinguals activate all plausible 

lexical candidates in that specific language during word recognition, based on the phonological 

information provided in real-time by the spoken linguistic input. 
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context provided in the experimental session, and fine-grained acoustic information 

(Weber & Cutler 2004). Furthermore, this pattern of findings is in line with an 

interactive view of language comprehension, according to which the process of 

lexical activation is constantly influenced by different sources of information 

(Marslen-Wilson & Tyler 1980; McClelland & Elman 1986; Allopenna et al. 1998). 

A large number of word-level visual studies have investigated another key issue of 

language processing, that is how linguistic representations, accessed from the 

hearing input, and perceptual representations, accessed from the visual scenario, are 

integrated during spoken language comprehension. One of the main questions 

addressed by researchers is whether language-mediated eye movements are driven 

by specific similarities between the target and the competitors or by a general 

categorical knowledge.  

In his pioneering study, Cooper (1974) was the first to observe how eye 

movements were connected to the word semantics from the speech input: upon 

hearing the word Africa, participants were more likely to fixate pictures of African 

animals (e.g., a lion or a zebra) than semantically unrelated pictures. However, it 

remained unclear whether this alleged semantic effect was due to a real semantic 

similarity between the two words or rather to a generic association, as the semantic 

and the associative relatedness between the target word and the visual stimuli was 

not controlled64. 

The issue has been further investigated in Huettig and Altmann’s (2005) follow-

up work (but see also Yee & Sedivy 2006; Huettig et al. 2006; Dunabeitia et al. 

2009). In this eye-tracking study, participants were simultaneously presented with 

a sentence such as (5) and a visual display consisting of black and white drawings 

of four items: the target object (e.g., a piano), mentioned in the spoken input, a 

competitor object (e.g., a trumpet), and two unrelated distractors (e.g., a carrot and 

a hammer). Note that the competitor object belongs to the same semantic category 

of the target object (i.e., they are both musical instruments) but, crucially, the two 

objects are not associatively related65. 

 

64 Associative relatedness is defined as the probability that one word will call to mind a second word 

(Postman & Keppel, 1970). An associative relation is assumed to reflect word use rather than word 

meaning, whereas semantic relatedness reflects the conceptual similarity or the overlap in featural 

descriptions of two words (Thompson-Schill et al. 1998). It is possible for words to be either weakly 

associated but semantically related (e.g., radish/beets) or highly associated but semantically 

unrelated (e.g., coat/rack). 
65 In Huettig & Altmann (2005), none of the semantic competitors were associates of the target word: 

the authors rejected any pairs of objects provided by the Nelson word association norms (Nelson et 

al. 1998), for which the participants in those norms produced the competitor after the target and vice 

versa.  
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(5) Eventually, the man agreed hesitantly, but then he looked at the piano and 

appreciated that is was beautiful 

Results from the eye movement analysis revealed that, upon hearing the target word 

piano, participants directed their visual attention more consistently towards the 

trumpet than towards the other unrelated distractors, such as the carrot and the 

hammer. It seems therefore that hearing the target word piano has activated the 

semantic properties which the piano and the competitor trumpet have in common 

(i.e., being musical instruments): this retrieval of overlapping semantic properties 

has caused, in turn, the activation of the mental representation of the semantic 

competitor, resulting in more fixations towards the trumpet than towards 

semantically unrelated, and hence not mentally activated, distractors. Taken 

together, these data confirm that increased visual attention towards semantically 

related items is driven by overlapping semantic properties between the two objects 

rather than by a mere associative relation. Furthermore, these findings provide 

strong evidence of a semantic/conceptual overlap in language processing, as 

language-mediated eye movements seem to be driven by semantic similarities 

between visual and linguistic elements. 

A quite intuitively related question is whether these language-mediated eye 

movements are also affected by perceptual properties of the objects displayed in the 

visual scene. In this respect, several visual studies have found that the listeners’ eye 

gaze is often directed towards pictures of objects which share some visual 

properties with the target (e.g., colour, shape) but are semantically unrelated to it. 

(Huettig & Altmann 2004, 2007: Dahan & Tanenhaus 2005; Yee et al. 2009; 

Huettig & Altmann 2011; Rommers et al., 2012). In Dahan and Tanenhaus (2005), 

participants were simultaneously presented with a four-object visual display and a 

spoken instruction such as Click on the snake. The visual scene included the 

following pictures: the target referent (e.g., a snake), a competitor sharing some 

visual features with the conceptual representation of the referent (e.g., a rope)66, and 

two unrelated distractors (e.g., an umbrella and a couch). Eye movement recordings 

showed that, upon hearing the word snake, participants looked more at the picture 

of a cable, which had a similar shape, than at the other distractors. Significantly, 

this shift in the listeners’ over attention occurred even despite the visual scene 

displaying for about five seconds before the onset of the target word, thus providing 

participants with enough time to recognize the objects on the screen.  

Similar findings have been reported by Huettig & Altmann (2004), who 

investigated whether eye movements can be affected by perceptual properties other 

 

66 To rule out possible phonological effects (e.g., cohort competition), the name of the visual 

competitor (e.g., rope) never began with the same phonological onset of the target object (e.g., 

snake). 
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than shape, such as colour. Participants heard sentences such as (6) while looking 

at a visual scene consisting of four coloured pictures, which were conceptually 

unrelated to the target word frog mentioned in the spoken input: a lettuce, a mitten, 

a pipe, and a suitcase. Note that the lettuce and the frog share a prototypical colour 

feature (i.e., green), thus making the picture of a lettuce a colour competitor of the 

target item.  

(6) The boy turned around carefully, and then he saw the frog and looked happy 

Again, results showed that, after the onset of the target word frog, participants made 

more saccades towards the colour competitor (i.e., the lettuce) than towards the 

other distractors. Given these results, the authors assumed that hearing the target 

word frog leads to the mental activation not only of semantic but also of perceptual 

properties of the corresponding object. The retrieval of this perceptual information 

causes, in turn, the activation of stored mental representations of elements sharing 

such perceptual features, resulting in more fixations towards the picture of a green 

lettuce than towards perceptually unrelated distractors.  

Taken together, these findings provide strong evidence that visual attention is 

also affected by perceptual overlapping properties between the target word and 

possible competitors presented in the visual scene. However, it is worth noting that, 

if on the one hand the colour or the shape of an object can be perceived from the 

visual scene (i.e., perceptual information), on the other these perceptual features 

can also be intended as stored semantic/conceptual information about the object 

itself. The form of a snake, or the colour of a frog, are stored prototypical properties 

of the object which, besides being perceived in the visual environment, can be 

drawn by the listener’s prior world knowledge. The shifts in overt visual attention 

driven by perceptual properties found in these studies must hence be interpreted 

with caution (Yee et al. 2009). In this respect, Huettig and Altmann (2011) 

investigated the effect of surface colour (i.e., the perceived but non-prototypical 

colour of an object) in absence of stored colour knowledge. Interestingly, they 

found that upon hearing a target word associated with a prototypical colour (e.g., 

peas), participants consistently shifted their overt attention towards any object with 

the same surface colour, even though this object was not prototypically associated 

with the colour itself (e.g., a green blouse). These results suggest that language-

mediated eye movements are strictly connected to surface perceptual attributes of 

the visual objects rather than to stored prototypical colour knowledge (see Huettig 

et al. 2011 for a more detailed review). 

Overt visual attention seems hence to be driven by different types of information 

provided by the visual context, such as semantic and perceptual properties of the 

depicted objects. It remains however unclear how the attentional system integrates 

semantic and perceptual knowledge, obtained from visual-derived representations, 

with language-derived representations during spoken language comprehension. 
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Huettig and Altmann (2011) found evidence that some types of knowledge are 

prioritized by the attentional system: when the visual display included both a 

surface colour competitor and a semantic competitor of a given target word, 

participants started to look at the surface colour competitor 400ms later than in the 

experimental condition where the surface colour competitor was the only related 

object in the visual scene. This suggests that the integration of semantic properties 

is prioritized with respect to the integration of perceptual surface attributes of the 

depicted objects. 

To conclude, the visual world studies discussed so far have shown that listeners 

make use of perceptual and semantic information about the objects in the visual 

scene during the real-time integration of the visual and the linguistic input. 

However, it is possible that lexical access affects this integration, as viewing the 

visual scene can allow listeners to rapidly access the names of the depicted objects. 

The effect of lexical activation has been already addressed previously in this 

chapter, as concerns the listener’s sensitivity to different types of phonetic 

segmental and suprasegmental cues in word recognition (Allopenna et al. 1998; 

Reinisch et al. 2010), which might be biased by the pre-activation of the 

corresponding lexical candidates from the visual scene. A series of findings 

reported by Huettig and McQueen (2007) provides further support for this 

hypothesis. When the visual scenario was presented about three seconds before the 

onset of the target word, results showed that participants looked at the phonological 

competitor (e.g., beaver) of the spoken target word (e.g., beaker) before they looked 

at the semantic (e.g., fork) and the perceptual (e.g., bobbin) competitors. However, 

when the same visual display was presented only 200ms before the onset of the 

target word, no effects of phonological competition were reported, with participants 

fixating all the distractors in equal measure. According to the authors, initial 

fixations to the phonological competitor indicated that participants had already 

accessed the corresponding lexical items before hearing the target word. 

Conversely, this early lexical access was not possible in the 200ms preview 

condition, as the listeners did not have enough time to retrieve the pictures’ names. 

In this section, we have seen that the listener can retrieve phonological, semantic, 

and perceptual features, either from the objects depicted in the visual scene or from 

the speech signal, to integrate linguistic and non-linguistic sources of information 

during the real-time process of spoken language comprehension. Language-

mediated eye movements seem thus to be affected by the type of information and 

the competitors provided in the visual scene, the unfolding of the linguistic input, 

and the linguistic context of utterance. Nevertheless, the reported findings have 

underlined a crucial aspect of visual world research: the time-course of fixations 

and saccades to the objects displayed in the visual scene must be interpreted with 

caution, as they might be biased by different features of the visual scenario, and, 
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hence, at least in some cases, they might not reflect the real-time activation of the 

corresponding representations.  

Of particular relevance for the aim of the present study is the issue concerning 

the activation and subsequent retrieval of lexical information from the visual scene, 

primed by the view of the depicted objects, which can affect language-mediated eye 

movements and the mapping between the visual and the spoken input. In addition, 

we have seen that superficial perceptual properties of the visual objects such as 

colour can determine shifts in the listener’s overt visual attention. These aspects are 

intrinsically related to the visual nature of the paradigm, and, as we will discuss in 

§3.4, they must be taken into consideration when deciding to investigate linguistic 

phenomena such as language processing using this experimental paradigm. 

3.2.3.2 Language comprehension at sentence level 

Traditionally, psycholinguistic research on sentence processing has largely 

employed classical experimental paradigms of language comprehension, which 

mainly rely on the evaluation of response choices and reaction times during the 

performance of metalinguistic judgements concerning the truthfulness of the test 

sentences against a visual scenario or the listener’s prior world knowledge (e.g., 

sentence picture verification task). In such an experimental configuration, visual 

stimuli are treated as simple experimental features, without considering how, and 

to what extent, these perceptual sources of information can affect the sentence 

processing itself. Tanenhaus et al. (1995) was one of the first psycholinguistic 

studies to investigate how listeners exploit visual information during spoken 

language comprehension in order to disambiguate sentence structure. This 

pioneering work inaugurated one of the main lines of research for visual world 

studies dealing with language comprehension at sentence level, namely the 

investigation of how linguistic and visual information is integrated during the real-

time comprehension process.  

In this section, we will outline the two main contrasting theoretical views on 

how this integration of different types of information occurs, discussing some of 

the most relevant experimental findings reported so far. A closely related field of 

research concerns the phenomenon of predictive understanding, which occurs when 

language users are able to retrieve upcoming relevant linguistic information before 

that this is actually encountered in the linguistic input. In this respect, a large 

number of visual world studies have investigated how linguistic and visual 

information is exploited by language users to predict the upcoming linguistic input, 

and, crucially, how this affects language-mediated eye movements. Some of the 

most relevant studies will be reported. As we have seen in §3.2.3.1, the question of 

how language- and visually-derived representations are integrated during spoken 

language comprehension, as well as how linguistic (e.g., phonological) and 

perceptual cues can affect spoken word recognition and lexical activation, has been 
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of central interest also for visual world studies on language processing at word level. 

Throughout this chapter we will see how these key issues can shed light also on 

some core aspects of real-time sentence processing. 

Over the last few decades, a considerable amount of psycholinguistic research has 

been dealing with the issue of how language users integrate different types of 

information during spoken language comprehension. In this regard, two main 

theoretical views can be distinguished. Structural accounts of language processing 

assume that, initially, sentence processing exclusively relies on the parsing of the 

syntactic information, with other types of relevant information (e.g., lexical or 

pragmatic) being integrated only at a later stage in the comprehension process 

(Frazier 1979; 1987). In the following years, this two-stage view of sentence 

processing gained further support from the development of the notion of 

modularism (Fodor 1983), according to which different types of information are 

processed sequentially and independently form one another (see §3.1). Instead, 

interactive theories of language processing claim that different types of non-

syntactic information can immediately affect the listener’s initial parsing of a 

sentence (Tyler & Marslen-Wilson 1977). In particular, the so-called constraint-

based theories assume that syntactic processing involves the satisfaction of multiple 

constraints occurring at lexical, structural and discourse level (MacDonald et al. 

1994; Trueswell et al. 1994; McRae et al. 1998), and, significantly, lexical 

constraints (e.g., argument structure preferences) affect syntactic parsing more than 

the others (Snedeker & Trueswell 2004).  

As discussed in detail in §3.1, Tanenhaus et al. (1995) was the first visual world 

study to report strong evidence in support of an interactive view of language 

processing, demonstrating that visual contextual cues are integrated in the syntactic 

processing as the linguistic input unfolds, and, crucially, they can affect spoken 

language comprehension and the real-time resolution of temporary syntactic 

ambiguities. From then on, a large number of visual world studies have provided 

further evidence for constraint-based accounts of sentence processing. A follow-up 

study of Tanenhaus et al. (1995) was conducted by Trueswell et al. (1999), who 

tested English-speaking adults and five-year-old children in order to investigate the 

effects of visual contextual information on the resolution of temporary syntactic 

ambiguity. Similarly to Tanenhaus et al. (1995) participants were presented with 

two types of sentences, that could be either ambiguous (7) or not (8) between two 

possible interpretations. 

(7) Put the frog on the napkin in the box 

(8) Put the frog that’s on the napkin in the box  

If in (7) the PP on the napkin is ambiguous between being a modifier phrase of the 

DP the frog and indicating the destination of the action described in the VP, in (8) 

the presence of a complementizer (i.e., that) forces the former interpretation of the 
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PP itself, deleting the temporary ambiguity of the syntactic structure. While 

listening to these spoken instructions, participants were presented with two types of 

visual scenarios, supporting one of the possible interpretations of the ambiguous 

sentence. The two-referent context contained two identical frogs (one on a table and 

one on a napkin) which were both possible referents of the target sentence, and two 

other objects (e.g., an empty napkin and an empty box) representing the incorrect 

(e.g., a napkin) and the correct destination (e.g., a box) of the action. Instead, in the 

one-referent context the frog placed on the table was replaced by another animal 

(e.g., a horse), making the referent of the target sentence univocal and, therefore, 

any further modification of the DP the frog redundant. 

The eye movement analysis showed different patterns of fixations between the 

two groups of subjects, suggesting that children and adults process temporary 

syntactic ambiguity differently. On the one hand, the group of adults replicated the 

context effect found always with adults by Tanenhaus et al. (1995): in the one-

referent contexts they initially interpreted the PP on the napkin as destination place 

of the action, as indicated by an initial increase of fixations towards the incorrect 

destination (i.e., the empty napkin) shortly after hearing on the napkin, and by a 

delayed shift of visual attention towards the box; no significant patterns of fixations 

towards the incorrect destination were found instead in the two-referent context. On 

the other hand, children were more likely to initially look at the incorrect destination 

(i.e., the empty napkin) in both the referent-contexts. This pattern of findings clearly 

indicates that, if adults are able to exploit and integrate contextual and discourse 

information from the earliest stages of the syntactic processing, and to revise initial 

incorrect interpretations, five-year-old children instead do not take into account 

these non-syntactic constraints when they process the sentences, mainly relying on 

local syntactic factors, and showing little ability to revise the initial interpretation 

provided. Although it seems that children fail to integrate visual contextual 

information during the syntactic processing, Trueswell and Gleitman (2004) claim 

that this can be attributed to the fact that such cues tend to be less reliable and robust 

than the syntactic ones: as a consequence, children would simply need more time 

to understand the usefulness of contextual cues and to exploit them during sentence 

comprehension. 

In a subsequent work, Snedeker and Trueswell (2004) provide further evidence 

in support of a multiple-constraint satisfaction during sentence processing, drawing 

particular attention to the central role played by lexical cues in the parsing. English-

speaking adults and five-year-old children were presented with three types of 

spoken sentences containing an ambiguous prepositional phrase, which could be 

attached either to the VP, indicating the tool employed to perform the action 

described by the verb, or to the DP, specifying an additional property of the 

mentioned entity. Three types of verbs were compared: verbs frequently 

accompanied by an instrumental PP (instrumental condition- (11)), verbs rarely 

accompanied by an instrumental PP (modifier condition- (9)), and verbs which are 
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normally accompanied by different types of prepositional phrases (neutral condition 

-(10)). Note that, differently from previous comprehension studies (e.g., Tanenhaus 

et al. 1995; Trueswell et al. 1999), the test sentences were globally rather than 

temporary ambiguous, as the PP-attachment ambiguity did not resolve itself with 

the unfolding of the linguistic input: this manipulation was introduced because the 

authors hypothesized that, in previous experiments, children might have failed in 

resolving the syntactic ambiguity because they were confused by the use of too 

complex and uncommon sentence types, characterized by the occurrence of the 

disambiguating PP immediately after the introduction of the ambiguous one. 

(9) Choose the cow with the stick (modifier condition) 

(10) Feel the frog with the feather (neutral condition) 

(11) Tickle the pig with the fan (instrument condition) 

While listening to these spoken instructions, participants were presented with two 

types of workspace. In the one-referent context, the following set of objects was 

displayed: a target instrument which can be used to carry out the action described 

by the verb (e.g., a stick in (9)), a target animal carrying in turn a small version of 

the target instrument (e.g., a cow carrying a stick), a distractor instrument (e.g., a 

candle) a distractor animal carrying a small version of the distractor instrument 

(e.g., a giraffe carrying a candle). In the two-referent context, the distractor animal 

and the target animal were of the same kind (e.g., two cows carrying the former a 

candle and the latter a stick, respectively). 

The eye movement analysis for the group of adults showed that, after the onset 

of the ambiguous PP, an increase of fixations towards the target instrument was 

found in the instrument condition (11) but not in the modifier one (9) -  regardless 

of the referent-context. Immediately after the DP onset, participants in all the one-

referent contexts were consistently looking at the target animal, while they were 

paying equal attention at the two identical animals in all the two-referent contexts: 

this pattern of looks clearly indicates that they have used lexical information to rule 

out the distractor animal. In the two-referent context, when the verb did not provide 

any lexical cue for an instrument interpretation of the prepositional phrase (i.e., 

modifier and neutral verb conditions), participants rapidly abandoned the distractor 

animal and focused their gaze on the target one after hearing the PP, indicating that 

they have interpreted it as a restrictive modifier of the DP. Instead, in the instrument 

condition, participants’ looks at the distractor animal continued until the end of the 

trial, suggesting that they were still evaluating the two possible interpretations of 

the ambiguous PP. Likewise adults, children’s patterns of fixations were strongly 

influenced by the type of lexical verb, with significantly more looks towards the 

target instrument in the instrument condition than in the modifier one: this occurred 

independently of the number of referents present in the visual context. After the 

onset of the ambiguous PP, children took advantage of the lexical information 
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provided by the DP and directed their gaze towards the target animal in all the one-

referent contexts. Instead, in the two-referent context, children’s looking pattern 

behaviour was significantly affected by verb type. When the verb did not provide 

any lexical cues for an instrument interpretation of the PP, children immediately 

shifted their visual attention towards the target animal, providing, likewise adults, 

a modifier interpretation of the prepositional phrase. Conversely, in the instrument 

condition, they continued to look at both the possible referents until the end of the 

trial: moreover, some of the children asked to the experimenter on which animal 

they should perform the action described in the sentence. This clearly indicates that 

children struggled to resolve the syntactic ambiguity by analysing the PP as 

modifier when the lexical properties of the verb encouraged instead an instrument 

interpretation. 

Taken together, these findings support a constraint-based account of language 

processing, providing evidence that multiple sources of information, such as lexical 

and visual contextual cues, are used by the parser to guide an incremental 

interpretation of the sentence. Moreover, the results suggest that the sensitivity to 

different constraints develop over time: adults are able to combine lexical and 

contextual information to solve syntactic ambiguity; instead, results indicate that 

children exclusively rely on lexical verb bias during sentence interpretation: 

however, patterns of fixations reveal an emerging sensitivity also to referential 

constraints. This clearly indicates that lexical constraints affect parsing preferences 

more robustly than contextual and discourse constraints, by emerging even earlier 

in the development. 

The role of contextual constraints during sentence comprehension has been further 

investigated by Chambers et al. (2004), who examined to what extent perceptual 

and action-based knowledge can affect syntactic parsing in adults. Similarly to 

Tanenhaus et al. (1995), English-speaking participants were presented with spoken 

instructions either containing (12) or not (13) temporary syntactic ambiguity. In the 

meantime, participants were presented with two types of visual scenarios, 

supporting one of the possible interpretations of the ambiguous PP in the bowl in 

(12). Each version of the visual scenario contained four objects: a target referent 

(e.g., egg in a bowl), a referential competitor (e.g., egg in a glass), the correct 

destination (e.g., flour), and the incorrect destination (e.g., an empty bowl). Note 

that, differently from previous comprehension studies (Tanenhaus et al. 1995; 

Trueswell et al. 1999; Snedeker & Trueswell 2004), what changes across the two 

versions of the visual scenario was not the item depicted as competitor but rather a 

perceptual property of the target item itself: while in one of the two visual contexts, 

both the eggs are presented in liquid form (compatible competitor condition), and 

hence are compatible with the action of pouring, in the other, one of the eggs is 

solid (incompatible competitor condition).  
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(12) Pour the egg in the bowl over the flour 

(13) Pour the egg that’s in the bowl over the flour 

The analysis of the eye movement patterns showed that in the compatible 

competitor condition with ambiguous instructions, participants immediately looked 

at the target referent (e.g., the egg in a bowl) after hearing the ambiguous PP, with 

very few saccades towards the incorrect destination (e.g., the empty bowl). In 

contrast, in the incompatible competitor condition, after the onset of the PP in the 

bowl, participants fixated more steadily the incorrect destination (e.g., the empty 

bowl), and they shifted their attention towards the target referent (e.g., the egg in 

the bowl) only after the offset of the final PP. Significantly, these fixations towards 

the incorrect destination were not reported with unambiguous instructions (13). 

These findings clearly indicate that non-linguistic perceptual67 constraints can 

influence sentence processing from the earliest moments of syntactic ambiguity 

resolution, which seems to involve the parser’s evaluation of specific action-based 

affordances that can affect the accomplishment of the action required by the 

instruction. 

On the one hand visual research on language comprehension has provided 

consistent evidence that linguistic and visual sources of information are integrated 

during real-time sentence processing; on the other hand a question that has 

remained open is whether language users can exploit these different types of 

information to predict and retrieve the upcoming relevant linguistic information 

before that it was actually encountered in the speech signal. The issue of predictive 

understanding has been extensively investigated by Altmann and colleagues, who 

conducted a series of visual world studies to investigate how, and when, linguistic 

information is integrated with perceptual information retrieved by the visual 

context, and how this integration affects language-mediated eye movements 

(Altmann & Kamide 1999; Kamide et al. 2003; Kamide, Altmann et al. 2003; 

Altmann & Kamide 2007; Altmann & Kamide 2009). In their first eye-tracking 

study, Altmann & Kamide (1999) who employed semi-realistic visual scenes to 

 

67 It may be argued that action-based constraints influencing the syntactic parsing might have been 

triggered by the lexical information encoded by the verb to pour, which requires the theme to be in 

liquid form. To rule out the possibility that the reported action-based effect is semantic in nature, 

requiring hence only a minimal access to non-linguistic perceptual information, Chambers et al. 

(2004) conducted a second version of the experiment, in which the semantic of the verb could not 

determine which one of the two competitor items in the visual scenario must be used to complete 

the action evoked in the linguistic input (e.g., Put the whistle on the folder in the box). Significantly, 

patterns of fixations resembled that of the first experiment, with a consistent number of fixations 

towards the incorrect destination only in the condition in which the competitor was not compatible 

with the accomplishment of the action (e.g., a whistle with no string). This further corroborates the 

assumption that syntactic processing is influenced by the listener’s evaluation of non-linguistic 

contextual and action-based constraints. 
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investigate whether the semantic information conveyed by the verb is exploited by 

the listeners to retrieve upcoming relevant linguistic information. While listening 

to sentences such as (14) and (15), participants were presented with a visual scene 

depicting a young boy surrounded by different items: a toy train set, a toy car, a 

birthday cake, and a balloon (see Figure 3.3 in §3.2.1). Note that the lexical 

information provided by the verb to eat in sentence (15) restricted the number of 

possible referents of the action described by the VP to one, as the cake was the only 

edible object in the scene. Conversely, in sentence (14), all the four objects were 

possible target referents of the verb to move.  

(14) The boy will move the cake 

(15) The boy will eat the cake 

The eye movement analysis showed that saccadic movements towards the target 

object (i.e., the cake) started significantly earlier when participants heard the 

sentence containing the verb to eat than the sentence containing the verb to move. 

In the eat-condition, participants’ looks at the target object started to increase 

between the offset of the verb and the onset of the DP the cake; in the move-

condition, instead, looks at the target object started only after the onset of the DP. 

This pattern of anticipatory eye movements in the eat-condition provides strong 

evidence that semantic information conveyed by the verb can be used to anticipate 

an upcoming theme, by guiding visual attention towards those objects in the visual 

context which satisfy the selectional restrictions of the lexical verb. Crucially, 

visual information from the real-world context is integrated in the linguistic input 

before the onset of the spoken word referring to the target object, and, hence, before 

that its semantic properties become available in the speech stream. This suggests 

that sentence processing is characterized by a predictive relationship between verb-

specific knowledge and the visual context of utterance.  

In a subsequent study, Kamide et al. (2003) examined whether the anticipatory 

eye movement effects reported in Altmann & Kamide (1999) are driven exclusively 

by the semantic information extracted at the verb, or whether the upcoming theme 

can also be anticipated by the combination of verb information and its grammatical 

subject (i.e., agent). While listening to English sentences such as (16) and (17), 

participants were presented with a semi-realistic visual representation of a 

fairground, depicting a man, a young girl, a motorbike, and a carousel. Unlike in 

Altmann & Kamide (1999), both the motorbike and the carousel satisfy the 

selectional restrictions of the verb to ride, and are hence eligible as possible themes 

of the action described by the VP; similarly, both the girl and the man are plausible 

agents of the action of riding. Nevertheless, the listener’s encyclopaedic world 

knowledge suggests that the little girl is more likely to ride a carousel than a 

motorbike, while the opposite holds for the man. 

(16) The man will ride the motorbike 
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(17) The girl will ride the carousel  

Eye movement analysis showed an increase of anticipatory fixations to the 

motorbike when participants heard sentence (16), and to the carousel when they 

heard instead sentence (17). In other words, before the onset of the post-verbal 

grammatical object (i.e., theme), participants had already started to look at the 

motorbike when the man was the agent of the action of riding, and at the carousel 

when the agent was instead the little girl. This evidence clearly indicates that the 

upcoming relevant linguistic information can also be predicted by the combination 

of agent and verb semantics and by verb selectional restrictions. This combinatory 

linguistic information significantly affects anticipatory eye movements towards 

appropriate referents in the visual context, which satisfy the selected semantic 

features, even before that the semantic properties of the theme become available in 

the linguistic input.  

Nevertheless, Altmann and Kamide (2009) showed that eye movement effects 

are not only driven by specific properties of the visual scene and linguistic input, 

but they also reflect dynamically mental representations that the listener is 

continuously updating during the real-time processing of both linguistic and visual 

stimuli. In Altmann and Kamide (2009), participants were presented with a semi-

realistic visual scene, such as shown in Figure 3.7.  In the meantime, they heard a 

target sentence such as (20), preceded by two possible linguistic contexts describing 

how one of the objects (e.g., the glass) was going to be moved (18) or not (19) by 

the woman to a new location (e.g., the table). 

 

 

Figure 3.7. Example of visual scenario in Altmann & Kamide (2009) 

(18) The woman will put the glass on the table (moved condition) 

(19) The woman is too lazy to put the glass on the table (unmoved condition) 

(20) The woman will pick up the bottle and pour the wine carefully into the glass 
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The configuration of the visual scenario remained unchanged across conditions, but 

its mental representation was manipulated by means of the contextualizing 

sentence: while the mental location of the glass changed from the floor to the table 

in (18), it remained the same in (19). Eye movement results showed that after 

hearing the verb pour, participants started to look consistently at the location of the 

glass determined by the contextual utterance rather than at its actual location in the 

visual scene, as indicated by increasing fixations towards the table and not towards 

the floor only in the moved condition. Taken together, these data suggest that 

language-mediated eye movements reflect the real-time mapping of the linguistic 

input onto continuously updated and context-determined mental representations of 

the visual scene and the depicted objects. 

To conclude, the visual world studies discussed in this section strongly support 

constraint-based theories of sentence processing, providing compelling evidence 

that different types of linguistic and non-linguistic information can immediately 

affect syntactic processing, which involves the satisfaction of multiple constraints 

occurring at lexical, structural and discourse level: in particular, lexical restrictions 

are considered to robustly affect parsing preferences, emerging even earlier than 

other constraints during the development. These results speak in favour of an 

incremental view of sentence processing, as the parser makes use of non-syntactic 

information as soon as it is encountered in the unfolding linguistic input and in the 

visual context in order to guide the real-time process of language comprehension. 

Interestingly, studies on language comprehension focusing on word level have 

reported similar consideration. In §3.2.3.1 we have seen how the listener can 

retrieve phonological, semantic and perceptual features, either form the speech 

stream or from the visual scene, to incrementally integrate linguistic and non-

linguistic information during spoken word recognition. Therefore, at both these 

levels of language comprehension, the initial parsing seems not to be exclusively 

based on syntactic information, as assumed by structural accounts of language 

processing (Frazier 1979; 1987), but, rather, it appears to be sensitive to other types 

of linguistic (e.g., lexical, phonological, pragmatical) and perceptual information 

from the visual scene which immediately exert their influence on the 

comprehension process.  

Furthermore, visual world studies on predictive understanding have shown that 

listeners can make use of linguistic and visual information to predict upcoming 

relevant linguistic input before it is actually encountered in the unfolding speech 

stream. Researchers have provided compelling evidence that semantic and lexical 

information conveyed by the verb, as well as by the combination of agent and verb 

semantics, and verbal selectional restrictions affect language-mediated eye 

movements, resulting in patterns of anticipatory fixations towards plausible 

referents in the visual scene before the onset of the corresponding spoken word. 

Significantly, language-mediated eye movements do not simply reflect the 
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integration of linguistic information from the spoken sentence with perceptual 

information retrieved by the visual context, but they also reflect event-related 

mental representations which are dynamically updated and adjusted on the basis of 

the information derived from both the linguistic and the visual input. 

The review of visual studies on language comprehension has highlighted some 

core aspects of how different sources of visual and linguistic information interact 

during the real-time process of spoken language comprehension, but it has also 

brought out some intrinsic limitations of the visual world paradigm for the study of 

language processing. Taken together, these aspects provide a relevant theoretical 

background for the present study, also in terms of experimental design set-up and 

interpretation of the results. 

3.3 Studying negation processing using the Visual World Paradigm 

In chapter 2 we have seen that the processing of sentential negation has been widely 

investigated using classical experimental paradigms such as the sentence-picture 

verification task (Wason 1961; Gough 1966; Trabasso et al. 1971; Clark & Chase 

1972; Carpenter & Just 1975; Kaup et al. 2006, 2007; Lüdtke et al. 2008; Giora et 

al. 2005; Hasson & Glucksberg 2006; Vender & Delfitto 2010). Indeed, there is 

little psycholinguistic research that has investigated the comprehension processes 

underlying negation within the visual world paradigm using the eye-tracking 

technology: moreover, the few visual world studies on the topic are quite recent 

when compared to the long tradition of studies on negation (Ferguson et al. 2008; 

Tian et al. 2010; Orenes et al. 2014; Orenes et al. 2015; Tian et al. 2016). 

Nevertheless, the visual world paradigm can provide extremely precise information 

on the real-time processing of sentential negation, which other traditional 

experimental methodologies do not offer: in particular, eye movement data can give 

important insights on how visual and linguistic stimuli interact during the 

processing of negative sentences, and to what extent the different pictures presented 

in the visual scene are exploited by the parser during online comprehension. This is 

particularly useful in order to understand whether the positive representation of the 

argument of negation is activated during the interpretation process: when people 

listen to negative sentences in a visual world configuration they are expected to 

look more frequently at the most active information in their working memory, as 

eye movements reflect interactions between linguistic and visual representations 

occurring at the conceptual level (Cooper 1974; Tanenhaus et al. 1995; Allopenna 

et al. 1998; Dahan & Tanenhaus 2005; Altmann & Kamide 2009; among others). 

Moreover, the analysis of the listener’s looking pattern behaviour can tell us exactly 

when negation is integrated into sentence meaning during online comprehension, 

by comparing this pattern with that of the corresponding affirmative sentence. 

While the advantages and limitations of studying negation processing within the 

visual paradigm will be further discussed in §3.4, in this section we will  review 
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two studies conducted by Orenes and colleagues (2014,2015) which contribute to 

the broad theoretical debate on negation (chapter 2) providing insights on the 

processing from a visual world perspective. Particular attention will be devoted to 

the eye movement analyses and the resultant theoretical implications. Throughout 

the discussion, we will also underline some limitations of these studies as concerns 

the interpretation of the results and the set-up of the experimental design, which 

constitute the starting point for the development of the present study (chapter 4). 

3.3.1 Negation processing across pragmatic contexts: Orenes et al. (2015). 

Orenes et al. (2015) investigated how the pragmatic context of utterance can 

influence the processing of sentential negation. Spanish-speaking adults were 

auditorily presented with a sentence introducing a general situation (e.g., Veronica 

needed a new car for work). This was followed by a second sentence defining the 

linguistic context, which could be consistent (21), inconsistent (22), or neutral (23) 

with respect to the subsequent target affirmative (e.g., Her dad was rich) or negative 

(e.g., Her dad was not poor) sentence. 

(21) She supposed that her dad had enough savings (consistent context) 

(22) She supposed that her dad had little savings (inconsistent context) 

(23) Her dad lived on the other side of the town (neutral context) 

The visual scene consisted in two images displayed on the two sides of the screen, 

depicting a poor man and a rich man, respectively. Note that, while the picture of a 

rich man matched the actual situation described by the target negative sentence 

(e.g., Her dad was not poor), the picture of a poor man was consistent with the 

corresponding negated state of affairs. Similarly, (22) is an inconsistent context 

with respect to the meaning conveyed by the negative sentence, but it was consistent 

with the corresponding negated situation, namely the dad being poor. Each trial was 

structured as follows: participants listened to the general situation and linguistic 

context while looking at a central fixation cross on the screen; then, the visual 

stimuli appeared for two seconds, after which there was the onset of the target 

sentence. At the end of the trial, participants were asked to answer a general 

question concerning the situation described in the short story by pressing a yes or a 

no button (e.g., Did Veronica need a new car?). Participants’ fixations were 

analysed in the time-window ranging from the onset of the critical adjective (i.e., 

rich in the affirmative sentence, and poor in the negative sentence) to 3000ms after 

its offset. 
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Figure 3.8. Probabilities of fixations on the target picture (the rich man) over time, for 

affirmative (blue) and negative (red) sentences within neutral (a), inconsistent (b), and 

consistent contexts (c) – from Orenes et al. (2015). Probabilities of fixations on the target 

picture before CW (critical word) onset for both affirmative and negative sentences: chance 

rate (50%) in the neutral context (a); < 40% in the inconsistent context (b); around 70% in 

the consistent context (c). 

Results from the eye movement analysis suggest that pragmatic information can 

influence the way in which sentential negation is processed: in particular, negation 

seems to be processed faster when the negated situation has been previously 

provided by the linguistic context. In the neutral context (Figure 3.8a), participants’ 

fixations on the target picture68 (e.g., the rich man) started to increase at 500ms 

from the target word onset with affirmative sentences (e.g., Her dad was rich), and 

at 800ms with negative sentences (e.g., Her dad was not poor). This pattern 

resembles the classical effect of negation (Wason 1961; Carpenter & Just 1975; 

Kaup et al. 2006; Kaup et al. 2007), with participants being slower in target 

identification with negative sentences than with affirmative ones. In the inconsistent 

context (Figure 3.8b), which describes the negated state of affairs, the authors found 

 

68 Although participants are not asked to perform any explicit task (e.g., identify the picture matching 

the meaning of the negative sentence), hereinafter We will  use the term target picture to refer to the 

picture depicting the actual state of affairs described by the negative sentence. Similarly, the term 

target identification will refer to participants fixating the picture corresponding to the semantic 

meaning conveyed by the negative sentence.  
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an increase in fixations on the target picture at 500ms from the word onset with 

affirmative sentences, and at 600ms with negative sentences. While affirmatives 

were processed similarly both in the inconsistent and the neutral contexts (500ms), 

negative sentences were processed faster (600ms vs 800ms) when the prior 

linguistic context provided the listener with the representation of the negated 

situation, namely the dad having little savings and hence being poor. Lastly, in the 

consistent context (Figure 3.8c) an increase of fixations on the target picture started 

at 650ms after the word onset for affirmative sentences. Interestingly, fixations for 

negative sentences showed a different looking pattern behaviour with respect to 

those reported for the negative sentences uttered in the other contexts. As a 

consequence of the linguistic context provided, consistent with the representation 

of a rich man, participants were already biased towards the target picture early on 

(around 70% of fixations on the target picture before the onset of the target word) 

both in the affirmative and the negative conditions. Nevertheless, participants 

shifted their visual attention from the picture of a rich man towards the picture of a 

poor man at 800ms after hearing the critical word when this was preceded by 

negation (i.e., poor): a new increase of fixations on the target picture started only at 

around 1450ms after the target word onset. According to the authors, this delay in 

target identification, in comparison with negative sentences in the other contexts, 

was a consequence of the target sentence not being very informative. While in the 

inconsistent and the neutral contexts the listener initially had no clue that the dad 

was a rich man, the consistent context already provided the listener with this 

information. It follows that, in such a context of utterance, the use of negation was 

not fully informative, since it was not used to express a deviation from a 

presupposition established in the discourse context (Wason 1959, 1961; Givòn 

1978; Horn 1989): hence, the comprehension process might have been slowed 

down by participant’s need to adjust the lacking contextual information, creating 

the corresponding positive assumption denied by the negative statement. 

Taken together, these findings suggest that pragmatic information can modulate 

the processing of negation: if the negated situation has been previously introduced 

in the situational context, negative sentences are processed faster, as indicated by 

shorter reaction times for target picture identification (600ms vs 800ms/1450ms).  

These results are in line with a pragmatic view of negation processing 

(§2.2.2.1): when presented in pragmatically felicitous contexts, such as the 

inconsistent one, negation is incrementally incorporated into sentence meaning, and 

its comprehension does not require too much effort compared to affirmative 

sentences (Wason 1959, 1961; Nieuwland and Kuperberg 2008; Dale and Duran 

2011). This clearly emerges when we compare the different increases in target 

fixations for affirmative and negative sentences among the three linguistic contexts: 

in the neutral and consistent contexts the increase in fixations with negative 

sentences started respectively 300ms and 800ms after the increase with 

affirmatives; instead, in the inconsistent context, the delay of negative sentences 
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was only 100ms compared to the affirmatives. In contrast, pragmatic 

appropriateness does not influence the processing of affirmative sentences: 

participants took almost the same time to fixate the target picture across the 

different linguistic contexts of utterance (500ms in neutral and inconsistent 

contexts; 650ms in consistent context). On the one hand pragmatic information can 

facilitate the comprehension of sentential negation, on the other hand the results 

show that negative sentences were always processed slower than affirmation, even 

when a pragmatically felicitous context was provided. According to the authors, 

this processing penalty might be due to the fact that eye movement data are 

extremely sensitive to subtle and context-dependent processing differences between 

affirmative and negative sentences, which instead might go unnoticed using other 

classical experimental methodologies. 

While pragmatic accounts do not exclude that negation can undergo a two-stage 

based interpretation in pragmatic unsupportive contexts (§2.2.2.1), the results 

presented in Orenes et al. (2015) can also be explained by assuming that negative 

sentences always receive a non-incremental interpretation, regardless of the context 

of utterance, as assumed by the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 

2007). As discussed in §2.2.1.3, the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis takes into 

account the role of the context in negation processing: when uttered in a supportive 

context, which already provides the comprehender with hints for the simulation of 

the negated state of affairs, negative sentences are processed faster. Unlike 

pragmatic accounts, however, the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis considers 

negation processing inherently more complex and demanding than that of 

affirmatives, as it always requires the construction of one extra mental simulation 

compared to the corresponding affirmative sentence (i.e., the representation of the 

negated state of affairs): supportive pragmatic contexts have hence a facilitating 

effect on a computation which has, in any case, a higher processing load compared 

to affirmatives. 

Interestingly, this is exactly what Orenes et al. (2015) found in the inconsistent 

context: even when uttered in a pragmatic felicitous context, negative sentences 

displayed, nevertheless, longer reaction times for target identification, with listeners 

starting to fixate the target picture 100ms later compared to affirmatives (600ms vs 

500ms). Moreover, the classical effect of negation reported in the neutral context 

can be explained accordingly. As shown in Figure 3.8a, participants took 300ms 

longer to start fixating the target picture with negative sentences, indicating that, 

unlike with affirmative sentences, they initially paid more attention to the picture 

of a poor man, depicting the negated state of affairs. Significantly, this is in line 

with what predicted by the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007): 

this difference in the looking pattern behaviour across sentence polarities can be 

explained assuming that, since the linguistic context of utterance did not provide 

the listener with any hints for the simulation of what would have been the negated 
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state of affairs, participants retrieved this information later on from the visual scene, 

in order to simulate the first mental representation required in the comprehension 

process. Instead, the inconsistent linguistic context had already provided the 

listeners with the information that the dad had little savings: when they heard the 

negative sentence, participants had already constructed the mental representation of 

the dad being poor, by inferring it from the linguistic context: hence, they did not 

need to resort to the subsequent visual information provided by the visual scenario 

in order to simulate the negated state of affairs. As we have seen in §3.2.3.2, visual 

and linguistic sources of information provided by the discourse context are 

incrementally exploited by the parser to continuously update the mental 

representation of the event described by the linguistic input (Altmann & Kamide 

2009; see Zwaan & Radvansky 1998 for a detailed review). Discourse context can, 

therefore, change aspects of the mental representations related to an unchanging 

visual scene by dynamically changing the situation, and such changes directly affect 

eye movements towards the scene as the linguistic input unfolds. Lastly, the 

participants’ looking pattern behaviour in the consistent context can also be 

explained assuming a non-incremental processing of negation. If on the one hand 

this context was consistent with respect to the meaning conveyed by the subsequent 

negative sentence (i.e., the dad being rich), on the other hand it did not provide the 

listener with any hint for the simulation of the negated state of affairs (i.e., the dad 

being poor). After hearing the target word poor, participants retrieved the 

information needed for the elaboration of this mental simulation from the visual 

context, by momentarily shifting their visual attention from the target picture of a 

rich man (biased from the linguistic context) towards that of a poor man. Delayed 

fixations towards the target (1450ms) in Figure 3.8c indicate that at this point 

negation has been integrated into sentence meaning, and that the mental 

representation of the negated state of affairs has been finally modified accordingly 

to reflect the actual meaning of the negative sentence. 

All in all, a non-incremental view of negation processing gives a convincing 

interpretation of the results reported by Orenes et al. (2015). Although the 

processing of negative sentences is generally affected by pragmatic contextual 

information, differences in the looking pattern behaviour compared to affirmative 

sentences would rather be evidence of an intrinsically more demanding processing, 

due to the nature of the mental simulations involved in the comprehension process. 

Interestingly, the present results support previous experimental findings showing 

that the inhibition of the information under the scope of negation does not occur 

during the early moments of sentence comprehension (Kaup and Zwaan 2003; 

Hasson and Glucksberg 2006; Giora et al. 2007, see §2.2.2.2 for further details). 

This is particularly evident in the consistent context, where participants paid more 

attention to the picture matching the negated situation (e.g., a poor man) between 

800ms and 1450ms after target word onset. This pattern of findings is consistent 
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with the results reported, among others, by Kaup et al. (2006), who found that 

between 750ms and 1500ms after the onset of the negative sentence, participants 

were faster in the recognition of a picture matching the negated situation, whereas 

after 1500ms they were faster when presented with the picture matching the actual 

state of affairs (§2.2.1). Instead, this looking pattern behaviour was not reported in 

the inconsistent context, suggesting that the retainability of the negated concept can 

also be strongly influenced by the context of utterance and global discourse 

considerations. Once again, however, this pattern of findings can also be interpreted 

as evidence for a non-incremental processing of negation: a late inhibition of the 

negated meaning might correspond to the second stage of sentence comprehension, 

during which the simulation of the positive state of affairs is rejected and negation 

is integrated into sentence meaning (§2.2.1.3).  

To conclude, it is worth reminding that the time-course of eye movement data must 

be interpreted with caution, as attentional shifts towards the objects in the visual 

scene might be co-determined by the real-time integration of different types of 

linguistic and non-linguistic information from both the visual scene and the spoken 

input. On the one hand, participants’ looking pattern behaviour was initially biased 

towards the picture corresponding to the state of affairs described in the linguistic 

context: before the onset of the target word, participants were consistently looking 

at the picture of a rich man after hearing the consistent context (i.e., describing the 

actual state of affairs) and at the picture of a poor man after hearing the inconsistent 

context (i.e., describing the negated state of affairs). Instead, after hearing the 

neutral context, participants were looking with the same frequency at both the 

pictures. Participants’ eye movements were hence directed towards the most active 

information in their working memory, reflecting - at least in the consistent and the 

inconsistent contexts - the activation of the corresponding mental representations. 

On the other hand, subsequent attentional shifts towards the picture of a poor man 

after the target word onset in negative sentences might not necessarily indicate the 

dynamic update of the mental representation of the event elicited by the linguistic 

context: rather, they might merely reflect the online activation process of lexical 

semantics that occurs automatically during the unfolding of the linguistic input 

(Cooper 1974; Tanenhaus et al. 1995; Allopenna et al. 1998; Huettig & Altmann 

2005). Thus, we cannot exclude that language-mediated eye movements towards 

the picture of the negated argument do not correspond to an actual stage of the 

comprehension process. As we have already pointed out throughout this chapter, 

lexical activation effects are intrinsically related to the visual nature of the visual 

world paradigm, and must therefore be taken into consideration when analysing the 

time-course of eye movements. 
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3.3.2 Negation processing across verbal contexts: Orenes et al. (2014).  

In another visual world study, Orenes et al. (2014) investigated whether accessing 

the mental representation of the actual state of affairs is a mandatory step in the 

comprehension process, or just one possibility. Previous studies have shown that 

the suppression of the information occurring under the scope of negation is affected 

not only by pragmatic and contextual considerations (Giora et al. 2006, 2007; 

Paradis & Willners 2006), but also by the types of predicates and terms involved in 

the negative sentence. In particular, Mayo et al. (2004) found that the suppression 

of the negated meaning is facilitated by the availability of a complementary concept 

(e.g., even/odd): when the negated term has no direct antonym (e.g., adventurous), 

the information occurring under the scope of negation is retained longer during the 

comprehension process (see §2.2.2.2 for a detailed review of the study). Similarly, 

Orenes et al. (2014) assumed that the availability of the alternative affirmative can 

affect the way in which negation is processed: to test this hypothesis, they 

manipulated the availability of the alternative affirmative by presenting the target 

sentences either in binary or multary verbal contexts. 

Spanish-speaking adults were first auditorily presented with a sentence establishing 

the verbal context, which could be either binary (24) or multary (25). This was 

followed by a target sentence, which in turn could be in either an affirmative or 

negative polarity (26).  

(24) The figure could be red or green (binary verbal context) 

(25) The figure could be red, or green, or blue, or yellow (multary verbal context) 

(26) The figure was/was not red 

The visual scene was the same across conditions, and consisted in four coloured 

figures (a red, a green, a yellow and a blue one) arranged according to the typical 

four-object display set-up (Huettig & McQueen, 2007). One of the figures (e.g., the 

red one) was directly mentioned in the target sentence: while in the affirmative 

sentence it corresponded to the target (e.g., The figure was red), in the 

corresponding negative counterpart it represented instead the negated state of 

affairs (e.g., The figure was not red). The availability of a complementary concept 

for the negated term was made possible through the manipulation of the verbal 

context: the three remaining pictures (e.g., yellow, blue, and green figures) were all 

introduced in the multary context (25), but, crucially, only the green one was 

directly mentioned in the binary context (24). By doing so, the negated term had a 

corresponding alternative only in the binary verbal context, with the green figure 

being the target of the negative sentence; instead, target identification was not so 

straightforward in the multary verbal context, in which the very same green figure 

became only one of the three possible targets. 
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Figure 3.9. Experiment procedure and example of the visual scenario in Orenes et al. (2014) 

Each trial was structured as follows: participants listened to the verbal context while 

looking at a central fixation dot on the screen; then, the display with the four 

coloured figures appeared for 5500ms: after one second of display preview there 

was the onset of the target sentence. At the end of the trial, a written question about 

the shape of the figures appeared on the screen (e.g., Were the figures squares?): 

this task was not directly related to the comprehension of the test sentences. 

Participants’ fixations were analysed in the time-window ranging from the onset of 

the critical word (i.e., the colour word mentioned in the affirmative and in the 

negative sentence) to around 2000ms after its offset. 

 

Figure 3.10. Probabilities of fixations on the mentioned colour (red line) and on the 

alternative colour (green line) for affirmative and negative sentences with binary (above) 

and multary (bottom) contexts – from Orenes et al. (2014). Time point 0ms corresponds to 

the onset of the critical word. 
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Results from eye movement analysis suggest the comprehension of negative 

sentence is affected by the verbal context of utterance. As shown in Figure 3.10, 

affirmative sentences display a similar increase of fixations on the mentioned colour 

in both the binary and the multary contexts: in the former, participants started to 

look at the mentioned colour 380ms after the target word onset, while in the latter, 

the increase of fixations started after 500ms. On the one hand the processing of 

affirmative sentences seems not to be affected by the verbal context and on the other 

hand the analysis of fixations for negative sentences reveal a completely different 

looking pattern behaviour depending on whether they were presented in a multary 

or in a binary context. Specifically, the temporal course of negative sentences in the 

multary context resembles that of affirmatives, with an immediate increase of 

fixations towards the mentioned colour 440ms after the target word onset: unlike in 

affirmative sentences, however, the mentioned colour does not correspond to the 

target picture but rather to the representation of the negated state of affairs (i.e., the 

figure being red). In the binary context, instead, after a short period of increased 

fixations on the mentioned colour (between 500ms and 800ms after target word 

onset), participants consistently fixated the alternative colour (i.e., the green 

picture) starting from 1340ms after the target word onset. 

The authors interpreted the different pattern of fixations for negative sentences 

as evidence that negation can be processed in two different ways, depending on the 

availability of the alternative affirmative: when the alternative is available, such as 

in the binary context, participants access the mental representation of the actual 

state of affairs (i.e., the figure being green) by looking at the alternative colour; 

instead, when there are many possible alternatives to describe the actual situation, 

such as in the multary context, participants do not access the mental representation 

of the actual state of affairs, but they focus instead on the mentioned colour, 

corresponding to the negated situation. It seems, therefore, that the shift towards the 

actual situation occurs only in the binary context, where participants keep in mind 

two possibilities (i.e., the negated and the actual situation) in order to make the 

inference between The figure is not red and The figure is green: in this case, 

negation is processed by representing the alternative affirmative. Conversely, in the 

multary context, participants do not represent the actual situation, but they rather 

maintain the negated argument: in this case, negation is represented symbolically, 

as a mental tag which applies to the information occurring under its scope (Beltràn 

et al. 2008; Clark & Chase 1972; Khemlani et al. 2012; Johnson-Laird 2001).  

This hypothesis is supported by the temporal course of negation: while in the 

multary context participants fixated the mentioned colour 440ms after target word 

onset, the increase of fixations on the alternative colour started only 1340ms after 

the very same onset in the binary context. This suggests that it took time for 

participants to make the inference between the negated and the actual situation. 

Moreover, participants were slower in answering the final written questions in the 

binary context, probably because two different mental representations were 
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maintained and must be evaluated in order to answer the question. If participants 

accessed the mental representation of the actual situation also in the multary 

context, the opposite pattern of reaction times would be expected: besides the figure 

corresponding to the negated situation, they would have to compare more possible 

alternative affirmative situations (three) with respect to the binary context (one) in 

order to evaluate the shape of all the figures involved in the discourse context. 

According to the authors, the shift of visual attention towards the alternative 

affirmative in the binary context would reflect the parser’s preference to store an 

affirmative mental representation rather than the corresponding negative one, given 

that negation is harder to remember (Johnson-Laird 2001). However, keeping in 

mind two or more possible alternative affirmative situations might overload the 

working memory processing capacity, leading to computational errors (Johnson-

Laird 2001). This would explain why, in the multary context, the parser prefers to 

maintain the mental representation of the negated situation: by doing so, however, 

participants focused on what is false (i.e., the red figure) in order to understand 

negation. This finding is quite at odds with all previous visual studies on language 

processing, which have widely demonstrated that listeners focus on the visual 

object that either corresponds to the referent or is to some extent related to it 

(Cooper 1974; Tanenhaus et al. 1995; Huettig & Altmann 2010; see §3.2.3.2). The 

authors accounted for this peculiarity by assuming that it reflects the 

communicative function of negation, that is, focusing on a false argument and 

rejecting it.  

To conclude, the findings reported by Orenes et al. (2014) indicate that, in contrast 

to affirmation, negation promotes different patterns of fixations across verbal 

context: in multary contexts, the pattern resembled that for affirmatives, with 

increased fixations towards the mentioned colour, corresponding to the negated 

state of affairs; instead, in binary contexts, no increase of fixations on the mentioned 

colour was found, with participants rather looking at the alternative colour. 

According to the authors, these findings corroborate the hypothesis that there are 

two ways of processing negation, depending on the availability of the alternative: 

negative sentences are processed either by simulating the alternative affirmative or 

by applying a symbolic tag to the negated argument.  

These results pose problems for the two-stage based processing proposed by Kaup 

et al. (2007, see §2.2.1.3), as they show that the representation of the actual state of 

affairs is not necessary to understand negation in multary contexts, where negation 

can be interpreted by maintaining its meaning in a symbolic format. Nevertheless, 

some relevant considerations on the result interpretation presented by Orenes et a. 

(2014) can be made. 

For binary contexts, Orenes et al. (2014) reported only a short period of 

increased fixations on the mentioned colour (between 500ms and 800ms after target 
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word onset), and increased fixations on the alternative colour from 1340ms after 

target word onset. This looking pattern behaviour has been taken as evidence that 

the parser represents the alternative affirmative situation (i.e., the green figure) 

when the verbal context makes such information available. However, in interpreting 

the results the authors did not account for the initial increase of fixations on the 

mentioned colour, which corresponds to the negated state of affairs described in the 

negative sentence. Interestingly, if we consider the temporal course of negative 

sentences in its entirety from the target word onset to the end of the time window, 

the participants’ looking pattern behaviour in binary contexts can also be explained 

by assuming that negative sentences underwent a non-incremental interpretation 

process, as assumed by the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (§2.2.1.3). After the 

onset of the critical word (i.e., red) participants initially shifted their visual attention 

towards the picture representing the negated state of affairs (i.e., the red figure): 

since eye movements are closely time-locked to the processing of the unfolding 

linguistic input (Cooper 1974; Tanenhaus et al. 1995; Allopenna et al. 1998), initial 

fixations on the mentioned colour suggest that, at this point of the processing, 

participants were simulating the negated state of affairs, which corresponds to the 

first mental representation required in the comprehension process of negation. 

Nevertheless, this initial increase of fixations was quite short (only 300ms) because 

the visual context had already provided participants with the representation of the 

positive situation described in the negative sentence. As a consequence, the 

comprehension process was not significantly slowed down by the necessity to 

construct ex novo the representation of the negated state of affairs, which, instead, 

could be easily retrieved from the visual context. At 1340ms from the target word 

onset, participants focused on the picture representing the alternative affirmative 

(i.e., the green figure): at this later point of the processing, negation has been 

integrated into sentence meaning, and the mental simulation of the event has been 

modified accordingly to be consistent with the actual situation described in the 

negative sentence. All in all, the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis can, thus, 

account not only for the delayed increase of fixations on the picture representing 

the actual situation (i.e., the green figure) compared to affirmative sentences 

(1340ms vs 500ms), but also for the initial increase of fixations on the mentioned 

colour (i.e., the red figure).  

For multary contexts, Orenes et al. (2014) found that participants unexpectedly 

focused on what was false (i.e., the red figure) during negative sentence 

comprehension, with no increase of fixations on any of the possible alternative 

affirmatives. Nevertheless, this unusual looking pattern behaviour might have been 

influenced by specific experimental aspects, and it can be explained accordingly. 

On the one hand the authors have intentionally manipulated the verbal context, so 

to make a univocal alternative affirmative available only in the binary one, and on 

the other hand, this may have biased the process of reference resolution, which was 

not consistent across verbal conditions. Although participants were not asked to 
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complete any specific task related to the comprehension of the target sentences 

(e.g., touching or moving visual objects, expressing metalinguistic judgements), the 

binary verbal context provided participants with an implicit task. The verbal context 

introduced the possibility that the mentioned figure could be either green or red. 

Subsequently, negation has been used to reject the possibility that the figure under 

discussion was coloured red. The use of negation in this discourse context was fully 

informative, and it allowed the listeners to infer that the green figure was the correct 

one to look at. Quite the opposite, the use of negative sentences in multary verbal 

contexts cannot be considered pragmatically felicitous: when more possible 

alternatives are available, a negative sentence such as The figure is not red is less 

informative than the corresponding affirmative The figure is red, because it 

excludes only one of the four possible referents in the visual context, and does not 

allow the listeners to infer any other relevant information about which is the figure 

under discussion. 

For the aim of the present discussion, it is important to emphasize that the time-

window analysed by Orenes et al. (2014), and shown in Figure 3.10, does not 

illustrate the participants’ looking pattern behaviour until the end of the trail - that 

is, until the written question appears on the screen (3000ms), but only until 1900ms 

after the target word onset. Interestingly, on the one hand the temporal course of 

negative sentences in the multary context initially resembles that of affirmatives 

sentences, with increased fixations on the mentioned colour at around 500ms after 

target word onset, and on the other hand Figure 3.10 shows that these two patterns 

of fixations begin to differ later in the processing: while with affirmative sentences 

participants focused on the mentioned colour until the end of the time window, with 

negative sentences we can see a constant decrease of fixations on the mentioned 

colour, but, crucially, no corresponding increase of fixations on the alternative 

colour, which remains at chance rate (25% of fixation proportions69). Moreover, the 

temporal course of negative sentences suggests that, by the end of the time-window 

(1900ms after target word onset), fixations on the mentioned colour have reached 

chance level as well: it is therefore possible to assume that, after the initial increase 

of fixations on the mentioned colour, participants started to look at the four coloured 

figures equally frequently later in the processing. Therefore, participants’ looking 

pattern behaviour would not necessarily indicate that the representation of the actual 

state of affairs is not needed to understand negation in multary contexts, as assumed 

by Orenes et al. (2014), but it might also be explained by taking into consideration 

the lack of informativeness of negative sentences uttered in such situational context. 

 

69 In a four-object visual set-up the visual scene is divided into four broad areas of interest, each 

containing one of the four objects: participants have a 25% chance of being already looking at one 

of the four pictures before the target word onset (baseline effect, see §3.2.2). 
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Unlike in the binary context, upon hearing the target negative sentence participants 

could not retrieve any relevant clue about what colour the figure under discussion 

was: while the binary verbal context provided participants with an implicit task, 

which made them focus on the figure representing the actual state of affairs, this 

task was not provided likewise by the multary verbal context. However, the 

question remains as to why in the multary context participants focused on the 

mentioned (but negated) colour instead of looking at the three possible alternatives.  

A large number of experimental studies have demonstrated that the inhibition of the 

information under the scope of negation does not occur during the early moments 

of sentence comprehension, but rather between 750ms and 1500ms after the offset 

of the negative sentence (Kaup and Zwaan 2003; Hasson and Glucksberg 2006; 

Giora et al. 2007). In addition, there is substantial evidence indicating that the 

suppression of the argument of negation is functional to contextual consideration 

(Giora et al. 2004, 2007; Paradis & Willners 2006), as well as to the availability of 

a complementary concept (Mayo et al. 2014). Interestingly, the looking pattern 

behaviour for negative sentences in the multary context can be interpreted 

accordingly, as fixations on the mentioned colour started to increase at 500ms after 

target word onset, and a slight but steady decrease started at around 1100ms. 

General contextual aspects, such as the pragmatically infelicitous use of negation 

due to its lack of informativeness with respect to reference resolution might have 

resulted in a longer retention of the negated concept. This did not occur in the binary 

context, where the availability of an alternative had a facilitating effect on the 

suppression of the negated concept, as suggested by participants fixating the 

mentioned colour only for about 300ms (between 500ms and 800ms after target 

onset) before shifting their visual attention towards the alternative. Orenes et al. 

(2014) assume that in the multary context participants do not represent the actual 

situation, but they rather maintain the negated argument: this would indicate that 

when the alternative affirmative is not available, negation is represented 

symbolically as a mental tag, which applies to the information occurring under its 

scope.  

Nevertheless, the retention of the negated argument might not necessarily imply 

a different way of processing negation: rather, it might simply indicate that negative 

sentences are processed slower when uttered in pragmatically infelicitous contexts. 

It has been widely demonstrated that the general processing difficulty generally 

associated with negative sentences can be attributed, at least in part, to their use 

either in isolation or in unsupportive pragmatic contexts (Wason 1959,1965; Dale 

& Duran 2011; Nieuwland & Kuperberg 2008; Staab et al. 2008; Ferguson et al. 

2008 for pragmatic accounts §2.2.2.1, but see also Kaup et al. 2006 for the Two-

Step Simulation Hypothesis,  §2.2.1.3): due to their lack of informativeness in a 

multary verbal context, negative sentences were perceived by the comprehender as 

inappropriate, overloading the processing costs. Further corroborating evidence that 
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pragmatic contextual information can modulate the processing of negation has been 

reported also in Orenes et al. (2015). Here, the authors accounted for the delay in 

target identification with negative sentences uttered in unsupportive pragmatic 

contexts as consequence of negation not being fully informative in such context of 

utterance: the comprehension process would have been slowed down by 

participants’ need to adjust the contextual information. 

Nevertheless, the temporal course of negative sentences in multary context can 

also be interpreted as evidence for a non-incremental processing of negation. The 

retention of the negated argument (i.e., the red figure) can indicate that, at this point 

of the processing, participants are simulating the first mental representation 

required in the comprehension process, namely that of the negated state of affairs. 

Similarly, we have seen that the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis can also account 

for participants’ looking pattern behaviour in binary context. In the binary context, 

participants could retrieve information from the linguistic context to make the 

inference between the negated and the actual situation: hence, they rapidly shifted 

their visual attention from the picture of the mentioned colour towards that of the 

affirmative one. Conversely, the lack of an attentional shift towards the possible 

alternatives in the multary context might be due to the unsupportive nature of the 

context of utterance, which has slowed down the integration of negation into 

sentence meaning: in this view, fixations on the mentioned colour would thus 

merely indicate a late inhibition of the mental simulation of the positive state of 

affairs. This hypothesis is supported by the stable decrease of fixations on the 

mentioned colour reported for multary negative contexts (Figure 3.10), which 

suggests that participants simply focused longer on the negated state of affairs 

compared to the binary context, but, eventually, started again to look at the four 

pictures equally frequently. The analysis of participants’ looking pattern behaviour 

until the very end of the trial would have been useful to validate this assumption.  

All in all, the time course of negative sentences across verbal contexts can also 

be explained by assuming that negative sentences always receive a non-incremental 

interpretation, regardless of the availability of the affirmative alternative, as 

assumed by the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (§2.2.1.3). 

Throughout the chapter we have seen that language-mediated eye movements can 

be affected by different types of information (e.g., semantic, perceptual) provided 

in the visual scene, the unfolding linguistic input, and the linguistic context of 

utterance (§3.2.3). On the one hand the information provided by the negative 

sentence The figure is not red was not fully informative when uttered in the multary 

context, and on the other hand the colour red was certainly the most active 

information in participants’ working memory: differently from the other colours, it 

was mentioned both in the sentence establishing the verbal context and in the target 

one. Significantly, several visual world studies have found that listeners’ eye gaze 

is often directed towards pictures of objects which share some visual features (e.g., 
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colour) with the target, but are semantically unrelated to it (Huettig & Altmann 

2004, 2007: Dahan & Tanenhaus 2005; Yee et al. 2009; Huettig & Altmann 2011; 

Rommers et al. 2012). In particular, Huettig & Altmann (2011) have shown that 

language-mediated eye movements are strictly connected to surface perceptual 

properties of the visual objects (§3.2.3.1). In view of this, the participants’ looking 

pattern behaviour in the multary negative context might have also been influenced 

by aspects of lexical activation, that occurs automatically during the unfolding of 

the linguistic input (Cooper 1974; Tanenhaus et al. 1995; Allopenna et al. 1998; 

Huettig & Altmann 2005). Hearing the target word red has led to the lexical 

activation not only of semantic but also perceptual properties of the corresponding 

concept: consequently, we can plausibly assume that the listeners focused their 

overt visual attention towards the object in the visual scene which shared the 

perceptual properties activated at lexical level by word semantics, and which are 

more active in the working memory after the target word onset. Moreover, note that 

the visual scene appeared 1000ms before the onset of the target sentence and 

2500/2600ms before the onset of the target word, respectively.70 Thus, it might be 

possible that the view of the objects depicted in the visual scene has primed the pre-

activation of the corresponding lexical candidates before the onset of target word. 

This lexical pre-activation might have affected the integration of the linguistic and 

the visual input, by immediately directing the listeners’ visual attention towards the 

object sharing surface perceptual properties with the mentioned target word 

(Huettig & McQueen 2007; Huettig et al. 2011). The initial pattern of fixations on 

the mentioned colour reported in the binary context can be explained likewise, as it 

might be affected by the online activation process of word semantics. Unlike in the 

multary context, the lexical activation effect was significantly reduced because 

participants could infer from the linguistic context which picture in the visual scene 

corresponded to the actual situation described in the negative sentence, and they 

were hence faster in shifting their visual attention towards it.  

As already pointed out for Orenes et al. (2015), we cannot therefore completely 

exclude that language-mediated eye movements and attentional shifts during the 

temporal course of sentence processing do not correspond to actual stages of the 

comprehension process, but they are rather due to the lexical activation occurring 

automatically during the unfolding of the linguistic input (Cooper 1974; Tanenhaus 

et al. 1995; Allopenna et al. 1998; Huettig & Altmann 2005).  

 

70 Participants listened to the verbal context sentence lasting 3500ms. After that, the visual display 

appeared for 5500ms. After 1000ms of display preview, the target sentence started: the target word 

was delivered 1500ms (for affirmatives) and 1600ms (for negatives) after the target sentence onset. 

The time-window analysed was from 500ms before the onset of the critical word to 1900ms after.  
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3.3.3 Conclusive remarks on Orenes et al.’s studies    

Orenes et al. (2015) provided compelling evidence that pragmatic information can 

modulate the processing of negation, which is facilitated when the negated event 

has been previously introduced in the situational context. Moreover, Orenes et al. 

(2014) have demonstrated that negative sentence comprehension is also affected by 

the verbal context of utterance, suggesting that negation can be processed either by 

representing the alternative situation or by applying a symbolic tag to the negated 

argument. However, it has become clear from the discussion that the interpretation 

of eye movement data is not always straightforward, as it may offer room for 

different theoretical interpretations. As a matter of fact, the results provided by both 

these studies can also be interpreted by assuming a non-incremental comprehension 

process, which is nonetheless facilitated when negative sentences are uttered in a 

supportive discourse context.  

Moreover, as we will further discuss in the following section, aspects of lexical 

and perceptual activation must always be taken into consideration during the 

interpretation of eye movement data, as they might bias the real-time integration of 

linguistic and non-linguistic information from both the visual scene and the spoken 

input. 

3.4 Visual World Paradigm: a new research tool for negation processing? 

In light of what discussed so far, in this section we will outline the main advantages 

of studying the processing of negation using the visual world paradigm, as well as 

some experimental limitations which are intrinsically related to its visual nature and 

must, therefore, be taken into consideration when interpreting the eye movement 

data. These overall considerations will be starting point for the development of our 

study, which, as we will see in §3.5, aims at overcoming the intrinsic limitations of 

the visual paradigm by introducing for the first time some relevant modifications to 

the classical experimental design adopted by visual studies investigating negation 

processing. 

As discussed in chapter 2, the processing of sentential negation has been extensively 

studied using sentence-picture verification tasks, in which participants are asked to 

determine the truthfulness of affirmative and corresponding negative sentences 

either against their pre-existing world knowledge or against a picture (Wason 1961; 

Gough 1966; Trabasso et al. 1971; Clark & Chase 1972; Carpenter & Just 1975; 

Kaup et al. 2006, 2007; Lüdtke et al. 2008; Giora et al. 2005; Hasson & Glucksberg 

2006; Vender & Delfitto 2010). In such an experimental configuration, sentence 

comprehension is assessed by measuring participants’ response latencies and 

accuracy in expressing metalinguistic judgments about what they have observed 

and heard during the test trial. Nevertheless, response choices and reaction times 
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are behavioural measures of language comprehension which provide information 

on the final linguistic comprehension of the target sentence, but they do not give 

any insights on how visual and linguistic stimuli interact in real time to reach this 

final understanding. While accuracy can in all respects be considered an offline 

measure of sentence comprehension, as it is based on the listener’s final 

interpretation of the sentence itself, the reaction times collected during task 

execution cannot be properly considered as online behavioural data, as they are 

generally measured from the offset of the target sentence until the formulation of 

the metalinguistic judgment. In addition, visual stimuli are employed only in 

function of determining the truth-value of the sentence: as a consequence, the result 

interpretation does not account for how this visual source of information is 

integrated with the unfolding linguistic input, and how this integration can affect 

the online comprehension process. 

The visual world paradigm overcomes these methodological limitations by 

providing extremely precise information on the time course of sentence processing. 

In particular, eye movement data can give important insights on how visual and 

linguistic stimuli interact during the processing of both affirmative and negative 

sentences, and to what extent the different pictures presented in the visual scene are 

exploited by the parser during the online comprehension process. From the 

literature, it is well known that the listener immediately integrates spoken linguistic 

information with that provided by the visual context: eye movements are closely 

time-locked to the processing of the unfolding linguistic input, as they reflect the 

interactions between linguistic and visual representations occurring at conceptual 

level (Cooper 1974; Tanenhaus et al. 1995; Allopenna et al. 1998; Dahan & 

Tanenhaus 2005; Altmann & Kamide 2009; see §3.2). It follows that, likewise for 

affirmative sentences, when people listen to negative assertions in a visual world 

set-up they are expected to look more frequently at the most active information in 

their working memory. For instance, in Orenes et al. (2015) we have seen that after 

hearing a linguistic context consistent with the actual situation described in the 

negative sentence (i.e., the dad being rich), the participants’ gaze was already biased 

towards the picture of a rich man before the onset of the target word: the reverse 

pattern was found when the linguistic context was consistent with the negated 

situation (i.e., the dad being poor), with participants fixating the picture of a poor 

man from the earliest moments after the presentation of the visual scene. This 

suggests that participants’ eye overt attention was captured by the most active 

information in their working memory, and it reflected the activation of the 

corresponding mental representation. This is particularly useful in order to 

understand whether the positive representation of the argument of negation (i.e., the 

negated state of affairs) is activated during the online comprehension process. 

Consider again the results reported in Orenes et al. (2015) for the consistent context 

(§3.3 – Figure 3.8), which was consistent with respect to the negative meaning 

conveyed by the target sentence (i.e., the dad being rich): although participants’ 
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gaze was initially biased towards the target picture (i.e., the rich dad), the eye 

movement analysis clearly showed that participants momentarily shifted their 

visual attention towards the picture of a poor man, corresponding to the negated 

state of affairs. Such an early attentional shift might indicate the activation of the 

corresponding mental representations, which, according to the Two-Step 

Simulation Hypothesis, constitutes the first step of the comprehension process of 

negative sentences.71 

In addition, the analysis of the listener’s looking pattern behaviour can indicate 

exactly when negation is integrated into sentence meaning during the online 

comprehension process. This is made possible by analysing the time course of 

negative and corresponding affirmative sentences against the same visual scenario 

(Orenes et al. 2014; Tian et al. 2010). Given that the only difference between the 

two polarity conditions consists in the introduction of negation at the linguistic 

level, it follows that any difference in participants’ looking pattern behaviour can 

be attributed to the integration of negation into the semantic meaning of the 

sentence. Consider for instance the results reported by Orenes et al. (2014) for 

affirmative and negative sentences in the binary context (Figure 3.10). Participants’ 

looking pattern behaviour for negative sentences initially resembled that for 

affirmatives, with an increase of fixations on the mentioned picture (i.e., the red 

figure), which does not match the negative meaning of the sentence but rather 

corresponds to the representation of the negated state of affairs. Only at 1340ms 

from the target word onset, participants eventually focused on the picture matching 

the actual situation (i.e., the green figure). This clearly suggests that negation was 

integrated only at a later point into sentence meaning, namely when participants’ 

looking pattern behaviour started to differ from that in the corresponding 

affirmative sentence.  

Conversely, studies on negation processing conducted within the sentence-

picture verification paradigm evaluate the moment of integration of negation into 

sentence meaning on the basis of the different reaction times reported for the task 

execution. For instance, Kaup et al. (2006) introduced a variable delay between the 

offset of the target sentence The door is not open and the presentation of the visual 

stimulus (either an open or a closed door). Results showed that participants were 

faster in recognizing the picture of an open door (i.e., the negated situation) when 

the delay was of 750ms; instead, after 1500ms of delay, they were faster in 

recognizing the picture of a closed door (i.e., the actual situation). This pattern of 

findings has been taken as evidence that negation is integrated later in the 

processing, between 750ms and 1500ms after the offset of the negative sentence 

(§2.2.1.3). However, offline measures of sentence comprehension cannot provide 

precise information on how the visual stimuli provided affect the integration of 

negation into sentence meaning, and when this integration occurs.  

 

71 The interested reader can refer to §3.3 for a detailed discussion of the results. 
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Differently from classical experimental paradigms, in which participants are asked 

to express metalinguistic judgments about the sentence’s truth-value, in visual 

world studies participants are simply asked to listen to the sentences while they are 

free to look wherever they want on the screen. The simplicity of the visual world 

set-up makes the task execution extremely effortless: participants are not asked to 

do anything different from what they do in their everyday life when they 

automatically integrate information from written and spoken sources of information 

(e.g., while listening to the news on TV). This definitely represents another 

advantage of the visual world paradigm in several respects. First of all, the data 

collected are not compromised by external factors such as mental fatigue. During 

the performance of complex task, such as evaluating the truthfulness of a sentence 

against a visual scenario, working memory resources are widely exploited: as 

underlined by Deutsch et al. (2006), this working memory taxation has a negative 

impact on the computation, and it might result in greater processing difficulties for 

negative sentences, especially when uttered in unsupportive contexts (§2.2.1.3). 

This makes the visual world paradigm perfectly suitable to assess the 

comprehension of negative sentences by groups of listeners who might have 

difficulty in performing too complex tasks due to their limited working memory 

resources, namely children (Nation et al. 2010; Mani & Huettig 2014; Tribushinina 

& Mak 2016)72 and impaired populations such as aphasics (Walsh et al. 2007; Yee 

et al. 2008), and dyslexics (Rayner 1998; De Luca et al. 1999; Hutzler & Wimmer 

2004; Desroches et al. 2006; Stoodley & Stein 2006; Huettig & Brouwer 2015; 

Benfatto et al. 2016). Lastly, the need to accomplish metalinguistic judgments 

might affect the listeners’ comprehension strategy, as they might focus on specific 

aspects of the sentence and the visual scene which, instead, might not be taken into 

much consideration during the sentence comprehension process occurring within a 

normal communicative context. Conversely, a visual world set-up allows 

participants to manage the pace of their comprehension, as the interpretation 

process does not require the evaluation of the sentence’s truth value, hence 

resembling the way language is used during everyday communication. 

Another advantage of the visual world set-up is that all objects, including possible 

competitors, are simultaneously displayed in the visual scene (Orenes et al. 2014, 

2015; Huettig & McQueen 2007; Dahan & Tanenhaus 2005; Huettig & Altmann 

2011; Allopenna et al. 1998; Reinisch et al. 2010; Altmann & Kamide 1999, among 

others). Consider for instance Orenes et al. (2015), where the visual display for the 

target sentence Her dad was not poor consisted in two pictures: one of a rich man, 

matching the actual state of affairs, and one of a poor man, matching instead the 

negated situation. When presented with this visual scenario, participants were free 

 

72 Age range of children tested: 5;0-8;0 years old (Nation et al. 2010); 3;0-3;5 years old (Tribushinina 

& Mak 2016); 8;0-8;11 years old (Mani & Huettig 2014). 
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to turn their visual attention towards whatever picture was needed for the dynamic 

update of the mental representation of the event described by the negative sentence. 

In turn, this has allowed researchers to understand not only what type of visual 

information was retrieved during sentence processing, but also the exact moment 

during the unfolding of the linguistic input in which such information was accessed 

and processed. Quite the opposite, in classical sentence-picture verification tasks 

participants are usually presented with only one picture, matching either the actual 

or the negated state of affairs (Kaup et al. 2006, 2007; Lüdtke et al. 2008, among 

others). Besides often resulting in instances of pragmatic infelicity, which has been 

argued to burden the processing of negative sentences (Wason 1965; Nieuwland & 

Kuperberg 2008; Dale & Duran 2011; see §2.2.2.1), this visual configuration does 

not provide any insights on how the different pictures are exploited to reach the 

final comprehension of the negative meaning of the sentence. 

To conclude, using the visual world paradigm to study negation processing can 

provide significant evidence as concerns those aspects of the comprehension 

process which are of central interest for the theoretical debate outlined in chapter 2 

and for the aim of the present study: namely, the role of the argument of negation 

in the interpretation process, and how quickly negation is processed and integrated 

into sentence meaning during online comprehension.  

The main advantage of using the visual world paradigm to study negation is 

that, unlike psycholinguistic studies conducted using classical methodologies73, it 

provides exhaustive information on the time course of sentence comprehension. 

The analysis of participants’ looking pattern behaviour allows researchers to 

determine how the visual sources of information are exploited by the parser during 

the comprehension process, and at which point negation is integrated into the 

semantic meaning of the sentence. These online measures of sentence 

comprehension cannot be provided, or at least not directly, by classical 

experimental methodologies, such as the sentence picture verification task, which 

rely on accuracy and reaction times to investigate the processing of negative 

 

73 In chapter 2 we have seen that other experimental methodologies have been employed to study 

negation processing, such as EEG-ERP recording (e.g., Fischler et al. 1983; Lüdtke et al. 2008) and 

neuro-imaging techniques (Tettamanti et al. 2008; Tomasino et al. 2010; Liuzza et al. 2011; 

Alemanno et al. 2012; Bartoli et al. 2013; Foroni and Semin 2013; Papeo et al. 2012). 

Neurolinguistic studies were not included in the present discussion since, so far, they have provided 

evidence concerning only limited aspects of negation processing, and cannot, therefore, be compared 

with experimental findings from traditional verification paradigms (see §2.2.2.2 for a detailed 

discussion). Conversely, the investigation of ERP correlates during and after the reading of 

affirmative and negative sentences is surely more sensitive to subtle online aspects of the processing 

with respect to response choices and reaction times. Nonetheless, the EEG-ERP studies described 

in §2.2.1.3 and §2.2.2.1 were always conducted within a sentence-picture verification set-up, thus 

presenting the same limitations here described for psycholinguistic studies conducted using the 

classical sentence-picture methodology. 
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sentences. While sentence-picture verification tasks focus on the final linguistic 

comprehension of the negative sentences, visual world studies provide extremely 

precise information on how visual and linguistic sources of information interact 

during the real-time comprehension process in order to reach this final 

understanding.  

On the one hand the visual world paradigm is extremely suitable for studying the 

unfolding comprehension process of sentential negation, and on the other hand it is 

not free from methodological limitations, which make the interpretation of eye 

movement results hardly straightforward.  

Throughout the chapter we have seen that language-mediated eye movements 

are significantly affected by the lexical activation of the words encountered as the 

linguistic input unfolds: this activation occurs automatically, and leads to the 

retrieval of not only semantic but also perceptual properties of the mentioned 

linguistic items (Cooper 1974; Tanenhaus et al. 1995; Allopenna et al. 1998; 

Huettig & Altmann 2005). A large number of visual world studies have 

demonstrated that the lexical activation of a term encountered in the linguistic input 

can influence participants’ overt visual attention towards semantically or 

perceptually related objects in the visual scene (Huettig & Altmann 2005; Huettig 

& Altmann 2004, 2007; Dahan & Tanenhaus 2005; Yee et al. 2009; Huettig & 

Altmann 2011; Rommers et al. 2012). Instances of lexical access are intrinsically 

related to the visual nature of the paradigm, and represent its main limitation with 

respect to the interpretation of eye movement data: hearing a word automatically 

elicits the mental activation of its semantic and perceptual features, and the 

listener’s attention is drawn towards those objects in the visual scene which share 

some of these features with the mentioned word.  

As a consequence, the interpretation of patterns of fixations and attentional 

shifts occurring during the online sentence processing must necessarily take into 

account the possibility that these language-mediated eye movements do not 

correspond to actual stages of sentence comprehension, but they rather reflect the 

lexical activation process occurring during the unfolding of the linguistic input. 

Consider, for instance, the results reported in Orenes et al. (2014) for negative 

sentences presented in the binary verbal context (Figure 3.10). In §3.3, we have 

argued that the initial pattern of fixations on the mentioned colour (i.e., the red 

figure) can be interpreted as evidence for a non-incremental processing of negative 

sentences (§2.2.1.3), indicating that, at this early point in the processing, the 

listeners are simulating the first of the two mental representations required for the 

comprehension of the negative sentence The figure is not red, namely that of the 

negated situation (i.e., the figure being red). Nevertheless, the very same increase 

of fixations on the mentioned colour can also be explained by assuming that 

participants’ looking pattern behaviour was simply affected by the lexical activation 

of the concept red, which has elicited a shift in their visual attention towards the 
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object in the visual scene sharing the perceptual properties activated at lexical level 

by hearing the word red in the speech stream.  

Another related methodological issue concerns the pre-activation of word 

candidates, and the subsequent retrieval of lexical information, primed by the view 

of the objects depicted in the visual scene. A series of findings reported by Huettig 

& McQueen (2007) and Huettig et al. (2011) have provided compelling evidence 

that a long preview of the objects depicted in the visual scene before the onset of 

the spoken input (e.g., more than 1s) allows listeners to rapidly access the 

corresponding lexical items. This lexical pre-activation can significantly influence 

the way in which the visual information is integrated during the sentence 

comprehension process, as participants might be faster in directing their gaze 

towards those visual objects sharing semantic, perceptual, and also phonological 

features with the mentioned word. In Orenes et al. (2014) the visual scenario 

depicting the four coloured figures appeared 2500/2600ms before the target word 

onset, and it is therefore likely to assume that this visual preview has primed the 

pre-activation of the corresponding lexical candidates. As a consequence, upon 

hearing the target word red, participants might have immediately directed their gaze 

towards the red figure because the retrieval of the lexical properties of the 

mentioned term would have been facilitated by the fact that these properties had 

already been activated through the preview of the visual scene. Evidence for a 

lexical pre-activation primed by the visual scene comes from Orenes et al. (2015), 

where the analysis of participants’ looking pattern behaviour showed how their gaze 

was biased towards the picture consistent with the linguistic context provided 

before the onset of the target sentence (Figure 3.8): when the linguistic context was 

congruent with the representation of a rich man (e.g., Her dad had enough savings), 

participants already focused on the target picture of a rich man; instead, when the 

linguistic context was congruent with the representation of a poor man (e.g., Her 

dad had little savings), their visual attention was drawn to the picture of a poor man 

(see §3.3 for further details). Significantly, in this experiment the visual scene was 

previewed for two seconds before the onset of the target sentence: the different 

patterns of fixations across linguistic contexts clearly indicate that this preview has 

allowed participants to immediately retrieve the lexical information from the 

depicted items (i.e., a poor and a rich man), and to integrate it with that provided by 

the linguistic context, being thus able to rapidly identify the picture corresponding 

with the described situation.  

As discussed above, one of the advantages of the visual world set-up is that all 

the relevant pictures are simultaneously displayed in the visual scene: this allows 

researchers to understand how the different pictures, representing for instance the 

negated and the actual situation described in the negative sentence, are exploited 

during the online comprehension process. However, the result interpretation is far 

from being straightforward, as it is difficult to discriminate whether attentional 

shifts towards the visual objects indicate the real-time activation of the 
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corresponding mental representations occurring during negation processing, or 

rather the lexical activation of the mentioned terms, which occurs automatically 

during the unfolding of the linguistic input and can also be primed from the preview 

of the visual scenario. In addition, as pointed out by Huettig et al. (2011), the 

presence of different pictures on the visual display might encourage the listeners to 

make inferences that would not normally be drawn in the normal use of language 

processing. Dale and Duran (2011) have observed that negation is not always used 

in pragmatically felicitous situations during everyday communication (§2.2.2.1): 

therefore, it might be the case that, in a normal situation in which the negated state 

of affairs is not at the listeners’ disposal, they would not spend time in evaluating 

it. In a visual world set-up, instead, the listeners might tend to look at the 

corresponding picture only because they have it at their disposal, and this might 

bias the sentence comprehension process. It follows that, especially for 

comprehension studies, it is often difficult to determine the contribution of visual 

and linguistic processing to a pattern of findings, which, as we have seen in §3.3, 

can frequently fall within different theoretical frameworks. 

This difficulty in result interpretation is closely related to another key feature of 

the visual world paradigm, namely the absence of a metalinguistic feedback on 

sentence comprehension. On the one hand, this makes task execution extremely 

effortless,  but on the other hand it does not provide the researchers with any hints 

on whether participants have reached the final understanding of the negative 

sentence, which is instead assessed in more classical experimental paradigms such 

as the sentence picture-verification task. One might argue that it is unlikely that 

participants do not understand the experimental sentences, whose interpretation is 

often unchallenging - especially for adults. However, since participants are not 

asked to identify the picture corresponding to the sentence negative meaning, we 

cannot exclude that fixations on a given picture are merely the result of the lexical 

activation process described above, with participants focusing on the picture 

corresponding to the most active information in their working memory. This is 

exactly what we assumed in §3.3 for patterns of fixations on the mentioned 

(negated) colour in multary verbal contexts in Orenes et al. (2014). Instead, the 

presence of an explicit reference resolution task such as, for instance, Find the 

picture that is not red, would have forced listeners to interpret the sentence negative 

meaning in order to find the corresponding picture in the visual scene, providing 

further insights as to whether fixations on a given picture (e.g., the red figure) were 

related to actual stages of the comprehension process.  

Nevertheless, the presence of a task of reference resolution cannot completely 

resolve the problem of lexical interference, which, as we have seen, occurs 

systematically as the linguistic input is heard. In addition, the implementation of a 

reference resolution task within a visual-world set up raises another methodological 

issue, which is always intrinsically related to the visual nature of the paradigm itself. 
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Consider for instance a visual scene as the one in Figure 3.11, with two pictures 

displayed on the screen: one of Jasmine cuddling a tiger and one of Jasmine feeding 

a bird, respectively. When participants are presented with the affirmative sentence 

Jasmine is cuddling a tiger and they are asked to find the picture matching with the 

described situation, they are immediately able to identify the matching picture in 

the visual context. As a matter of fact, the affirmative sentence already provides 

participants with relevant linguistic information on the described situation, which 

allows them to immediately activate the corresponding mental representation and 

identify the referent in the visual scene by looking at the picture of Jasmine cuddling 

a tiger. In turn, they perceptually inhibit the picture of Jasmine feeding the bird, 

which is not relevant for the reference resolution process, by not paying attention 

to it. When participants are presented with affirmative sentences, the cognitive 

processes of activation and inhibition are carried out on different pictures during 

online reference resolution. Instead, these processes compete with each other on the 

very same picture when participants are presented with negative sentences and the 

same visual scenario. Significantly, the corresponding negative assertion Jasmine 

is not cuddling a tiger does not provide participants with any precise information 

on what picture displayed in the visual scene is the referent of the situation 

described by the negative sentence. Therefore, in order to understand which is the 

correct picture to look at to accomplish the task, participants must first activate and 

identify in the visual scene the picture corresponding to the positive situation 

described by the negative sentence (i.e., Jasmine cuddling a tiger), which then must 

be inhibited so to reflect the sentence negative meaning: by inference from the 

visual context, participants will eventually shift their visual attention towards the 

picture of Jasmine feeding a bird, which constitutes the visual referent of the 

negative sentence within that specific visual set-up. 

 

 

Figure 3.11. Example of visual world set-up for the sentences Jasmine is/is not cuddling a 

tiger 

Together with the lexical activation issues outline above, this competition occurring 

on the picture representing the argument of negation constitutes the most 

problematic aspect of investigating negation processing using the visual world 
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paradigm. As a matter of fact, possible looks at the picture matching the negated 

situation (e.g., Jasmine cuddling a tiger) might be the consequence of both the 

lexical activation process and the exploration of the visual scene occurring during 

reference resolution: given that the more active the information is (both 

linguistically and perceptually), the more difficult it is to divert attention from it, 

looks on the picture of the negated argument do not necessarily indicate an actual 

stage of the ongoing negative sentence comprehension process, but they may also 

merely reflect the fact that the listeners’ visual attention is drawn towards the 

picture corresponding to the most active information in their working memory. 

All in all, these methodological limitations are intrinsically related to the visual 

nature of the paradigm: they cannot be eliminated – lexical activation occurs 

automatically during the unfolding of the linguistic input, nor balanced – the 

cognitive processes of activation and inhibition necessarily occur on the same 

picture during the reference resolution process for negative sentences. However, 

they can be controlled by manipulating the visual prominence of the picture 

representing the argument of negation in the visual scenario. In the next section we 

will see how the methodological limitations here discussed can be overcome by 

means of this visual manipulation, allowing us to provide a clear interpretation of 

the eye movement results with respect to the theoretical research questions on 

negation processing outlined in chapter 2, which are of central interest for the aim 

of the present study. 

3.5 Rationale and research questions 

Although the processing of sentential negation has been a matter of a considerable 

amount of research, psycholinguistic findings have so far provided conflicting 

evidence as concerns core aspects of the processing. In particular, in chapter 2 we 

have seen that it is still under debate what is the role of the argument of negation in 

the interpretation process, as well as how quickly negation is computed and 

integrated into the semantic meaning of the sentence.  

On the one hand, non-incremental accounts of negation processing, such as the 

Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007), have provided consistent 

evidence that negation is not immediately integrated into sentence meaning, as the 

interpretation of a negative statement would necessarily first undergo the evaluation 

of its positive counterpart. In this view, the additional computational step involved 

in the comprehension process determines the higher processing costs which 

traditionally characterize negative sentences compared to the corresponding 

affirmative ones: the processing of negative sentences is considered to be inherently 

more complex than that of affirmatives, as it always requires the construction of 

one more mental simulation (i.e., the negated state of affairs). From this theoretical 

assumption it follows that supportive pragmatic contexts can have a facilitating 
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effect on the computation: during the early stages of the processing, the 

comprehenders can benefit from being presented with a picture depicting the 

negated state of affairs, as they can retrieve the mental simulation under 

construction directly from the discourse situation instead of creating it ex novo. 

Nevertheless, even when a felicitous pragmatic context is provided, negative 

sentences are more demanding than the corresponding affirmatives due to the nature 

of the mental simulations involved in the comprehension process (§2.2.1.3). 

Interestingly, a large number of experimental studies have provided evidence in 

favour of this non-incremental view of negation processing: both sentence-picture 

verification tasks (Kaup et al. 2005; 2006; 2007; Hasson & Glucksberg 2006) and 

EEG-ERP studies (Fischler et al. 1983; Lüdtke et al. 2008) have reported higher 

processing difficulties for negative sentences with respect to corresponding 

affirmatives and, among negative sentences, a facilitation effect when a 

pragmatically felicitous context is provided.  

On the other hand, incremental accounts of negation processing have reported 

contrasting evidence, showing that, exactly as it happens for non-negative words, 

the semantic contribution of negation is immediately integrated into the sentence 

meaning. The processing of negative sentences would hence resemble that of the 

corresponding affirmatives, with no need to necessarily represent the positive 

counterpart to access the semantic negative meaning. In this view, the higher 

processing costs reported for negative sentences are a consequence of a 

pragmatically infelicitous context of utterance, which requires the parser to adjust 

the lacking contextual information and consequently slows down the 

comprehension process. If presented in a supportive discourse context, the 

processing of negative sentences would hence not require extra processing time nor 

effort in comparison with that of the corresponding affirmatives (§2.2.2.1). 

Compelling evidence in favour of an incremental view of negation processing has 

been reported not only by more classical experimental paradigms (Wason 1965; 

Glenberg & Robertson 1999; Dale & Duran 2011; Giora 2006; Giora et al. 2007; 

Mayo et al. 2004), but also by ERP-EEG (Nieuwland & Kuperberg 2008; Staab et 

al. 2008) and neuro-imaging studies (Tettamanti et al. 2008; Tomasino et al. 2010; 

Liuzza et al. 2011; Alemanno et al. 2012; Bartoli et al. 2013; Foroni and Semin 

2013; Papeo et al. 2012): interestingly, the latter have shown that while the 

processing of affirmative action-related sentences induces the activation of motor 

areas, the presence of linguistic negation immediately inhibits the activation of the 

very same brain networks. 

Quite intuitively, psycholinguistic researchers are far from an agreement on 

these main aspects of the processing, as the experimental evidence provided by 

classical experimental paradigms investigating language comprehension and 

neurolinguistic techniques appears quite heterogenous and, in some respects, also 

contradictory. As discussed in the previous sections (§3.3, §3.4), investigating the 

processing of negation using the visual world paradigm can give important insights 
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with respect to these aspects of the comprehension process. As a matter of fact, the 

analysis of the listeners’ looking pattern behaviour can provide extremely precise 

information on the real-time course of sentence interpretation, allowing researchers 

to determine how the visual sources of information (in particular the picture 

representing the negated situation), are exploited by the parser during the 

comprehension process, and at which point of the computation negation is 

integrated into the semantic meaning of the sentence. These online measures of 

sentence comprehension are not provided by classical experimental methodologies 

such as sentence-picture verification task, which assess the final linguistic 

comprehension of the negative sentence but are unable to explain how vision and 

language interact in real time to reach this understanding. However, throughout the 

chapter we have seen that the visual world set-up is not free from methodological 

limitations, which can bias the listeners’ looking pattern behaviour during the real-

time comprehension process. Having the picture representing the negated situation 

in the visual scene allows researchers to understand whether it is actively exploited 

by the listeners during the negative sentence comprehension process: however, it 

cannot be excluded that fixations on a given picture during the unfolding of the 

linguistic input are biased by lexical activation or by the visual process of reference 

resolution. These visual biases can be overcome by manipulating the prominence 

of the picture representing the argument of negation in the visual scene. 

Significantly, this manipulation allows to investigate the role of the argument of 

negation (henceforth, mentioned argument74) during the online processing of 

negative sentences by controlling at the same time issues related to lexical 

activation and visual reference resolution.  

Consider again the referential context presented in Figure 3.11: in the previous 

section we have seen that, when presented with the negative sentence Jasmine is 

not cuddling a tiger, during the visual reference resolution process the listeners 

must first activate and identify the picture corresponding to the negated situation 

(i.e., Jasmine cuddling a tiger), which then is inhibited so to reflect the sentence 

negative meaning and find the correct referent in the visual scene. Incremental 

accounts of negation processing assume that the activation of the representation of 

the mentioned argument is not required to access the negative meaning of the 

sentence: as a consequence, the need to inhibit this representation during the 

reference resolution process would slow down the interpretation process. On the 

contrary, non-incremental accounts, and more in particular the Two-Step 

Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007), assume that the activation of the very 

same representation is always required in the comprehension process of negative 

 

74 We defined it as mentioned argument because i) it represents the argument of negation, intended 

as the semantic information occurring under its scope; ii) it is in all respects mentioned, as it is 

explicitly expressed in the sentence.  
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sentences. Having the picture of the negated argument at disposal in the visual scene 

would hence facilitate the processing: in fact, sentence computation is usually 

slowed down by the need to retrieve this negated information, as occurs when 

negative sentences are presented in pragmatically infelicitous contexts. 

Manipulating the visual prominence of the picture depicting the mentioned 

argument can, therefore, shed a light on whether it is the activation or the inhibition 

of the argument of negation which burdens the processing cost of negative 

sentences compared to that of the corresponding affirmatives, and, consequently, it 

can provide compelling evidence on when negation is integrated during the 

sentence comprehension process. 

The visual manipulation consists in varying the number of pictures representing 

the negated argument from one to three, creating three different experimental 

conditions (Figure 3.12): the more the pictures depicting the mentioned argument, 

the more the pictures that must be activated and then inhibited in order to interpret 

the sentence negative meaning and identify the visual referent in that specific 

discourse context.  

Significantly, we have seen that incremental and non-incremental accounts of 

negation processing make opposite predictions on what may hinder the processing 

of the negative sentence Jasmine is not cuddling a tiger compared to the 

corresponding affirmative. Therefore, if it is the activation and the retrieval of the 

negated information which slows down the processing of negative sentences, as 

assumed by the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis, having more pictures of the 

mentioned argument displayed in the visual scene should have a facilitating effect 

on the interpretation process: as a matter of fact, the representation of the negated 

situation, which constitutes the first step in the processing, is much easier to retrieve 

from the visual scene when it is perceptually more prominent. Instead, if the 

activation of the mentioned argument is not required for the interpretation process 

of negative sentences, as assumed by incremental accounts, having more pictures 

representing the negated situation displayed in the visual scene would hinder the 

comprehension process: in fact, these pictures, which have been activated only as 

consequence of the lexical interference and the visual reference resolution process, 

are made more difficult to inhibit by their visual prominence.  
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Figure 3.12. Example of visual scenarios including one (a), two (b), and three (c) pictures 

of the mentioned argument.  

Longer fixations on the picture representing the mentioned argument with negative 

sentences than with affirmatives can be considered a precise measure of processing 

cost, as they indicate a delay in target identification. Consider for instance the 

sentence The figure is red and the corresponding negative assertion The figure is 

not red presented against the same visual scenario showing a red and a green figure: 

while in the affirmative condition the red figure corresponds to the target picture, 

in the negative condition it corresponds to the picture that must be inhibited (i.e., 

the negated state of affairs). When the listeners’ looking pattern behaviour in the 

negative condition deviates from that in the affirmative one, shifting from the red 

figure (i.e., the target for affirmatives) to the green figure (i.e., the target for 

negatives), it means that the information occurring under the scope of negation has 

been suppressed, and negation has been integrated into sentence meaning. 

Significantly, the comparison of the listeners’ looking pattern behaviour between 

affirmative and corresponding negative sentences across visual scenes containing a 

variable number of pictures of the mentioned argument can provide clear evidence 

on whether having more pictures representing the argument of negation on the 

screen makes participants faster or slower in target identification for negative 

sentences. 

To conclude, the manipulation of the visual prominence of the mentioned argument 

allows us to answer the following research questions, which are of central interest 

for the theoretical debate on negation processing outlined in chapter 2:  

i) what is the role of the argument of negation in the interpretation process? 

Incremental models of negation processing assume that the mental representation 

of the argument of negation is not a mandatory step in the interpretation  process of 

negative sentences since the semantics of negation immediately affects sentence 

comprehension (§2.2.2). Instead, non-incremental models of negation processing, 

such as the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007), consider the 

mental representation of the argument of negation to play a central role in the 

comprehension process, as it is always required for the computation of the sentence 

negative meaning (§2.2.1.3).  

The analysis of the listener’s looking pattern behaviour can shed a light on the 

exact role of the argument of negation in the interpretation process: possible 

fixations towards the picture representing the mentioned argument can provide 

important evidence on whether the visual representation of the mentioned argument 

is actively exploited by the parser during real-time comprehension (§3.3). 

Significantly, the manipulation of the visual prominence of the mentioned argument 
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allows us to interpret eye movement data by ruling out possible visual biases due 

to reference resolution and to effects of lexical activation.     

ii)  how quickly is negation integrated into sentence meaning? 

Incremental models of negation processing assume that the processing of negative 

sentences does not require extra time nor effort compared to that of affirmatives, 

since negation is immediately integrated into sentence meaning (§2.2.2). Evidence 

for an early integration of negation comes in particular from neuro-imaging studies, 

showing an immediate inhibition of brain motor areas during the comprehension of 

negative sentences (§2.2.2.2). Conversely, the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis 

considers the interpretation process of negative sentences to be inherently more 

costly than that of affirmatives, due to the additional computational step required 

(i.e., the activation and the subsequent inhibition of the representation of the 

negated state of affairs): the integration of negation would hence occur only later 

on during the comprehension process (§2.2.1.3).  

Eye movement data can provide precise information concerning how quickly 

negation is integrated into sentence meaning by comparing the listener’s looking 

pattern behaviour during the real-time interpretation of affirmative and 

corresponding negative sentences. The deviation of the eye gaze pattern in the 

negative condition from that in the affirmative one indicates the moment in which 

negation affects sentence interpretation. Once again, the manipulation of the visual 

prominence of the mentioned argument can provide significant evidence on what 

overloads the processing costs of negative sentences (i.e., the activation or the 

inhibition of the negated information) by comparing the moment in which negation 

is integrated across visual scenes with a different visual prominence of the 

mentioned argument.  

As we will see in detail in chapter 4, the implementation of an identification task 

with eye recording which includes this manipulation of the visual scenario will 

assess the final sentence comprehension and provide, at the same time, unbiased 

eye movement data on the time course of sentence interpretation. This new 

experimental protocol aims at combining the strength of both the classical sentence-

picture verification task and the visual world paradigm so to overcome their 

intrinsic limitations and exhaustively study how linguistic and visual processes 

jointly determine the online understanding of negative sentences.  
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4 The online processing of sentential negation 

This chapter is dedicated to our main experiment on the processing of sentential 

negation by Italian-speaking adults, and is organized as follows. In the first section 

(§4.1), we will describe in detail the design of our identification task with eye 

recording and the visual manipulation that we decided to introduce. Then, in §4.2, 

we will focus on the description of the materials and the procedure employed for 

the task, and we will outline our predictions with respect to the research questions 

discussed in §3.5. In §4.3, we will present in detail the results from the behavioural 

and the eye-movement analysis conducted. The next section (§4.4) will be focused 

on the theoretical implications of the present findings. Finally, in section §4.5, we 

will conclude by summarizing how our experimental study has contributed to the 

broad theoretical debate on the processing of sentential negation discussed in §2. 

4.1 The current study 

The goal of the present study is to investigate the timing and the mode of negation 

integration into sentence meaning, as well as the role of the argument of negation 

in the interpretation process. In order to do so, we realized an identification task 

with eye recording to compare the time course of sentence comprehension during 

the processing of affirmative and negative sentences. Participants heard affirmative 

and corresponding negative sentences while looking at a visual scene containing 

four sets of pictures, and their eye movements were recorded. This classical visual 

world set-up (Altmann & Kamide 1999; Huettig & Altmann 2005; Huettig & 

McQueen 2007) was implemented via an identification task, in which participants 

were asked to identify the visual referent of the verbal description, and press a 

button upon identification. This methodology combined the advantages of offline 

experimental paradigms (e.g., Truth-Value Judgment Task, Sentence-Picture 

Verification Task), which focus on more cognitive aspects of sentence processing, 

and the visual world paradigm, which provides extremely precise information on 

how linguistic and visual processes interact during online sentence comprehension. 

Therefore, this experimental protocol provided us with a useful tool to investigate 

the online processing of negative sentences compared to their affirmative 

counterparts, but at the same time included a metalinguistic feedback to assess 

sentence comprehension.  

In this experiment, participants heard affirmative (1) and negative (2) sentences 

while presented with a visual scenario containing four sets of pictures, and they 

were asked to identify the visual referent of the verbal description: during the task, 

their eye movements were recorded.  
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(1) Aladdin is closing the door and Jasmine is cuddling a tiger 

(2) Aladdin is not closing the door and Jasmine is cuddling a tiger 

The visual scene included at least one picture representing the described state of 

affairs and one visual competitor. Crucially, for negative sentences, the visual 

competitor corresponded to the representation of the argument of negation (i.e., the 

mentioned argument). Unlike in previous studies on negation processing75, we 

manipulated the visual prominence of the mentioned argument by presenting such 

experimental sentences with three possible types of visual scenario, in which the 

number of pictures of the mentioned argument (e.g., Aladdin closing the door) 

parametrically varied from one to three (Figure 4.1). 

 

Figure 4.1. Example of visual scenario with one (a), two (b), and three (c) quadrants 

including the visual representation of the mentioned argument for the sentences Aladdin is 

closing the door (AFF) and Aladdin is not closing the door (NEG) - (i.e. Aladdin closing 

the door). The visual scenario in (a) includes 1 target for AFF and 3 potential targets for 

 

75 The interested reader can refer to §3.4 for a detailed discussion of the main experimental features 

of previous works on negation processing conducted within different experimental paradigms. 
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NEG. The visual scenario in (b) includes 2 potential targets for both AFF and NEG. The 

visual scenario in (c) includes 3 potential targets for AFF and 1 target for NEG.  

Based on this manipulation, the number of potential targets and competitors varied 

across experimental conditions. In addition, within the same visual scene, the 

picture of the mentioned argument could be either the target or the competitor 

depending on sentence polarity. Consider, for instance, the three visual scenarios in 

Figure 4.1 for sentences (1) and (2). The picture of the mentioned argument (i.e., 

Aladdin closing the door) corresponds to the visual referent of the affirmative 

sentence (1): hence, the more the pictures of the mentioned argument, the more the 

potential targets of the verbal description. In contrast, the visual referent of the 

negative sentence (2) is the picture of Aladdin pitching a tent: in the negative 

condition, the pictures of the mentioned argument correspond to the pictures to 

avoid, as they represent the negated rather than the actual state of affairs. Therefore, 

as the number of pictures of the mentioned argument increases, the number of 

potential targets increases in the affirmative condition, but it decreases in the 

negative one. 

The manipulation of the visual prominence of the mentioned argument created 

an initial ambiguity in the reference resolution task, as the visual scene could 

include more potential referents of the verbal description. Consider, for instance, 

the experimental scenario in Figure 4.1b. After hearing the main clause Aladdin is 

closing the door, participants could immediately identify as potential targets the 

two pictures of Aladdin closing the door in the upper quadrants. Conversely, after 

hearing the corresponding negative statement Aladdin is not closing the door, 

participants recognized as potential targets the two pictures of Aladdin pitching the 

tent in the lower quadrants. Crucially, we exploited this visual ambiguity to 

investigate how participants made use of the visual information, in particular the 

picture of the mentioned argument, during the real-time interpretation of affirmative 

and corresponding negative sentences. This ambiguity was then solved 

linguistically with the introduction of the coordinate clause Jasmine is cuddling a 

tiger, which allowed participants to identify a univocal visual referent of the verbal 

description: namely, the upper left picture for the affirmative sentence, and lower 

right picture for the negative one. The disambiguating clause was introduced for 

reasons of task felicity, as it provided a visual referent for the target clause across 

all the experimental conditions. In doing so, we managed to overcome one of the 

major experimental limitations reported for Orenes et al. (2014): as argued in 

§3.3.2, in this study the lack of a univocal referent in the multary negative context 

might have biased participants’ looking pattern behaviour during the look-and-

listen task. However, note that for the aim of the present study, we were mainly 

interested on the real time processing of the main clause, which was the one 

manipulated in terms of polarity (e.g., Aladdin is/is not opening the door). From 

now on, we will refer to this main clause as target sentence. 
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As we will see more in detail in the following sections, three different types of 

stimuli were included in the present study: cartoon characters, coloured and black 

and white geometric shapes. Each of these visual stimuli was paired with a different 

type of declarative sentence, which could denote performed actions and events (i.e., 

cartoon characters, see §4.2.2.1), perceptual properties (i.e., coloured geometric 

shapes, see §4.2.2.3) or existential properties of the described entities (i.e., black 

and white geometric shapes, see §4.2.2.2). This allowed us to investigate whether 

the processing of sentential negation might vary across different linguistic and 

perceptual dimensions, and how the complexity of the visual and the linguistic input 

might affect the construction of the negative meaning. 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Participants 

A total of 62 Italian adults aged 19;1- 32;6 (M = 22,4; SD = 3,03) participated in 

the study. All participants were volunteers and were recruited at the University of 

Verona (in the North-East of Italy) via an online subject pool. All of them were 

native Italian-speakers, 11 were male. They had normal or corrected to normal 

vision by means of soft contact lenses or glasses. None of the participants had 

reported history of speech, hearing or language disorders.  

The study was approved by the local Ethics Committee of the University of 

Verona, and was conducted in accordance with the standards specified in the 2013 

Declaration of Helsinki.  

4.2.2 Materials 

This experiment had a 2x3 within-subjects factorial design. The two independent 

variables were sentence polarity (affirmative/negative) and number of pictures of 

the mentioned argument (MA), which parametrically varied from one to three. The 

combination between these two variables generated the following six experimental 

conditions: 

Condition Sentence polarity MA pictures  

1 Affirmative sentence 1 picture 

2 Affirmative sentence 2 pictures 

3 Affirmative sentence 3 pictures 

4 Negative sentence 1 picture 

5 Negative sentence 2 pictures 

6 Negative sentence 3 pictures 
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Each of these experimental conditions was further manipulated so to balance the 

exact location of the target and the competitor in the visual scene: within the same 

experimental item, two possible sentence-picture combinations were included for 

each of the six conditions. To exemplify, the following visual scene for the 

condition (5) could be paired either with the sentence Aladdin is not closing the 

door and Jasmine is cuddling a tiger or with the sentence Aladdin is not pitching a 

tent and Jasmine is cuddling a tiger. In the first combination, the target picture was 

in the lower right quadrant, while in the latter it was in the upper left one. 

 

 

Figure 4.2. Example of visual scenario for the experimental condition (5). The target picture 

can be either bottom-right or upper-left depending on the paired negative sentence. 

Each experimental item generated, therefore, twelve possible combinations for a 

total of 1440. Twelve lists of stimuli were created using the Latin-square design: 

each item only appeared once in each list, in one of the twelve conditions. For each 

list, half of the sentences were negatives. The full set of sentences created for one 

of the twelve lists is reported as an example in Appendix A. 

The task included a total of 120 experimental trials, distributed among three 

different types of stimuli: 48 items for cartoon characters, 36 items for black and 

white geometric shapes, and 36 items for coloured geometric shapes, respectively. 

Each type of stimulus was used as filler items for the other two types of item. As 

described in §4.1, each experimental item was composed of a sentence paired with 

a visual scene consisting of four sets of pictures. Experimental sentences were 

recorded by a young female speaker of Italian, who was instructed to read all the 

sentences with a neutral intonation, resulting in typical declarative Italian sentences. 

All the sentences were digitally edited through the Audacity software. 

We will now describe in detail the materials employed for the three types of stimuli, 

which were created following the experimental design outlined above. 

4.2.2.1 Cartoon characters 

All the pictures consisted of easily recognizable cartoon couples. In order to 

facilitate character recognition, they were introduced to the participants before the 
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beginning of the test, namely during the familiarization session (§4.2.3). A total of 

eight fixed cartoon couples were chosen: Aladdin and Jasmine; Donald Duck and 

Minnie Mouse; Daisy and Mickey Mouse; Bart and Lisa Simpson; Snow White and 

the Little Mermaid: Tom and Jerry; Bugs Bunny and Tweety; Winnie the Pooh and 

Piglet. Each couple appeared in six items. In all the pictures, the two characters 

were performing two different easily recognizable actions involving common 

objects (e.g., closing the door, driving the car). The position of the two characters 

in the quadrant was fixed across items (e.g., Aladdin on the left and Jasmine on the 

right). The number of times in which the target character appeared in the right or 

the left side of the picture was balanced: for each couple, in half of the items the 

character performing the target action was the one on the left (e.g., Aladdin), while 

in the other half it was the one on the right (e.g., Jasmine). The two characters never 

performed the same action, not even on different objects (e.g., eating a different 

fruit). 

Experimental sentences were Italian declarative sentences with a singular agent 

subject, a transitive verb in simple present tense76, and an inanimate entity as direct 

object complement. A coordinate or subordinate clause was introduced for task 

felicity (§4.1): the agent subject could be either the same of the main clause (5) or 

the other character of the cartoon couple (4). The manipulation of sentence polarity 

affected only the main clause, as exemplified below: 

(3) Aladdin is closing the door and Jasmine is cuddling a tiger 

(4) Aladdin is not closing the door and Jasmine is cuddling a tiger 

(5) Aladdin is not closing the door but (he) is pitching a tent77 

Each sentence, in both affirmative (3) and negative (4-5) polarity was paired with 

three types of visual context, in which the number of pictures of the mentioned 

argument parametrically varied from one to three (see Fig. 4.1 in section 4.1).  

Note that, within the same visual scenario, the picture of the mentioned 

argument (i.e., Aladdin closing the door) could be either the target or the competitor 

 

76 Italian present indicative tense has a progressive function and is commonly used for present-time 

actions in progress. Hence, the present progressive is used for the English adaptation. 
77 English translation of the original Italian sentences: 

(3) Aladdin chiude la porta e Jasmine coccola una tigre 

      Aladdin close.PRS.3SG the door and Jasmine cuddle.PRS.3SG a tiger 

      ‘Aladdin closes the door and Jasmine cuddles a tiger’ 

(4) Aladdin non chiude la porta e Jasmine coccola una tigre 

      Aladdin not.NEG close.PRS.3SG the door and Jasmine cuddle.PRS.3SG a tiger 

      ‘Aladdin does not close the door and Jasmine cuddles a tiger’ 

(5) Aladdin non chiude la porta ma monta una tenda 

      Aladdin not.NEG close.PRS.3SG the door but pitch.PRS.3SG a tent 

      ‘Aladdin does not close the door but pitches a tent’ 
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depending on sentence polarity. In the positive condition (3), the pictures of the 

mentioned argument corresponded to the potential targets: in the negative one (4;5), 

instead, they represented the pictures to avoid, as they corresponded to the visual 

representation of the negated state of affairs. It follows that, as the number of 

pictures of the mentioned argument increased, the number of potential targets 

increased in the affirmative condition (3) whereas it decreased in the negative one 

(4;5). 

For each list, half of the cartoon items were paired with negative sentences. Of 

the negatives, half of the sentences included a subordinate clause (5), and half a 

coordinate clause (4). All sentences lasted between 6000ms and 7000ms, of which: 

2000ms for task description (i.e., Look at the quadrant in which…) and between 

4000ms and 5000ms for the proper test sentence. Picture quality and properties had 

been equalized (dpi 100, 600x600 pixels) using Photoshop software.  

4.2.2.2 Coloured geometric shapes 

The pictures displayed in the visual scene consisted of three coloured geometric 

shapes each: a square, a triangle, and a circle. In order to avoid confusion in shape 

recognition, the position of the three geometric shapes in the quadrant was fixed 

across items, as shown in Figure 4.3. Moreover, each geometric shape had two 

specific colours: the square could be either black or grey, the triangle either yellow 

or green, and the circle either red or blue. It was never the case that, for instance, a 

triangle was coloured in red.    

The visual prominence of the mentioned argument has been manipulated within 

the same visual scene. We introduced a different ratio between the colours 

employed for each geometric shape78 (e.g., squares 3:1 – circles 2:2 – triangles 1:3, 

see Figure 4.3): then, we paired the visual scene with affirmative and negative 

sentences having the different geometric shapes as subject of the verbal description. 

The very same visual scene generated all the experimental conditions in both 

sentence polarities: an example of the stimuli associated with each experimental 

condition can be found in Figure 4.3. 

Experimental sentences were Italian declarative sentences with copulative 

predicates in simple present tense of the form of “The (geometric shape) is/is not 

(colour)”. A coordinate clause was introduced for task felicity (§4.1) only in those 

experimental conditions in which the target referent was not univocal. Similarly to 

cartoon items, the manipulation of sentence polarity affected only the main clause.  

 

78 The ratio between the coloured shapes changed across items (e.g., squares 2:2 . circles 1:3; 

triangles 3:1) 
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Figure 4.3. Example of experimental conditions for a coloured geometric shape item. 

The picture of the mentioned argument (e.g., the green triangle in the sentence the 

triangle is/is not green) could be either the target or the competitor depending on 
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sentence polarity. The ratio between the number of pictures of the mentioned 

argument and the number of potential targets is directly proportional in the 

affirmative condition, but inversely proportional in the negative one. 

For each list, half of the coloured geometric shape items were paired with 

negative sentences. Test sentences lasted either between 4000 and 5000ms (simple 

sentence) or between 6000ms and 7000ms (sentence with coordinate clause) – the 

first 2000ms were used for task description. Pictures quality and properties had been 

equalized (dpi 144, 288x288 pixels) using Photoshop software. 

4.2.2.3 Black and white geometric shapes  

The pictures displayed in the visual scene consisted of two black and white 

geometric shapes each. In order to avoid confusion in shape recognition, a total of 

five easily recognizable shapes were chosen: a square, a circle, a triangle, a 

pentagon, and a star. The position of the geometric shapes was fixed within the 

visual scene (e.g., the circle on the right and the square on the left – see Figure 4.4), 

but changed across items. 

The visual prominence of the mentioned argument has been manipulated within 

the same visual scene. We presented the geometric shapes in different quantities79 

(e.g., three circles, two pentagons, one star), and we paired this visual scene with 

affirmative and negative sentences having the different geometric shapes as subject 

of the verbal description. The very same visual scene generated all the experimental 

conditions in both sentence polarities: an example of the stimuli associated with 

each experimental condition can be found in Figure 4.4. 

Experimental sentences were Italian declarative sentences with existential 

statements in simple present tense of the form of “There is/is not a (geometric 

shape)”. A coordinate or subordinate clause was introduced for task felicity (§4.1) 

only in those experimental conditions in which the target referent was not univocal. 

Similarly to the other types of stimuli, the manipulation of sentence polarity 

affected only the main clause. 

 

79 The ratio between the number of shapes changed across items (e.g., three squares, two triangles, 

one circle) 
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Figure 4.4. Example of experimental conditions for a black and white geometric shape item. 

The picture of the mentioned argument (e.g., the star in the sentence there is/is not 

a star) could be either the target or the competitor depending on sentence polarity. 
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The ratio between the number of pictures of the mentioned argument and the 

number of potential targets is directly proportional in the affirmative condition, but 

inversely proportional in the negative one. 

For each list, half of the black and white shape items were paired with negative 

sentences. Test sentences lasted either between 3000ms and 4000ms (simple 

sentence) or between 5000ms and 6000ms (sentence with coordinate/subordinate 

clause) – the first 2000ms were used for task description. Pictures quality and 

properties had been equalized (dpi 144, 288x288 pixels) using Photoshop software. 

4.2.3 Apparatus and procedure  

Apparatus and Eye Tracking Recording. Participants’ eye movement were 

recorded at a rate of 1000 Hz using an SR Research EyeLink 1000 Plus head-

mounted eye tracker connected to a 24" colour BenQ monitor for visual stimulus 

presentation. The experimental procedures were implemented in Python. 

Calibration and validation procedures were carried out using a nine-point display at 

the beginning of the experiment, and were repeated several times per experimental 

session. Participants were tested individually in a soundproof room at the 

Laboratory of Text, Language and Cognition (LaTeC) of the University of Verona.  

Procedure. Before the beginning of the test, participants were informed that they 

would listen to a series of sentences while some pictures would be displayed in the 

four quadrants of the screen. They were instructed to listen carefully to the 

sentences, as their task was to find the picture corresponding to the verbal 

description. To choose the correct picture, they simply had to keep looking at the 

corresponding quadrant while pressing the space bar for confirmation. Participants 

were also informed that the pictures would stay on the screen until they decided to 

press the space bar: although they had no time limit for making their decision, they 

were told that it was important to accomplish the task as quickly and accurately as 

possible. No response-contingent feedback was provided during the test. 

The experimental session was preceded by a practice and a familiarization 

block. The practice block consisted of six trials similar to those used as 

experimental items: two trials with a different sentence polarity were presented for 

each type of visual stimuli (i.e., cartoons, coloured, and black and white shapes). 

None of the cartoon characters presented in the practice block were also used in the 

proper experiment. Similarly, neither the combination of geometric shapes within 

the same quadrant nor the combination of shapes and colours were the same adopted 

for the experimental items. The practice trials were useful for the participants to 

familiarize with the task, and to make sure that they had correctly understood the 

instructions. At the end of the practice block the experimenter asked participants 

whether anything about the task or the overall experiment was unclear, and 

answered to possible clarifying questions. 
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Practice trials were followed by a familiarization block, during which 

participants were introduced to the cartoon character couples included in the 

experiment. Eight cartoon couples were displayed on the screen while participants 

heard a sentence such as The one on the left is Donald Duck, and the one on the 

right is Minnie Mouse.80 Participants were only asked to listen carefully to the 

characters’ presentations. The familiarization session was useful for participants to 

recall the names of the different cartoon characters: the aim was to avoid possible 

biases on the pattern of fixations due to the fact that participants might not recognize 

who was carrying out the action described in the sentence. 

An example of one experimental trial is shown below in Figure 4.5. The trial 

started with a one-second presentation of a central fixation cross for drift correction. 

Then, a scene with four pictures (as described in §4.2.2) appeared on the screen. 

Participants had 2000ms to preview the images before the audio stimuli started. 

After the onset of the target sentence, the visual scene remained displayed on the 

screen until participants pressed the space bar. In order to move to the next trial, 

participants had first to listen to the entire sentence: if the space bar was pressed 

during the presentation of the audio stimulus, this did not affect the task execution. 

The trial concluded with the appearance of the written instruction Press space bar 

to continue: this allowed participants to manage the pace of the task execution, so 

to avoid possible mental fatigue due to the rapid succession of many trials.   

 

80 English translation of the original Italian sentence: 

Quello a sinistra è Paperino e quella a destra è Minnie 

That at left be.COP.PRS.3SG Donald Duck and that at right be.COP.PRS.3SG Minnie Mouse 

‘The one on the left is Donald Duck, and the one on the right is Minnie Mouse’ 
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Figure 4.5. Experimental procedure 

The testing session lasted approximately one hour. The 120 experimental items 

were presented in 2 blocks of 60 items each: at the end of the first block, participants 

had the possibility to take a break for as long as they preferred. They were asked to 

stay seated as still as possible throughout the duration of each experimental session: 

after the break, the procedures of calibration and validation were repeated. At the 

end of the experimental session, participants were informed on the goal of the 

research. 

4.2.4 Predictions 

The manipulation of the visual prominence of the mentioned argument allowed us 

to investigate whether it was the activation or the inhibition of the negated 

information which hindered the processing costs of a negative sentence such as 

Aladdin is not closing the door compared to the corresponding affirmative. If the 

processing of negative sentences were slowed down by the need to retrieve and 

activate the mental representation of the negated information, this evidence would 

be in compliance with what assumed by the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis 

(Kaup et al. 2007 see §2.2.1.3), which considers the activation of the negated 

information as a mandatory step in the comprehension process of negative 

sentences. Instead, if it were the inhibition of the negated information which slowed 

down the processing of negative sentences compared to the corresponding 

affirmatives, this evidence would strongly support an incremental processing 

strategy of negation (§2.2.2), which maintains that the argument of negation must 
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not necessarily be activated (and subsequently inhibited) in order to interpret 

negative sentences (among others, Nieuwland & Kuperberg 2008, Dale & Duran 

2011). 

The processing costs for negative sentences can be measured in terms of fixations 

on the pictures of the mentioned argument, as they indicate a delay in target 

identification (§3.5). After the verb onset, the listeners were able to identify the 

potential visual referents of the verbal description81: when the listeners’ looking 

pattern behaviour deviated from that in the affirmative condition, it meant that 

negation had been integrated into sentence meaning. We compared participants’ 

looking pattern behaviour between affirmative and negative sentences across 

experimental conditions: this comparison provided compelling evidence on how the 

visual prominence of the mentioned argument affected target identification82. 

Consider again, for ease of reference, the following visual scene: 

 

81 For both affirmative (a) and negative (b) sentences the Disambiguation Point (DisP) which allows 

participants to identify the potential visual referents of the verbal description is the verb onset. Note 

that for the negative sentence the DisP occurs immediately after the onset of negation. 

(a) Aladdin is [DisP] closing the door / Aladdin [DisP] chiude la porta 

(b) Aladdin is not [DisP] closing the door / Aladdin non [DisP] chiude la porta 
82 We consider as fixations towards the target the fixations towards all the possible visual referents 

of the main clause, which is affected by both the linguistic (sentence polarity) and visual 

manipulation (number of MA pictures). 
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Figure 4.6. Example of visual scenario with one (a), two (b), and three (c) quadrants 

including pictures of the mentioned argument. 

The pictures of the mentioned argument corresponded to potential targets in the 

affirmative condition. Quite intuitively, we can assume that, when presented with 

the affirmative sentence Aladdin is closing the door, participants would have been 

faster in target identification when more pictures of the mentioned argument (i.e., 

more potential targets) were displayed in the visual scene. Participants’ looking 

pattern behaviour with affirmative sentences was our baseline. 

It should be noted that the pictures of the mentioned argument corresponded 

instead to the visual competitors in the negative condition. If it was the inhibition 

of the negated information which slowed down the processing of the negative 

sentence, we were expecting an increased penalty for target identification compared 

to the affirmative baseline as the number of pictures of the mentioned argument 

increased. In terms of looking pattern behaviour, we were expecting participants to 

be faster in shifting their gaze from the picture of Aladdin closing the door (i.e., 

negated situation) to that of Aladdin pitching a tent (i.e., the target) as the number 

of potential targets increased (a). This pattern of results would strongly support an 

incremental view of negation processing (see §2.2.2): if the activation of the 
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mentioned argument is not required for the interpretation process of negative 

sentences, a greater visual prominence of the pictures representing the negated 

situation would make their inhibition more difficult. 

Instead, if it was the activation of the negated information which slowed down 

the processing of the negative sentence, we were expecting the opposite pattern, 

with a reduced penalty for target identification compared to the affirmative baseline 

as the number of pictures of the mentioned argument increased. In terms of looking 

pattern behaviour, we were expecting participants to be faster in shifting their gaze 

from the picture of Aladdin closing the door (i.e., negated situation) to that of 

Aladdin pitching a tent (i.e., the target) as the number of visual competitors 

increased (c). Crucially, this pattern of results would strongly support the Two-Step 

Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007, see §2.2.1.3): as a matter of fact, having 

more pictures representing the negated situation would have a facilitating effect on 

the interpretation process, as this would make easier the retrieval and the activation 

of the first mental representation required. 

Note that, despite the facilitating effect of the visual prominence of the mentioned 

argument, the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007) also predicted 

that the processing costs for negative sentences could not be completely eliminated: 

the processing of negative sentences is inherently more demanding than that of the 

corresponding affirmatives, as it involves more complex and partially different 

cognitive representations (§2.2.1.3). In terms of looking pattern behaviour, the 

Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007) predicted a delay in target 

identification for negative sentences compared to the affirmative baseline – even if 

minimal – across all the experimental conditions. 

Instead, incremental models predicted that the processing costs for negative 

sentences could be completely eliminated: the processing of negative sentences is 

not intrinsically different from that of affirmatives when an adequate pragmatic 

context is provided83 (among others, Nieuwland and Kuperberg 2008, Dale & 

Duran 2011 see §2.2.2). In terms of looking pattern behaviour, incremental models 

predicted no delay in target identification for negative sentences compared to the 

affirmative baseline at least in the easiest condition.  

 

83 For the current experiment we adopted a pragmatically controlled design: i) the actions and the 

subjects mentioned in the test sentences (in both polarities) were always displayed in the visual scene 

ii) the use of negation in the discourse context was always fully informative: despite a temporary 

and intended visual ambiguity, the test sentences always allowed the listeners to infer a univocal 

target picture across all the experimental conditions.  
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4.3 Results 

4.3.1. Behavioural data 

Behavioural measures concern the acceptance rate of the target picture at the end 

of each trial. The aim of the behavioural analyses was to assess participants’ final 

sentence comprehension, and to make sure that participants had been actively 

involved in task execution.  

First, we found that participants’ final choices were not affected by sentence 

polarity: on average, they correctly identified the visual referent of the verbal 

description 67% of the time when presented with affirmative sentences, and 68% 

of the time when presented with the negative ones. Furthermore, we investigated 

whether the accuracy rate might be affected by the type of item (i.e., cartoon 

characters, coloured and black and white geometric shapes). Table 4.1 shows that 

the accuracy in target identification was consistent across types of items and 

sentence polarity. Participants were able to identify the target picture about 68% of 

the time with black and white geometric shapes, regardless of sentence polarity. For 

cartoon characters, the accuracy rate is about 69% with affirmative sentences and 

66% with negative ones. Coloured geometric shapes display a slightly higher 

accuracy rate with participants finding the target picture 69% of the time with 

affirmative sentences and 71% of the time with negative ones. The fact that the 

average accuracy was not very high (> 65%) can be explained by possible 

experimental artefacts: first, participants might be committed to the experiment and 

tried to answer faster at the expense of accuracy, though there was no time limit for 

selecting a picture; second, participants might be looking elsewhere on the screen 

instead of looking at the target picture while pressing the space bar.84 

 

 

 

84 In order to be sure that the results were not biased by the performance of subjects with a low 

accuracy, we also performed all the analyses by including only those subjects with an accuracy rate 

above the calculated median value (> 66%), for a total of 45 out of 62 subjects. The results of both 

behavioural and eye movement analyses replicated those obtained by including all 62 participants, 

both in terms of statistical significance and looking pattern behaviour, suggesting that the low 

accuracy rate did not affect the online sentence comprehension performance. To be noted, in our eye 

movement analyses, we were mainly interested on the real-time processing of the main clause, which 

was the one manipulated in terms of polarity: instead, the accuracy rate concerned the listener’s final 

interpretation of the entire experimental sentence (i.e., upon hearing the disambiguating 

subordinate/coordinate clause). The consistency between the results of the analyses performed on 

the two different groups of subjects can therefore be explained accordingly.  
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Polarity Item Type Accuracy 

 

Affirmative 

Black and white geom. shapes .68 

Cartoon characters .69 

Coloured geom. shapes .69 

 

Negative  

Black and white geom. shapes .68 

Cartoon characters .66 

Coloured geom. shapes .71 

Table 4.1. Average accuracy in target identification for affirmative and negative sentences 

across item types 

At first glance, it seems that the recognition task was not affected by the type of 

visual and linguistic stimuli provided, nor by the sentence polarity. In order to verify 

this observation, we conducted a mixed-effects logistic regression model with 

accuracy (correct vs. incorrect) as dependent variable, and polarity (AFF vs. NEG) 

and item type (cartoon characters, black and white, and coloured geometric shapes) 

as independent variables using the packages lme4 and lmer Test in R (Bates et al. 

2015, Kuznetsova et al. 2017). Participants and items were added as crossed random 

effects (random intercepts). Random slopes for participants and items were 

included if this improved the fit of the model (as estimated by comparing the 

logLikelihoods of the models using the anova-function in R). Non-significant 

interactions were removed from the model. The statistical analysis confirmed that 

the accuracy in target identification was not affected by the main effects of polarity 

(x2 = 0.02, df = 1, p = .900) and item type (x2 = 0.36, df = 2, p = .835). However, 

the model revealed a significant polarity × item type interaction (x2 = 7.14, df = 2, 

p < .01), suggesting that the response accuracy among item types was differently 

modulated by the polarity of the sentence. To disentangle the nature of this 

interaction, data were split according to polarity and the effect of item type was 

investigated for these two subsets. For affirmative sentences, results showed that 

there was no significant effect of item type on the accuracy rate (x2 = 0.41, df = 2, 

p = .815), as indicated by similar values across the three item type conditions: .69, 

.68, and .69 for cartoon characters, black and white, and coloured geometric shapes, 

respectively. A significant effect of item type was instead reported for negative 

sentences (x2 = 9.94, df = 2, p < .001). Post-hoc comparisons with Tukey correction 

of p-values (emmeans()-function in R) revealed that, when presented with negative 

sentences, participants’ accuracy rate in target identification was significantly 

higher (ß = 0.34, SE = 0.12, z = 3.15, p = < .001) with coloured geometric shapes 

(71%) than with cartoon characters (66%).  

Taken together, these results indicate that participants understood the task correctly, 
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and that participants’ final choices were not affected by sentence polarity per se. 

Overall, the task execution was neither affected by the type of linguistic stimuli 

provided. However, it is worth noting that, among negative sentences, target 

identification was less accurate with cartoon characters than with coloured 

geometric shapes, hinting at some sensitivity of negation processing related to the 

propositional and perceptual features of the presented stimuli. While these 

behavioural data provide an important feedback on participants’ final sentence 

comprehension, they do not offer any relevant insights on how visual and linguistic 

sources of information interact during the real-time comprehension process in order 

to reach this final understanding. In the following sections, we will examine the 

results coming from the online data with the aim of disentangling possible effects 

of polarity and visual prominence of the mentioned argument on the real-time 

sentence processing.  

4.3.2 Eye movement data 

The computation of the eye-movement data generated by the EyeLink system was 

performed through an open source Python-based visual world experiment analysis. 

The statistical analyses were conducted using the LmerTest Package (Kuznetsova 

et al. 2017) for the R platform. The time period analysed was from the onset of the 

critical word (Disambiguation Point - DisP) to 2000ms after its onset, and was 

divided into 50-ms time slots. Crucially, the DisP allowed participants to identify 

the potential visual referents of the verbal description for both affirmative and 

negative sentences, and it corresponded to the onset of the mentioned argument (6-

8).  

(6) Aladdin is/is not [DisP] closing… 

(7) The triangle is/ is not [DisP] green… 

(8) There is/is not [DisP] a pentagon… 

The two-second time period was chosen on the basis of previous studies, so to 

guarantee that there would be enough time for participants to comprehend negation 

(Kaup et al. 2006, Lüdtke et al. 2008, see §2.2.1). Moreover, it allowed us to 

determine exactly how the visual prominence of the mentioned argument affected 

the real-time target identification across experimental conditions. Within this time 

period, we identified as major area of interest the one-second time-window from 

the offset of the critical word (650ms) to the onset of the coordinate/subordinate 

clause (1650ms). The length and the onset of this broad time-window have been 

matched across items and conditions. 

Three eye-movement analyses were conducted. In the descriptive analyses on the 

target and on the mentioned argument, we visually explored the time course of 

sentence interpretation by subdividing the time period of interest in 50ms time-
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slots. In the statistical analysis on the target, we sought statistical confirmation of 

possible patterns of fixations emerged in the exploratory descriptive analysis on the 

target in our major area of interest (650ms-1650ms from the DisP onset). 

In the descriptive analysis on the target, the graphs show the value of the target 

preference for the selected time period computed in 50ms time-slots. The target 

preference corresponds to the time spent fixating the target (i.e., the visual referent 

of the verbal description) as a proportion of the total time spent in fixating both the 

target and the competitor. Note that, for negative sentences, the visual competitor 

corresponded to the mentioned argument. If the target preference equals 1, it means 

that every participants in every trial was looking at the target during the whole time-

slot. If it equals 0, it means that they were looking at the competitor . Instead, values 

between 1 and 0 indicate that some participants were looking at the target whereas 

others were looking at the distractor. Significantly, we considered as target fixations 

those towards all the possible visual referents of the target sentence: if, for instance, 

the affirmative sentence The triangle is green appeared with a visual scenario 

including two pictures of a green triangle, we considered as fixations towards the 

target the fixations towards both these pictures  

In the descriptive analysis conducted on the mentioned argument, the graphs 

show the value of the Mentioned Argument (MA) preference for the selected time 

period computed in 50ms time-slots. The MA preference is calculated as a 

proportion of a total time spent in fixating both the mentioned argument and the 

competitor. As in the previous analysis, we considered as MA fixations those 

towards all the pictures of the mentioned argument depicted in the visual scenario: 

if, for instance, the negative sentence The triangle is not green was presented with 

a visual scenario including two pictures of a green triangle, we considered as MA 

fixations those towards both these pictures. Note that the picture of the mentioned 

argument represented the target picture in the case of affirmative sentences: instead, 

it represented the competitor in the case of the negative ones, as it corresponded to 

the visual representation of the negated state of affairs. As a consequence, looks 

towards the mentioned argument in the negative condition denote a delay in target 

identification: the deviation of the eye gaze pattern from that in the affirmative one 

indicates the moment in which negation affects sentence interpretation. Again, we 

had a different baseline for MA preference across experimental conditions 

including a different number of MA pictures: .25 in the condition with one 

mentioned argument; .50 in the condition with two mentioned arguments; .75 in the 

condition with three mentioned arguments. 

In the statistical analysis, the target preference, computed over the time-window 

identified as our area of interest (650ms-1650ms), has been investigated across 

experimental conditions including one, two, and three potential targets. The main 

goal of this analysis was to provide statistical confirmation of possible effects of 

the visual prominence of the mentioned argument on target identification in the 

negative condition compared to the affirmative baseline.  
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The three types of stimuli employed in the task (i.e., cartoon characters, coloured, 

and black and white geometric shapes) corresponded to three different experimental 

conditions. These will be analysed separately in  the following sections. For each 

type of stimuli, we will first present the exploratory results from the descriptive 

analysis on the target by comparing participants’ looking pattern behaviour during 

the time course of AFF and NEG sentence interpretation in each experimental 

condition (i.e., one, two, and three potential targets). Then, we will illustrate the 

target preference analysis computed over the broad time-window (650ms-1650ms) 

across experimental conditions including a different number of potential targets. To 

conclude, we will visually explore the patterns of fixations towards the mentioned 

argument to understand whether participants exploited the visual representation of 

the negated information during the online negative sentence comprehension.  

4.3.2.1 Cartoon characters 

Descriptive analysis on the target 

One potential target. The graph in Figure 4.7 depicts the proportion of looks to 

the target after the Disambiguation Point (9), computed in 50ms time-slots, for the 

conditions including one potential target. The affirmative condition (AFF) is plotted 

in blue, and the negative condition (NEG) is plotted in red. The horizontal axis 

shows the selected time period, and time point 0-ms corresponds to DisP onset. 

Vertical lines are drawn accordingly to the time-window identified as major area of 

interest (650ms-1650ms), and used in the statistical analysis below. In this 

condition, the base probability of target fixation is .25, as there is only one possible 

referent of the verbal description among the four pictures displayed in the visual 

scene. 

(9) Aladdin is/is not [DisP] closing the door 
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Figure 4.7. Proportion of looks to the target for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in the 

condition with one potential target. The black segments at the bottom display the 

significance of the main effect of polarity. 

A visual inspection of the graph shows that the target preference arose beyond the 

chance level (.25) about 100ms after the disambiguation offset for affirmative 

sentences. Instead, for negative sentences, the increase of fixations towards the 

target picture started about 300ms after the disambiguation offset. Moreover, the 

blue line (AFF) is above than the red line (NEG) from 800ms to 1550ms after the 

disambiguation onset. Overall, this suggests a difference between AFF and NEG 

conditions with respect to the moment in which the target is disambiguated, as it 

seems to be identified more quickly in the affirmative condition. Finally, we can 

observe that, at the onset of the subordinate/coordinate clause, the target picture has 

been disambiguated regardless of sentence polarity, with the target preference 

reaching 0.6 for both AFF and NEG sentences: the overlap of the two lines indicates 

that participants were looking at the same picture (i.e., the target) in both conditions. 

We conducted a statistical analysis on the fine-grained time-windows to 

investigate whether sentence polarity had an influence on the target preference. A 

Generalized Mixed Model based on the binomial distribution (Jaeger 2008) with 

item and subject as random factors and polarity as fixed factor has been conducted 

in each time-slot and for each condition to assess its significance. Target preference 

was transformed in dummy dichotomous variable: in each trial, it was assigned a 

value of 1 if greater than 0.5 (i.e., more looks to the target), and of 0 if smaller than 

0.5 (i.e., more looks to the competitor). The outcome of this analysis is summarized 

below in the graph by the presence or absence of small black horizontal segments: 

a dotted line indicates a quasi-significant effect of polarity (p-value between .1 and 

.05); a solid line indicates a significant effect (p < .05), whereas a bold solid segment 

indicates that the polarity effect was highly significant (p <.01). The statistical 

analysis confirmed that the difference in target preference between AFF and NEG 
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conditions from 850ms to 1400ms is significant, as shown by the presence of a solid 

segment below the graph in in the time-slots between 900ms and 1000ms. This 

provides statistical confirmation that the two conditions were different in those 

time-slots, suggesting the target was disambiguated faster in the AFF condition than 

in the corresponding NEG one (see Appendix B, Table 4.1) 

No other time-slots were revealed significant after 1400ms from the onset of the 

disambiguation, providing further confirmation of the fact that participants 

identified the target in both AFF and NEG conditions shortly before the beginning 

of the subordinate/coordinate clause. To sum up, these results indicate that negative 

sentences displayed a significant processing penalty in target identification 

compared to affirmative sentences in the condition with one potential target. In the 

AFF condition, the target is in fact disambiguated more rapidly.  

Two potential targets. The graph in Figure 4.8 depicts the proportion of looks to 

the target after the Disambiguation Point, computed in 50ms time-slots, for the 

conditions including two potential targets. The affirmative condition (AFF) is 

plotted in blue, and the negative condition (NEG) is plotted in red. In this 

experimental condition, the base probability of target fixation is .50, as there are 

two possible visual referents of the verbal description out of the four pictures 

displayed in the visual scene. 

 

Figure 4.8. Proportion of looks to the target for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in the 

condition with two potential targets. The black segments at the bottom display the 

significance of the main effect of polarity. 

The graph shows a rapid increase of looks towards the potential targets for the AFF 

condition, which arose above chance level (.50) immediately after the 

disambiguation offset. Instead, for the NEG condition, we can see that participants’ 

looks converged towards the target (> .50) only 600ms after the offset of the 

disambiguation. Moreover, the blue line (AFF) is above than the red line (NEG) 

from 700ms to 1850ms after the disambiguation onset: this indicates that, at the 
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onset of the subordinate/coordinate clause, participants were looking more steadily 

at the potential targets in the AFF condition than in the NEG one.  

Summarizing, the experimental condition with two potential targets also reveals 

a difference between AFF and NEG conditions with respect to target 

disambiguation: again, participants are faster at identifying the target in the AFF 

condition than in the NEG one. In the latter, there was a greater uncertainty as to 

which picture (i.e., the target or the competitor) was the referent of the negative 

sentence, as indicated by the fact that target fixations did not exceed chance level 

for more than one second from the disambiguation offset, suggesting that 

participants were equally long looking at the target and the competitor. The 

statistical analysis confirmed that the difference in target preference between AFF 

and NEG conditions is significant from 750ms to 1850ms (see Appendix B; Table 

4.2). Quite interestingly, four time-slots after the onset of the 

subordinate/coordinate clause were revealed significant as well. This indicates that: 

i) the NEG condition displayed a significant processing penalty in target 

identification compared to the AFF one also in the condition with two potential 

targets; ii) despite the greater number of potential targets in the visual scenario, this 

penalty persisted after the onset of the subordinate/coordinate clause. 

Finally, if we compare Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, it seems that, in our area of 

interest, the difference between AFF and NEG conditions in target preference is 

larger in the condition with two potential targets. This aspect will be further 

investigated with the statistical analysis (§4.3.2.2).  

Three potential targets. The graph in Figure 4.9 depicts the proportion of looks to 

the target after the Disambiguation Point, computed in 50ms time-slots, for the 

conditions including three potential targets. The affirmative condition (AFF) is 

plotted in blue, and the negative condition (NEG) is plotted in red. In this 

experimental condition, the base probability of target fixation is .75, as there are 

three possible visual referents of the verbal description out of the four pictures 

displayed in the visual scene. 
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Figure 4.9. Proportion of looks to the target for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in the 

condition with three potential targets. The black segments at the bottom display the 

significance of the main effect of polarity. 

For affirmative sentences, the graph shows a slight increase in target fixations 

immediately after the disambiguation offset, reaching.85 at the end of the time-

window (1650ms). Instead, we see a pattern of decrease of fixations towards the 

target for negative sentences: after the disambiguation offset, the target preference 

drops for about 750ms, reaching about 0.55 at 1400ms in the graph. After 750ms 

from the disambiguation offset, target fixations start to increase, reaching the initial 

target preference only at the end of the time-window. However, the blue line (AFF) 

is above than the red line (NEG) from the disambiguation offset (650ms in the 

graph) to the end of the time-period included in the graph (2000ms in the graph): 

this suggests that, even during the unfolding of the subordinate/coordinate clause, 

participants were looking at the target slightly less often than in the affirmative 

baseline. The decrease in target fixations in the NEG condition resulted in a 

significant main effect of polarity from 750ms to 2000ms (see Appendix B; Table 

4.3). This suggests that the NEG condition displayed a processing penalty in target 

identification compared to the AFF one also in the condition with three potential 

targets. Moreover, despite the very high base probability of target fixation in this 

experimental condition (.75), this processing penalty persisted for about 1250ms, 

and affected participants’ looking pattern behaviour also during the unfolding of 

the subordinate/coordinate clause.  

Interestingly, the visual scenario with three potential targets included, for the 

negative condition, only one picture of the mentioned argument. Quite intuitively, 

the decrease of target fixations reported for this condition seems to suggest that 

participants’ visual attention was drawn towards the picture corresponding to the 

negated information. This aspect will be further investigated with the descriptive 

analyses on the mentioned argument below. 

Finally, if we compare the three graphs (Figure 4.7- 4.9), it seems that the 

difference between AFF and NEG conditions in target identification increases as 

the number of potential target increases. This finds a preliminary confirmation in 

the significance of the main effect of polarity across conditions, which indicates a 

greater penalty for target identification in the NEG condition compared to the AFF 

baseline at the increase of potential targets in the visual scene. This processing 

penalty will be further investigated with a statistical analysis in the following 

section. 

Statistical analysis on the target 

From the previous analysis, it emerged that participants were slower in target 

identification when presented with negative sentences across experimental 

conditions. In addition, this delay in target identification in the NEG condition was 
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more pronounced as the number of potential targets increased. In this section, we 

seek confirmation of whether target identification is affected by sentence polarity, 

as well as by the interaction between sentence polarity and the number of target 

pictures displayed in the visual scenario. 

Figure 4.10 illustrates the target preference computed over the broad time-window 

identified as our major area of interest (650ms-1650ms) in the experimental 

conditions including one, two, and three potential targets. The horizontal axis shows 

the three experimental conditions, and the vertical axis the absolute proportion of 

looks to the target(s). The means are reported in the table below the graph. In this 

analysis, the onset of the time-window was shifted 200ms after the relevant marker 

in the speech stream for the time it would take to program a saccadic eye movement 

(Allopenna et al. 1998, Matin et al. 1993). Target preference in the broad time-

window was analysed using a linear mixed-effect model with polarity (AFF vs. 

NEG) and number of targets (1,2,3) as fixed factors, and subject and item as random 

factors. A logarithmic transformation has been applied to the target preference to 

make it suitable for statistical analysis (Jaeger 2008).  

 

Figure 4.10. Proportion of looks to the target(s) in the broad time-window (650ms-1650ms) 

for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) conditions including one, two, and three potential targets. 

The graph in 4.10 shows a systematic penalty in target identification in the NEG 

condition compared to the AFF baseline. This results in a significant main effect of 

N. target AFF NEG 

1 .46 .43 

2 .58 .49 

3 .67 .55 
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polarity (𝛽 = -0.08, t = -8.66, p < .001), revealing that participants were looking 

significantly less at the target when presented with negative sentences than with the 

corresponding affirmative ones. Furthermore, there is a larger difference between 

AFF and NEG conditions in target preference as the number of potential targets 

increases. In the condition with one potential target, the target was fixated slightly 

more often in the AFF condition (0.46) than in the NEG one (0.43). In the condition 

with two potential targets, the target preference reached 0.58 in the AFF condition 

but only 0.49 in the NEG one. This difference is still more prominent in the 

condition with three potential targets: here, despite the higher base probability of 

target fixations (0.75), in the NEG condition the target preference stopped at 0.55 

against the 0.67 in the AFF baseline. This increasing difference led to a significant 

interaction between polarity and number of targets (𝛽 = -0.05, t = -4,42, p < .001), 

confirming that participants were looking at the target picture significantly less 

steadily when presented with NEG sentences than with the corresponding AFF 

baseline as the number of potential targets increased The analysis yielded also a 

significant main effect of number of targets (𝛽 = 0.09, t = 17.60, p < .001). 

However, this effect is most probably due to the different base probability of target 

fixations across experimental conditions with one, two, and three potential targets 

(.25, .50, .75, respectively), and will not be discussed further.  

To conclude, this analysis confirms the preliminary observations reported in the 

descriptive analyses on the target: i) negation always displayed a processing penalty 

in target identification compared to the affirmative baseline; ii) this penalty for 

target identification was larger as the number of target pictures increased.   

Descriptive analysis on the mentioned argument 

The aim of the descriptive analysis on the mentioned argument is to further 

investigate the effects reported in the previous analyses conducted on the target, 

which revealed a greater processing penalty for negative sentences, compared to 

the affirmative baseline, as the number of potential target increases. Crucially, in 

the negative condition, an increase in the pictures of the potential targets 

corresponds to a decrease in the pictures of the mentioned argument: while in the 

affirmative condition the pictures of the mentioned argument correspond in fact to 

the potential targets, in the negative condition they are the pictures to avoid, as they 

represent the negated situation. The previous analyses showed, therefore, a 

facilitating effect for target identification in the negative condition as the number 

of pictures of the mentioned argument increased. In this last analysis, we seek visual 

confirmation of whether this effect was driven by participants exploiting the visual 

representation of the mentioned argument during real-time sentence 

comprehension.  

The graphs in Figure 4.11 depict the proportion of looks to the mentioned argument 

(MA) after the Disambiguation Point, computed in 50ms time-slots, for the 
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conditions including one (a), two (b), and three (c) pictures of the mentioned 

argument (i.e., Aladdin closing the door in (10)). The affirmative condition (AFF) 

is plotted in blue: here, the picture of the mentioned argument represents the target 

of sentence (10). The negative condition (NEG) is plotted in red: here, the picture 

of the mentioned argument is the picture to avoid (i.e., the negated state of affairs).  

(10) Aladdin is/is not [DisP] closing the door 

The horizontal axis shows the selected time period, and time point 0-ms 

corresponds to the DisP onset. The vertical line indicates the beginning of the broad 

time-window identified in the previous analyses as our major area of interest. In 

this analysis, participants’ looking pattern behaviour can provide extremely precise 

information on: i) the exact moment of negation integration into sentence meaning 

during real-time comprehension; ii) how the visual prominence of the mentioned 

argument might affect this integration.  
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Figure 4.11. Proportion of looks to the mentioned argument (i.e., Aladdin closing the door 

in (10)) for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in conditions including one (a), two (b), 

and three (c) pictures of the mentioned argument. The black segments at the bottom display 

the significance of the main effect of polarity. 

One mentioned argument. A visual inspection of graph (4.11a) shows that the 

blue line (AFF) and the red line (NEG) overlap for about 350ms after the 

disambiguation offset: this indicates that participants were fixating the picture of 

the mentioned argument at almost the same rate in both AFF and NEG conditions. 

At this point, the MA fixations in the AFF condition started to rapidly increase 
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above chance level (.25), suggesting that the target picture has been disambiguated. 

Instead, in the NEG condition, the MA fixations were stable at 0.35 until 1400ms 

from the disambiguation onset: then, they started to decrease, indicating that 

participants were shifting their attention towards the target picture. Note that the 

NEG condition with one mentioned argument includes three pictures of the 

potential targets. This means that, despite the very high base probability of target 

fixation (0.75) in this experimental condition, when presented with negative 

sentences participants were looking at the picture of the mentioned argument (i.e., 

the visual competitor) for about 350ms after the offset of the disambiguation, 

exactly as in the AFF condition. This results in a significant main effect of polarity 

only from 1150ms from the disambiguation onset (see Appendix B; Table 4.10). 

Two mentioned arguments. For the condition with two mentioned arguments, 

graph (4.11b) shows that the blue line (AFF) and the red line (NEG) never overlap 

after the disambiguation offset. In the AFF condition, there was a rapid increase of 

MA fixations above chance level (.50), indicating that the target pictures have been 

rapidly disambiguated. Instead, for the NEG condition, after a slight increase in MA 

fixations, we see that participants started to shift their gaze away from the pictures 

of the mentioned argument from about 1100ms. This resulted in a significant main 

effect of polarity from 900ms after the disambiguation onset (see Appendix B; 

Table 4.11). The time period between 750ms and 900ms was revealed quasi-

significant: this suggests that participants were looking less steadily at the pictures 

of the mentioned argument in the NEG condition than in the AFF one.  

If we compare the graphs for the conditions with one (4.11a) and two (4.11b) 

MA pictures, we can see that, in both conditions, participants were initially looking 

at the mentioned argument regardless of sentence polarity. However, in the NEG 

condition with two MA pictures (4.11b), participants were faster in disambiguating 

the visual referents of the verbal description. In addition, they were looking at the 

pictures of the mentioned argument slightly less often than in the AFF baseline.  

Three mentioned arguments. For the condition with three mentioned arguments, 

graph (4.11c) shows that the blue line (AFF) and the red line (NEG) overlap only 

for 200ms. After this point, we can notice an increase of MA fixations in the AFF 

condition, and a sudden decrease of MA fixations in the NEG one. This resulted in 

a significant main effect of polarity from 900ms after the disambiguation onset – 

nearly significant at 850ms-900ms (see Appendix B; Table 4.12). Quite intuitively, 

this pattern of fixations indicates that, in both AFF and NEG conditions, the target 

has been disambiguated very quickly. Note that the NEG condition with three 

mentioned arguments includes only one target picture. This means that, despite the 

very high base probability of MA fixations in this experimental condition(0.75), 

when presented with NEG sentences, participants took only 200ms to shift their 

visual attention towards the actual referent of the verbal description after the 
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disambiguation offset.  

To conclude, the comparison of the three graphs reveals an advantage in target 

identification in the NEG condition as the number of pictures of the mentioned 

argument (i.e., the competitor) increases. This pattern of results provides further 

confirmation of the effects reported in the previous analyses on the target, which 

revealed a processing penalty for NEG sentences as the number of potential target 

increased, compared to the AFF baseline. Moreover, it also confirms our 

assumption that the decrease of target fixations reported for the NEG condition with 

three potential targets was due to the fact that participants were looking more 

steadily at the picture corresponding to the negated information. Taken together, 

these findings indicates that the visual prominence of the mentioned argument had 

a facilitating effect on the interpretation process, as negation was integrated faster 

into sentence meaning when more pictures of the mentioned argument were 

displayed in the visual scenario. 

4.3.2.2 Black and white geometric shapes 

Descriptive analysis on the target 

One potential target. The graph in Figure 4.12 depicts the proportion of looks to 

the target after the Disambiguation Point (11), computed in 50ms time-slots, for the 

conditions including one potential target. The affirmative condition (AFF) is plotted 

in blue, whereas the negative condition (NEG) is plotted in red. The horizontal axis 

shows the selected time period, and time point 0-ms corresponds to the DisP onset. 

Vertical lines are drawn accordingly to the time-window identified as major area of 

interest (650ms-1650ms), and used in the statistical analysis below. In this 

condition, the base probability of target fixation is .25, as there is only one possible 

referent of the verbal description among the four pictures displayed in the visual 

scene. 

(11) There is/is not [DisP] a pentagon 
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Figure 4.12. Proportion of looks to the target for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in 

the condition with one potential target. The black segments at the bottom display the 

significance of the main effect of polarity. 

The graph shows a rapid increase of target fixations beyond chance level (.25) 

immediately after the disambiguation offset for affirmative sentences. Instead, for 

negative sentences, target fixations arose above chance level only about 250ms after 

the disambiguation offset. In addition, the absolute proportion of looks to the target 

is always higher in the AFF condition than in the NEG one, as indicated by the fact 

that the blue line (AFF) is above the red line (NEG) for the entire broad time-

window (650ms-1650ms). Quite interestingly, this advantage in target preference 

for the AFF condition persists until the end of the time period included in the graph 

(2000ms). Taken together, these results reveal a difference between AFF and NEG 

conditions with respect to the moment in which the target is disambiguated, with 

NEG showing a processing penalty in comparison to the AFF baseline. Moreover, 

in the NEG condition participants were looking at the target less steadily than in the 

AFF baseline even after target disambiguation (i.e., after the increase in target 

fixations). For instance, at the end of our broad time-window, the target preference 

reached 0.85 for AFF and 0.7 for NEG. 

The statistical analysis showed that the difference in target preference between 

AFF and NEG conditions is significant from 750ms to 800ms, and highly 

significant between 800ms and 1650ms. In addition, the time-slots in the final time-

window were also revealed highly significant until 1950ms (see Appendix B; Table 

4.4). This suggests that the NEG condition displayed a processing penalty in target 

identification compared to the AFF baseline. In other words, participants were 

slower at identifying the target when presented with the negative sentence.   

Two potential targets. The graph in Figure 4.13 depicts the proportion of looks to 

the target after the Disambiguation Point, computed in 50ms time-slots, for the 

conditions including two potential targets. The affirmative condition (AFF) is 

plotted in blue, and the negative condition (NEG) is plotted in red. Vertical lines 
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are drawn accordingly to the time-window identified as our major area of interest 

(650ms-1650ms). In this condition, the base probability of target fixation is .50, as 

there are two possible visual referents of the verbal description out of the four 

pictures displayed in the visual scene. 

 

 

Figure 4.13. Proportion of looks to the target for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in 

the condition with two potential targets. The black segments at the bottom display the 

significance of the main effect of polarity. 

The graph shows a prominent increase of the target preference above chance level 

(.50) in the AFF condition immediately after the disambiguation offset. Instead, in 

the NEG condition, the proportion of looks towards the target slightly decreased 

below chance level after the offset of the disambiguation, with the participants’ 

looks converging towards the target ( > .50) only 600ms later (at 1250ms in the 

graph). Moreover, the blue line (AFF) is above the red line (NEG) for the entire 

broad time-window, at the end of which the target preference reached 0.8 for AFF 

and 0.6 for NEG. In addition, participants were looking more steadily at the 

potential targets in the AFF condition than in the NEG one also after the onset of 

the subordinate/coordinate clause, as indicated by the higher target preference in 

the AFF condition persisting until the end of the time period included in the graph.  

Again, it seems that participants were faster in target identification when 

presented with affirmative sentences in the experimental condition with two 

potential targets as well. The statistical analysis revealed that the difference in target 

preference between AFF and NEG conditions is significant from 700ms to 750ms, 

and highly significant between 750ms and 1650ms. In addition, the subsequent 

time-slots were also revealed highly significant until 2000ms (see Appendix B; 

Table 4.5). This seems to indicate that the NEG condition displayed a significant 

penalty in target identification, compared to the AFF baseline. Moreover, we also 

noted that this processing penalty persisted after the onset of the 

subordinate/coordinate clause.   
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Finally, if we compare Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13, it seems that, in our area of 

interest, the difference between AFF and NEG conditions in target preference is 

more prominent in the condition with two potential targets. This aspect will be 

further investigated with the statistical analysis below.  

Three potential targets. The graph in Figure 4.14 depicts the proportion of looks 

to the target after the Disambiguation Point, computed in 50ms time-slots, for the 

conditions including three potential targets. The affirmative condition (AFF) is 

plotted in blue, and the negative condition (NEG) is plotted in red. Vertical lines 

are drawn accordingly to the time-window identified as our major area of interest 

(650ms-1650ms). In this condition, the base probability of target fixation is .75, as 

there are three possible visual referents of the verbal description out of the four 

pictures displayed in the visual scene. 

 

 

Figure 4.14. Proportion of looks to the target for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in 

the condition with three potential targets. The black segments at the bottom display the 

significance of the main effect of polarity. 

For affirmative sentences, the graph shows an increase of target fixations 

immediately after the disambiguation offset, that reached 0.9 at the end of the broad 

time-window. Instead, for negative sentences we see a highly pronounced decrease 

of target fixations: after the disambiguation offset, the target preference drops 

below chance level (.75) for about 400ms, reaching 0.5 at 1000ms. At this point, 

the absolute proportion of looks to the target is 0.5 for NEG and 0.85 for AFF. After 

400ms from the disambiguation offset (at 1050ms in the graph), target fixations 

started to increase again in the NEG condition, reaching the initial target preference 

at about 1450ms. However, the blue line (AFF) is above the red line (NEG) for the 

entire broad time-window: this reveals an advantage in target preference for the 

AFF condition compared to the NEG one, that persists during the unfolding of the 

subordinate/coordinate clause (from 1650ms onwards). The sudden decrease of 

target fixations in the NEG condition resulted in a significant main effect of polarity 
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from 650ms to 700ms, which becomes highly significant between 700ms and 

1650ms. Quite interestingly, the time-slots after the onset of the 

subordinate/coordinate clause were also revealed highly significant until 1950ms 

(see Appendix B; Table 4.6). This indicates that, despite the very high base 

probability of target fixation, the NEG condition displayed a processing penalty in 

target identification compared to the AFF baseline. In addition, this penalty affected 

participants’ looking pattern behaviour also after the offset of the target sentence.   

As discussed for cartoon characters, the decrease of target fixations reported for 

the NEG condition including three potential targets seems to suggest that 

participants were looking more often than in the AFF baseline at the fourth picture 

displayed in the visual scene, that is, the picture of the mentioned argument. This 

aspect will be further investigated with the descriptive analyses on the mentioned 

argument below. 

To conclude, if we compare the three graphs (Figure 4.12 - 4.14), it seems that, in 

our area of interest, the difference between AFF and NEG conditions in target 

preference is more pronounced as the number of potential target increases. This 

finds a preliminary confirmation in the main effect of polarity reported across 

conditions, which affects more time-slots, and more significantly, at the increase of 

the potential targets in the visual scene. This processing penalty will be further 

investigated with a statistical analysis in the following section.  

Finally, very similar patterns of fixations were also reported in the descriptive 

analyses on the target for cartoon characters (§4.3.2.1). This aspect of negation 

processing will be discussed in §4.4.4 

Statistical analysis on the target 

The previous analysis revealed that the NEG condition displayed a processing 

penalty in target identification compared to the AFF baseline regardless of the 

number of potential targets displayed in the visual scenario. Moreover, this penalty 

worsened at the increase of the target pictures. In this section, we seek confirmation 

of whether target identification is significantly affected by sentence polarity, as well 

as by the interaction between sentence polarity and the number of potential targets. 

Figure 4.15 illustrates the target preference computed over the broad time-window 

identified as our major area of interest (650ms-1650ms) in the experimental 

conditions including one, two, and three potential targets. The horizontal axis shows 

the three experimental conditions, and the vertical axis the absolute proportion of 

looks to the target(s). The means are reported in the table below the graph. The AFF 

condition is plotted in blue, and the NEG condition is plotted in red. In this analysis, 

the onset of the time-window was shifted 200ms after the relevant marker in the 

speech stream to account for saccade programming (Allopenna et al. 1998, Matin 

et al. 1993). Target preference in the broad time-window was analysed using a 
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linear mixed-effect model with polarity (AFF vs. NEG) and number of targets 

(1,2,3) as fixed factors, and subject and item as random factors. A logarithmic 

transformation has been applied to the target preference to make it suitable for 

statistical analysis (Jaeger 2008). 

 

Figure 4.15. Proportion of looks to the target(s) in the broad time-window (650ms-1650ms) 

for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) conditions including one, two, and three potential targets. 

The graph in 4.15 shows an overall advantage in target identification for the AFF 

conditions in comparison the NEG ones, resulting in a significant main effect of 

polarity (𝛽 = -0.10 , t = -8.94, p < .001). This provides statistical confirmation that 

participants were remarkably slower in target identification when presented with 

negative sentences than with the corresponding affirmative ones. Moreover, the 

difference between AFF and NEG conditions becomes more prominent at the 

increase in the number of potential targets. In the condition with one potential 

target, the proportion of looks to the target was slightly higher in the AFF condition 

(0.34) than in the NEG one (0.28). In the condition with two potential targets, the 

target preference was 0.50 for the AFF condition and 0.39 for the NEG one. Despite 

the higher base probability of target fixation, in the NEG condition with three 

potential targets, participants were looking at the target picture substantially less 

N. target AFF NEG 

1 .34 .28 

2 .50 .39 

3 .65 .52 
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often than in the AFF baseline: the target preference stopped at 0.52 with negative 

sentences against the 0.65 with the corresponding affirmative ones. This overall 

pattern of fixations resulted in a highly significant interaction between polarity and 

number of targets (𝛽 = -0.04, t = -2.84, p < .001), confirming that, at the increase 

in the number of potential targets, participants were looking at the target picture 

significantly less often in the NEG condition than in the corresponding AFF 

baseline. The number of targets was also revealed highly significant (𝛽 = 0.14, t = 

19.83, p < .001). However, as already pointed out in the statistical analysis with 

cartoon characters (§4.3.2.1), the reported effect can be the consequence of a 

different base probability of target fixation across the experimental conditions with 

one, two, and three potential targets (.25, .50, .75, respectively). 

To conclude, these findings confirm the preliminary observations reported in the 

previous descriptive analysis on the target regarding two main aspects of negation 

processing. First, participants were always faster in target identification when 

presented with affirmative sentences than with the corresponding negative ones. 

Second, this processing penalty conveyed by negation increased as the number of 

target pictures increased. Worth noting, the same effects were also reported in the 

statistical analysis on the target for cartoon characters (§4.3.2.1): we leave the 

discussion of more general features of negation processing for section §4.4.4.  

Descriptive analysis on the mentioned argument 

The previous analyses on target showed a greater processing penalty for negative 

sentences compared to the affirmative baseline as the number of potential targets 

increases. Note that, as the number of potential targets increases, the number of 

pictures of the mentioned arguments increases in the affirmative condition but it 

decreases in the negative one. It follows that, in the negative condition, participants 

were faster in target identification when more pictures of the mentioned argument 

(i.e., competitors) were displayed in the visual scene. The current analysis aims to 

investigate whether this effect can be related to possible patterns of fixations 

towards the picture(s) of the mentioned argument. 

The graphs in Figure 4.16 depict the proportion of looks to the mentioned argument 

(MA) after the Disambiguation Point (12) for the conditions including one (a), two 

(b), and three (c) pictures of the mentioned argument (i.e., the pentagon in (12)). 

The affirmative condition (AFF) is plotted in blue: here, the picture of the 

mentioned argument represents the target of sentence (12). The negative condition 

(NEG) is plotted in red: here, the picture of the mentioned argument is the picture 

to avoid (i.e., the negated state of affairs).The horizontal axis shows the selected 

time period, and time point 0-ms corresponds to the DisP onset. The vertical line 

indicates the beginning of the broad time-window identified in the previous 

analyses as our major area of interest. 
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(12) There is/is not [DisP] a pentagon 

 

Figure 4.16. Proportion of looks to the mentioned argument (i.e., the pentagon in (12)) for 

AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in conditions including one (a), two (b), and three (c) 

pictures of the mentioned argument. The black segments at the bottom display the 

significance of the main effect of polarity. 

One mentioned argument. For the condition with one mentioned argument, graph 

(4.16a) shows that the blue line (AFF) and the red line (NEG) exactly overlap for 
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about 300ms after the disambiguation offset. This suggests that participants were 

looking at the picture of the mentioned argument in both the AFF and the NEG 

conditions: however, while in the former the mentioned argument corresponded to 

the target, in the latter it represented the picture to avoid. At about 950ms in the 

graph, we see that the MA fixations increased in the AFF condition, indicating that 

the target picture has been disambiguated. Conversely, we notice a rapid decrease 

of looks to the mentioned argument in the NEG condition, indicating that 

participants were shifting their gaze towards the actual target of the negative 

sentence only at this point of the speech stream. Note that, in the NEG condition 

with one mentioned argument, the base probability of being already fixating one of 

the three potential targets at the sentence onset was 0.75. Nonetheless, participants 

were looking at the picture of the mentioned argument (i.e., the competitor) at the 

same rate as in the AFF baseline for about one second from the disambiguation 

onset. This finds statistical confirmation in the fact that the effect of polarity was 

revealed significant only from 1050ms after the disambiguation onset – nearly 

significant in the time-slot 1000ms-1050ms (see Appendix B; Table 4.13) 

Two mentioned arguments. For the condition with two mentioned arguments, 

graph (4.16b) shows that the blue line (AFF) and the red line (NEG) never overlap 

after the disambiguation offset. Nonetheless, in both conditions we can see an 

increase of fixations towards the mentioned argument. In the AFF condition, the 

increase of MA fixations was quite rapid and constant, indicating that participants 

have made a decision towards the target picture. Instead, in the NEG condition, we 

initially see a slight increase in MA fixations until about 400ms from the offset of 

the disambiguation (at 1050ms in the graph). At this point in the speech stream, the 

MA fixations started to decrease, indicating that participants have disambiguated 

the target picture also in the NEG condition. A significant effect of polarity was 

reported only from 850ms after the disambiguation onset – highly significant from 

900ms (see Appendix B; Table 4.14). This indicates that the NEG condition 

displayed a significant penalty in target identification compared to the AFF baseline 

also in the condition with two mentioned arguments.  

The comparison between the conditions with one (4.16a) and two (4.16b) MA 

pictures reveals that, in both conditions, the participants’ visual attention was 

initially drawn towards the MA pictures regardless of sentence polarity. This 

pattern of fixations clearly indicates a delay in target identification for the NEG 

condition. However, this processing penalty was smaller in the condition with 2 

MA pictures: here, participants were faster in disambiguating the actual target of 

the negative sentence, as also revealed by a lower rate of MA fixations after the 

disambiguation offset in comparison to the AFF baseline. 

Three mentioned arguments. For the condition with three mentioned arguments, 

graph (4.16c) shows that the blue line (AFF) and the red line (NEG) do not overlap 
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after the disambiguation offset. However, in contrast to what observed in the 

condition with two mentioned arguments (graph in 4.16b), we can observe an 

opposite pattern of MA fixations for the AFF and the NEG conditions immediately 

after the disambiguation offset. While in the AFF condition there was an increase 

in MA fixations, in the NEG condition the MA fixations began to slowly decrease 

until 900ms in the graph, when the decrease became more consistent. Moreover, a 

closer visual inspection of the graph reveals that these different patterns of MA 

fixations in the two polarity conditions already began during the unfolding of the 

critical word, at about 500ms from the disambiguation onset. This resulted in a 

significant effect of polarity from 600ms after the disambiguation onset – highly 

significant from 750ms (see Appendix B; Table 4.15). Moreover, the time-slot 

550ms-600ms was also revealed nearly significant. All in all, this provides 

statistical confirmation that the target has been disambiguated very quickly in both 

AFF and NEG conditions. Quite interestingly, as concerns the NEG condition, this 

occurs in an experimental condition in which there was a very high base probability 

of fixating the mentioned argument (0.75). 

To conclude, the comparison of the three graphs in Figure 4.16 reveals an important 

advantage in target identification in the NEG condition as the number of pictures 

of the mentioned argument (i.e., the competitor) increased. Taken together, these 

findings confirm the effects reported in the previous analyses on the target: i) in the 

NEG condition, the more the pictures of the potential target in the visual scenario, 

the slower participants were in target identification compared to the AFF baseline; 

ii) the decrease in target fixations reported for the NEG condition with three 

potential targets can be traced back to the fact that participants were initially looking 

more steadily at the picture of the mentioned argument. Altogether, this evidence 

speaks in favour of a facilitating effect of the visual prominence of the mentioned 

argument on the interpretation process: negation was integrated faster into sentence 

meaning when more pictures of the mentioned argument were depicted in the visual 

scene, as revealed by the fact that participants were faster in shifting their gaze 

towards the actual target of the negative sentence.  

Finally, very similar patterns of fixations towards the mentioned argument were 

also reported in the descriptive analyses with cartoon characters (§4.3.2.1). This 

and other similarities in the processing of negative sentences across the different 

types of items will be discussed in §4.4. 

4.3.2.3 Coloured geometric shapes 

Descriptive analysis on the target 

One potential target. The graph in Figure 4.17 depicts the proportion of looks to 

the target after the Disambiguation Point (13), computed in 50ms time-slots, for the 
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conditions including one potential target. The affirmative condition (AFF) is plotted 

in blue, whereas the negative condition (NEG) is plotted in red. The horizontal axis 

shows the selected time period, and time point 0-ms corresponds to DisP onset. 

Vertical lines are drawn accordingly to the time-window identified as major area of 

interest (650ms-1650ms), and used in the statistical analysis below. In this 

condition, the base probability of target fixation is .25, as there is only one possible 

referent of the verbal description among the four pictures displayed in the visual 

scene. 

(13) The triangle is/is not [DisP] green 

 

Figure 4.17. Proportion of looks to the target for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in 

the condition with one potential target. The black segments at the bottom display the 

significance of the main effect of polarity. 

The graph shows a rapid increase of target fixations immediately after the 

disambiguation offset for both affirmative and negative sentences. However, a 

closer visual inspection reveals that, in the AFF condition, the target preference 

started to arise above chance level (.25)  before the onset of our major area of 

interest, that is, during the unfolding of the critical word (at about 450ms in the 

graph).. Instead, in the NEG condition, target fixations started to increase above 

chance level immediately after the offset of the disambiguation (650ms in the 

graph). All in all, this indicates that participants disambiguated the target very 

quickly regardless of sentence polarity . Nonetheless, the absolute proportion of 

looks to the target is always higher in the AFF condition (blue line) than in the NEG 

one (red line) for the entire broad time-window (650ms-1650ms). This different 

gaze pattern, together with the fact that the increase of target fixations is delayed in 

the NEG condition by about 200ms, implies that participants were slower in target 

identification when presented with negative sentences. Quite interestingly, we can 

observe that, at the end of the broad time-window, the two lines almost overlap, 

with target preference reaching about 0.9 in both conditions. This result indicates 

that the target picture has been disambiguated with both AFF and NEG sentences 
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by the offset of the target sentence (13). 

The statistical analysis revealed that the difference in target preference between 

AFF and NEG conditions is highly significant for the entire broad time-window 

(650ms-1650ms). The time-slot 600ms-650ms was also revealed significant, as 

well as the time-slots between 1650ms and 1750ms (see Appendix B; Table 4.7). 

This result indicates that: i) the target is disambiguated very quickly in both AFF 

and NEG conditions; ii) the NEG condition displayed a significant processing 

penalty in target identification, compared to the AFF baseline. 

Two potential targets. The graph in Figure 4.18 depicts the proportion of looks to 

the target after the Disambiguation Point, computed in 50ms time-slots, for the 

conditions including two potential targets. The affirmative condition (AFF) is 

plotted in blue, and the negative condition (NEG) is plotted in red. The horizontal 

axis shows the selected time period, and time point 0-ms corresponds to DisP onset. 

Vertical lines are drawn accordingly to the time-window identified as major area of 

interest (650ms-1650ms), and used in the statistical analysis below.  In this 

experimental condition, the base probability of the target fixation is .50, as there are 

two possible visual referents of the verbal description out of the four pictures 

displayed in the visual scene. 

 

 

Figure 4.18. Proportion of looks to the target for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in 

the condition with two potential targets. The black segments at the bottom display the 

significance of the main effect of polarity. 

The graph shows a rapid increase of target fixations above chance level (.50) in the 

AFF condition immediately after the disambiguation offset. However, we note that 

the target preference started to arise before the onset of our major area of interest, 

at about 500ms after the onset of the critical word. Instead, we can notice a slight 

decrease in target fixations in the NEG condition (< 0.45) that lasted for about 

200ms after the disambiguation offset. Only at this point, the target preference 

started to rapidly increase also for negative sentences, exceeding chance level (.50) 

at about 400ms after the offset of the disambiguation (at 1050ms in the graph), and 
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reaching about 0.85 for both AFF and NEG conditions at the end of the broad time-

window. This implies that the target picture has been disambiguated with both AFF 

and NEG sentences by the onset of the subordinate/coordinate clause. Nonetheless, 

the blue line (AFF) is above the red line (NEG) for the entire broad time-window 

(650ms-1650ms): for instance, when target preference starts to increase for negative 

sentences (850ms), the absolute proportion of looks to the target is about 0.45 for 

the NEG condition and 0.8 for the AFF baseline. Crucially, these results indicate 

that participants were slower in target identification when presented with negative 

sentences also in the condition with two potential targets.  

The statistical analysis confirmed that the difference in target preference 

between AFF and NEG conditions is highly significant from 650ms to 1450ms. A 

main effect of polarity (p < .05) has been reported also from 1450ms to 1550ms, 

and from 1600ms to 1700ms (see Appendix B; Table 4.8). This suggests that, 

despite the greater number of potential targets in the visual scenario, the NEG 

condition displayed a significant processing penalty in target identification 

compared to the AFF baseline. Moreover, the target picture is disambiguated quite 

fast in both conditions, as this penalty did not persist after the onset of the 

subordinate/coordinate clause. 

Finally, if we compare Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18, it seems that, in our area of 

interest, the difference between AFF and NEG conditions in target preference is 

more pronounced in the condition with two potential targets. This aspect will be 

further investigated with the statistical analysis below. 

Three potential targets. The graph in Figure 4.19 depicts the proportion of looks 

to the target after the Disambiguation Point, computed in 50ms time-slots, for the 

conditions including three potential targets. The affirmative condition (AFF) is 

plotted in blue, whereas the negative condition (NEG) is plotted in red. The 

horizontal axis shows the selected time period, and time point 0-ms corresponds to 

DisP onset. Vertical lines are drawn accordingly to the time-window identified as 

major area of interest (650ms-1650ms), and used in the statistical analysis below. 

In this experimental condition, the base probability of the target fixation is .75, as 

there are three possible visual referents of the verbal description out of the four 

pictures displayed in the visual scene. 
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Figure 4.19. Proportion of looks to the target for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in 

the condition with three potential targets. The black segments at the bottom display the 

significance of the main effect of polarity. 

The graph shows an opposite pattern of target fixations for the AFF and the NEG 

conditions at the disambiguation offset. While there was a consistent increase of 

target preference in the AFF condition, we can see that target fixations rapidly 

decreased below chance level (.75) in the NEG one, dropping to 0.5 at 150ms after 

the disambiguation offset. At this point in the speech stream (800ms), the target 

preference arose again also for negative sentences, reaching about 0.90 for both 

AFF and NEG conditions at the end of the broad time-window. However, the 

absolute proportion of looks to the target in the AFF condition (blue line) is higher 

than in the NEG condition (red line) for the entire broad time-window: for instance, 

when target preference starts to increase for negative sentences (at 800ms in the 

graph), the absolute proportion of looks to the target is about 0.5 for the NEG 

condition and 0.8 for the AFF baseline. Taken together, these results indicate a 

penalty in target identification for the NEG condition compared to the AFF baseline 

also in the condition with three potential targets.  Furthermore, it is worth noting 

that, as in the conditions with one and two potential targets,  participants’ looking 

pattern behaviour already affected the target preference during the unfolding of the 

critical word: target fixations started to increase at about 400ms in the AFF 

condition, and to decrease at about 300ms in the NEG one. This, together with the 

fact that the penalty in target identification for the NEG condition did not persist 

during the unfolding of the subordinate/coordinate clause, shows that the target 

picture is disambiguated quite fast in both AFF and NEG conditions. 

The rapid decrease of target fixations in the NEG condition resulted in a highly  

significant effect of polarity from 650ms to 1550ms (see Appendix B; Table 4.9). 

A main effect of polarity (p < .05) has been reported also from 1550ms to 1650ms. 

In addition, two time-slots before the beginning of our broad time-window were 

also revealed significant (550ms-650ms, highly significant from 600ms to 650ms), 

and a quasi-significant effect of polarity has been reported from 500ms to 550ms. 
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The time-slots after the onset of the subordinate/coordinate clause were also 

revealed significant from 1700ms to 1850ms (highly significant in the first 50ms-

slot). This provides statistical confirmation that the two polarity conditions are 

different in those time-slots, and suggests that the NEG condition displayed a 

significant processing penalty in target identification compared to the affirmative 

baseline. In addition, participants were looking more steadily at the potential targets 

in the AFF condition than in the NEG one also after that the target picture had been 

disambiguated.  

As discussed for the other types of stimuli employed in the task, the robust 

decrease of target fixations reported for this NEG condition seems to indicate that 

participants, after the onset of the critical word, were focusing their visual attention 

towards the fourth picture displayed in the visual scene, that is, the picture of the 

mentioned argument for about 850ms. This aspect will be further investigated with 

the descriptive analyses on the mentioned argument below. 

Finally, if we compare the three graphs (Figure 4.17 - 4.19), it seems that, in our 

area of interest, the difference between AFF and NEG conditions in target 

preference is more pronounced in the conditions with two and three potential targets 

than in the condition with only one target picture. However, this difference seems 

minimal, at least visually, between the conditions with two and three potential 

targets. This processing penalty will be further investigated with a statistical 

analysis in the following section. 

To conclude, very similar patterns of fixations were also reported for cartoons 

characters (§4.3.2.1) and for black and white geometric shapes (§4.3.2.2), pointing 

to an overall penalty in target identification for NEG sentences compared to the 

affirmative baselines that increases at the increase in the number of potential targets. 

In addition, the NEG condition with three potential targets is characterized by an 

initial drop of target fixations: this decrease is more robust with coloured and black 

and white geometric shapes but is also visible with cartoon characters. These 

common aspects underlying negation processing will be further discussed in §4.4.4. 

Statistical analysis on the target  

The previous analyses suggested that participants were slower in target 

identification in all the three NEG conditions compared to the corresponding AFF 

ones. The difference in target preference was more pronounced in the conditions 

with two and three potential targets than in the condition with only one target 

picture. Moreover, this penalty seemed unvaried in the NEG conditions with two 

and three target pictures. In this section, we will further investigate how sentence 

polarity and its interaction with the number of target pictures affect the process of 

target identification. 

Figure 4.20 shows the target preference computed over the broad time-window 
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which corresponds to our major area of interest (650ms-1650ms) in the 

experimental conditions including one, two, and three potential targets. The 

horizontal axis shows the three experimental conditions, and the vertical axis the 

absolute proportion of looks to the target(s). The means are reported in the table 

below the graph. The AFF condition is plotted in blue, and the NEG condition is 

plotted in red. In this analysis, we shifted the onset of the time-window 200ms after 

the relevant marker in the speech stream to account for saccade programming 

(Allopenna et al. 1998, Matin et al. 1993). Target preference in the broad time-

window was analysed using a linear mixed-effect model with polarity (AFF vs. 

NEG) and number of targets (1,2,3) as fixed factors, and subject and item as random 

factors. A logarithmic transformation has been applied to the target preference to 

make it suitable for statistical analysis (Jaeger 2008).  

 

Figure 4.20. Proportion of looks to the target(s) in the broad time-window (650ms-1650ms) 

for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) conditions including one, two, and three potential targets. 

The graph in 4.20 shows an overall penalty in target identification in the NEG 

condition compared to the AFF baseline, regardless of the number of target pictures 

displayed in the visual scenario. This resulted in a highly significant main effect of 

polarity (𝛽 = -0.09 , t = -11.66, p < .001), confirming that participants were looking 

significantly more often at the target picture when presented with affirmative 

N. target AFF NEG 

1 .78 .69 

2 .74 .63 

3 .75 .64 
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sentences than with the corresponding negative ones. In the condition with one 

potential target, the proportion of looks to the target was slightly higher in the AFF 

condition (0.78) than in the NEG one (0.69). Despite a higher base probability of 

target fixation, the processing penalty conveyed by negation was greater in the 

conditions with two and three potential targets than in the condition with only one 

target picture. Besides being more prominent, the difference in target fixations 

between AFF and NEG conditions was constant when two and three potential 

targets were displayed in the visual scene: 0.74 vs. 0.63 with two target pictures, 

and 0.75 vs. 0.64 with three target pictures, respectively. This overall pattern of 

fixations resulted in a significant interaction between polarity and number of targets 

(𝛽 = -0.02, t = -2.53, p = < .01), confirming that, at the increase in the number of 

potential targets, participants were looking at the target picture significantly less 

often when presented with negative sentences than with the corresponding 

affirmative ones. The number of targets was also revealed significant (𝛽 = 0.01, t = 

-2.81, p < .01), indicating that participants were looking more often at the target 

picture as the number of target pictures displayed in the visual scenario increased. 

As already pointed out in the statistical analyses with cartoon characters (§4.3.2.1) 

and black and white geometric shapes (§4.3.2.2), this effect might be related to the 

different base probability of target fixations across experimental conditions. 

However, we can observe a slightly lower target preference in the conditions with 

two and three target pictures, even though in these conditions participants were 

more likely to be already fixating one of the potential targets at the sentence onset. 

This evidence is in line with the patterns of fixations reported in the descriptive 

analysis on the target, showing a decrease in target fixations in the NEG conditions 

with two and three potential targets – extremely pronounced in the latter.  

Note that the proportion of looks to the target reported for both AFF and NEG 

conditions is always higher than .60 regardless of the number of target pictures. 

This is in line with what observed in the descriptive analysis on the target: even 

though participants were slower in target identification when presented with 

negative sentences, the target has been disambiguated very quickly in both AFF and 

NEG conditions.  

To conclude, these findings confirm the effects reported in the previous analysis 

regarding two main aspects of the processing: first, participants were always slower 

in target identification when presented with negative sentences than with the 

corresponding affirmative ones; second, this processing penalty was greater in the 

conditions with two and three target pictures. Although these effects were also 

reported in the statistical analysis on the target for cartoon characters (§4.3.2.1) and 

black and white geometric shapes (§4.3.2.2), they are less prominent with coloured 

geometric shapes, as indicated by: i) a higher target preference in the three NEG 

conditions; and ii) a constant processing penalty conveyed by negation in the 

conditions with two and three target pictures. All in all, this indicates that negation 
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was processed very fast with coloured geometric shape items, suggesting that 

negation processing might be sensitive to linguistic and perceptual features of 

visually presented stimuli.  

Descriptive analysis on the mentioned argument 

The previous analyses on the target revealed a greater processing penalty for 

negative sentences compared to the affirmative baseline when two and three 

potential targets were displayed in the visual scene. Note that the ratio between the 

number of potential targets and the number of pictures of the mentioned argument 

is directly proportional in the affirmative condition, but inversely proportional in 

the negative one. Therefore, in the negative condition, participants were faster in 

target identification when more pictures of the mentioned argument (i.e., 

competitors) were present in the visual scene. The aim of this last exploratory 

analysis is to assess whether such an effect was driven by possible patterns of 

fixations towards the picture(s) of the mentioned argument.  

The graphs in Figure 4.21 depict the proportion of looks to the mentioned argument 

(MA) after the disambiguation point (14) for the conditions including one (a), two 

(b), and three (c) pictures of the mentioned argument (i.e., the green triangle in 

(14)). The affirmative condition (AFF) is plotted in blue: here, the picture of the 

mentioned argument represents the target of sentence (14). The negative condition 

(NEG) is plotted in red: here, the picture of the mentioned argument is the picture 

to avoid (i.e., the negated state of affairs). The horizontal axis shows the selected 

time period, and the time point 0-ms corresponds to the DisP onset. The vertical 

line indicates the beginning of the broad time-window identified in the previous 

analyses as our major area of interest. 

(14) The triangle is/is not [DisP] green 
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Figure 4.21. Proportion of looks to the mentioned argument (i.e., the green triangle in x) 

for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in conditions including one (a), two (b), and three 

(c) pictures of the mentioned argument. The black segments at the bottom display the 

significance of the main effect of polarity. 

One mentioned argument. For the condition with one mentioned argument, graph 

(4.21a) shows that the blue line (AFF) and the red line (NEG) never overlap after 

the disambiguation offset. Quite interestingly, in both conditions we can observe an 

increase in fixations towards the mentioned argument. In the AFF condition, the 

absolute proportion of MA fixations rapidly increased above chance level (.25) after 

the disambiguation offset, suggesting that participants disambiguated the target 

picture very quickly. Instead, in the NEG condition, there was a slight increase in 
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MA fixations that reached 0.5 at about 800ms after the disambiguation onset. At 

this point, the fixations towards the mentioned argument dropped, suggesting that 

participants disambiguated the target also in the NEG condition. Note that the NEG 

condition with one mentioned argument includes three pictures of the potential 

targets: despite the very high base probability of target fixation (0.75), in the NEG 

condition participants were looking at the picture of the mentioned argument (i.e., 

the competitor) for about 200ms after the offset of the disambiguation. However, it 

should also be noted that the absolute proportion of MA fixations was higher in the 

AFF condition: at 800ms, it reached 0.5 in the NEG condition and 0.8 in the AFF 

one. In addition, a closer visual inspection of the graph reveals a different rate of 

MA fixations for the AFF and the NEG conditions already during the unfolding of 

the critical word.  

Altogether, these results suggest that, in the condition with one mentioned 

argument, participants’ visual attention was initially drawn towards the MA picture 

regardless of sentence polarity. This clearly indicates a delay in target identification 

for the NEG condition. However, target identification also occurred quite rapidly 

with negative sentences, as indicated by the fact that participants were looking at 

the mentioned argument less steadily in the NEG condition than in the AFF one 

even before the disambiguation offset.  This finds statistical confirmation in the fact 

that the effect of polarity was revealed significant from 650ms after the 

disambiguation onset – nearly significant in the time-slot 600ms-650ms (see 

Appendix B; Table 4.16), 

Two mentioned arguments. For the condition with two mentioned arguments, 

graph (4.21b) shows that the blue line (AFF) and the red line (NEG) never overlap 

after the disambiguation offset. Moreover, in contrast to what was observed in the 

condition with one mentioned argument (Graph 4.21a), we can see an opposite 

pattern of MA fixations for the two conditions from 650ms in the graph onwards. 

While the AFF condition was characterized by a very rapid increase in fixations 

towards the mentioned argument, in the NEG condition there was a constant 

decrease in MA fixations. A closer visual inspection of the graph reveals that 

participants were fixating the mentioned argument at exactly the same rate in both 

AFF and NEG conditions only until the disambiguation offset (650ms in the graph). 

Again, this indicates that the target has been quickly disambiguated in both AFF 

and NEG conditions, as confirmed by a highly significant effect of polarity from 

700ms after the disambiguation onset (see Appendix B; Table 4.17).  

If we compare the graphs for the conditions with one (4.21a) and two (4.21b) 

MA pictures, we can observe that in both conditions participants’ visual attention 

was initially drawn towards the pictures of mentioned argument regardless of 

sentence polarity. However, while in the NEG condition with one MA picture 

participants were looking at the mentioned argument (i.e., the competitor) for about 

200ms after the disambiguation offset (even if less steadily than in the AFF 
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baseline), in the NEG condition with two MA pictures, they were faster in shifting 

their gaze towards the actual target of the negative sentence. 

Three mentioned arguments. For the condition with three mentioned arguments, 

graph (4.21c) shows that the blue line (AFF) and the red line (NEG) do not overlap 

after the disambiguation offset. Similarly to what observed in the condition with 

two mentioned arguments (Graph 4.21b), we can see that the MA fixations 

increased in the AFF condition, but they rapidly decreased in the NEG one. 

Moreover, a closer visual inspection of the graph reveals that participants’ looking 

pattern behaviour began to differ in the two conditions at about 500ms from the 

disambiguation onset. Before this point, the graph shows that participants were 

fixating the mentioned argument at exactly the same rate in both AFF and NEG 

conditions. Interestingly, the NEG condition with three mentioned arguments 

includes only one target picture: despite the very high base probability of MA 

fixations (0.75), in the NEG condition participants rapidly shifted their gaze 

towards the actual target of the verbal description already during the unfolding of 

the critical word. Therefore, these patterns of fixations clearly indicates that the 

target has been disambiguated very quickly in both AFF and NEG conditions, 

resulting in a significant effect of polarity from 600ms after the disambiguation 

onset – highly significant from 650ms (see Appendix B; Table 4.18). 

To conclude, the comparison of the three graphs in Figure 4.21 shows a facilitating 

effect of the visual prominence of the mentioned argument on the interpretation 

process: in the NEG condition, participants were faster in shifting their gaze 

towards the actual target of the negative sentence as the number of pictures of the 

mentioned argument (i.e., the competitor) increased. Note that very similar patterns 

of fixations towards the mentioned argument were also reported in the descriptive 

analyses with cartoon characters (§4.3.3.1) and black and white geometric shapes 

(§4.3.3.2). However, this effect is less prominent with coloured geometric shapes: 

negation was processed very fast across the three experimental conditions, as 

indicated by the fact that participants’ looking pattern behaviour in the AFF and the 

NEG conditions began to differ very early after the disambiguation onset. This 

suggests some degree of flexibility and sensitivity of negation processing to 

propositional and perceptual features, which will be further discussed in §4.4.4.  

Summarizing, these findings provides further confirmation of the effects 

reported in the previous analyses on the target: first, negation displayed a significant 

processing penalty in target identification, compared to the affirmative baseline, as 

the number of potential targets increased; second, the unexpected drop in target 

fixations found in the NEG condition with three potential targets was due to the fact 

that participants’ visual attention was initially drawn towards the picture of the 

mentioned argument (i.e., the competitor) for about 200ms after the disambiguation 

offset.  
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4.4 General discussion 

In this section, we will first summarize our major findings revealed by the in-depth 

analyses of participants’ looking pattern behaviour during the real-time 

comprehension of affirmative and negative sentences (§4.4.1). Then, in §4.4.2, we 

will discuss how these results make an important contribution to the broad 

theoretical debate on the processing of sentential negation outlined in chapter 2, by 

providing compelling evidence in favour of a non-incremental processing strategy 

of negation. In §4.4.3, some considerations will be made on how to reconcile our 

findings with those from neurolinguistic studies pointing instead to an early 

integration of negation into sentence meaning, and thus to an incremental 

processing. Finally, in §4.4.4, we will discuss how the complexity of visual and 

linguistic information can affect the construction of the negative meaning, on the 

basis of some differences and some common features that emerged from 

participants’ looking pattern behaviour across item types. 

4.4.1. Our results: preliminary considerations 

The eye movement analyses conducted on the target revealed two main processing 

features underlying sentence interpretation. First, we found that participants were 

systematically slower in target identification when presented with negative 

sentences than with the corresponding affirmative ones, as indicated by a lower 

target preference in the three negative conditions compared to the affirmative 

baseline. Second, this processing penalty conveyed by negation increased as the 

number of target pictures displayed in the visual scenario increased. This latter 

finding is quite surprising and, to some extent, also counterintuitive, if we consider 

that an increase in the number of target pictures corresponds to a higher base 

probability of target fixations. Given the four areas of interest in which the visual 

scenario was divided (§4.1), participants had a 25% of probability of being already 

looking at the target picture before the onset of the critical word (i.e., the 

disambiguation point) in the condition with only one target picture: this base 

probability increased to 50% and 75% in the conditions with two and three target 

pictures, respectively. Nonetheless, the analysis of participants’ looking pattern 

behaviour showed that, as the number of potential target increased, participants 

were looking at the potential targets less steadily in the negative condition than in 

the affirmative baseline, as revealed by a larger difference in target preference 

between the two polarity conditions at the increase in the number of target pictures. 

For the aim of the present discussion, it is worth noting that, in the negative 

condition, an increase in the number of potential targets corresponded to a decrease 

in the number of pictures of the mentioned argument. While in the affirmative 

condition the pictures of the mentioned argument were the visual referents of the 

verbal description, in the negative ones they were instead the pictures to avoid, as 
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they represented the negated information. In other words, the pattern of findings 

described above reveals that, in the negative condition, participants were faster in 

target identification when more pictures of the mentioned argument (i.e., more 

visual competitors) were displayed in the visual scene. The visual prominence of 

the mentioned argument had, therefore, a facilitating effect on the processing of 

negative sentences, resulting in a reduced penalty for target identification, 

compared to the affirmative baseline, as the number of pictures of the mentioned 

argument increased.  

Nonetheless, the eye movement data also revealed that the processing costs for 

negative sentences could not be completely eliminated: even if the target 

identification with negative sentences was certainly enhanced by the visual 

prominence of the mentioned argument, participants were still slower in shifting 

their attention towards the target than in the affirmative baseline, as indicated by a 

lower target preference in all the three negative conditions. Remarkably, negative 

sentences displayed higher processing costs despite an adequate pragmatic context 

for the use of negation was provided. In our experimental design, both the negated 

and the actual state of affairs were always represented in the visual scene: negative 

sentences were therefore used to deny the presence of an entity (i.e., the negated 

situation) which was relevant in the discourse context (Wason 1959, 1961; Givòn 

1978, Horn 1989). Moreover, unlike in Orenes et al. (2014), the reference resolution 

task was consistent across experimental conditions: although the visual scene could 

include more pictures of the potential target, the introduction of a 

subordinate/coordinate clause always allowed participants to eventually identify a 

univocal referent for the verbal description. Therefore, the use of negation was fully 

informative in this discourse context, as it allowed the listeners to infer some 

relevant information about which was the figure under discussion by expressing a 

deviation from an expectation established by the visual scene. This allows us to 

argue that the higher processing costs reported for negative sentences 

compared to the affirmative baseline cannot be attributable to an 

unsupportive context of utterance, as assumed by pragmatic accounts of negation 

processing (among others, Nieuwland and Kuperberg 2008, Dale & Duran 2011, 

see §2.2.2).  

The analysis conducted on the mentioned argument provided further 

confirmation of the higher processing costs reported for negative sentences 

compared to the affirmative baseline. Strikingly, the analysis of participants’ 

looking pattern behaviour revealed that this processing penalty was attributable to 

an initial pattern of fixations towards the picture(s) of the mentioned argument after 

the onset of the critical word: this indicates a delay in target identification for the 

negative condition, as the picture of the mentioned argument corresponded to the 

visual representation of the negated rather than the actual state of affairs described 

in the sentence. Negation seems therefore to be integrated at a later moment into 

sentence meaning, as the listeners actively exploit the visual representation of the 
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mentioned argument during the early moments of sentence comprehension. In the 

descriptive analyses on the target, we reported an initial decrease in target fixations 

for the negative condition with three potential targets immediately after the 

disambiguation offset, which was more robust with coloured (§4.3.2.3) and black 

and white geometric shapes (§4.3.2.2) but clearly distinguishable also with cartoon 

characters (§4.3.2.1). This looking pattern behaviour is quite unexpected if we 

consider the very high base probability of target fixation in this experimental 

condition: importantly, the descriptive analysis on the mentioned argument 

revealed that this initial decrease in target fixations was due to the fact that 

participants were looking at the only picture of the mentioned argument displayed 

in the visual scene at exactly the same rate as in the affirmative baseline. Quite 

interestingly, we also found that participants were faster in shifting their gaze 

towards the actual target of the negative sentence as the number of pictures of the 

mentioned argument increased. The fact that negation was integrated faster into 

sentence meaning when more pictures of the mentioned argument were displayed 

in the visual scene provides further confirmation that the visual prominence of the 

negated information has a facilitating effect on the processing of negative 

sentences.  

To sum up, the eye movement data provided compelling evidence that negative 

sentences always displayed higher processing costs than the corresponding 

affirmatives. The visual prominence of the mentioned argument (i.e., the negated 

information) has been found to have a facilitating effect on negation processing: 

however, the processing penalty conveyed by negation could not be completely 

eliminated, despite an adequate pragmatic context of utterance was provided. 

Significantly, this processing penalty is attributable to an initial pattern of fixations 

towards the picture(s) of the mentioned argument reported in all the negative 

conditions. This evidence speaks in favour of a later integration of negation into 

sentence meaning, which, however, occurred faster when the mentioned argument 

was perceptually more prominent in the visual scene. Our data support the view that 

the negated information is actively exploited by the parser during real-time 

sentence comprehension, resulting in a facilitating effect on the interpretation 

process of the negative sentence.  

4.4.2 Towards a non-incremental view of negation processing: evidence in 

favour of the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis 

The positive effect of the visual prominence of the mentioned argument reveals that 

it was the activation and the retrieval of the negated information to hinder the 

processing cost of the negative sentences compared to that of the corresponding 

affirmatives. This evidence is strongly in compliance with a non-incremental 

processing strategy of negation (§2.2.1), which maintains that the negated 
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information must necessarily be activated during the comprehension process of 

negative sentences. According to the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 

2007, see §2.2.1.3), the processing of negative sentences consists of two 

temporarily distinct and subsequent stages, which correspond to the construction of 

two different simulations of the negated and the actual state of affairs, respectively. 

In this view, negation is not immediately integrated into sentence meaning, as the 

interpretation of the negative statement necessarily requires the former evaluation 

of its positive counterpart. The higher processing costs traditionally reported for 

negative sentences compared to the corresponding affirmatives would hence be 

determined by the need to construct and compare two different mental simulations.  

Crucially, a number of studies has reported a facilitating effect on the computation 

when negative sentences are presented in a supportive pragmatic context: during 

the early stages of the processing, the comprehenders can benefit from being 

presented with a picture representing the negated state of affairs, as they can retrieve 

the mental simulation under construction directly from the discourse situation 

instead of creating it ex novo. Evidence in this directions comes from more classical 

experimental paradigms of language comprehension (Carpenter & Just 1975; Kaup 

et al. 2005, 2006, 2007, 2007b; Lüdtke & Kaup 2006; Vender & Delfitto 2010; 

Hasson & Glucksberg 2006), EEG-ERPs studies (Fischler et al. 1983; Lüdtke et al. 

2008, Scappini et al. 2015), as well as from studies on negation processing 

conducted within Visual World Paradigm (Orenes et al. 2014, 2015). The 

facilitating effect of the visual prominence of the mentioned argument on the 

interpretation process can be explained accordingly: having more pictures 

representing the negated situation in the visual scene reduced the processing penalty 

of negative sentences, as it made the retrieval and the activation of the first mental 

representation required in the processing much easier for the parser.  

Strikingly, incremental models of negation processing (§2.2.2) cannot explain 

the reported facilitating effect of the negated information: quite the opposite, they 

predicted an increased penalty for target identification compared to the affirmative 

baseline at the increase in the number of pictures of the mentioned argument 

(§4.2.4). Incremental accounts maintain, in fact, that the processing of negative 

sentences resembles that of the corresponding affirmative, with no need to 

necessarily represent the positive counterpart to access the semantic meaning of the 

sentence. In this view, the higher processing costs traditionally reported for negative 

sentences are entirely attributable to an inadequate context of utterance, which 

requires the parser to adjust the lacking contextual information, and consequently 

slows down the comprehension process. When a pragmatically felicitous context is 

provided, as in the case of our experiment, the processing of negative sentences 

would not be more demanding than that of the corresponding affirmative sentence 

(Wason 1965; De Villiers & Flusberg 1975; Glenberg & Robertson 1999; Dale & 

Duran 2011; Nieuwland & Kuperberg 2008; Staab et al. 2008, see §2.2.2.1). It 

follows that, if the activation of the mentioned argument is not required for the 
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interpretation process of negative sentences, having more pictures representing the 

negated situation in the visual scene would have hindered rather than facilitated the 

comprehension process. These pictures, activated merely as a consequence of the 

lexical interference and the visual reference resolution process, were not supposed 

to be actively exploited by the parser during real-time sentence comprehension, and 

they would have been more difficult to inhibit due to their visual prominence. 

Despite the fact that the visual prominence of the mentioned argument has 

reduced the delay in target identification for negative sentences compared to the 

affirmative baseline, we found that the processing penalty displayed by negation 

could not be completely eliminated. The analyses of participants’ looking pattern 

behaviour revealed, in fact, that participants were always slower in target 

identification when presented with negative sentences than with the corresponding 

affirmative ones, even in the one that turned out to be the easiest experimental 

condition (i.e., three pictures of the mentioned argument). Again, incremental 

models cannot account for this piece of experimental evidence since they maintain 

that the processing of negative sentences does not require extra processing time nor 

effort in comparison with that of affirmatives when an adequate pragmatic context 

is provided (§2.2.2.1). Crucially, the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 

2007) explains (and also predicts) this persisting penalty conveyed by negation by 

assuming that the processing of negative sentences is inherently more demanding 

than that of the corresponding affirmatives as it involves more complex and 

partially different cognitive representations (§2.2.1.3). Compared to that of 

affirmatives, the comprehension process of negative sentences requires in fact the 

construction and the subsequent evaluation of one more mental simulation, 

corresponding to the negated state of affairs. If the visual prominence of the 

mentioned argument can make the retrieval and the activation of this negated 

information easier for the parser, negation processing is expected to be nevertheless 

more demanding than that of affirmatives due to the additional processing step 

involved in the computation.  

As discussed above, the analysis on the mentioned argument provided 

compelling evidence of a later integration of negation into sentence meaning, as 

shown by an initial pattern of fixations towards the picture(s) of the mentioned 

argument in all the negative conditions. Nonetheless, the comparison of the 

listeners’ looking pattern behaviour between affirmative and corresponding 

negative sentences across visual scenes containing a variable number of pictures of 

the mentioned argument demonstrated that negation was integrated faster into 

sentence meaning when more pictures of the mentioned argument were depicted in 

the visual scene, with participants being faster in shifting their gaze towards the 

actual target of the negative sentence. Significantly, the Two-Step Simulation 

Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007) predicts an initial insensitivity to negation during the 

earliest moments of sentence comprehension, due to the retrieval/construction of 

the simulation of the positive state of affairs occurring at this stage in the 
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processing. In a non-incremental view of negation processing, the late inhibition of 

the negated meaning is interpreted as evidence of the second stage of sentence 

comprehension, during which the simulation of the positive state of affairs is 

rejected and negation is eventually integrated into sentence meaning. Evidence of 

a different sensitivity to negation between early and late stages of sentence 

processing has been attested in both behavioural (Hasson & Glucksberg 2006, Kaup 

et al. 2007, 2005, 2006) and EEG-ERPs studies (Fischler et al. 1983; Lüdtke et al. 

2008), showing that, during the earliest moments of the processing, the 

comprehender can benefit from being presented with a picture representing the 

negated situation, which corresponds to the mental simulation under construction.  

For the aim of the present discussion, it should be noted that a number of studies 

assuming an incremental strategy of negation processing have also provided 

evidence in favour of a late inhibition of the negated information (§2.2.2.2). 

Nonetheless, these studies maintain that the suppression of the information 

occurring under the scope of negation is strongly influenced by contextual 

considerations: when the negated information is not useful for sentence 

interpretation, its accessibility is considerably reduced from the earliest moments 

of sentence comprehension; instead, when the negated information is relevant for 

discourse coherence purposes and for the interpretation process, it is initially 

retained and receives a weaker interpretation resembling the original positive 

concept (Giora et al. 2004, 2005, 2007; Giora 2006; Paradis and Willners 2006). In 

this view, the possible retainment of the negated information is primarily affected 

by contextual and pragmatic factors. These considerations are in line with what 

assumed by pragmatic accounts of negation: the processing of negative sentences 

may undergo a two-stage based interpretation in pragmatic unsupportive contexts, 

where the comprehension process in slowed down by participants’ need to adjust 

the lacking contextual information (among others Nieuwland and Kuperberg 2008, 

Dale & Duran 2011, but see also Orenes et al. 2015 in §3.3.1). Nevertheless, 

throughout the discussion, we have seen that incremental models of negation 

processing cannot account for the systematic processing penalty displayed by 

negation in a supportive context of utterance nor for the facilitating effect of the 

visual prominence of the negated information on the processing. In contrast, these 

two main findings strongly suggest that the processing of negative sentences 

involves more complex and partially different cognitive representations compared 

to that of affirmatives, as proposed by the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup 

et al. 2007). For this reason, we interpret the initial insensitivity to negation revealed 

by the eye movement analysis on the mentioned argument as evidence of a non-

incremental processing strategy of negation, rather than as a consequence of 

contextual and pragmatic factors.  

Importantly, the manipulation of the visual prominence of the mentioned argument 
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allowed us to provide a clear interpretation of these language-mediated eye 

movements by overcoming those methodological limitations discussed for previous 

visual world studies on negation processing (Orenes et al. 2014, 2015, see §3.3), 

related to possible visual biases due to effects of lexical activation (Cooper, 1974; 

Tanenhaus et al. 1995; Allopenna et al. 1998; Huettig & Altmann 2005) and 

reference resolution (§3.4). The initial pattern of fixations towards the mentioned 

argument reported across negative conditions corresponds to an actual stage of the 

comprehension process of negative sentences: during the early moments of 

sentence comprehension, the visual representation of the negated information was 

actively exploited by the parser for the retrieval and subsequent activation of the 

mental simulation of the negated state of affairs, resulting in a facilitating effect on 

the real-time interpretation process. As discussed in chapter 3, language-mediated 

eye movements do not simply reflect the integration of linguistic information from 

the spoken sentence with perceptual information retrieved by the visual context: 

crucially, they also reflect the real-time mapping of the linguistic input onto 

dynamically updated and context-determined mental representations (Cooper 1974; 

Tanenhaus et al. 1995; Allopenna et al. 1998; Dahan & Tanenhaus 2005; Altmann 

& Kamide 2009, see §3.2.3.2 for a detailed discussion). The deviation of the eye 

gaze pattern in the negative condition from that in the affirmative one indicates the 

exact moment in which negation affected sentence meaning: at this later stage of 

the interpretation process, the mental simulation of the positive state of affairs was 

rejected and replaced with a simulation corresponding to the actual negative 

meaning of the sentence.  

Taken together, our findings are strongly in compliance with a non-incremental 

view of negation processing, along the lines of the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis 

(Kaup et al. 2007). First, we provided compelling evidence that the processing of 

negative sentences is inherently more demanding than that of the corresponding 

affirmatives also when an adequate pragmatic context of utterance is provided. 

Second, we reported a facilitating effect of the visual prominence of the negated 

information on processing, suggesting that the comprehender actively exploits the 

visual representation of the mentioned argument during the early moments of real-

time sentence comprehension. This found further confirmation in the initial pattern 

of fixations towards the mentioned argument reported in all negative conditions, 

which provided compelling evidence of a late integration of negation into sentence 

meaning. The higher processing costs traditionally reported for negative sentences, 

and replicated in the current study, are therefore attributable to the fact that the 

processing of negative sentences always involves first the retrieval/construction of 

one more mental simulation (i.e., the negated state of affairs) compared to that of 

the corresponding affirmatives. 
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4.4.3 On how to reconcile our findings with the preliminary results from 

Embodiment Cognition Research on negation processing 

Evidence of a late integration of negation into sentence meaning openly goes 

against the neurolinguistic findings on the processing of sentential negation 

discussed in chapter 2. Embodiment cognition research (§2.2.2.2) has provided, in 

fact, substantial neurobiological evidence that the processing of negative sentences 

induces a very early inhibition of those motor areas which are usually activated by 

the computation of the corresponding affirmatives (Tettamanti et al. 2008; 

Tomasino et al. 2010; Liuzza et al. 2011; Alemanno et al. 2012; Bartoli et al. 2013; 

Foroni and Semin 2013, Papeo et al. 2012). This early suppressive effect, which 

occurs already within 500ms after stimuli onset, speaks in favour of an incremental 

strategy of negation processing, as the suppression of the negated information 

occurs as soon as semantic effects are observable in the brain. As already pointed 

out, this neurolinguistic evidence poses a significant problem for the Two-Step 

Simulation Hypothesis, which considers the mental representations involved in 

language comprehension to be experiential in nature, featuring the activation of 

those motor brain areas deputed to non-linguistic cognitive processes such as 

perception and action (Zwaan & Radvansky 1998; Pulvermüller  et al. 2001; 

Pulvermüller 2002; Zwaan & Taylor 2006; Zwaan 2004; Kaup et al. 2007, see 

§2.2.1.3). Hence the question: if embodiment cognition research has provided 

evidence for a very early inhibition of the negated information, how is it possible 

that the activation of the very same information does significantly affect the 

processing costs of negative sentences? 

Although these findings seem in all respects quite contradictory, some important 

considerations must be made. The attentive reader will not have failed to notice that 

we had already underlined significant limitations of the neurolinguistic studies on 

negation processing reported in literature (§2.2.2.2). So far, embodiment cognition 

research has in fact investigated only limited aspects of negation processing through 

passive listening tasks, by focusing on simple and short declarative sentences 

presented without any linguistic or more general discourse context. Moreover, these 

studies have employed only a limited set of hand-action related verbs in first 

singular person. Quite intuitively, this neuro-imaging evidence appears hardly 

comparable with the findings from our experimental study, in which we 

investigated more complex linguistic structures, denoting performed actions, 

perceptual properties or existential properties of the described entities, as well as 

the role of contextual visual cues in the interpretation process (§4.2.2).  

If neurolinguistic research on action-related verbs has provided convincing 

evidence that the construction of the negative meaning blocks the access to some 

neural information related to the positive counterpart, very little is known about the 

effect of negation on those semantic contents that could involve modality-specific 

systems other than the sensory-motor one (e.g., perceptual cues) or more abstract 
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features of meanings (Papeo et al. 2012). Therefore, in our opinion, neurolinguistic 

research cannot be taken as evidence against findings from studies investigating 

more complex and context-related aspects of the interpretation process, that point 

to a non-incremental strategy of negation processing. In this respect, Bartoli et al. 

(2013) have suggested that, when the comprehender is required to express 

metalinguistic judgment about the truthfulness of the experimental sentences, it 

might be necessary for her to simulate both the negated and the actual state of 

affairs. For this reason, they do not exclude the possibility that, during the 

evaluation process, the deactivation of motor brain areas might be preceded by an 

initial stage of motor activation. The same explanation could hold for the execution 

of a reference resolution task, although further research is definitely needed to fully 

understand the involvement of different brain areas in the processing of 

heterogeneous negative structures presented within different contexts of utterance.  

To conclude, it is worth noting that some scholars have provided alternative 

explanations for the role of sensori-motor systems in language processing 

(§2.2.2.1). For instance, Patterson et al. (2007) assumed that the activation of motor 

brain areas during language processing would be determined by a spreading 

activation from other neuronal regions where the representations underlying 

language comprehension occur. In this view, semantic representations are 

completely independent from sensori-motor information: the activation of motor 

brain areas would occur only when motor features related to word meaning are 

required by the context, as in the case of action-related verbs. Similar considerations 

have been made by Mahon and Caramazza (2008), who argue that the activation of 

motor brain areas simply integrates more abstract representations underlying 

sentence comprehension. Assuming one of these theoretical perspectives might 

reconcile the neurolinguistic evidence and the findings from other experimental 

methodologies: however, since the current study did not involve the use of neuro-

imaging techniques, at the moment this remains a speculative explanation, which is 

not of primary interest for the aim of the present discussion.  

4.4.4 Sensitivity to propositional and perceptual features: some 

considerations from the differences emerged with coloured geometric 

shapes 

In this experiment, we included three different types of visual and linguistic stimuli: 

cartoon characters with declarative sentences denoting performed actions and 

events (e.g., Aladdin is/is not pitching a tent), coloured geometric shapes with 

declarative sentences describing perceptual properties (e.g., the circle is/is not red), 

and black and white geometric shapes with declarative sentences expressing 

existential properties of the described entities (e.g., there is/is not a square). The 

aim of this manipulation was to investigate whether the complexity of the visual 

and linguistic information might affect the online construction of the negative 
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meaning, and, if so, to what extent.   

The eye movement analyses showed a very similar pattern of fixations across item 

types, revealing two main common processing features underlying the 

interpretation of negative sentences, summarized as follows: i) a systematic penalty 

in target identification for negative sentences compared to the corresponding 

affirmative ones; and ii) a facilitating effect of the visual prominence of the negated 

information, which reduced, but could not eliminate, the aforementioned penalty 

displayed by negation. Interestingly, we found that these effects were less robust 

with coloured geometric shapes than with the other item types. As a matter of fact, 

the descriptive analysis on the mentioned argument revealed that participants’ 

looking pattern behaviour in the affirmative and corresponding negative conditions 

began to differ very early after the disambiguation onset, regardless of the number 

of pictures of the mentioned argument displayed in the visual scene. This early 

deviation of the eye gaze pattern indicates that negation was quickly integrated into 

sentence meaning in all the three negative conditions. Furthermore, the statistical 

analyses on the target showed that, in our area of interest85, the proportion of looks 

to the target was always higher than .60 for all the negative conditions (.69,.63,.64). 

In contrast, in the same broad time-window, the target preference in negative 

conditions ranged between .43 and .55 (.43,.49,.55) for cartoon characters, and 

between .28 and .52 (.28,.39,.52) for black and white geometric shapes, 

respectively. In addition, the positive effect of the visual prominence of the 

mentioned argument was less robust with coloured geometric shapes than with the 

other item types, as evidenced by a constant processing penalty conveyed by 

negation in the conditions with two and three potential targets.  

Therefore, this pattern of results indicates that, with coloured geometric shapes, 

the target picture was disambiguated very quickly across negative conditions and, 

accordingly, that negative sentences were processed faster than with black and 

white geometric shapes and cartoon characters. This is particularly evident if we 

compare the participants’ looking pattern behaviour in the condition with one 

mentioned argument across the three item types. The eye movement analyses 

showed that this condition displayed the higher processing costs for negative 

sentences in comparison to the affirmative baseline: strikingly, this was due to the 

fact that, after the disambiguation offset, participants were looking at the picture of 

the mentioned argument longer and more steadily than in the conditions with two 

and three mentioned arguments before shifting their gaze towards the actual target 

of the negative sentence. For cartoon characters (§4.3.2.1) and black and white 

geometric shapes (§4.3.2.2), the descriptive analyses revealed that, after the 

disambiguation offset, participants focused on the picture of the mentioned 

 

85 We identified as major area of interest the one-second time-window from the offset of the critical 

word (650ms) to the onset of the subordinate/coordinate clause (1650ms). 
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argument for 300ms and 350ms, respectively. Instead, for coloured geometric 

shapes (§4.3.2.3), the analysis clearly showed a different rate of fixations towards 

the mentioned argument between the affirmative and corresponding negative 

condition already during the unfolding of the critical word, with the two lines 

departing at about 150ms before the disambiguation offset.  

Taken together, these findings reveal that the processing of sentential negation 

displays some degree of flexibility and sensitivity to propositional and perceptual 

features. Colour is a perceptual property which is widely acknowledged in literature 

as one of the guiding attributes of the visual attention that aids target identification 

in the surrounding environment (Wolfe & Horowitz 2004; Jost et al. 2005; Snowden 

2002, Kim 2010, among others). As regards language processing, a number of 

visual world studies86 has shown that the listeners make active use of the perceptual 

attributes of the depicted objects such as colour during the real-time integration of 

the visual and linguistic input (Huettig et al. 2011; Huettig & Altmann 2004, 2007; 

Dahan & Tanenhaus 2005, Yee et al. 2009). Based on these considerations, we 

hypothesize that negation was processed faster with coloured geometric shapes 

because the linguistic input denoted surface properties of the described entities 

which were perceptually very salient. This made the retrieval of the perceptual 

information from the visual scene much easier: as a consequence, listeners have 

been faster in activating, and subsequently inhibiting, the mental representation of 

the negated colour information during the interpretation process, and the positive 

effect of its visual prominence was minimal. Note that a facilitating effect on 

processing was also found for affirmative sentences in comparison to the other item 

types. Furthermore, from a propositional perspective, it is worth noting for the 

present discussion that the interpretation of colour adjectives is widely agreed to be 

easier than that of other types of adjectives, and to require minimal processing 

difficulties (Sedivy et al. 1999, Sedivy 2003, 2005; Aparicio et al. 2015, among 

others). Based on Kamp and Partee’s (1995) classification, colour belongs to the 

class of the so-called intersective adjectives, which can be easily interpreted 

independently from the context of utterance as they have a more stable core 

meaning. For instance, if described as a green triangle, the referred triangle can be 

interpreted as being green or not, without taking into consideration other geometric 

shapes or other green objects in the context (vs. the interpretation of e.g., tall, which 

requires a comparison between two entities). Based on these observations, we 

assume that the simple propositional decoding of the colour adjective, together with 

the easier retrieval of the perceptual information had a facilitating effect on the real-

time integration of the visual and linguistic information with coloured geometric 

shape items. 

 

86 The interested reader might to §3.2.3.1 for a detailed discussion on how perceptual properties of 

the visual objects can determine shifts in the listener’s overt visual attention. 
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In contrast, the item conditions with cartoon characters and black and white 

geometric shapes required a deeper evaluation: the former described different 

characters performing complex actions on/with common objects, whereas the latter 

involved more abstract features of meaning, such as the presence or the absence of 

geometric shapes. Intuitively, the encoding of such linguistic information is more 

complex than that required for perceptual features such as colours, also with regard 

to the mental representations involved in the comprehension process. And, in fact, 

we found that the visual prominence of the mentioned argument had a greater 

facilitating effect on the processing of negative sentences with these two item types, 

suggesting that participants did importantly benefit from being presented with more 

pictures representing the mental simulation under construction (i.e., the negated 

situation). In particular, the item condition with black and white geometric shapes 

is asymmetrical with respect to the others. On one hand, the visual stimuli 

associated with both cartoon characters and coloured geometric shapes always 

contained a representation of the sentence subject (e.g. Aladdin is found in all the 

four quadrants as well as the coloured triangles). On the other, instead, with black 

and white geometric shapes participants had to identify whether a specific object 

existed or not in the visual context. This is arguably the reason why we found that 

black and white geometric shape items were more difficult than the coloured ones, 

despite both these item types involved the same kind of objects (i.e., geometric 

shapes): in the latter, the relevant object was always represented – even with a 

different surface colour (e.g. yellow triangle instead of a green one); in the former, 

instead, either you had the relevant shape (e.g., triangle) or you had a completely 

different one (e.g., circle).  

Summarizing, the comparison of participants’ looking pattern behaviour across 

item types revealed that the processing of sentential negation is affected by the 

complexity of the visual and linguistic information. Colour had a facilitating effect 

on the interpretation process, arguably due to its perceptual saliency and its simpler 

propositional content. Conversely, negation was processed slower with cartoon 

characters and black and white geometric shapes, as the greater linguistic and visual 

complexity of the presented stimuli made the comprehension process more 

demanding. Interestingly, these last two item conditions were also those that 

benefited the most from the visual prominence of the negated information, which 

made the computation of the negative meaning significantly easier.  

To conclude, one final remark regarding the cognitive mechanisms underlying the 

processing of sentential negation. On the one hand, we found that negation 

processing is sensitive to propositional and perceptual features of the presented 

stimuli, which has a facilitating effect on the negative sentence interpretation. On 

the other hand, the same looking pattern behaviour was reported across the three 

item conditions, indicating that participants adopted the same processing strategy 

during the real-time interpretation of negative sentences. This robust evidence of a 
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common cognitive strategy underlying negation processing is at odds with previous 

findings showing that the integration of negation into sentence meaning is affected 

by the types of predicates and terms involved (Mayo et al. 2014, see §2.2.2.2). In 

particular, Orenes et al. (2014) assumed that there are two ways of processing 

negation depending on the verbal context provided: either by simulating the 

alternative affirmative or by applying a symbolic tag to the negated information 

when this alternative affirmative is not available. These different processing 

strategies would be responsible for the different pattern of fixations reported for 

negative sentences in the binary and the multary verbal contexts in comparison to 

the affirmative baseline. As thoroughly discussed in §3.3.2, these different patterns 

of fixations might not necessarily imply two different processing strategies: rather, 

they can be considered the consequence of an inadequate context of utterance in the 

multary condition. Nonetheless, despite the underlined limitations of Orenes et al. 

(2014), which have biased, in our opinion, participants’ looking pattern behaviour 

in the negative condition, it is worth noting that our findings revealed a coherent 

pattern of fixations across item types, with participants initially focusing on the 

negated information and then shifting their visual attention towards the actual target 

of the negative sentence.  

4.5 Concluding remarks 

The aim of the present study was to investigate two core and widely-debated aspects 

of negation processing: the role of the argument of negation (i.e., the negated 

information) in the interpretation process, and the timing and the mode of negation 

integration into sentence meaning.  In order to so do, we conducted an identification 

task with eye recording to compare the time course of sentence comprehension 

during the processing of affirmative and corresponding negative sentences. Unlike 

in previous studies on negation processing conducted within the visual world 

paradigm (§3.3), we included a metalinguistic feedback to assess the final sentence 

comprehension, and we manipulated the visual prominence of the negated 

information by varying the number of pictures of the mentioned argument from one 

to three (§4.1). This manipulation allowed us to answer our two main research 

questions by controlling at the same time possible visual biases related to lexical 

and the reference resolution process: 

i) what is the role of the argument of negation in the interpretation process? 

The analysis of the participants’ looking pattern behaviour revealed an initial 

pattern of fixations towards the picture(s) of the mentioned argument after the onset 

of the critical word in all the three negative conditions. During the early moments 

of the real-time comprehension process, the visual representation of the negated 

information was actively exploited by the listener for the retrieval and subsequent 
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activation of the mental simulation of the negated situation. In addition, the more 

the pictures of the mentioned argument (i.e., visual competitors) displayed in the 

visual scene, the faster participants were in shifting their gaze towards the actual 

target of the negative sentences, as confirmed by a reduced processing penalty for 

target identification compared to the corresponding affirmative baseline. The visual 

prominence of the argument of negation had a positive effect on the processing 

costs of negative sentences, which are hindered by the retrieval and the activation 

of the negated information.  

ii) how quickly is negation integrated into sentence meaning? 

The comparison of participants’ looking pattern behaviour during the real-time 

interpretation of affirmative and corresponding negative sentences revealed that 

negation was integrated at a later moment into sentence meaning, as evidenced by 

the aforementioned initial pattern of fixations towards the mentioned argument 

across negative conditions. This indicates a delay in target identification for 

negative sentences, as the picture of the mentioned argument corresponded to the 

visual representation of the negated rather than the actual situation described in the 

sentence. Compared to the affirmative baseline, participants were always slower in 

target identification across negative conditions. As mentioned, the visual 

prominence of the negated information had a facilitating effect on negation 

processing: participants were in fact faster in shifting their gaze towards the actual 

target of the negative sentence as the number of pictures of the mentioned argument 

increased. However, although negation was integrated faster into sentence meaning, 

its processing penalty for target identification compared to the affirmative baseline 

could not be completely eliminated. 

Summarizing, our results provided compelling evidence that the processing of 

negative sentences is inherently more demanding than that of the corresponding 

affirmatives. Moreover, the visual prominence of the negated information has a 

positive effect on the interpretation, as it reduces, but does not cancel, the 

processing penalty conveyed by negation for target identification compared to the 

affirmative baseline. Finally, negation is integrated at a later moment into the 

semantic meaning of the sentence since, during the early moments of sentence 

comprehension, the comprehender actively exploits the visual representation of the 

negated information.  

Taken together, these findings strongly support a non-incremental processing 

strategy of negation, following the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 

2007). In this view, negation is not immediately integrated into sentence meaning, 

as the comprehension of a negative statement always undergoes a preliminary 

evaluation of its positive counterpart. This additional computational step 

determines the higher processing costs reported for negative sentences compared to 

the corresponding affirmatives. Crucially, comprehenders can benefit from being 
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presented with a visual scene depicting the negated situation during the early stages 

of the processing, as they can directly retrieve the mental simulation under 

construction from the discourse context rather than creating it ex novo. However, 

although a supportive pragmatic context can have a facilitating effect on the 

computation, the higher processing costs reported for negative sentences cannot be 

completely eliminated, due to the nature of the mental simulations involved in the 

comprehension process.  

To conclude, the comparison of participants’ looking pattern behaviour across our 

three item conditions (cartoon characters, black and white, and coloured geometric 

shapes) revealed that the processing of sentential negation is sensitive to perceptual 

and propositional features of the visual and linguistic information provided. In fact, 

when the negated information is perceptually more salient or easier to encode, as in 

the case of coloured geometric shapes, negation is integrated faster into sentence 

meaning. Nonetheless, the eye movement analyses showed very similar pattern of 

fixations across item types, providing compelling evidence for a common cognitive 

strategy underlying negation processing, which is non-incremental in nature. 
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5 The processing of sentential negation in atypical 

populations: the case of developmental dyslexia 

The second part of the present work is dedicated to the processing of sentential 

negation in individuals diagnosed with developmental dyslexia. While researchers 

have extensively studied the processing of sentential negation in typical populations 

(§2), only a few and quite recent studies have been conducted to investigate 

negation processing in children and adults with developmental dyslexia. In this 

chapter we will outline the theoretical framework of our follow-up study in chapter 

6, that aims at disentangling the relationship between developmental dyslexia, 

working memory and negative sentence processing.  

In the first section of this chapter (§5.1), we will provide a brief overview of 

developmental dyslexia and discuss its major linguistic manifestations. Despite the 

well-known reading and spelling difficulties that characterize this disorder, 

dyslexics suffer from important phonological and phonology-related deficits, as 

well as from an impaired grammatical competence. Significantly, throughout the 

discussion we will see how dyslexics manifest remarkable difficulties in the 

computation of complex linguistic operations, which are particularly demanding in 

terms of processing resources. In §5.2, after introducing the most influential model 

of working memory, we will discuss the experimental evidence pointing to a 

significant correlation between working memory deficits and the wide range of 

linguistic (and attentional) impairments that characterize developmental dyslexia. 

Finally, we will introduce the Working Memory Deficit Hypothesis (McLoughlin et 

al. 1994, 2002), which provides an exhaustive explanation for all the deficits 

attested in dyslexia by assuming specific limitations in dyslexics’ working memory 

capacity and processing resources. In the third section of this chapter (§5.3), we 

will review the little experimental literature that has so far explored the relationship 

between working memory resources, developmental dyslexia and negative sentence 

comprehension. Throughout the discussion, we will underline some important 

limitations of these studies, which are intrinsically related to the behavioural nature 

of the experimental paradigm employed to investigate sentence comprehension. 

Furthermore, we will also see how these works have provided conflicting evidence 

on whether negation represents a specific source of processing difficulties for 

dyslexics. Based on these considerations, as well as on our previous findings on the 

processing of sentential negation in typically developed adults, in §5.4 we will 

outline the main research questions of our follow-up study in chapter 6.   
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5.1 Developmental dyslexia: an overview 

Developmental dyslexia is a specific learning-based disability that interferes in 

particular with the acquisition of language. Despite an adequate intellectual ability 

and literacy exposure, individuals with developmental dyslexia have remarkable 

difficulties in properly acquiring reading and spelling skills: in particular, dyslexics 

perform very poorly in the reading and spelling of irregular words and non-words, 

displaying an overall difficulty in decoding letter-sound associations compared to 

age-matched normal readers.  

According to the International Dyslexia Association, this disorder affects 5-15% 

of the population, which equates to around 700 million people worldwide (IDA 

2017). In addition, a different distribution of the phenomenon has been reported 

across countries: for instance, while in Italy developmental dyslexia affects 3-4% 

of the population, the percentage increases up to 15-20% in the United States. 

However, this cross-linguistic discrepancy does not necessarily imply a greater 

diffusion of developmental dyslexia among English speakers: rather, it simply 

indicates a wider manifestation of reading and spelling difficulties in languages 

with an opaque orthographic system, such as English, characterized by less reliable 

phoneme-grapheme correspondence rules. Consider, for instance, the different 

possible pronunciations (in bold) of the diphthong ou in the English words though 

[ðoʊ], tough [tʌf], and through [θru]. Conversely, the mapping between graphemes 

and phonemes is more regular in languages such as Italian: for instance, the 

consonant cluster ch is always pronounced [k], regardless of its position within the 

word and of the following vowel sound. Italian speakers have hence more chances 

to read properly both regular (e.g., chiesa [ˈkjɛza] - church) and irregular words 

(e.g., pachiderma [pakiˈdɛrma] - pachyderm), being facilitated by a more 

transparent orthographic system. Based on these considerations, the different 

percentages concerning the distribution of developmental dyslexia must therefore 

be interpreted with caution, as they are likely to be underestimated: reading and 

spelling difficulties are easier to detect in languages allowing more than one 

possible letter-sound association, whereas they might go unnoticed in more 

transparent languages.  

A large number of functional imaging studies have confirmed the 

neurobiological basis of developmental dyslexia87. Individuals with dyslexia are in 

fact characterized by both anatomical and functional abnormalities in the left 

hemisphere language network, such as consistent under-activations in left 

temporoparietal and occipitotemporal regions (Dèmonet et al. 2004, Shaywitz & 

Shaywitz 2005, Paulesu et al. 2001): the former is involved in phonological 

processing and phoneme-grapheme conversion, while the latter plays a crucial role 

 

87 The interested reader might refer to Peterson & Pennington (2012) for a comprehensive review of 

the neurobiological bases of developmental dyslexia. 
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in processes of word recognition. Abnormal activations of the left interior frontal 

gyrus are also commonly reported, together with local white matter changes in this 

brain area as well as in the left temporoparietal regions (Nagy et al. 2004, Niogi & 

McCandliss 2006, Klingberg et al. 2000). In addition, it has been demonstrated that 

developmental dyslexia is a highly inheritable disorder: a child has a 50% chance 

of being dyslexic if they have a parent or a sibling who is in turn dyslexic (Gayan 

& Olson 1999, Galaburda et al. 2006, Kaminen & Hannula-Jouppi 2003). 

Furthermore, it is worth noting that individuals with a diagnosis of dyslexia 

often present other developmental impairments: in particular, the co-occurrence of 

dyslexia with dysorthographia (i.e., difficulty in acquiring, recognizing and 

reproducing orthographic coding) and dysgraphia (i.e., impaired handwriting) are 

very common. Significantly, in a study on 300 Italian dyslexic children, Gagliano 

and colleagues (2007) reported an overlapping probability of 98,7% between 

dyslexia and dysorthographia, and of 82,7% between dyslexia and dysgraphia, 

respectively. Also worth mentioning is a subsequent study by Stella and colleagues 

(2009), who reported lower levels of comorbidity between dyslexia and 

dysorthographia (65,2%), dysgraphia (43,5%). Other disorders that may 

accompany developmental dyslexia are known as dyscalculia (i.e., difficulty in 

learning or comprehending arithmetic) and dyspraxia (i.e., difficulty in planning 

and coordinating body movements). In addition, children diagnosed with dyslexia 

are often affected by Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), a 

neurodevelopmental disorder that is characterized, as the name suggests, by 

ongoing patterns of inattention and excessive hyperactivity. As concerns these non-

linguistic disorders, Stella and colleagues (2009) found that a comorbidity with 

ADHD is present in 10,9% of dyslexic children, while comorbidity with dyspraxia 

is present in 26,1% of dyslexic individuals. Moreover, it is reported that 

approximately 44,6% of children with developmental dyslexia are also affected by 

dyscalculia. 

Reading and spelling difficulties are widely acknowledged as the hallmark of 

dyslexia: however, individuals diagnosed with this developmental disorder exhibit 

more complex and widespread impairments that are not restricted to the linguistic 

domain but do also affect the attentional (Everatt et al. 1997, Hari et al. 1999) and 

the motor dimensions (Ramus et al. 2003, Nicolson and Fawcett 1990). 

Interestingly, as concerns linguistic-related competences, a consistent number of 

studies has reported that dyslexic subjects display significant impairments in both 

the phonological (Ramus et al. 2003, Rack et al. 1992, Brady et al. 1983, Elbro 

1997, Desroches et al. 2006, Paulesu et al. 2001) and the morpho-syntactic domains 

(Bar-Shalom et al. 1993, Byrne 1981, Waltzman and Cairns 2000, Mann et al. 1984) 

, as well as in the vocabulary development (Scarborough 1990, Snowling et al. 

2003, Denckla and Rudel 1976) and in the interpretative processes (Fiorin 2010, 

Vender 2011, 2017). The following sections will be devoted to an overview of these 

major linguistic manifestations of developmental dyslexia. 
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5.1.1 Linguistic manifestations of developmental dyslexia 

The linguistic difficulties related to developmental dyslexia are not restricted to 

reading and spelling skills (§5.1.1.1): a number of studies has shown in fact that 

dyslexics manifest important phonological and phonology-related deficits 

(§5.1.1.2), as well as morpho-syntactic and interpretative impairments (§.5.1.1.3). 

In the following sections, these major linguistic impairments will be discussed. 

5.1.1.1 Reading and spelling difficulties 

As discussed in the previous section, the most remarkable impairment exhibited by 

dyslexics is the poor development of reading and spelling skills. As a matter of fact, 

a large number of studies has shown that dyslexic children have a poor reading 

fluency, characterized by a slow and effortful decoding process. The reading is also 

remarkably inaccurate: dyslexics struggle to discriminate between similar 

graphemes which differ in small orthographic details (e.g., m-n; b-d), as well as 

between graphemes corresponding to similar phonemes (e.g., the bilabial plosives 

b and p). In addition, the reading errors are not limited to the wrong decoding of 

single graphemes, but dyslexics often replace entire words (e.g., then) with similar-

looking but unrelated ones (e.g., when) during reading. Significantly, dyslexics 

perform remarkably worse when they are asked to read unfamiliar words and non-

words.  

These reading difficulties can be interpreted following the Dual-Route Cascade 

(DRC) Model88 of reading (Coltheart et al. 2001). In short89, according to this 

computational model, the reading process can be achieved through two major routes 

– the lexical and the sub-lexical one. The lexical route processes each word as an 

indivisible unit, which is stored in the orthographic input lexicon along with its 

pronunciation. When the readers visually recognize a written word, they access the 

corresponding lexical entry and retrieve the information about its phonological 

form. Quite intuitively, the lexical route can be used to read familiar and more 

common words: however, it does not enable the reading of non-words, which 

cannot be stored in the orthographic input lexicon and do not have a semantic lexical 

entry. Non-words can be read exclusively through the sub-lexical route: letter 

strings are decomposed in smaller units (e.g., syllables, graphemes) that are 

subsequently pronounced by applying the orthographic-phonological conversion 

rules. 

 

88Implemented from the original proposal known as Dual-Route Model (Coltheart 1985, Humphreys 

& Evett 1985). 
89 For a more comprehensive description of the Dual-Route Cascade (DRC) Model (Coltheart et al. 

2001) see Vender (2017). 
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The greater reading difficulty exhibited by dyslexics with non-words seems to 

indicate an impairment in the sub-lexical route that prevents the correct decoding 

of letter-sounds associations (Vellutino et al. 2004). Conversely, a better reading 

performance with familiar and common words suggests that dyslexics resort mainly 

to the lexical route to read words that they recognize as familiar thanks to some 

visual features (e.g., initial letters or syllables). Nonetheless, relying on visual cues 

does not guarantee a successful reading: rather, it might be a source of confusion, 

as evidenced by dyslexics’ tendency to often replace similar-looking graphemes or 

words. Moreover, a series of findings reported by Ziegler et al. (2003) suggest that 

also the lexical route might be damaged, to some extent, in the dyslexic population. 

In this study, English- and German-speaking dyslexic children exhibited, in fact, 

two main reading impairments: first, they were remarkably slower in reading 

compared to both chronological and reading age-matched children; second, this 

reading difficulty was directly proportional to the stimulus length with both words 

and non-words. These findings suggest that dyslexic children resort to a letter-by-

letter reading, typical of the sub-lexical route, also with more familiar and common 

words. Since this route is not working properly, their reading is extremely slow, 

inaccurate and effortful if compared to that of control children.   

While an effortful and slow reading is cross-linguistically attested, reading errors 

are more frequent in languages with an opaque orthographic system. In line with 

what discussed in the previous section, a series of studies have shown that English-

speaking dyslexic children have a low reading accuracy with both words and non-

words (40%): this finding is particularly remarkable especially when compared to 

the ceiling performance of children speaking a more transparent language such as 

German or Italian (Wimmer 1993, Wimmer and Goswami 1994, Seymour et al. 

2003). As far as concerns dyslexics’ poor spelling skills, the findings from a number 

of studies suggest a significant parallelism with the reading difficulties discussed 

above (Bourassa and Treiman 2003, Friend et al. 2008, Plisson et al. 2013). In 

particular, Bourassa and Treiman (2003) reported that dyslexic children made 

significantly more misspellings with non-words than with words. This evidence 

suggests that dyslexic children adopt decoding strategies similar to those used in 

reading, and in line with the assumptions of the DRC Model (Coltheart et al. 2001). 

For the spelling of more frequent words, they resort to orthographic strategies in 

order to retrieve the word visual form, stored in the orthographic input lexicon. 

Nonetheless, this strategy does not enable the spelling of non-words, as it is 

impossible to resort to visual stored aspects of invented letter strings. Non-words 

can therefore be spelled exclusively through the sub-lexical route, by applying the 

orthographic-phonological conversion rules. In line with what observed for reading, 

dyslexics’ better performance in the spelling of common words suggests that they 

mainly resort to the lexical route. This strategy, however, does not completely 

prevent spelling mistakes, as confirmed by dyslexics’ poor spelling performance 
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with common words compared to that of both chronological- and reading-age 

matched children (Plisson et al. 2013). On the contrary, the greater spelling 

difficulty with non-words seems to confirm an impairment in the sub-lexical route 

that prevents the correct application of the orthographic-phonological conversion 

rules.  

To summarize, reading and spelling difficulties are the best-known manifestations 

of developmental dyslexia. Dyslexics exhibit poor reading and spelling fluency, 

both characterized by a slow and inaccurate decoding process. Quite interestingly, 

greater decoding difficulties are reported with unfamiliar words and non-words, 

suggesting that dyslexics have not completely automatized the correct decoding of 

grapheme-phoneme associations. As we will see in the following section, the 

difficulty exhibited by dyslexics in acquiring these systematic correspondences 

between orthography and phonology is attributable to the highly compromised 

phonological competence which characterizes the dyslexic population in its 

entirety.  

5.1.1.2 Phonological and phonology-related deficits 

An influential work by Ramus et al. (2003) has revealed that the entire population 

of dyslexics suffers from a compromised phonological competence. This 

impairment typically manifests as a lacking phonological awareness, a 

metalinguistic skill that allows individuals to analyse and deliberately manipulate 

the phonological structure of the words. It is in fact well attested by a large number 

of studies that dyslexics perform very poorly in those tasks requiring a conscious 

manipulation of speech units, such as the identification of initial, final and middle 

sounds of words, the detection and the production of rhyming words, the deletion 

and the replacement of phonemes in a given word, and the blending of syllables and 

sounds to create new words (among others, Bradley & Bryant 1983; Stanovich & 

Siegel 1994, Ramus et al. 2013, Desroches et al. 2006). Significantly, this 

phonological impairment persists into adulthood: despite a general improvement of 

their spelling and reading skills, dyslexic adults still obtain very low scores in tests 

assessing phonological awareness (Bruck 1992; Ramus et al. 2003; Wilson & 

Lesaux 2001, Paulesu et al. 2001), as well as in those tasks involving a taxation of 

the phonological processes, such as non-word reading and word dictation under 

articulatory suppression (among others, Ramus et al. 2003, Re et al. 2011). 

These phonological deficits are considered to be responsible for the reading and 

spelling difficulties exhibited by dyslexics (Rack et al. 1992). An inadequate 

phonological awareness determines in fact dyslexics’ inability to properly acquire 

and automatize the systematic grapheme-phoneme correspondences required for 

the decoding of words. In this respect, a number of studies has confirmed a strong 

correlation between phonological awareness and reading skills (Snowling 1995; 
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Blachman 1994, 1997, 2000; Rispens 2004), as well as between phonological 

awareness and the ability to recognize the letters of the alphabet (Bowey 1994; 

Johnston et al. 1996, De Jong and Van der Leij 1999). A poor phonological 

awareness is also significantly related to the greater reading and spelling difficulty 

manifested by dyslexics with non-words. As discussed in the previous section, the 

decoding of invented letter strings can in fact be accomplished exclusively by 

applying the orthographic-phonological conversion rules. Significantly, non-word 

reading represents an extremely critical task for both dyslexic children (Kamhi & 

Catts 1986; Rispens 2004) and adults (Ramus et al. 2003, Re et al. 2011, Elbro 

1997, Brady et al. 1983), supporting the assumption that non-word decoding 

strongly depends on phonological processes. 

Furthermore, a compromised phonological competence can also account for the 

vocabulary disorders often attested in dyslexics. A number of studies on dyslexic 

children has revealed that their vocabulary is often underdeveloped in comparison 

to that of age-matched typically developing peers. In addition, dyslexic children 

display a greater difficulty in acquiring long and infrequent words (Wolf & 

Obregon 1992, Scarborough 1990, Snowling et al. 2003). Further compelling 

evidence for an impaired vocabulary access in dyslexics comes from their low 

performance on rapid automized naming (RAN) tasks (Denckla 1972, Denckla & 

Rudel 1976). During the RAN test, participants are asked to name as fast as possible 

familiar items (e.g., objects, colours, letters, or digits) that are visually presented. It 

has been widely demonstrated that both adults and children with dyslexia are 

significantly slower than age-matched controls in picture naming90 (Felton et al. 

1990, Ghidoni & Angelini 2007, Wolf et al. 1986, Fawcett & Nicolson 1994, 

Willburger et al. 2008); moreover, dyslexic children perform even worse than 

reading age-matched controls (Denckla & Rudel 1976). These vocabulary 

impairments have been interpreted as a consequence of dyslexics’ difficulty with 

both the storage and the retrieval of the phonological representation (i.e., syllables 

and sound structures) of the words (Ramus & Szenkovits 2008, but see Wolf et al. 

2000 for an alternative explanation). Significantly, this assumption finds further 

confirmation in the fact that the lexical and vocabulary abilities of dyslexic adults 

result extremely impaired in those tasks involving a taxation of the phonological 

processes (e.g., lexical decision under articulatory suppression, Re et al. 2011). 

To summarize, phonological deficits are largely attested in the dyslexic population, 

and they are persistent across ages. Given the direct impact of the phonological 

 

90 Fawcett and Nicolson (1994) reported a greater difficulty for dyslexics in picture naming when 

presented with objects rather than colours and alphanumeric stimuli. According to the authors, the 

reason for this discrepancy lies in the fact that the number of possible responses is considerably 

higher for objects than for digits, letters, and colours (which are a limited number). The difficulty in 

picture naming seems therefore proportional to the amount of processing required to retrieve the 

lexical information. 
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competence on writing and reading abilities, the impaired phonological awareness 

exhibited by dyslexics is held responsible for their well-attested reading and 

spelling deficits. Furthermore, phonological deficits are also associated with 

impaired lexical and vocabulary abilities.  

5.1.1.3 Morpho-syntactic, semantic and pragmatic deficits 

Although the phonological domain has long been the most investigated area in the 

research on developmental dyslexia, the linguistic deficits exhibited by individuals 

suffering from this disorder are not restricted to phonological and phonology-

related abilities (e.g., reading and spelling skills). A number of studies has in fact 

demonstrated that dyslexics suffer also from an impaired grammatical competence, 

hampering their performance in tasks involving morpho-syntactic and semantic 

aspects of language. Significantly, this grammatical impairment manifests as a poor 

performance in the computation of specific and complex linguistic operations that, 

as we will see throughout the discussion, are particularly demanding in terms of 

processing resources.  

Byrne (1981) investigated dyslexic children’s comprehension of English tough 

constructions (1a), in which the surface subject of the main clause is the logical 

direct object in the embedded one. Note that the sentences reported in (1) have the 

same surface structure, but they differ in the underlying grammatical relations: in 

both sentences, the snake is the surface subject but, crucially, while in (1b) it is also 

the logical subject, in (1a) it represents the logical direct object of the biting. 

(1) a. The snake is hard to bite 

b. The snake is glad to bite 

Acquisition studies on typically developing children have revealed that sentences 

like (1a) are more difficult to interpret than sentences such as (1b). Younger 

children are not able to provide the correct interpretation of (1a) until the age of six: 

in fact, they tend to assign to the surface subject the logical role of the agent, by 

interpreting the snake as the agent of the action as in (1b). Significantly, this 

difficulty has been attributed to the higher degree of syntactic complexity of 

sentence (1a), which requires the computation of more complex syntactic 

dependencies91 than sentence (1b), making the computation too demanding for 

young children’s limited processing resources (Chomsky 1969, Cromer 1970). 

 

91 In (1a) the logical role of subject is carried out by an arbitrary PRO which is not phonetically 

realized and gets a generic interpretation (Chomsky 1980), namely: The snake is hard [PRO] to bite. 

The sentence involves therefore the computation of two different syntactic dependencies: one 

between the silent subject PRO and the verb to bite, the other between the logical object the snake 

and the verb to bite. Conversely, (1b) involves only the computation of a dependency between the 

logical subject the snake and the verb (Byrne 1981). 
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The findings reported by Byrne (1981) showed that dyslexic children perform 

remarkably worse than age-matched peers in the interpretation of tough sentences, 

as they tend to interpret the snake as the logical subject of sentence (1a) also during 

their first school years. In addition, when presented with an ambiguous sentence 

like (2), in which the surface subject can be interpreted either as logical subject or 

direct object, dyslexic children tend to interpret (2) as yielding a subject 

interpretation (1b). Conversely, age-matched controls provide an object 

interpretation, similarly to that assigned to the tough sentence in (1a). 

(2) The snake is horrible to bite 

Taken together, these findings indicate that, differently from age-matched peers, 

dyslexic children tend to always interpret the surface subjects as logical subjects. 

Interestingly, this linguistic behaviour resembles that displayed by younger 

children, suggesting that dyslexic children have a less mature grammatical 

competence than age-matched peers. As a consequence of more limited processing 

resources, dyslexic children have difficulty in providing the correct interpretation 

of tough sentences like (1a), which have a high degree of syntactic complexity.  

Processing deficits have been held responsible also for the difficulties exhibited by 

dyslexics in the interpretation of relative clauses. A number of studies have 

demonstrated that dyslexic children are impaired in both the comprehension and the 

production of subject (3) and object (4) relative clauses, with a performance 

resembling that of younger children (Bar-Shalom et al. 1993, Stein et al. 1984, 

Sheldon 1974, Mann et al. 1984, Guasti et al. 2015, Pivi & Del Puppo 2014, Gibson 

1991,1998). Significantly, the impairment displayed by dyslexics is more marked 

with object relatives than with subject relatives, and it persists into adulthood: in a 

study on Italian dyslexic young adults, Cardinaletti and Volpato (2015) found that 

dyslexics perform worse than age-matched controls in the production of object 

relatives, showing instead a performance similar to that of the adolescent control 

group. 

(3) The lion that hits the bear rolls the ball 

(4) The bear that the lion hits rolls the ball 

Greater difficulties with object relatives in comparison to subject relatives have 

been attributed to the more complex syntactic configuration of the former: as a 

matter of fact, (4) involves the computation of long-distance syntactic 

dependencies92, which are expensive in terms of processing costs (De Vincenzi 

 

92 The syntactic construction of both (3) and (4) involves the extraction of a constituent which moves 

from its merge position to the highest node of the syntactic structure (CP). The difference between 

subject and object relatives lies in the position from which the constituent had moved: in the former 
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1991). As argued for tough-sentences, the parallelism between the performance of 

dyslexics and that of younger children strongly suggests that the impairments with 

relative clauses are attributable to limited processing capacities (Gibson 1991,1998, 

Grodner & Gibson 2005, Warren & Gibson 2002, Guasti et al. 2015, Cardinaletti 

& Volpato 2015).  

Moreover, dyslexics have been found impaired with the interpretation of 

pronominal expressions. A study by Waltzman and Cairns (2000) has shown that 

eight-year-old dyslexic children have particular difficulties in the interpretation of 

coreferential pronouns, replicating the behaviour of younger typically developing 

children. When presented with a sentence like Anna admires her, dyslexic children 

tend to accept as grammatically correct the interpretation according to which Anna 

admires herself rather than another female person93. This inability to properly 

interpret coreferential pronouns is cross-linguistically attested in preschool children 

by acquisition studies on English (Chien & Wexler 1990), Russian (Avrutin & 

Wexler 1992), and Dutch (Philip & Coopmans 1996). Also in this case, the fact that 

dyslexics’ interpretative behaviour resembles that of younger children (who have a 

less mature grammatical competence) provides convincing evidence for 

underdeveloped computational resources in the impaired population. In a more 

recent study, Fiorin (2010) has investigated dyslexics’ interpretation of ambiguous 

sentences like (5), in which the pronoun his can be interpreted either as referring to 

the DP Francesco or to the DP every friend. Note that, in the former case, the 

pronoun his receives a binding interpretation(j), whereas in the latter a coreferential 

one(k)
94. 

(5) Every friendj of Francescok painted hisj/k bike 

In open contrast with the findings reported by Waltzman and Cairns (2000), the 

results by Fiorin (2010) revealed that dyslexic children are able to access both 

pronoun interpretations. However, differently from typically developing children, 

dyslexics tend to interpret the ambiguous sentences by constantly assigning the 

same pronominal reading across all the experimental items. This interpretative 

 

(3), it is extracted from the embedded subject position The lion that hits the bear [the lion] rolls the 

ball; in the latter (4), the extraction involves the constituent in the embedded object position The 

bear that the lion hits [the bear] rolls the ball. The syntactic dependency in (4) is longer because 

the constituent is moved from a more embedded position within the syntactic structure. 
93 Principle B of the Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981) states that a pronominal expression must be 

free in its governing category (i.e., the clause): hence, it cannot be bound with a c-commanding 

antecedent. In the sentence Anna admires her, the pronoun cannot refer to Anna, otherwise it would 

be bound within its local domain.  
94 Binding reading of sentence (5): for every x, if x is a friend of Francesco, then x painted x’s bike 

  Coreferential reading of sentence (5): for every x, if x is a friend of Francesco, then x painted 

Francesco’s bike 
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strategy adopted by dyslexics has been interpreted as evidence for a limitation in 

their computational resources. The process of ambiguity resolution is demanding in 

terms of processing resources, as it requires to evaluate two possible sentence 

interpretations: dyslexics would avoid this resource-consuming shifting by always 

assigning one of the two possible readings to the ambiguous sentences. In short, 

Fiorin (2010) showed that dyslexics are able to interpret coreferential pronouns: 

nonetheless, they display an interpretative behaviour that differs considerably from 

that of typically developing age-matched peers, probably due to their limited 

processing resources.  

Further research on the syntactic abilities in developmental dyslexia has 

revealed that children with dyslexia manifest remarkable difficulties also in the 

interpretation of passive sentences, as they master both the comprehension and the 

production of passive constructions significantly later than typically developing 

peers (Reggiani 2010). In addition, they also manifest relevant morphosyntactic 

deficits, such as a poor sensitivity to subject-verb agreement violations (Jiménez et 

al. 2004), a weak morphological awareness95 (Leikin & Hagit 2006), and an 

impaired inflectional morphology production (Joanisse et al. 2000). 

Lastly, recent studies have also indicated that dyslexics experience more problems 

with pragmatic aspects of language comprehension than typically developing 

individuals (Griffiths 2007, Fiorin 2010, Vender 2011, 2017). Fiorin (2010) 

investigated the interpretation of the grammatical aspect of Italian past tenses 

Imperfective (6) and Present Perfect (7): as the name suggests, the former encodes 

an imperfective aspect, and it is used to describe ongoing and habitual situations 

occurring in the past; the latter, instead, encodes a perfective aspect, and describes 

concluded situations. Results indicate that dyslexic children perform significantly 

worse than age-matched controls in the interpretation of the imperfective 

grammatical aspect, by interpreting (6) as referring to a complete rather than an 

ongoing event.  

(6) Marco mangiava il gelato 

Marco ate.IPFV the ice-cream 

Marco was eating the ice-cream 

(7) Marco ha mangiato il gelato 

Marco ate.PFV the ice-cream 

Marco has eaten the ice-cream 

Again, dyslexics’ interpretative behaviour is in line with that displayed by younger 

peers: while five-year-old children are already able to correctly interpret the 

 

95 Morphological awareness can be defined as the understanding of how words can be broken down 

into smaller units of meanings such as roots, prefixes, and suffixes (Tighe & Binder 2015) 
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perfective grammatical aspect, they still consider sentences like (6) as appropriate 

for complete past events (Hollebrandse & van Hout 2001). According to Fiorin 

(2010), the interpretation of the imperfective past tense involves a more complex 

reasoning in comparison with that of simple past, as it requires the computation of 

a conversational implicature. If the speaker wanted to convey the message that the 

event of eating the ice-cream in (6) had been completed, they would have used the 

past tense, which is fully informative in this respect. Consequently, the use of the 

imperfective tense in (6) suggests that the action of eating was not yet concluded. 

This pragmatic evaluation of the imperfective grammatical aspect is arguably too 

demanding for younger children and dyslexics due to their limited processing 

resources. Further evidence for pragmatic impairments in developmental dyslexia 

comes from a series of experiments performed by Vender (2011, 2017): children 

with dyslexia manifest significant difficulties in the interpretation of sentences 

including anaphoric dependencies, as well as quantifiers, frequency adverbs and 

propositional connectives. Significantly, the comprehension of this type of 

sentences requires the computation of conversational and scalar implicatures96, 

hence providing further support to the hypothesis of limited processing resources 

in dyslexics.  

5.1.1.4 Concluding remarks 

The linguistic deficits exhibited by dyslexics are not restricted to the well-attested 

reading and spelling difficulties, which can rather be considered as the most evident 

impairment of a more widespread and complex disorder. As a matter of fact, the 

entire population of dyslexics has been found to suffer from a compromised 

phonological competence: besides having a direct impact on reading and spelling 

abilities, phonological deficits are also associated with impaired lexical and 

vocabulary skills. Moreover, dyslexics also exhibit an impaired grammatical 

competence that hampers their performance in tasks involving morpho-syntactic, 

semantic, and pragmatic aspects of language.  Significantly, dyslexics perform 

poorly in the computation of specific and complex linguistic operations which are 

particularly demanding in terms of processing resources (e.g., interpretation of 

tough sentences, relative clauses, pronominal expressions, grammatical aspect). 

This evidence, together with the observation that dyslexics’ interpretative 

behaviour is often in line with that displayed by younger peers, suggests that their 

difficulties are determined by a deficit in their processing abilities. 

Among the different theoretical frameworks proposed to account for 

developmental dyslexia, the Working Memory Deficit Hypothesis (McLoughlin 

 

96 Scalar implicatures are related to the Maxim of Quantity (Grice 1975): the assertion of a lower-

ranking alternative (e.g., some) in an implicational scale (i.e., a set of ordered alternatives) implicates 

that the higher-ranking one (e.g., all) does not hold (Horn 1989, 1984). 
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1994, 2002, and further implementations in Fiorin 2010 and Vender 2011, 2017) 

considers the whole range of phonological, morphosyntactic, and interpretative 

deficits exhibited by dyslexics as attributable to their limited working memory 

capacity and processing resources. This proposal will be discussed in the following 

sections, as it constitutes the theoretical framework for our study on the relationship 

between developmental dyslexia and negation processing in chapter 6. 

5.2 Developmental dyslexia and working memory 

The range of linguistic deficits discussed in the previous section suggests that the 

difficulties exhibited by dyslexics can be traced back to a limitation in their 

processing resources, or, more specifically in their working memory capacity. In 

the following section, we will introduce the concept of working memory, discussing 

the most influential and well-known theoretical model outlined by Baddeley and 

Hitch (1974), and further implemented in Baddeley (2000). Then, in §5.2.2 we will 

provide an overview of the experimental evidence indicating a correlation between 

working memory impairments and dyslexia. Finally, in §5.2.3, we will present 

hypothesis originally proposed by McLoughlin and colleagues (1994, 2002), and 

subsequently implemented by Fiorin (2010) and Vender (2011, 2017), which 

suggests that developmental dyslexia and its major manifestations are crucially 

related to working memory inefficiencies. 

5.2.1 Towards an updated model of working memory 

Baddeley and Hitch (1974) define working memory as a multi-component system 

devoted to the temporary storage and manipulation of the information, which is 

required to carry out cognitive tasks such as reasoning, learning, and language 

comprehension. In the first formulation of what would become the most influential 

and well-known model97, working memory consists of three distinct components 

 

97 One of the first multistore models of memory was elaborated by Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968). 

According to their proposal, memory consists of three distinct stores: a sensory register, a short-term 

memory (STM), and a long-term memory (LTM). Significantly, the information would pass from 

one store to another following a linear fashion: first, it is processed by sensory organs to flow into 

STM, where it is temporarily maintained through rehearsal operations; then, the information flows 

into LTM for a long-term storage. In this view, the new information coming from the sensory register 

must necessarily pass through the STM to reach the final storage in the LTM: in turn, the retrieval 

of the information already stored in the LTM can be obtained only through the access to the STM. 

The major limitation of this linear model consists in its inability to account for experimental 

evidence showing that individuals with an impaired STM often exhibit an intact LTM, as the STM 

is considered the only access for the storage and retrieval of long-lasting information. The multi-

component model proposed by Baddeley and Hitch (1974) overcame this intrinsic limitation due to 

the unitary and linear nature of the information storage assumed by Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968). 
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(Figure 5.1): an attentional controller (Central Executive), and two slave 

subsystems, one dealing with auditory and verbal information (Phonological Loop), 

the other dealing with visual and spatial information (Visuo-Spatial Sketchpad). 

 

Figure 5.1. Baddeley and Hitch’s (1974) tripartite model of working memory.  

The Phonological Loop permits the temporary maintenance of the verbal material 

in the working memory. It consists of two independent subsystems, which are 

mainly controlled by the left hemisphere: a Phonological Store and an Articulatory 

Rehearsal Process. The Phonological Store is devoted to the temporary maintenance 

of acoustic and speech-based information: its storage capacity is limited in time, as 

the material is maintained only for about two seconds. The Articulatory Rehearsal 

Process performs two distinct functions: first, it converts visual material (e.g., 

written words or pictures) into a phonological code, so as to permit its temporary 

storage in the Phonological Store; second, it allows to enhance memory 

performance by refreshing the material maintained in the Phonological Store 

through subvocal repetition. Nonetheless, the Phonological Loop has a limited 

span: when the material to be refreshed by the subvocal rehearsal system increases 

considerably, the first chunks of information decay from the short-term 

Phonological Store before being refreshed again. This is precisely what happens 

when we cannot recall very long sequences of words or digits. The Phonological 

Loop is commonly referred to as the verbal component of the working memory, 

given its direct relation with language: in fact, it has been demonstrated that 

phonological memory is significantly involved in reading, writing, and spelling 

skills, as it allows the acquisition and subsequent automatization of the letter-sound 

correspondences (Colombo et al. 2009, Gathercole & Baddeley 1990, Gathercole 

& Baddeley 2014). 

While the Phonological Loop deals with the linguistic material, the Visuo-

Spatial Sketchpad allows the temporary maintenance and subsequent manipulation 

of visual and spatial information. This slave subsystem, which is mainly controlled 

by the right hemisphere, is deputed to the acquisition of visual semantics concerning 

information such as, for instance, the colours and the shapes of the objects. In 

addition, it is fundamental to the acquisition of spatial orientation and, more in 

general, geographical knowledge. Similarly to the verbal subsystem, the Visuo-

Sketchpad has a limited storage capacity: however, little is known about its internal 

structure and possible further subdivisions.  
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The Central Executive is the most important component of the working 

memory. Nonetheless, in the original version of Baddeley and Hitch’s model 

(1974), it is vaguely defined as an attentional system without storage capacity, that 

connects both the subsystems and the Long Term Memory. Its main functions are 

defined only later on (Baddeley 1986), and can be summarized as follows: i) the 

ability to focus and shift attention by inhibiting irrelevant stimuli; ii) the ability to 

distribute attention while performing different tasks; iii) creating an interface 

between Long Term Memory, Phonological Loop, and Visuo-Spatial Sketchpad. 

The major limitation of the original tripartite model of working memory lies in its 

inability to explain how the material coming from the two slave subsystems can be 

integrated and manipulated with that already stored in the Long Term Memory, as 

the Central Executive is not conceived to have a storage capacity.98 To solve this 

impasse, Baddeley (2000) introduces a fourth component of working memory, the 

Episodic Buffer, which can be defined as a storage system that connects 

bidirectionally the Central Executive and the Long Term Memory. The Episodic 

Buffer is conceived as an interface that is capable of integrating the visual, spatial, 

and verbal materials stored in the slave subsystems and retrieved from the Long 

Term Memory. In addition, it also permits the temporary storage and the 

manipulation of the information to form units or episodes (whence the name). 

However, due to the high computational demand of providing a simultaneous 

access to the different codes of information (i.e., phonological, visual and spatial), 

it has a limited storage capacity. In this updated version of the model, the Central 

Executive maintains its fundamental role of attentional controller, by focusing and 

dividing attention during the execution of cognitive tasks such as reading 

comprehension, problem solving, arithmetic and learning (Baddeley 2003).  

 

98 A further challenge for the original model proposed by Baddeley and Hitch (1974) was posed by 

studies showing that amnesic patients with an impaired Long Term Memory were able to 

immediately recall very long prose passages, which exceeded the storage capacity of the 

Phonological Loop. This evidence has suggested the existence of another mechanism enhancing 

their recall performance: crucially, such mechanism cannot be the Central Executive, as it is not 

supposed to have a storage capacity (see Vender 2017 for a detailed discussion of the clinical 

studies). 
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 Figure 5.2. Baddeley’s (2000) revised model of working memory.  

To summarize, the revised model of working memory proposed by Baddeley (2000) 

is exemplified in Figure 5.2. The Central Executive is an attentional controller 

without storage capacity that supervises the activities of three distinct slave 

systems. The first is the Visuo-Spatial Sketchpad, deputed to the temporary storage 

of visuo-spatial information. The second is the Phonological Loop (consisting of 

the Phonological Store and the Articulatory Rehearsal Process), which temporary 

stores verbal information. The third is the Episodic Buffer, which has a storage 

capacity and allows to integrate and manipulate the information provided by the 

other subsystems via the Central Executive. In addition, the Episodic Buffer is 

conceived to have direct access to the Episodic Long Term Memory99 so to integrate 

long-lasting information with the material provided by the other subsystems. Worth 

noting, Baddeley (2000) also draws an important distinction between fluid and 

crystallized memory: the former corresponds to the working memory, and refers to 

those cognitive abilities such as attention, temporary storage of information and 

problem-solving; the latter refers instead to cognitive functions associated with the 

acquisition of long-lasting and specific knowledge. 

 

99 Episodic LTM is deputed to the storage of specific facts and events from the past. Baddeley (2002) 

distinguishes the Episodic LTM from the Semantic LTM, where is stored generic encyclopaedic 

knowledge about the world.  
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5.2.2 Working memory limitations in developmental dyslexia 

Working memory impairments are widely attested in individuals suffering from 

developmental dyslexia. A great number of studies has in fact reported lower-than-

normal phonological and verbal abilities in both dyslexic adults (Ghidoni & 

Angelini, 2007, Alloway & Alloway 2013, Ghani & Gathercole 2013) and children 

(Jeffries & Everatt, 2004; Menghini et al. 2011, Poblano et al. 2000, Smith-Spark 

& Fisk, 2007, Swanson 1999, Hulme & Roodneys 1995, Helland & Asbjørnsen 

2004). In addition, deficient executive functions have also been found: dyslexic 

children perform significantly poorer than typically developing peers in the 

simultaneous execution of different cognitive tasks (Wang & Gathercole 2013), as 

well as in the execution of tasks involving visual search, orientation, and requiring 

to focus, shift or inhibit their attention (Brosnan et al. 2002, Facoetti et al. 2000, 

2003, Menghini et al. 2010). Crucially, Jeffrey and Everatt (2004) showed that, 

while dyslexic children are remarkably impaired in both phonological and central 

executive measures, their performance resembles that of age-matched controls in 

the execution of visuo-spatial and visual-motor coordination tasks. Taken together, 

these findings strongly suggest that the working memory impairments exhibited by 

dyslexics are restricted to the Phonological Loop and the Central Executive 

components, whereas the Visuo-Spatial Sketchpad appears to be undamaged. 

Besides the well-attested relationship between the verbal working memory 

capacity and the proper development of reading, writing and spelling skills 

(Colombo et al. 2009, Gathercole & Baddeley 1990, Gathercole & Baddeley 2014, 

Jarrett 2009), several studies have reported a significant correlation between verbal 

working memory and the impaired linguistic competence exhibited by dyslexics 

(§5.1.1.3). As concerns morphosyntactic competence, Rispens and Been (2007) 

found that dyslexic children’s poor sensitivity to subject-verb agreement violations 

is strictly related to their limited phonological working memory capacity. As 

concerns sentence comprehension, significant correlations have been reported 

between dyslexics’ limited working memory resources and their difficulties in 

interpreting complex or ambiguous syntactic structures such as tough sentences, 

passive or relative clauses (Wiseheart et al. 2009, Kim & Christianson 2013, 

Sprouse et al. 2012). In a quite recent study, Robertson & Joanisse (2009) 

investigated how syntactic complexity and task-related working memory load 

might affect sentence comprehension by dyslexic and normal readers. Interestingly, 

the results reported an overall worse performance by both groups as the working 

memory load increased: however, dyslexics exhibited a more substantial 

impairment in the interpretation process compared to the control group. Lastly, 

other studies have pointed out the relationship between a lower-than-normal verbal 

working memory capacity and the difficulties exhibited by dyslexics in the retrieval 

of lexical information (Gadsby et al. 2008, Leclercq & Majerus 2010, Majerus et 

al. 2008). Interestingly, phonological working memory seems to be involved also 
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in the learning of a second language, affecting the acquisition of both vocabulary 

and grammar (Martin 2013, Andersson 2010, Ramus & Szenkovits 2008).  

To summarize, a large number of studies have provided compelling evidence that 

individuals with developmental dyslexia display working memory deficits. This 

impairment, which persists into adulthood, does not affect all the working memory 

components, but only those related to the linguistic and central executive domains 

(i.e., Phonological Loop and Central Executive). Significantly, important 

correlations have been found between impaired verbal working memory skills and 

the wide range of linguistic impairments exhibited by dyslexics and discussed in 

detail in §5.1.1. In the following section, we will see how this experimental 

evidence has led towards the formulation of the Working Memory Deficit 

Hypothesis to account for the deficits observed in dyslexic subjects. 

5.2.3 The Working Memory Deficit Hypothesis 

Over the past few decades, researchers have proposed different theories to account 

for the underlying cause of developmental dyslexia and its wide-ranging 

manifestations. Based on neurobiological evidence, the proponents of the 

Magnocellular Deficit Hypothesis claim that dyslexia is caused by abnormalities 

found in the brain of dyslexics within the visual and auditory magnocellular 

pathway (Stein & Walsh 1997, Stein 2001). These auditory and visual impairments 

would be the source of a reduced sensitivity to rapidly changing stimuli, and have 

been held responsible for the poor reading and spelling skills exhibited by dyslexics. 

However, if on the one hand these sensory deficits can explain dyslexics’ impaired 

phonological competence and underdeveloped reading and spelling skills, on the 

other they cannot provide a satisfactory explanation for the well-attested vocabular, 

grammatical and attentional impairments. As the name suggests, the Phonological 

Deficit Hypothesis considers a deficit in the representation and processing of speech 

sounds as the underlying cause of developmental dyslexia (Ramus et al. 2003, 

Snowling 2000). According to the researchers, dyslexics’ difficulties with the 

representation, storage, manipulation and retrieval of speech sounds would explain 

their phonological, reading and spelling impairments. However, similarly to the 

Magnocellular Deficit Hypothesis, it remains unclear how a specific phonological 

impairment can account for the other linguistic and attentional disorders exhibited 

by dyslexics. The proponents of the Double-Deficit Hypothesis (Bowers & Wolf 

1993) claim, instead, that developmental dyslexia is characterized by two core 

disorders: besides the well-recognized phonological impairment, dyslexics would 

also experience a naming-speed deficit, which causes remarkably difficulties in 

rapid naming tasks. If on one hand the Double-Deficit Hypothesis can account for 

both phonological and lexical deficits, on the other it does not provide a satisfactory 

explanation for dyslexics’ impaired grammatical competence and attentional 
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disorders. Given their minor relevance to the aim of the present discussion, these 

proposals will not be further discussed. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that none 

of the theoretical frameworks outlined above can adequately account for the whole 

range of the linguistic and attentional deficits typically associated with 

developmental dyslexia. 

As discussed in the previous section, working memory impairments are well 

documented in dyslexia, and they affect, in particular, the linguistic and the 

executive domains. This evidence, together with the significant correlations 

reported between impaired working memory skills and the linguistic deficits 

displayed by dyslexics, has led towards the formulation of the so-called Working 

Memory Deficit Hypothesis. McLoughlin and colleagues (1994, 2002) were the first 

to suggest that working memory impairments can be held responsible for the entire 

range of linguistic and attentional deficits attested in dyslexia. In particular, these 

impairments would affect the capacity of the Phonological Loop and the Central 

Executive components: while phonological and phonology-related deficits 

(§5.1.1.2) can be attributed to the inefficiency of the former, the processing of 

demanding linguistic operations (§5.1.1.3) would hamper the correct functioning of 

the latter. 

The original hypothesis outlined by McLoughlin and colleagues (1994, 2002) 

has been further developed by other researchers, who aimed to provide an 

exhaustive explanation for the linguistic difficulties exhibited by dyslexics, in 

particular as regards the processing of complex syntactic constructions. In his 

proposal, formalized as the Verbal Working Memory Deficit Hypothesis, Fiorin 

(2010) suggests an implementation of Baddeley’s model of working memory 

(2000) in order to account for the entire range of verbal impairments deficits shown 

by dyslexics. Fiorin draws an important distinction between the two subcomponents 

of the Phonological Loop: while the Phonological Store, as the name suggests, is 

devoted to the temporary storage of the phonological information, the Articulatory 

Rehearsal Process is held responsible for the access to this material in order to 

restore it and make it available to the other subsystems for further computations. 

According to Fiorin, dyslexics would suffer from an impairment in the Articulatory 

Rehearsal Process that prevents the access to the stored phonological material 

causing the well-attested phonological, reading and spelling deficits. Furthermore, 

the author introduced a new working memory component, the Grammatical Loop, 

which is deputed to the temporary storage and manipulation of the grammatical 

information. Similarly to what assumed for the Articulatory Rehearsal Process, a 

disrupted access to this grammatical material would explain those linguistic deficits 

related to morpho-syntactic, semantic and interpretative aspects of sentence 

processing. All in all, the Verbal Working Memory Deficit Hypothesis can account 

for dyslexics’ poor phonological awareness and underdeveloped reading and 

spelling skills, as well as for their impaired grammatical competence. However, if 

on the one hand this model offers an exhaustive explanation for the verbal 
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manifestations of dyslexia, on the other it does not take into consideration the well-

attested attentional deficits shown by dyslexics, which confirm the presence of 

Central Executive impairments (among others, Everatt et al. 1997, Hari et al. 1999, 

Jeffrey & Everatt 2004). 

To overcome this limitation, Vender (2011, 2017) proposes the so-called 

Phonological and Executive Working Memory Deficit Hypothesis. Unlike in 

Fiorin’s model of working memory (2010), Vender does not need to postulate the 

existence of a specific subsystem deputed to the processing of the grammatical 

information in order to explain dyslexics’ impaired linguistic competence. Starting 

from the observation that dyslexics underperform in comparison to age-matched 

controls in all the phonological and executive measures (among others, Vender 

2011, 2017, Wang & Gathercole 2013, Jeffrey & Everatt 2004), she suggests that 

both the Phonological Loop and the Central Executive are severely damaged in 

dyslexics. Crucially, this impairment of the phonological and executive domains 

would be able to account for all the linguistic and attentional deficits attested in 

dyslexia. On one hand, an impaired Phonological Loop is held responsible for 

dyslexics’ poor phonological awareness and their difficulty in properly acquiring 

reading and spelling skills. On the other, a disruption in the Central Executive 

domain prevents dyslexics from accomplishing complex linguistic tasks that are 

particularly demanding in terms of processing resources (e.g., interpretation of 

tough sentences, relative clauses, pronominal expressions, grammatical aspect, 

interpretation of scalar implicatures, see §5.1.1.3). In addition, the limited 

processing capacity of the Central Executive does also account for their well-

attested difficulties with the execution of dual tasks, as well as with those 

concerning attention (Brosnan et al. 2002, Facoetti et al. 2000, 2003, Menghini et 

al. 2010). Altogether, the Phonological and Executive Working Memory Deficit 

Hypothesis provides an exhaustive explanation for all the deficits attested in 

dyslexia by assuming an impairment in the Phonological Loop and in the Central 

Executive domains. As concerns the linguistic manifestations, this model clearly 

predicts that dyslexics display remarkable difficulties with all those tasks that 

require a phonological analysis (e.g., phonological awareness tasks, reading, and 

spelling, see §5.1.1.2) or that are more demanding in terms of processing resources 

(e.g., sentence comprehension and production, see §5.1.1.3). 

To summarize, different models have been developed to account for the underlying 

cause of developmental dyslexia: however, most of them seem unable to explain 

the entire range of deficits associated with this disorder. The Working Memory 

Deficit Hypothesis, originally outlined by McLoughlin and colleagues (1994, 

2002), considers dyslexia as related to specific limitations of the working memory 

capacity and processing resources. Significantly, in its subsequent implementation 

by Vender (2011, 2017), this proposal offers an exhaustive explanation for all the 

phonological, morphosyntactic interpretative, and attentional impairments shown 
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by dyslexics. Our study investigating the processing of sentential negation in 

dyslexia falls within this theoretical framework. The following section will be 

dedicated to a brief review of the few literature exploring the relationship between 

working memory resources, developmental dyslexia and negative sentence 

comprehension. This, together with what emerged from our first experiment on 

negation processing with typically developed adults (§4), will constitute the starting 

point for our follow-up study in chapter 6. 

5.3 Negation processing in developmental dyslexia 

Although the processing of sentential negation has been extensively studied in 

psycholinguistic research (see §2 for a detailed discussion), only a few and quite 

recent studies have been conducted on individuals diagnosed with developmental 

dyslexia to investigate negation processing in this atypical population. To the best 

of the author’s knowledge, the first experimental study within this line of research 

was conducted by Vender and Delfitto (2010), who investigated the interpretation 

of negation in Italian dyslexic children. In this study100, the authors developed a 

sentence-picture verification task to test how dyslexic children interpret negative 

sentences in comparison with typically developing age-matched peers. Participants 

were first presented with sentences including external (9) and internal (8) sentential 

negation. Then, they were asked to evaluate the truthfulness of the experimental 

sentences against different pictures, matching either the negated situation (e.g., the 

hen reading the newspaper) or the actual one (e.g., the hen doing shopping). 

(8) The hen is not reading the newspaper 

(9) It is not true that the hen is reading the newspaper 

Results showed that dyslexic children significantly underperformed the age-

matched controls in interpreting negative sentences, as indicated by higher error 

rates in both the true negative (i.e., picture matching the actual situation) and false 

negative (i.e., picture matching the negated situation) conditions. Moreover, a 

negation-by-truth-value effect was found, with true negative sentences being the 

most difficult to compute. Lastly, the type of negation (i.e., internal or external) did 

not affect the performance of neither group: this latter evidence is in line with 

previous findings pointing to some common features underlying negation 

 

100 The study by Vender and Delfitto (2010) consisted of a total of four experiments, with the aim 

to assess the comprehension of different negative constructions: in addition to the negative sentences 

discussed in the text, the authors also investigated the computation of (i) negative passive 

constructions, (ii) sentences including negative quantifiers, and (iii) negative concord constructions. 

Given our major interest in the processing of sentential negation, the reader might refer to Vender 

and Delfitto (2010) and Vender (2017) for a detailed discussion of the other negative constructions 

and the related relevant findings. 
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processing, regardless of what the negative marker takes under its scope (Wason 

1961, Carpenter & Just 1975). Taken together, these results clearly indicate that 

dyslexic children face difficulties in the interpretation of negative sentences, 

showing a less accurate, but not slower, performance in comparison to typically 

developing children. The authors interpreted these results as consistent with the 

Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007), which maintains that the 

processing of negative sentences is inherently more demanding than that of 

affirmatives: as a matter of fact, it requires the construction of two different mental 

simulations (i.e., the negated and the actual state of affairs), both of which must be 

momentarily maintained in the short-term memory for a later comparison, allowing 

the parser to grasp the sentence negative meaning (see §2.2.1.3). In the false 

negative condition, the comprehender benefits from being presented with a picture 

depicting the negated situation, that corresponds to the mental simulation under 

construction. Conversely, in the true negative condition, the picture represents 

instead the actual situation, and the parser must therefore construct ex novo the 

simulation of the negated information. This computation is remarkably demanding 

in terms of processing resources, and can explain the greater difficulties reported 

with true negative sentences.  

According to the authors, the difficulties exhibited by dyslexics in processing 

negation are attributable to limitations in their working memory capacity, as 

predicted by the Working Memory Deficit Hypothesis (§5.2.3). As mentioned, the 

processing of negative sentences is considered particularly demanding in terms of 

processing costs, due to the nature of the mental simulations involved in the 

computation. In addition, the sentence-picture evaluation required to accomplish 

the task introduces an additional processing load, that makes the interpretation of 

negative sentences, and in particular that of true negatives, even more demanding 

in terms of computational resources. Following this line of reasoning, dyslexics 

would fail in negative sentence comprehension due to their limited processing 

resources, which are not efficient enough to cope with a too demanding linguistic 

operation. This assumption finds further confirmation in the fact that control 

children carried out the task without making a remarkable effort. Worth noting, 

evidence suggesting a relationship between working memory resources and 

negative sentence processing has been put forward by Deutsch et al. (2006), who 

claimed that the computation of negative sentences is particularly demanding when 

working memory resources are overloaded (see § 2.2.1.3 for a more detailed 

discussion). 

To summarize, Vender and Delfitto (2010) reported compelling evidence that 

dyslexic children display significant difficulties with the comprehension of negative 

sentences. This interpretative deficit would be due to their limited working memory 

capacity, which prevents dyslexics from carrying out complex linguistic operations 

that are particularly effortful in terms of processing resources. However, this work 
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presents two important limitations. First, similarly to Lüdtke et al. (2008)’s ERP 

study (see §2.2.1.3), the experimental design does not provide a pragmatically 

supportive context for the true negative condition: namely, the picture matching the 

negated situation is not mentioned in the sentence, producing a sense of pragmatic 

inadequacy (Wason 1965). The greater processing difficulties reported for true 

negative sentences may simply represent the consequence of an unsupportive 

context of utterance, which forces the parser to adjust the lacking contextual 

information. Second, affirmative sentences were presented as filler items: as a 

consequence, their interpretation was not analysed nor compared with that of the 

negative sentences. Therefore, it cannot be excluded that dyslexic children’s 

difficulties with sentence interpretation are not attributable to the computational 

cost of negation: rather, they might be evidence of a more general processing 

impairment, triggered by the complexity of the sentence-picture verification task. 

Scappini et al. (2015) conducted an ERP study to investigate the comprehension of 

affirmative and negative sentences in Italian dyslexic adults and controls. In a 

classical sentence-picture verification set-up, participants were asked to determine 

the truthfulness of affirmative and corresponding negative statements against a 

visual scenario. In order to avoid pragmatic infelicity, each test sentence was paired 

with the picture of two characters carrying out two different activities, so that both 

the action and the subject described in the test sentence were always present in the 

discourse context. Behavioural results showed that, despite a supportive context of 

utterance, negative sentences were more difficult to process than the corresponding 

affirmatives for both dyslexics and controls. Moreover a negation-by-truth-value 

interaction was reported in both groups, with the true negative being the most 

difficult condition. These results have been interpreted as evidence for a non-

incremental processing of negation. However, dyslexics performed remarkably 

worse than controls in the comprehension of both affirmative and negative 

sentences, as revealed by slower response times and higher error rates in all the four 

experimental conditions. This evidence does not corroborate the hypothesis that 

negation constitutes a specific source of processing difficulty for dyslexics, as 

assumed by Vender and Delfitto (2010): rather, it suggests a general computational 

impairment caused by the complexity of the experimental task.  

As concerns the ERP results, the analysis revealed that dyslexic adults displayed 

different ERP modulations for both affirmative and negative sentences compared 

to the normal adult readers. In line with previous ERP-EEG studies, larger N400 

amplitudes were reported for controls in the false affirmative and the true negative 

condition, providing further confirmation for the Two Step Simulation 

Hypothesis101 (see Fischler et al. 1983, Lüdtke et al. 2008). Instead, dyslexic adults 

 

101 In the true negative condition, the picture represents the actual situation described in the sentence. 

Larger N400 modulations have been taken as evidence that, at the early stages of negative sentence 
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displayed different ERP modulations for the very same conditions, which cannot be 

traced back to the N400 effect reported for controls: true negative sentences elicited 

a broadly distributed negativity, whereas no N400 effects were reported for false 

affirmatives. 

If, on the one hand, behavioural results do not confirm that dyslexics’ deficits 

in sentence comprehension are triggered by negation, on the other hand ERP 

findings suggest that this might be related to the fact that dyslexics interpret 

negative sentences by relying on different cognitive processes than those assumed 

by the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis. As discussed, a non-incremental two-stage 

processing is particularly taxing in terms of computational resources, as it requires 

the temporary maintenance of two distinct mental simulations in the short-term 

memory for their subsequent comparison. Given their limited processing resources, 

dyslexics would adopt alternative and less demanding processing strategies with 

the aim of reducing this considerable working memory load required for the 

interpretation of negative sentences. Quite interestingly, the activation of 

compensatory strategies in subjects suffering from working memory impairments 

has been reported in previous literature (Hulme & Roodnerys 1995, Schlösser et al. 

2006): in particular, Hulme and Roodnerys (1995) found that individuals can 

compensate their procedural difficulties by relying more consistently on unimpaired 

computational resources, thanks to their high IQ score. However, the fact that 

dyslexics performed significantly worse than controls in interpreting negative 

sentences seems to suggest that the alternative processing strategy employed by 

dyslexics is not adequate to compensate for their working memory limitations, 

which prevent them from copying with too demanding linguistic computations.  

To summarize, Scappini et al. (2015) found that negative sentences were more 

difficult to process than affirmatives for adults with and without dyslexia, as 

predicted by the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007). However, 

dyslexics performed remarkably worse than controls regardless of sentence 

polarity: this behavioural evidence does not provide, therefore, direct support to the 

assumption that negation is a source of processing difficulty for dyslexics (Vender 

& Delfitto 2010). Nonetheless, the ERP findings suggest that dyslexics adopt 

different cognitive strategies in processing negative sentences, to arguably reduce 

the working memory load required for a non-incremental interpretation of negation. 

However, the adoption of alternative processing strategies would not be enough to 

overcome their working memory limitations: as a consequence, dyslexics would 

fail in the comprehension of negative sentences, as confirmed by behavioural data. 

For the aim of the present discussion, it is worth noting that dyslexics manifested 

 

processing, the comprehender is constructing the mental simulation of the negated situation, since 

negation has not been yet integrated in the interpretation process (see §2.2.1.3 for a detailed 

discussion of ERP-EEG studies investigating negation processing). 
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interpretative difficulties and unusual ERP modulations also with affirmative 

sentences. Within this general framework, we cannot exclude the possibility that 

the pattern of behavioural and ERP findings reported for dyslexics might merely 

reflect an experimental artifact of the truth-value judgment set-up, which worsens 

their overall performance by introducing an additional processing load to the task 

execution.  

Similar findings were reported by Hu et al. (2018), who deployed a truth-value 

judgment task to investigate the comprehension of affirmative and negative 

sentences by young Chinese poor readers and age-matched typical readers. The 

results showed that negative sentences were harder to process than the 

corresponding affirmatives for both groups of readers, providing further 

confirmation for a non-incremental processing of negation. Furthermore, in line 

with the results reported by Scappini et al. (2015), Chinese poor readers displayed 

greater difficulties than controls in the comprehension of both affirmative and 

negative sentences, as indicated by higher error rates and response latencies. The 

authors interpreted these findings as evidence that children with reading disabilities 

face some general processing difficulties which are arguably attributable to the 

additional processing load introduced by the experimental task and not by the 

computation of linguistic negation.  

However, this study has important experimental limitations. First, the Chinese 

children who took part in the experiment were not diagnosed with a specific reading 

disability nor with developmental dyslexia102. Quite intuitively, although these 

findings resemble those reported by Scappini et al. (2015), they cannot be taken as 

cross-linguistic evidence for negation processing difficulties in the dyslexic 

population. Second, behavioural results (i.e., accuracy and response times) suggest 

that negation is not a specific source of interpretative difficulties for poor readers: 

however, this experimental evidence did not allow researchers to grasp possible 

qualitative differences in the processing strategies adopted by poor readers to 

reduce the cognitive load of negation processing, as assumed by Scappini et al. 

(2015). 

5.4 Concluding remarks 

In the previous section, we have discussed the few studies dealing with the 

relationship between developmental dyslexia, working memory resources and the 

comprehension of negative sentences. Interestingly, this experimental evidence 

speaks in favour of a non-incremental strategy of negation processing, as predicted 

 

102 Inclusion criteria were lower-than-average scores on the literacy test assessing character 

recognition, vocabulary knowledge, and difficulties in writing and reading Chinese (Leong & Ho 

2012)  
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by the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007). In fact, the behavioural 

results of both dyslexic and normal readers provide striking evidence that: i) 

negative sentences are more difficult to comprehend than the corresponding 

affirmatives (Scappini et al. 2015, Hu et al. 2018); ii) the true negative condition is 

the most difficult to process (Vender & Delfitto 2010, Scappini et al. 2015, Hu et 

al. 2018). The Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis accounts for the overall processing 

difficulties found in negative sentences (i), as well as for the negation-by-truth value 

interaction (ii) reported across behavioural and EEG studies deploying sentence-

picture verification tasks. More precisely, it maintains that the processing of 

negative sentences is inherently more demanding than that of the corresponding 

affirmatives, as it involves the construction of two different simulations (i.e., the 

negated and the actual state of affairs), that are momentarily maintained in the 

working memory for a later comparison. In addition, the greater processing 

difficulties reported for true negative sentences are due to the fact that the parser 

must construct ex novo the simulation of the negated situation, unlike in the false 

negative condition where this information can be easily retrieved from the visual 

scene (see §2.2.1.3 for a detailed discussion). 

Vender and Delfitto (2010) found that dyslexic children performed significantly 

worse than age-matched controls in the comprehension of negative sentences. This 

processing difficulty has been attributed to limitations in their working memory 

capacity, which prevent dyslexics from accomplishing complex linguistic 

operations that are particularly demanding in terms of computational resources 

(McLoughlin et al. 1994, 2002, see §5.2.3). Scappini et al. (2015) extended the 

investigation to the comprehension of both affirmative and negative sentences. 

Interestingly, behavioural data showed that adults with dyslexia underperformed in 

comparison to controls regardless of sentence polarity. Significantly, these findings 

pose a challenge to the assumption that negation constitutes a specific source of 

processing difficulty for dyslexics, as claimed by Vender & Delfitto (2010). Rather, 

they suggest a more general processing impairment, that is arguably related to the 

complexity of the sentence-picture verification process: as a matter of fact, this 

operation introduces a significant processing load, which makes the task execution 

too demanding for the dyslexics’ limited working memory resources. In line with 

this behavioural evidence, Hu et al. (2018) reported a general difficulty with the 

comprehension of both affirmative and negative sentences by young Chinese poor 

readers in comparison to age-matched typical readers. Again, these results have 

been interpreted as evidence of a general processing impairment caused by the 

interplay between poor readers’ working memory inefficiency and the task 

complexity.  

Nonetheless, as discussed in §3.4, it is worth noting that behavioural measures of 

sentence comprehension (i.e., response choices and reaction times) do not provide 

any relevant insight on the ongoing cognitive mechanisms underlying sentence 
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processing in subjects with and without dyslexia. In this respect, Scappini et al. 

(2015) found that dyslexics displayed different ERP modulations for negative 

sentences in comparison to the control group. If behavioural results do not point to 

negation as a specific source of processing difficulty for dyslexics, the ERP findings 

suggest that this might be due to the fact that they exploit alternative cognitive 

processes during negative sentence comprehension so to reduce the considerable 

working memory load required for a non-incremental computation of negation. 

However, this compensatory strategy would not be efficient enough to compensate 

for their working memory limitations, resulting in a poor interpretative 

performance. Although alternative cognitive strategies might be used to overcome 

specific procedural impairments (Hulme & Roodnerys 1995, Schlösser et al. 2006), 

it is important to underline that Scappini et al. (2015) found atypical ERP 

modulations also for affirmative sentences. Therefore, the ERP findings reported 

for negative sentences cannot be taken as conclusive evidence for an alternative 

strategy of negation processing: on the contrary, the entire pattern of unusual ERP 

modulations found for dyslexics might be merely the consequence of a too 

demanding experimental task, which affected their overall performance of sentence 

interpretation regardless of sentence polarity.  

To conclude, previous research has provided conflicting evidence on whether 

negation represents a source of processing difficulties for individuals with 

developmental dyslexia. This is in part related to intrinsic methodological 

limitations of the sentence-picture verification tasks deployed so far to investigate 

sentence comprehension in this population: due to their behavioural nature, these 

tasks cannot provide any relevant insights on the online cognitive mechanisms 

underlying negative sentence processing; moreover, the accomplishment of 

metalinguistic judgments might have a negative impact on the overall linguistic 

processing, as it requires a greater exploitation of the parser’s working memory 

resources. As a consequence, it is unclear whether the processing difficulties 

manifested by dyslexics and reported in literature are related to specific aspects of 

the linguistic processing or they are rather the result of an experimental artifact. As 

we will see in the next section, our follow-up study aims at disentangling the 

relationship between working memory resources, developmental dyslexia and 

negation processing by overcoming these methodological limitations. 

5.5 Rationale and research questions 

Besides the well-attested reading and spelling difficulties (§5.1.1.1), individuals 

with developmental dyslexia manifest a wide range of impairments, affecting not 

only the linguistic but also the attentional and the motor domain. As regards the 

linguistic manifestations of the disorder, dyslexics suffer from a compromised 

phonological competence, which has a direct impact on their reading and spelling 
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abilities, but also affects their lexical and vocabulary skills (§5.1.1.2). Furthermore, 

dyslexics exhibit a weak grammatical competence, as attested by a poor 

performance in the execution of tasks involving morpho-syntactic, semantic and 

pragmatic aspects of language comprehension and production (§5.1.1.3): in 

particular, dyslexics have significant difficulties in the computation of specific 

linguistic operations, which are remarkably demanding in terms of processing costs 

(e.g., interpretation of binding principles, relative clauses and scalar implicatures).  

Among the different theories proposed to account for developmental dyslexia, 

the Working Memory Deficit Hypothesis (McLoughlin et al. 1994, 2002), and its 

implementation by Vender (2011, 2017), argues that deficits in the phonological 

and central executive working memory components can be held responsible for the 

entire range of linguistic and attentional impairments shown by dyslexics (§5.2.3). 

This assumption is corroborated by the fact that working memory deficits are well 

documented in the dyslexic population: moreover, significant correlations have 

been reported between impaired phonological and executive memory skills and the 

different linguistic deficits exhibited by dyslexics (§5.2.2).  

Currently, there is little psycholinguistic research dealing with the relationship 

between developmental dyslexia, working memory resources, and the 

comprehension of negative sentences. The studies discussed in §5.3 provide 

consistent evidence for a non-incremental view of negation processing, along the 

lines of the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007). This model 

considers the processing of negative sentences as more demanding than that of 

affirmatives, as it requires the construction of one more mental simulation (i.e., the 

negated situation) in comparison to the corresponding positive statement (§2.2.1.3). 

Throughout the discussion, we have seen that all these studies interpreted their 

results by assuming that dyslexics’ processing difficulties are related to limitations 

in their working memory capacity, which prevent them from accomplishing too 

demanding linguistic operations.  

Nonetheless, these works provided controversial evidence on whether negation 

constitutes a specific source of processing complexity for dyslexics. On one hand, 

Vender and Delfitto (2010) found that dyslexic children have significant difficulties 

in interpreting negative sentences, and they argue that this difficulty in sentence 

comprehension is rooted in the high computational demand of a non-incremental 

processing of negation. On the other hand, Scappini et al. (2015) found evidence 

that dyslexic adults are impaired in the comprehension of both affirmative and 

negative sentences, suggesting a more general processing difficulty that might be 

related to the experimental complexity of the sentence-picture verification set-up. 

Similar evidence has been reported by Hu et al. (2018) for Chinese children with 

reading difficulties. Furthermore, on the basis of their ERP findings, Scappini et al. 

(2015) suggested that dyslexics might adopt alternative processing strategies during 

negative sentence comprehension, in order to reduce the excessive working 
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memory load required for a non-incremental computation of negation. However, 

both behavioural and ERP results must be interpreted with caution, as they might 

be biased by the complexity of the experimental set-up. Indeed, the sentence-picture 

evaluation required to accomplish the task introduces an additional processing load, 

which might have a negative impact on the overall sentence comprehension 

process. 

To summarize, previous research does not provide conclusive evidence on whether 

negation constitutes a specific source of processing difficulty for dyslexics. This is 

in part due to important methodological limitations of the experimental set-up 

adopted so far to investigate sentence comprehension. As a matter of fact, a 

sentence-picture verification set-up: i) does not provide any relevant insights on the 

cognitive mechanisms underlying the online processing of negation in dyslexic and 

non-dyslexic subjects; ii) introduces an additional computational load which might 

bias dyslexics’ interpretative strategy.  

Based on these premises, we will conduct a follow-up of our visual-world study on 

negation processing described in chapter 4, with the aim of deepening the 

relationship between dyslexia, working memory resources and negative sentence 

comprehension. The deployment of an identification task with eye recording will 

allow us to assess the final sentence comprehension and provide, at the same time, 

unbiased fine-grained information on the ongoing cognitive processes underlying 

the comprehension of negative sentences in dyslexic and typical subjects. By means 

of this original experimental protocol, we will understand whether the difficulties 

in sentence comprehension shown by dyslexics are related to specific aspects of the 

linguistic processing or whether they are rather attributable to an experimental 

artifact of the sentence-picture verification set-up. In addition, relevant insights will 

be provided as concerns possible alternative processing strategies adopted by 

dyslexics during negative sentence comprehension.  

To conclude, our follow-up study on the processing of sentential negation in 

developmental dyslexia aims to answer the following research questions: 

i) is negation a source of processing difficulty for dyslexics? 

In our first study (§4), we reported compelling evidence indicating that the 

computation of negation is a significant source of processing difficulty for normal 

adult readers. In particular, the processing costs traditionally attributed to negative 

sentences are arguably determined by the need to retrieve the negated information, 

which must be activated and then subsequently inhibited in order to interpret the 

sentence negative meaning. This evidence speaks in favour of a non-incremental 

processing of negation, arguing that negative sentences are inherently more difficult 

to process than the corresponding affirmatives because they require the 
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computation of two different mental simulations.   

The comparison of the looking pattern behaviour between dyslexic and normal 

readers during the real-time interpretation of affirmative and negative sentences can 

provide relevant insights on what hinders sentence interpretation in dyslexics. If 

negation constitutes a particular source of processing difficulty for dyslexics, we 

are expecting a delay in target identification in comparison to controls only in the 

negative condition. Otherwise, if dyslexics are affected by a more general 

processing impairment, we are expecting an overall delay in target identification in 

comparison to controls regardless of sentence polarity.  

ii) do dyslexics adopt alternative processing strategies during negative sentence 

comprehension in comparison to normal adult readers? 

The comparison of the looking pattern behaviour in the negative condition between 

the two groups of subjects can shed a light on this aspect of the processing as well. 

In our first study, we have found that normal adult readers benefit from being 

presented with the visual representation of the negated information (i.e., the 

mentioned argument), which is actively exploited during the real-time 

comprehension of negative sentences. In addition, the visual prominence of the 

mentioned argument has been found to have a facilitating effect on negative 

sentence processing: indeed, participants’ looking pattern behaviour showed that 

negation was integrated faster into sentence meaning as the number of pictures of 

the mentioned argument increased. If dyslexics adopt the same non-incremental 

strategies of negation processing as normal adult readers, we are expecting them to 

replicate this pattern of fixations.  

These research questions will be addressed in detail in chapter 6, which will be 

dedicated to our eye-tracking study on the online processing of sentential negation 

in Italian dyslexic adults.  
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6 The online processing of sentential negation in Italian 

dyslexic adults 

This second experimental chapter is organized as follows. In §6.1 we will outline 

the experimental design of this follow-up study, which constitutes a reduced version 

of our main experiment in Chapter 4. In §6.2, we will describe the materials and the 

experimental procedure. In addition, we will state our predictions with respect to 

the two main research questions outlined in §5.4. Section 6.3 will be devoted to an 

in-depth analysis of both the behavioural and the eye movement data collected: the 

latter will be treated separately for each item type (i.e. cartoons, black and white, 

and coloured geometric shapes. In §6.4, we will address the theoretical implications 

of our findings, and we will discuss the contribution of the present research to the 

investigation of negation processing in developmental dyslexia. Section 6.5 will 

finally conclude, by restating our research questions and summarizing the answers 

provided. 

6.1 The current study 

The aim of this study is two-fold: first, investigating whether adults with dyslexia 

adopt the same strategy in the processing of negative sentences as control subjects; 

second, verifying if sentential negation constitutes a specific source of processing 

difficulty for dyslexics, or if they are affected by a more general processing 

impairment.  

To this end, we administered the same task used in Study 1 (§4) to Italian 

speaking adults with and without a diagnosis of developmental dyslexia. 

Participants heard affirmative and negative sentences (1) while presented with a 

visual scene containing four sets of pictures, and they were asked to identify the 

visual referent of the verbal description. During the task, their eye movements were 

recorded.  

(1) Aladdin is/is not closing the door and Jasmine is cuddling a tiger 

The visual scene included at least one picture representing the described state of 

affairs and one visual competitor: for negative sentences, the visual competitor 

corresponded to the representation of the argument of negation (i.e., the mentioned 

argument). The visual prominence of the picture of mentioned argument (e.g., 

Aladdin closing the door in (1)) was manipulated by parametrically varying the 

number of quadrants in which it appears from one to three (Figure 6.1). 

Significantly, within the same visual scene, the mentioned argument could be either 

the target or the competitor depending on the polarity of the experimental sentence: 
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if the sentence is affirmative (e.g., Aladdin is closing the door), it is the target; if 

the sentence is negative (e.g., Aladdin is not closing the door), it is the picture to 

avoid, as it represents the negated state of affairs. It follows that, as the number of 

pictures of the mentioned argument increases, the number of potential targets 

increases in the affirmative condition, but it decreases in the negative one. 

 

Figure 6.1. Example of visual scenario with one (a), two (b), and three (c) quadrants 

including the visual representation of the mentioned argument for the sentences Aladdin is 

closing the door (AFF) and Aladdin is not closing the door (NEG) - (i.e., Aladdin closing 

the door). The visual scenario in (a) includes 1 target for AFF and 3 potential targets for 

NEG. The visual scenario in (b) includes 2 potential targets for both AFF and NEG. The 

visual scenario in (c) includes 3 potential targets for AFF and 1 target for NEG.  

The manipulation of the visual prominence of the mentioned argument103 created 

an initial ambiguity in the reference resolution task: as shown in Figure 6.1, upon 

hearing the main clause Aladdin is/is not closing door, the visual scene could in fact 

include more potential visual referents of the verbal description. This temporary 

ambiguity allowed us to investigate how participants exploited the visual 

information, in particular the picture of the mentioned argument, during the real-

 

103 The interested reader can refer to section §4.1 for a more comprehensive explanation of the visual 

manipulation introduced in the study. 
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time interpretation of affirmative and negative sentences. A disambiguating clause 

(e.g., and Jasmine is cuddling a tiger) was introduced for reasons of task felicity, 

as it provided participants with a univocal visual referent of the verbal description 

to successfully accomplish the task across all the experimental conditions. For the 

aim of the present study, we were mainly interested in the processing of the main 

clause, which was the one manipulated in terms of polarity: from now on, we will 

refer to this clause as target sentence. 

As in Study 1, we included three different types of visual and linguistic stimuli 

(§6.2.2.2): cartoon characters with declarative sentences denoting performed 

actions (e.g., Aladdin is/is not closing the door), coloured geometric shapes with 

declarative sentences describing perceptual properties (e.g., the circle is/is not red), 

and black and white geometric shapes with declarative sentences expressing 

existential properties of the described entities (e.g., there is/is not a square). This 

allowed us to investigate whether the complexity of the visual and linguistic 

information might affect the online construction of the negative meaning, and, if 

so, to what extent. A series of behavioural tests to assess participants’ reading 

abilities and working memory capacity were also included in the experimental 

protocol for this follow-up study.  

6.2 Methods 

6.2.1 Participants 

The study was carried out 25 participants divided in two groups: the target group 

was composed by 9 Italian adults with dyslexia, aged 18;1-27;1(M = 23;5, SD = 

3;45); the control group was formed by 16 adults without dyslexia, aged 20;9-29;0 

(M = 25;4, SD = 2;65). At the moment of testing, participants in the target group 

were diagnosed with dyslexia on standard criteria (ICD-10; World Health 

Organization, 2004), and they had no diagnosed or reported oral language problems 

and no hearing disorders. They were recruited through the Inclusion and 

Accessibility Unit of the University of Verona, the Italian Association for Dyslexia 

AID (Associazione Italiana Dislessia), and announcements on the web pages of the 

University of Verona. Control participants were recruited at the University of 

Verona via an online subject pool. None of them had reported history of speech, 

hearing or language disorders.  

All the 25 participants were volunteers and native speakers of Italian104. They 

had normal or corrected to normal vision. The participants’ recruitment and testing 

have been interrupted due to the Covid-19 outbreak in Italy and to the related 

 

104 Participants have been exposed to at least one foreign language (usually English) during their 

studies, and they cannot therefore be considered as monolingual speakers of Italian. 
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situation of public health emergency occurred during the year 2020. The study was 

approved by the local ethics committee and conducted in accordance with the 

standards specified in the 2013 Declaration of Helsinki.  

6.2.2 Materials 

6.2.2.1 Behavioural assessment materials 

Assessment of reading abilities  

Participants’ reading abilities were assessed through the administration of a subset 

of the tests proposed for the diagnosis of dyslexia in young Italian adults into the 

LSC-SUA Batteria per la valutazione dei DSA e altri disturbi in studenti 

universitari e adulti (Montesano, Valenti and Cornoldi 2020).  The battery is 

designed specifically for adults and consists of 17 tasks for the investigation of four 

broad domains of competence: reading, writing, text comprehension, and 

calculation. In addition, it also includes a questionnaire to measure self-assessment 

of reading and spelling related difficulties that could be seen as markers for 

dyslexia, adapted and translated into Italian from The revised Adult Dyslexia 

Checklist (ADCL; Vinegrad 1994). The tasks consisted of two tests of reading 

decoding (words and non-words reading) and a lexical decision task under 

articulatory suppression. All the tasks included in the assessment of reading 

abilities showed a good discriminatory power, with an overall 94% of probability 

of correctly discriminating a university student with dyslexia from an age-matched 

university student without dyslexia (Re et al. 2011). 

Words reading test. Participants were asked to read aloud four series of isolated 

words as quickly and accurately as possible. The four lists of words varied in 

frequency and concreteness, ranging from very common and concrete words (e.g., 

treno105 ‘train’) to less frequent and more abstract ones (e.g., tragicità106 ‘tragedy’). 

For the assessment, the evaluation of subjects’ reading ability included both speed 

and accuracy measures: the former was calculated in number of syllables read per 

second, while the latter in number of words read inaccurately. As for scoring, the 

error rate was calculated by assigning 1 point to each word read incorrectly or 

omitted. Self-corrections and hesitations were not considered an error as they 

already negatively affected the reading speed parameter. Accuracy and reading 

 

105 word frequency 194,290 (itTenTen16 Corpus). 
106 word frequency 2,991 (itTenTen16 Corpus). 
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speed raw scores were converted to z-scores107 according to standard reference data 

and used for the inclusion criteria. This task obtained an overall score of 92% of 

discriminatory probability: words accuracy 88% and words syllable/s 96%, 

respectively (Re et al. 2011).  

Non-words reading test. Participants were asked to read aloud two series of 

isolated non-words. The two lists varied in length and complexity: the short non-

words consisted in two- or three-syllable non-words (e.g., via-ca), while the long 

non-words consisted in four- or five-syllable non-words (e.g., nu-cor-pia-co). 

Again, both reading speed (number of syllables read in one second), and accuracy 

(number of words read incorrectly) were measured by the experimenter. The 

scoring system was the same adopted for the previous reading task. Accuracy and 

reading speed z-scores were computed and used for inclusion criteria. The non-

words reading tests represented an extremely effective task for assessing the 

reader’s decoding ability, as it obtained an overall score of 94% of discriminatory 

probability: non-words accuracy 96% and non-words syllable/s 92%, respectively 

(Re et al. 2011). In fact, as dyslexics are well known to resort to their lexical 

knowledge as a source of help in the decoding of written text, the lack of any lexical 

cues makes non-words reading extremely demanding.   

Lexical decision task under articulatory suppression In this task, participants 

were presented with a list of 24 words and 24 non-words mixed altogether. They 

had to silently read the list as fast as possible, and indicate with a stroke of a pen 

which words really existed. In addition, they were asked to repeat at the same time 

the syllable la continuously and aloud. Participants were given a limit of 60 seconds 

for task completion. For the assessment, the following parameters were taken into 

account: the errors (i.e., non-words marked as words), and the final score, calculated 

by subtracting the number of errors from the total number of words correctly 

identified by the subject. Raw error and final scores were converted to z-scores and 

used for the inclusion criteria. Similar to the previous tests, the lexical decision task 

under articulatory suppression is very reliable for discriminating dyslexic adults 

from non-dyslexic ones, with a very high probability-based effect size (99%, Re et 

al. 2011). In fact, the simultaneous repetition of the syllable la prevents the subject 

from resorting to the so-called articulatory loop, a working memory component 

which is crucially involved during writing and reading, especially at the early stages 

of their acquisition (Murray 1967; 1968; Baddeley & Hitch 1974; Baddeley et al. 

1984, see §5.2). If the resort to the articulatory loop is progressively reduced as the 

learner masters these skills, it remains instead relatively constant in dyslexic 

 

107 Z-scores are measures of an observation’s variability in terms of its distance from the mean. They 

are measured in standard deviation units (SDs) and can be either positive or negative depending on 

whether their value lies above or below the mean.   
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subjects (Ziegler et al. 2003, Carroll & Snowling 2004, among others). While 

carrying out this lexical decision task, the dyslexics’ reading ability is expected to 

significantly deteriorate: not only can they not benefit from the articulatory loop, 

but its activation also represents a source of phonological interference.  

Assessment of Working Memory Capacity (WMC) 

Participants’ working memory capacity was assessed through the administration of 

the Digit Span Forward and the Digit Span Backward tasks (standardization by 

Monaco, Costa, Caltagirone & Carlesimo 2013).  

In the Digit Span Forward task (DSF), the examiner pronounced a list of digits 

at a rate of approximately one digit per second. After listening to the entire list, 

participants were asked to immediately repeat the digits in the same order. If they 

succeeded, the experimenter would proceed with a list one digit longer. Instead, if 

they did not recall the list correctly, the experimenter would present another list of 

the same length. The sequences of digits had an increasing length, ranging from 

three to a maximum of nine items, and two sequences for each length were included. 

The test ended when the subject failed to recall the second list with the same length. 

The span was determined as the length of the longest list recalled correctly, 

indicating the quantity of material which could be stored in the subject’s short-term 

memory without exceeding its capacity. For what concerned the scoring, the span 

was calculated by assigning 1 point for each list correctly recalled, whereas no 

points were given for wrong repetitions.  

The same procedure and scoring system were used for the Digit Span Backward 

task (DSB), except that, in this version of the test, participants were asked to repeat 

the list of digits in the reverse order, starting from the last digit heard and ending 

with the first one.  

These two tests are frequently used to evaluate the verbal short-term memory, 

as well as Central Executive resources. Following Baddeley’s influential model 

(1986, see §5.2.1), the DSF task mainly involves the phonological component of 

the Working Memory, which is devoted to the short-term maintenance of the verbal 

information without any further mental manipulation of the stored data. Conversely, 

in the DSB, the stored information must not only be maintained but also 

manipulated in order to repeat the sequence of digits in the reverse order. Therefore, 

this version of the task is believed to primarily engage Central Executive resources.  

6.2.2.2 Identification task with eye-recording materials 

The experiment had a 2x2x3 mixed factorial design, with sentence polarity 

(affirmative/negative) and number of pictures of the mentioned argument (1-3) as 

within-subject factors, and group (dyslexic/control) as between-subject factor. The 

combination of the within-subject variables generated the following six 
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experimental conditions: 

 

Condition Sentence polarity MA pictures  

1 Affirmative sentence 1 picture 

2 Affirmative sentence 2 pictures 

3 Affirmative sentence 3 pictures 

4 Negative sentence 1 picture 

5 Negative sentence 2 pictures 

6 Negative sentence 3 pictures 

This experiment is a shortened version of the main study (Chapter 4). This choice 

was due to the fact that the execution of a complex and long task could have posed 

an excessive burden for the processing and working memory resources of the 

participants with dyslexia, which are notoriously limited. The same materials of 

Study 1 were used (throughout Chapter 4.2.2)108, but the task included only 72 

experimental trials (instead of 120), equally distributed among the three different 

types of stimuli: 24 items for cartoon characters, 24 items for black and white 

geometric shapes, and 24 items for coloured geometric shapes.  

Cartoon characters. The pictures consisted of four easily recognizable cartoon 

couples, that were introduced to the participants during the familiarization session 

(Aladdin and Jasmine, Bart and Lisa Simpson, Daisy and Mickey Mouse, Donald 

Duck and Minnie). In all the pictures, the two characters were always performing 

two different actions involving common objects (e.g., eating a sandwich, combing 

the hair). The position of the character performing the target action was balanced 

across items.  

Experimental sentences were Italian declarative sentences denoting performed 

actions, such as Aladdin is/is not closing the door and Jasmine is cuddling a tiger. 

For cartoon items, half of the sentences were affirmative, and half negative. The 

manipulation of sentence polarity affected only the main clause: the coordinate 

clause was in fact introduced only for task felicity, as it provided a visual referent 

for the sentence across all the experimental conditions. Experimental sentences in 

both affirmative and negative polarity could appear with three types of visual 

context, in which the number of pictures of the mentioned argument (e.g., Aladdin 

closing the door) parametrically varied from one to three. Within the same visual 

scenario, the picture of the mentioned argument could be either the target or the 

 

108 The reader can refer to section 4.2.2 for a more detailed explanation of how the experimental 

conditions and the different item types have been balanced in our experimental design. 
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competitor depending on the polarity of the target sentence. An example of 

experimental conditions for a cartoon item is reported in Figure 6.1, page 244.  

Coloured geometric shapes. The pictures consisted of three coloured geometric 

shapes each – a square, a triangle, and a circle. Each geometric shape could only 

appear in two specific colours: for instance, the square could be either black or grey, 

the triangle either yellow or green, and the circle either red or blue. It was never the 

case that a triangle and a circle were both coloured in red within the same visual 

scene. The position of the geometric shape mentioned in the target sentence was 

balanced across items.  

Experimental sentences were Italian declarative sentences with copulative 

predicates describing perceptual properties, such as The circle is/is not red, and the 

triangle is green. For coloured geometric shape items, half of the sentences were 

affirmative, and half negative. Similar to cartoon items, the manipulation of 

sentence polarity affected only the main clause, as the coordinate clause was 

introduced for reasons of task felicity. Experimental sentences could be matched 

with visual contexts in which the number of pictures of the mentioned argument 

(e.g., the red circle) parametrically varied from one to three. Based on sentence 

polarity, the mentioned argument could be either the target picture or the competitor 

within the same visual scene. An example of experimental conditions for a coloured 

geometric shape item is reported in Figure 4.3, page 155. 

Black and white geometric shapes. The pictures consisted of two black and white 

geometric shapes each among the following: a square, a circle, a triangle, a 

pentagon, and a star. The position of the geometric shape mentioned in the target 

sentence was balanced across items.  

Experimental sentences were Italian declarative sentences expressing existential 

properties of the described entities, such as There is/is not a square and/but a 

triangle. Half of the sentences were negative, and the other half were affirmative. 

Similar to the other item types, the manipulation of sentence polarity concerned 

only the main clause, as the subordinate/coordinate clause was only introduced for 

task felicity. Experimental sentences in both polarities were paired with a visual 

context in which the number of pictures of the mentioned argument (e.g., the 

square) could vary from one to three. The mentioned argument could correspond 

either to the target picture or to the competitor depending on sentence polarity. An 

example of experimental conditions for a black and white geometric shape item is 

reported in Figure 4.4, page 157. 

6.2.3 General procedure 

The study consisted of two separate sessions. The first session consisted in the 

administration of the behavioural tests (§6.2.2.1) to assess participants’ reading 

abilities and working memory capacity. The second session consisted in the 
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administration of the identification task with eye recording (§6.2.2.2) to investigate 

participants’ online comprehension of negative sentences. 

Each participant was tested individually in a soundproof room at the Laboratory 

of Text, Language and Cognition (LaTeC) of the University of Verona. The first 

session lasted approximately 20 minutes for each participant, whereas the second 

session approximately 40 minutes. The two sessions were usually performed on the 

same day, with an intermediate break of approximately 15 minutes. The entire 

experimental session lasted approximately 1 hour and 30 minutes for each 

participant.  

Identification task with eye recording procedure. The experiment was conducted 

using an SR Research EyeLink 1000 Plus head-mounted eye tracker, and 

participants’ eye movements were recorded at a rate of 1000Hz. Participants were 

calibrated at the beginning of the experiment using a nine-point display. Calibration 

and validation procedures were repeated multiple times throughout the 

experimental session.  

The same procedure of Study 1 (§4.2.3) was adopted. Before the beginning of 

the experimental session, participants were informed that they would listen to a 

series of sentences while some pictures would be displayed in the four quadrants of 

the screen. Their task was to find the visual referent of the verbal description and 

press space bar upon identification. To choose the correct picture, they simply had 

to keep looking at the corresponding quadrant while pressing the button for 

confirmation. Participants were informed that, although there was no time limit for 

choosing a picture, it was important to accomplish the task as quickly and accurately 

as possible. They were also asked to stay seated as still as possible throughout the 

duration of the test. 

The experimental session was preceded by a practice and a familiarization 

block. The practice session was useful for the participants to familiarize with the 

task, and to make sure that they had correctly understood the instructions. During 

the familiarization block, participants were introduced to the four cartoon couples 

employed in the experimental items: this allowed participants to recall the names 

of the different cartoon characters so as to carry out the identification task properly.  

Trials started with a one-second presentation of a central fixation cross. 

Following a two-second preview of the visual scenario, participants were auditorily 

presented with the experimental sentence. After the sentence onset, the visual scene 

remained displayed on the screen until participants pressed the space bar. If the 

space bar was pressed during the presentation of the audio stimulus, this did not 

affect the task execution. The trial concluded with the appearance of the written 

instruction Press space bar to continue: this allowed participants to manage the 

pace of the task execution and to avoid possible mental fatigue. No response-

contingent feedback was provided during the test. 
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The 72 experimental items were presented in 2 blocks of 36 items each: at the 

end of the first block, dyslexic participants were required to take a break for at least 

five minutes. After the break, the calibration procedure was repeated. At the end of 

the experimental session, participants were informed on the goal of the research. 

An example of one experimental trial is shown in Figure 4.5, page 160. 

6.2.4 Predictions 

The manipulation of the visual prominence of the mentioned argument allowed us 

to investigate whether it was the activation or the inhibition of the negated 

information which hindered the processing costs of a negative sentence such as 

Aladdin is not closing the door compared to the corresponding affirmative. In our 

first study, we reported compelling evidence that the processing costs traditionally 

attributed to negative sentences are determined by the need to retrieve the negated 

information, which must be activated and then subsequently inhibited in order to 

interpret the negative sentence meaning. In line with a non-incremental view of 

negation processing, control subjects benefited from being presented with the visual 

representation of the negated information (i.e., the mentioned argument), which was 

actively exploited during the real-time comprehension of negative sentences. 

Previous studies on negation processing and dyslexia (Vender & Delfitto 2010, 

Scappini et al. 2015, Hu et al. 2018, see §5.4) have argued that the interpretative 

difficulties exhibited by dyslexics with negative sentences are rooted in the high 

computational demand of the non-incremental processing of negation, which 

requires the retrieval/construction of the mental representation of the negated 

information and its temporary maintenance in the short-term memory for its 

subsequent comparison with the simulation of the actual state of affairs (Kaup et al. 

2007, see §2.2.1.3). This would result in an overload of the limited working memory 

resources of the dyslexic subjects, preventing them from successfully interpreting 

negative sentences, either because they cannot cope with the task (Vender & 

Delfitto 2010) or because they need to resort to alternative but less efficient 

processing strategies (Scappini et al. 2015). 

In light of the above, we predicted a facilitating effect of the visual prominence 

of the mentioned argument on the interpretation process for dyslexics. The 

prominence of the negated information in the visual scene would in fact make 

significantly easier the retrieval/activation and the maintenance of the negated 

information in the working memory, reducing the overload of dyslexics’ limited 

computational resources. In terms of looking pattern behaviour, we were expecting 

to find a similar pattern of fixations with negative sentences in the control and the 

dyslexic group, replicating the pattern of findings reported in the first experiment: 

that is, a reduced penalty for target identification, compared to the affirmative 
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baseline, as the number of pictures of the mentioned argument (corresponding to 

the negated information) increased.  

Based on previous findings, we expected dyslexics to adopt the same non-

incremental strategy of negation processing as controls, and thus benefit from the 

visual prominence of the negated information. However, it could be the case that 

negation processing is not specifically impaired in individuals with developmental 

dyslexia, who might suffer from more generalized interpretative difficulties with 

both affirmative and negative sentences (Scappini et al. 2015, Hu et al. 2018). If 

negation constituted a specific source of processing impairment for dyslexics, two 

possible outcomes would be expected: 

i) A control-like performance with both affirmative and negative sentences. If their 

processing difficulties were completely attributable to the high computational 

demand of a non-incremental computation of negation (cf. Vender & Delfitto 

2010), we would expect no delay in target identification with negative sentences 

compared to controls: in fact, the visual prominence of the negated information 

would significantly reduce the working memory load required for the computation. 

ii) A performance worse than controls’ only with negative sentences. It could also 

be the case that dyslexics’ interpretative difficulties with negative sentences were 

only partially related to the high computational costs of a non-incremental 

processing of negation. If so, we would expect dyslexics to underperform in target 

identification with negative sentences compared to controls.    

Otherwise, if dyslexics were affected by a more general processing impairment (cf. 

Scappini et al. 2015, Hu et al. 2018), we would expect an overall delay in target 

identification compared to controls with both affirmative and negative sentences.  

6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Behavioural assessment 

In order to be included in the study, participants diagnosed with dyslexia had to 

score 1.5 standard deviations (SDs) below the mean of the normative data for their 

age group in at least two measures of the reading tasks (either accuracy or speed) 

and in one measure of the lexical decision task under articulatory suppression 

(either errors or final score). All the subjects initially recruited for the dyslexic 

group were included in the analysis as they all performed below the pathologic 

performance cut-off in at least three measures of the reading assessment.  

Conversely, controls had to score within the normal ranges in all the reading tasks. 

The performance of 15 out of 16 subjects recruited in the control group was 

included in the analysis, as one subject performed 2.46 SDs below the mean in one 
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of the measures (final score) of the lexical decision task under articulatory 

suppression.  

Reading abilities. A series of independent sample t-tests were conducted to 

compare the performance of the two groups in each measure of the three reading 

tasks. Relevant data and statistical significance of the t-tests are reported below in 

Table 6.1. 

As for words reading, results showed that dyslexics were significantly slower 

[t(22) = -6.44, p < .001] and less accurate [t(22) = 4.07, p < .001] than controls. 

Similar results were obtained for what concerned non-words reading: dyslexic 

participants experienced significantly greater difficulties in comparison with 

control subjects in both accuracy [t(22) = 3.81, p < .001]  and reading speed [t(22) 

= -6.09, p < .001]. Finally, dyslexics performed significantly worse than controls 

also in the lexical decision under articulatory suppression task, in which they were 

less accurate [t(22) = 3.01, p < .01] and obtained lower final scores [t(22) = -4.74, 

p < .001].  

 

Task Controls  

(=15) 

Dyslexics 

(=9) 

t(22) p-value 

Words reading – speed 

mean and (SD) 

4.92 

(0.83) 

2.77 

(0.72) 

-6.44 < .001 

Words reading – accuracy 

mean and (SD) 

1.13 

(1.06) 

3.89  

(2.26) 

4.07 < .001 

Non-words reading – speed 

mean and (SD) 

3.15 

(0.64) 

1.77 

(0.25) 

-6.09 < .001 

Non-words reading – accuracy 

mean and (SD) 

2.07 

(1.28) 

5.33 

(2.92) 

3.81 < .001 

Articulatory suppression – errors 

mean and (SD) 

0.47 

(0.74) 

1.67 

(1.22) 

3.01 < .01 

Articulatory suppression – score 

mean and (SD) 

45.30 

(8.48) 

24.89 

(12.70) 

-4.74 < .001 

Table 6.1. Mean scores (standard deviations) of dyslexics and controls in the reading tasks 

and independent sample t-tests results.    

Working Memory capacity. Independent sample t-tests revealed significant group 
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differences in the short-term working memory. Dyslexics performed worse than 

control subjects by recalling shorter lists of digits in both the Digit Span Forward 

[t(22) = -2.15, p = .043] and the Digit Span Backward [t(22) = -2.35, p = .027] tasks. 

These results suggest significant phonological (DSF) and central executive (DSB) 

impairments in adult dyslexics. Relevant data and statistical significance of the t-

tests are reported below in Table 6.2. 

  

Task Controls (=15) Dyslexics (=9) t(22) p-value 

Digit Span Forward 

(DSF) 

6.67  (0.97) 5.89  (0.60) -2.15 .043 

Digit Span Backward 

(DSB) 

5.67  (0.90) 4.56  (1.42) -2.35 .027 

Table 6.2. Mean scores (standard deviations) of dyslexics and controls in the working 

memory tasks and independent sample t-tests results.  

6.3.2 Identification task with eye-recording: behavioural data 

Behavioural data concern the acceptance rate of the target picture at the end of each 

trial. The aim of the behavioural analyses was to assess participants’ final sentence 

comprehension, and to make sure that participants had been actively involved in 

task execution. Moreover, we were interested in possible group differences in 

response accuracy.   

Table 6.3 shows the average accuracy in target identification for affirmative and 

negative sentences across item types for both groups. At first glance, it seems that 

dyslexics were generally less accurate than controls except for the negative 

condition with cartoon characters. Moreover, both groups displayed a lower 

accuracy with black and white geometric shapes in both affirmative and negative 

conditions compared to the other item types.   

 We calculated a mixed-effects logistic regression model with response 

accuracy (correct vs. incorrect) as dependent variable, and item type (cartoon, black 

and white, and coloured geometric shapes), polarity (AFF vs. NEG) and group 

(dyslexics vs. controls) as independent variables. Participants and items were added 

as crossed random effects (random intercepts). Random slopes for participants and 

items were included if this improved the fit of the model (as estimated by comparing 

the logLikelihoods of the models using the anova-function in R). Non-significant 

interactions were removed from the model. Although dyslexics were overall less 

accurate than controls in target identification (65% vs. 69%, respectively), the lack 

of a main effect of group (x2 = 0.17, df = 1, p = .680) revealed that this behavioural 

difference did not yield statistical significance. Nonetheless, it indicates an 
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interesting tendency that might find confirmation in a future implementation of the 

experiment with an increase in the number of subjects tested. Furthermore, the lack 

of group × polarity, group × itemtype, and polarity × itemtype × group interactions 

indicates that the performance of the two groups was not modulated by the type of 

the linguistic stimuli provided, neither by sentence polarity nor by their interaction. 

The lack of a main effect of polarity (x2= 3.12, df = 1, p = .627) reveals that 

participants’ final choices were not affected by the polarity of the sentence: on 

average, they correctly identified the visual referent of the verbal description 68% 

of the time when presented with affirmative sentences, and 66% of the time when 

presented with the negatives. The analysis yielded a significant main effect of item 

type (x2= 13.37, df = 2, p < .001). Post-hoc comparisons with Tukey correction of 

p-values (emmeans()-function in R) showed that the accuracy in target 

identification differed significantly between black and white geometric shapes and 

coloured geometric shapes (63% vs. 71%, respectively, ß = 0.54, SE = 0.15, z = 

3.65, p < .001), whereas no significant differences were reported between black and 

white geometric shapes and cartoon characters (63% and 67%, respectively, ß = 

0.28, SE = 0.15, z = 1.97, p = .120) and between cartoon characters and coloured 

geometric shapes (67% and 71%, respectively, ß = 0.25, SE = 0.15, z = 1.71, p = 

.203). To conclude, the lack of a polarity × itemtype interaction reveals that the 

accuracy in target identification among item types was not modulated by sentence 

polarity. 

 

  Accuracy 

Polarity Item Type Dyslexics Controls 

 

AFF 

Black and white geom. shapes .60 .66 

Cartoon characters .69 .72 

Coloured geom. shapes .65 .75 

 

NEG 

Black and white geom. shapes .60 .63 

Cartoon characters .66 .63 

Coloured geom. shapes .70 .72 

Table 6.3. Average accuracy in target identification for affirmative and negative sentences 

across item types for the dyslexic and the control groups 

Taken together, these results indicate that both groups have understood the task 

correctly, and that the participants’ final choices were not affected by sentence 

polarity. Although the average accuracy was not very high (65% for dyslexics and 

69% for controls, respectively), this result is consistent with what reported in Study 

1 (§4.3.1), where participants’ accuracy rate was 68%. As already underlined for 
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Study 1, the fact that the average accuracy did not exceed 70% can be explained by 

possible experimental artefacts: first, participants might be looking either at the 

space bar while pressing it or elsewhere on the screen instead of looking at the 

quadrant, as specified in the instructions; second, although there was no time limit 

for choosing a picture, participants might be committed to the experiment and tried 

to answer faster at the expense of accuracy. Unlike in Study 1 (Chapter 4), results 

showed that the accuracy in target identification was modulated by the type of 

linguistic stimuli provided, with participants being less accurate in target 

identification when presented with black and white geometric shapes. Significant 

group differences in task execution were not reported, although a tendency can be 

observed, with dyslexic adults being overall less accurate than normal readers. 

In the following sections, we will examine the results coming from the online 

data with the aim of disentangling possible effects of polarity and visual 

prominence of the mentioned argument on the real-time sentence processing.  

6.3.3 Identification task with eye-recording: eye movement data 

The computation of the eye-movement data generated by the EyeLink system was 

performed through an open-source Python-based visual world experiment analysis. 

The statistical analyses were conducted using the LmerTest Package (Kuznetsova 

et al. 2017) for the R platform. As in Study 1, the time period analysed was from 

the onset of the critical word (Disambiguation Point – DisP) to 2000ms after its 

onset: crucially, the DisP allowed participants to identify the potential visual 

referents of the verbal description for both affirmative and negative sentences, and 

it corresponded to the onset of the mentioned argument (2-4). 

(2) Aladdin is/is not [DisP] closing… 

(3) The triangle is/ is not [DisP] green… 

(4) There is/is not [DisP] a pentagon… 

The two-second time period was chosen to guarantee that there was enough time to 

comprehend negation (Kaup et al. 2006, Lüdtke et al. 2008, Orenes et al. 2014, 

2015). Within this time period, we identified as major area of interest the time-

window from the offset of the critical word (650ms) to 1500ms after its offset 

(2150ms). The time-window is 500ms wider than that analysed in Study 1: this 

choice was made on the basis of previous literature showing that dyslexics have 

greater difficulties than controls in sentence comprehension, which might result in 

higher error rates (Vender and Delfitto 2010) and/or slower response times 

(Scappini et al. 2015, Hu et al. 2018 for poor readers, see §5.3). This 1500ms time-

window allowed us to investigate and compare the time course of sentence 

comprehension in the two groups of subjects. The length and the onset of this broad 

time-window have been matched across items and conditions. 
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The same eye-movement analyses of Study 1 were conducted. The descriptive 

analyses (one on the target and one on the mentioned argument) were useful to 

visually explore the time course of sentence interpretation by subdividing the time 

period of interest in 50ms time-slots. The statistical analysis confirmed possible 

patterns of fixations emerged in the exploratory descriptive analysis on the target 

in our major area of interest.  

In the descriptive analysis on the target, the graphs show the value of target 

preference for the selected time period computed in 50ms time-slots. The target 

preference corresponds to the time spent fixating the target (i.e., the visual referent 

of the verbal description in (2-4)) as a proportion of total time spent in fixating both 

the target and the competitor. Note that, for negative sentences, the visual 

competitor corresponded to the mentioned argument. If the target preference equals 

1, it means that every participant in every trial was looking at the target during the 

whole time slot. If it equals 0, it means that they were looking at the competitor. 

Values between 1 and 0 indicate that some participants were looking at the target 

whereas others were looking at the competitor. Significantly, we considered as 

target fixations those towards all the possible visual referents of the target sentence: 

if, for instance, the visual scenario included two potential targets for the sentence 

The triangle is green…, we considered as fixations towards the target the fixations 

towards both the pictures of a green triangle. As a consequence, the baseline for 

target preference differed across experimental conditions including a different 

number of potential targets. In the abovementioned condition with two target 

pictures, the baseline for target preference was .50 (two out of four pictures): if the 

target preference equals .50 (chance level) it means that there is maximum 

uncertainty as to whether the target or the distractor is the referent of the verbal 

description. As the line departs from .50, a preference towards the target (> .50) or 

the distractor (< .50) has been made. In the condition with only one potential target, 

the baseline for target preference was .25 (one out of four pictures), whereas in the 

condition with three potential targets, it was .75 (three out of four pictures). 

In the descriptive analysis on the mentioned argument, the graphs show instead 

the value of the Mentioned Argument (MA) preference for the selected time period 

computed in 50ms time-slots. The MA preference corresponds to the time spent 

fixating the mentioned argument as a proportion of a total time spent in fixating 

both the mentioned argument and the competitor. As in the previous analysis, we 

considered as MA fixations those towards all the pictures of the mentioned 

argument depicted in the visual scenario: if, for instance, the visual scenario 

included two pictures of a green triangle for the sentence The triangle is not 

green…, we considered as fixations towards the mentioned argument the fixations 

towards both the pictures of a green triangle. Again, the baseline for MA preference 

differed across experimental conditions including a different number of MA 

pictures: .25 in the condition with one mentioned argument; .50 in the condition 

with two mentioned arguments; .75 in the condition with three mentioned 
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arguments. Note that the picture of the mentioned argument corresponded to the 

visual referent of the verbal description in the case of affirmative sentences; instead, 

it represented the competitor in the case of the negative ones, as it corresponded to 

the visual representation of the negated state of affairs. 

In the statistical analysis, the target preference, computed over the time-window 

identified as our major area of interest (650ms-2150ms), was investigated across 

experimental conditions including one, two, and three potential targets. The main 

goal of this analysis was to provide statistical confirmation of possible effects of 

the visual prominence of the mentioned argument on target identification in the 

negative condition compared to the affirmative baseline.  

The three types of stimuli employed in the task (i.e., cartoon characters, coloured, 

and black and white geometric shapes) corresponded to three different experimental 

conditions, and will therefore be analysed separately in the following sections. For 

each type of stimuli, we will first present the exploratory results from the descriptive 

analysis on the target by comparing the looking pattern behaviour of the two groups 

of participants during the time course of sentence interpretation in each 

experimental condition. Then, we will illustrate the target preference analysis 

computed over our broad time-window of interest across experimental conditions 

including a different number of potential targets. Finally, we will visually explore 

the results of the descriptive analysis on the mentioned argument to understand 

whether, and to what extent, participants exploited the visual representation of the 

negated information during real-time sentence comprehension. 

6.3.3.1 Cartoon characters 

Descriptive analysis on the target  

One potential target.  The graphs in Figure 6.2 depict the proportion of looks to 

the target after the Disambiguation Point (5), computed in 50ms time-slots, for 

controls (a) and dyslexics (b) in the experimental conditions including one potential 

target. The affirmative condition (AFF) is plotted in blue, and the negative 

condition (NEG) is plotted in red. The horizontal axis shows the selected time 

period, and time point 0-ms corresponds to DisP onset. Vertical lines are drawn 

accordingly to the time-window identified as our major area of interest (650ms-

2150ms), and used in the statistical analysis below. In this condition, the base 

probability of target fixation is .25, as there is only one possible referent of the 

verbal description among the four pictures displayed in the visual scene. 

(5) Aladdin is/is not [DisP] closing the door… 
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Figure 6.2. Proportion of looks to the target for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in the 

condition with one potential target for controls (a) and dyslexics (b). The black segments 

at the bottom display the significance of the main effect of polarity. 

For the control group, a visual inspection of graph (6.2b) shows that the target 

preference arose beyond the chance level (.25) within 100ms after the 

disambiguation offset in both the affirmative and the negative conditions. 

Moreover, the blue line (AFF) and the red line (NEG) almost overlap for the whole 

time-window between 650ms and 2150ms. All in all, this reveals that the target was 

disambiguated very quickly in both conditions, and that there was not difference 

between AFF and NEG conditions with respect to the moment in which the target 

is disambiguated. At the end of our broad time-window (2150ms from DisP onset), 

the target preference reached .80 for AFF and .90 for NEG.   

We conducted a statistical analysis on the fine-grained time-windows to 

investigate whether sentence polarity had an influence on the target preference. A 

Generalized Mixed Model based on the binomial distribution (Jaeger 2008) with 

item and subject as random factors and polarity as fixed factor has been conducted 

in each time slot and for each condition to assess its significance. Target preference 

was converted into a dummy binary variable: in each trial, it was assigned a value 
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of 1 if greater than 0.5 (i.e., more looks to the target), and of 0 if smaller than 0.5 

(i.e., more looks to the competitor). The outcome of this analysis is summarized 

below in the graph by the presence or absence of small black horizontal segments: 

a dotted line indicates a quasi-significant effect of polarity (p-value between .1 and 

.05); a solid line indicates a significant effect (p < .05), whereas a bold solid segment 

indicates that the polarity effect was highly significant (p <.01). The statistical 

analysis attests that that the difference between AFF and NEG conditions is not 

significant in our area of interest (time-windows between 650ms and 2150ms), as 

shown by the lack of solid segments below the graph, suggesting that the target was 

similarly disambiguated in the two conditions (see Appendix C; Table 6.1) 

For the dyslexic group, graph (6.2b) shows that the target preference arose above 

chance level (.25) immediately after the disambiguation offset for the NEG 

condition. For the AFF condition, instead, target fixations started to increase about 

200ms after the offset of the disambiguation. Moreover, we notice that the red line 

(NEG) is above the blue line (AFF) for almost the entire broad time-window 

between 650ms and 2150ms, indicating that participants were looking more often 

at the target picture in the negative condition than in the affirmative one. However, 

this difference in target preference results in a significant main effect of polarity 

only in the 50ms time-slot between 1100ms and 1150ms (see Appendix C; Table 

6.1). Overall, this suggests that there was no general significant advantage in target 

identification for the NEG condition over the AFF one, as the two conditions are 

not significantly different in those time-slots. Quite interestingly, at the end of our 

area of interest (2150ms from the DisP onset), the target preference stopped at .55 

for both AFF and NEG conditions: this suggests that, at 1500ms after the offset of 

the disambiguation, dyslexics were looking more often at the target picture, but they 

are still paying attention also to the competitor (i.e., the mentioned argument). 

To sum up, these results indicate that in both groups the target picture was rapidly 

disambiguated in both AFF and NEG conditions, and that there was not significant 

advantage in target identification between the two conditions. If we compare the 

two graphs in Figure 6.2, we can notice a more prominent increase of the target 

preference in the control group (a) than in the dyslexic one (b): it seems in fact that 

the control group displays higher target preference values in both the AFF and the 

NEG conditions in comparison to the dyslexic group. For instance, at 600ms after 

the disambiguation offset (1250ms in the graph) the target preference in both groups 

is about .50 for both the AFF and the NEG conditions. However, at the end of our 

area of interest (2150ms in the graph) the target preference in the control group has 

reached .80 for the AFF condition and .90 for the NEG one, whereas it amounts to 

.55 for both conditions in the dyslexic group. This difference in the target preference 

values between the two groups of participants suggests that dyslexics were looking 

at the target picture less steadily than controls, even after the initial increase in target 
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fixations. Group differences will be further investigated in the statistical analysis 

on the target. 

Two potential targets.  The graphs in Figure 6.3 depict the proportion of looks to 

the target after the Disambiguation Point, computed in 50ms time-slots, for controls 

(a) and dyslexics (b) in the conditions including two potential targets. The 

affirmative condition (AFF) is plotted in blue, and the negative condition (NEG) is 

plotted in red. In this experimental condition, the base probability of target fixation 

is .50, as there are two possible visual referents of the verbal description out of the 

four pictures displayed in the visual scene. 

 

 

Figure 6.3. Proportion of looks to the target for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in the 

condition with two potential targets for controls (a) and dyslexics (b) The black segments 

at the bottom display the significance of the main effect of polarity. 

For the control group, graph (6.3a) shows a rapid increase of fixations towards the 

target for the AFF condition, which arose above chance level (.50) about 200ms 

after the onset of the disambiguation. Instead, for the NEG condition, we can notice 

that target preference decrease after the disambiguation offset, with participants’ 

looks converging towards the target (> .50) only 900s later (at 1550ms in the graph). 
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This suggests that participants were faster at identifying the target in the AFF 

condition than in the NEG one. In the latter, there was a greater uncertainty as to 

which picture (i.e., the target or the competitor) was the referent of the negative 

sentence, as indicated by the fact that target fixations did not exceed chance level 

for nearly a second from the disambiguation offset: when the line goes below .50, 

it means that participants were looking more often at the competitor (i.e., the 

mentioned argument), whereas when the line departs beyond .50, it means that a 

decision towards the target picture has been made. This difference between the two 

conditions causes target preference in the AFF condition (blue line) to be above 

target preference in the NEG condition (red line) during our entire area of interest 

(650ms-2150ms). At the end of our broad time-window, the target preference 

reached .90 for AFF and .70 for NEG, suggesting that, even after target 

disambiguation, participants were looking at the target less steadily in the NEG 

condition than in the AFF baseline. This results in a significant main effect of 

polarity from 250ms after the disambiguation offset (at 900ms in the graph) 

onwards – marginally significant in the previous 50ms time-slot (see Appendix C; 

Table 6.2). 

A similar trend can be observed in graph (6.3b) for dyslexics: while in the AFF 

condition there was a rapid increase of fixations towards the target within 200ms 

after the disambiguation offset, in the NEG condition the target preference arose 

above chance level about one second later than in the AFF one (at 1650ms in the 

graph). In addition, the blue line (AFF) is above the red line (NEG) for the entire 

time-window between 650ms and 2150ms. Like in the control group, this suggests 

that the target was disambiguated faster in the AFF condition than in the NEG one. 

In the latter, after the disambiguation offset, the target preference remains at chance 

level for about 400ms (until 1050ms in the graph), suggesting that participants were 

equally long looking at the target and the competitor. At this point, we can notice a 

more robust decrease in target fixations in comparison to the control group, which 

dropped to .35 until 700ms after the disambiguation offset (at 1350ms in the graph). 

Here, target preference started to increase, exceeding chance level at 1650ms. This 

pattern of target fixations in the NEG condition seems to suggest that dyslexics 

were looking at the competitor (i.e., the mentioned argument) more steadily than 

controls before their attention converged towards the target picture. This difference 

in target preference between the AFF and the NEG conditions results in a main 

effect of polarity between 1050ms and 1650ms, suggesting that there was a 

significant advantage in target identification for the AFF condition over the NEG 

one (see Appendix C; Table 6.2). After the target has been disambiguated, we can 

observe a rather rapid increase of looks to the target in the NEG condition. The only 

50ms time-slot displaying an effect of polarity is between 1850ms and 1900ms, 

suggesting that, from 1650ms onwards, participants were looking at the target at 

almost the same rate regardless of sentence polarity. At the end of our area of 
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interest (at 2150ms in the graph), the target preference in the dyslexic group has 

reached .75 in the AFF condition and .65 in the NEG one. 

Summarizing, the results indicate that in both groups the target is disambiguated 

faster in the affirmative condition than in the negative one, suggesting that both 

dyslexics and controls were slower at identifying the target when presented with 

negative sentences. If we compare the two graphs in Figure 6.3, we can observe 

similar patterns of fixations between the two groups in both the AFF and the NEG 

condition, with similar target preference values in our area of interest (650ms-

2150ms). Worth noting, when presented with negative sentences, dyslexics look 

more often at the competitor (i.e., the mentioned argument) than controls before 

target disambiguation, occurring for both groups at about one second after the offset 

of the disambiguation.  

Finally, if we compare Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3, it seems that, in our area of 

interest, the difference between AFF and NEG conditions in target preference is 

larger in the experimental condition with two potential targets for both groups. This 

indicates that, despite the greater number of potential targets in the visual scenario, 

the NEG condition displayed a greater processing penalty in target identification 

compared to the affirmative baseline for both dyslexics and controls. This aspect 

will be further investigated with the statistical analysis on the target in the following 

section. 

Three potential targets.  The graphs in Figure 6.4 depict the proportion of looks 

to the target after the Disambiguation Point, computed in 50ms time-slots, for 

controls (a) and dyslexics (b) in the conditions including three potential targets. The 

affirmative condition (AFF) is plotted in blue, and the negative condition (NEG) is 

plotted in red. In this experimental condition, the base probability of target fixation 

is .75, as there are three possible visual referents of the verbal description out of the 

four pictures displayed in the visual scene.  
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Figure 6.4. Proportion of looks to the target for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in the 

condition with three potential targets for controls (a) and dyslexics (b) The black segments 

at the bottom display the significance of the main effect of polarity. 

For affirmative sentences, the graphs show an increase in target fixations 

immediately after the disambiguation offset for both controls (6.4a) and dyslexics 

(6.4b), with target preference reaching .95 for the former and .85 for the latter at the 

end of our broad time-window (at 2150ms in the graph). Instead, for negative 

sentences, we can observe a sudden decrease of fixations towards the target after 

the offset of the disambiguation in both groups, indicating that participants were 

looking at the picture of the competitor (i.e., the mentioned argument). In the 

control group, target preference dropped for about 800ms, reaching .45 at 1450ms 

in the graph. Here, target preference started to increase, reaching a value similar to 

the initial one (.70) only at the end of the broad time-window. Likewise, in the 

dyslexic group, target fixations decreased for about 600ms, reaching .55 at 1250ms 

in the graph. Then, participants’ looks towards the target started to increase, 

reaching the initial target preference about one second after the disambiguation 

offset (1650ms in the graph): at the end of our area of interest, the target preference 

in the NEG condition is .80. This difference between affirmative and negative 

sentences causes target preference in the AFF condition (blue line) to be above 

target preference in the NEG condition (red line) from the disambiguation offset 
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(650ms) to the end of our broad time-window (2150ms) in both groups. The rapid 

decrease of target fixations in the NEG condition results in a main effect of polarity 

from 1050ms onwards for controls, and between 650ms and 1550ms for dyslexics, 

suggesting that the target was disambiguated faster in the AFF condition than in the 

NEG one (see Appendix C; Table 6.3). Moreover, the statistical analysis revealed 

that, after target disambiguation, controls were looking at the target picture less 

steadily in the NEG condition than in the AFF baseline, whereas dyslexics were 

looking at the target at almost the same rate regardless of sentence polarity.  

Taken together, these results show a significant advantage in target 

identification for the AFF condition over the NEG one for both groups. 

Interestingly, the visual scenario with three potential targets included, for the 

negative condition, only one picture of the mentioned argument. Intuitively, the 

decrease of target fixations reported for this condition suggests that, despite the very 

high probability of target fixation (.75), participants’ visual attention was initially 

drawn towards the picture corresponding to the negated information. This aspect 

will be explored with the descriptive analyses on the mentioned argument.  

To conclude, if we compare Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4, we can see that, in our area 

of interest (650ms-2150ms) the difference between AFF and NEG conditions in 

target preference is more pronounced in the condition with three potential targets, 

but, crucially, only for dyslexics. Therefore, it seems that, between the two groups 

of participants, dyslexics were those who displayed a greater delay in target 

identification in the NEG condition compared to the AFF baseline as the number of 

potential target increases. This processing penalty and possible group differences 

in target identification across conditions will be further investigated with a 

statistical analysis in the following section. 

Statistical analysis on the target 

From the previous analysis, it emerged that both groups were slower in target 

identification in the NEG condition compared to the AFF baseline when the visual 

scene included two and three potential targets. Moreover, this penalty carried by 

NEG was more pronounced at the increase in the number of target pictures for 

dyslexics, whereas it seemed unvaried for controls. Instead, no clear advantage in 

target identification was displayed for neither group between affirmative and 

negative sentences in the condition with only one target picture. In this section we 

seek confirmation of whether target identification is affected by sentence polarity, 

as well as by the interaction between sentence polarity and the number of target 

pictures displayed in the visual scenario. In addition, we aim to assess possible 

relevant group differences in the process of target identification. 

Figure 6.5 illustrates the target preference computed over the broad time-window 

of interest (650ms-2150ms) for all participants in the experimental conditions 
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including one, two, and three potential targets. Figure 6.6 shows the target 

preference for each of the two groups: (a) for controls and (b) for dyslexics, 

respectively. The horizontal axis shows the three experimental conditions, and the 

vertical axis the absolute proportion of looks to the target(s). The means for each 

group are reported in the table below the graphs. The AFF condition is plotted in 

blue, and the NEG condition is plotted in red. In this analysis, the onset of the time-

window was shifted 200ms after the relevant marker in the speech stream to account 

for saccade programming (Allopenna et al. 1998, Matin et al. 1993). 

 

 Figure 6.5. Overall proportion of looks to the target(s) in the broad time-window (650ms-

2150ms) for in AFF (blue) and NEG (red) conditions including one, two, and three potential 

targets. 

Figure 6.6. Proportion of looks to the target(s) in the broad time-window (650ms-2150ms) 

for the control (a) and the dyslexic (b) group in AFF (blue) and NEG (red) conditions 

including one, two, and three potential targets. 
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We calculated a linear-mixed effects regression model with target preference as 

dependent variable and group (controls vs. dyslexics), number of targets (1,2,3) and 

polarity (AFF vs. NEG) as independent variables using the packages lme4 and lmer 

Test in R (Bates et al. 2015, Kuznetsova et al. 2017). A logarithmic transformation 

has been applied to the target preference to make it suitable for statistical analysis 

(Jaeger 2008). Participants and items were added as crossed random effects 

(random intercepts). Random slopes for participants and items were included if this 

improved the fit of the model (as estimated by comparing the logLikelihoods of the 

models using the anova-function in R). Non-significant interactions were removed 

from the model.  

The analysis yielded a significant main effect of polarity (ß = -0.11, t = -5.95, p < 

0.001), revealing that participants were looking significantly less at the target when 

presented with negative sentences (.51) than with the corresponding affirmative 

ones (.62). In addition, a significant effect of number of targets (ß = 0.30, t = 7.69, 

p < 0.001) was reported, indicating that, as can be observed in Figure 6.5, 

participants were looking more often at the target picture as the number of target 

pictures displayed in the visual scene increased. However, this effect is most 

probably due to the different base probability of target fixations across experimental 

conditions with one, two, and three potential targets (.25, .50, .75, respectively).  

The lack of a group effect (ß = 0.02, t = 1.02, p = .318) reveals that, overall, 

dyslexics had a control-like performance in the reference resolution task, as 

indicated by very similar target preference values displayed by the two groups of 

participants (dyslexics .55 vs. controls .57). Moreover, the lack of a polarity × 

group effect reveals that the difference in target preference values between AFF 

and NEG conditions was similar in the control (AFF .63 vs. NEG .51) and in the 

dyslexic group (AFF .59 vs. NEG .51). This indicates that the performance of the 

two groups in target identification was not differently affected by the polarity of the 

sentence.  

As can be observed in Figure 6.5, the difference in target preference values 

between AFF and NEG conditions becomes more prominent at the increase in the 

number of potential targets. The presence of a polarity × number of targets (ß = -

0.10, t = -4.60, p < .001) interaction confirms that participants were looking at the 

target picture significantly less steadily when presented with NEG sentences than 

with the corresponding AFF baseline as the number of potential targets increased. 

 Control Group Dyslexic Group 

N. target AFF NEG AFF NEG 

1 .44 .44 .35 .38 

2 .68 .48 .58 .48 

3 .79 .62 .85 .66 
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In the condition with one potential target, the target picture was fixated at almost 

the same rate in the AFF and the NEG conditions, suggesting that there was not 

significant advantage in target identification between the two conditions. Worth 

noting, the target picture was fixated slightly less often in the AFF condition than 

in the NEG one (.40 vs .42): this non-significant advantage for the NEG condition 

over the AFF one can be traced back to the pattern of fixations attested in the 

dyslexic group, which could be an effect of the small group size. In the condition 

with two potential targets, the target preference reached .64 in the AFF condition 

but only .48 in the NEG one. In the condition with three potential targets, despite 

the high base probability of target fixation (.75), in the NEG condition the target 

preference stopped at .63 against the .81 in the AFF baseline.  

The presence of a significant group × number of targets interaction (𝛽 = - 0.06, 

t = - 2.75, p = .005) indicates that the target preference in the two groups of 

participants was differently affected by the number of potential targets displayed in 

the visual scene. To investigate the nature of this interaction, data were split 

according to group, and the effect of number of targets was investigated for these 

subsets. Results showed a significant effect of number of targets on target 

preference for both controls (x2 = 96.64, df = 2,  p < .001) and dyslexics (x2 = 

14.91, df = 2, p < .001). However, as can be observed in the two graphs in Figure 

6.6, the increase in target fixations was more pronounced from one experimental 

condition to another for dyslexics than for controls (.36, .53, .75 for dyslexics in the 

conditions with one, two, and three potential targets; .44, .58, .70 for controls in the 

same conditions). 

To conclude, these findings confirm the preliminary observations reported in the 

descriptive analyses on the target. First, we found an increased penalty in target 

identification in the NEG condition compared to the AFF baseline at the increase 

in the number of potential targets displayed in the visual scene. However, this effect 

seemed to be more pronounced between experimental conditions with two and three 

potential targets for dyslexics but not for controls. Second, no significant 

differences were reported between the performance of the two groups, suggesting 

that dyslexics and controls adopted similar processing strategies for the 

computation of both affirmative and negative sentences with no evidence of specific 

processing difficulties displayed by dyslexics.  

Descriptive analysis on the mentioned argument 

The previous analyses on the target revealed that both groups of participants 

displayed a greater processing penalty for negative sentences, compared to the 

affirmative baseline, as the number of potential targets increased. In addition, no 

significant group differences were attested, indicating that dyslexics and controls 

adopted the same processing strategies for the computation of both affirmative and 

negative sentences. Crucially, in the negative condition, an increase in the pictures 
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of potential targets corresponds to a decrease in the pictures of the mentioned 

argument: while in the affirmative condition the pictures of the mentioned argument 

correspond in fact to the potential targets, in the negative condition they are the 

pictures to avoid, as they represent the negated situation. It seems, therefore, that 

both controls and dyslexics were faster in target identification in the NEG condition 

when more visual competitors (i.e., pictures of the mentioned argument) were 

displayed in the visual scene.  

In this last analysis, we seek visual confirmation of whether the effects reported 

for the NEG condition are driven by participants exploiting the visual representation 

of the mentioned argument during the time-course of negative sentence 

comprehension. In order to do so, we briefly compare the looking pattern behaviour 

across experimental conditions including a different number of MA pictures for 

each group of participants. Given that, in the NEG condition, looks towards the 

mentioned argument denote a delay in target identification, we are mainly interested 

in the moment in which the eye gaze pattern in this condition deviates from that in 

the AFF one, as it indicates when negation starts to affect the time-course of 

sentence interpretation.  

The graphs in Figure 6.7 show the proportion of looks to the mentioned argument 

(i.e., Aladdin closing the door in (6)) after the Disambiguation Point, computed in 

50ms time-slots for controls (Fig. 6.7a-c) and dyslexics (Fig. 6.7d-f). From top to 

bottom, we have the conditions including one (a-d), two (b-e), and three (c-f) 

pictures of the mentioned argument. The affirmative condition (AFF) is plotted in 

blue: here, the picture of the mentioned argument represents the target of sentence 

(6). The negative condition (NEG) is plotted in red: here, the picture of the 

mentioned argument is the picture to avoid (i.e., the negated state of affairs). The 

horizontal axis shows the selected time period, and time point 0-ms corresponds to 

the DisP onset. The vertical line indicates the beginning of the broad time-window 

identified in the previous analyses as our major area of interest.  

(6) Aladdin is/is not [DisP] closing the door 
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Figure 6.7. Proportion of looks to the mentioned argument (i.e., Aladdin closing the door 

in (6)) for controls (6.7a-c) and dyslexics (6.7d-f) including one (a-d), two (b-e), and three 

(c-f) pictures of the mentioned argument.  

One mentioned argument. Graphs (6.7a) and (6.7d) depict the experimental 

condition including only one picture of the mentioned argument (MA): for the NEG 

condition, the visual scenario includes three potential targets. After the 

disambiguation offset, we see an initial pattern of MA fixations in both the AFF 

(blue line) and the NEG (red line) conditions in both graphs, indicating that both 

dyslexics and controls were looking at the picture of the mentioned argument at 

almost the same rate regardless of sentence polarity. In the control group (6.7a), the 

two lines depart in opposite directions about 700ms after the disambiguation offset 

(1350ms in the graph): at this point, participants started shifting their gaze towards 

the actual target of the negative sentence. In the dyslexic group (6.7d), this deviation 

occurred about 200ms later (1550ms in the graph). Overall, this pattern of fixations 

reveals that, despite the very high base probability of target fixations in this 
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experimental condition (.75), when presented with negative sentences both groups 

of participants were looking at the picture of the mentioned argument (i.e., the 

visual competitor) for almost one second after the offset of the disambiguation. 

Two mentioned arguments. Graph (6.7b) and (6.7e) show the experimental 

condition including two pictures of the mentioned argument: the visual scenario 

includes two potential targets for both AFF and NEG sentences. For controls (6.7b), 

we see that the eye gaze pattern in the NEG condition started to deviate from that 

in the AFF one at 400ms after the disambiguation offset (1050ms in the graph), and 

MA fixations decreased below chance level (.50) at about 1450ms in the graph. 

Only from this point onwards, controls started to look more steadily at the target 

picture than at the mentioned argument. For dyslexics, graph (6.7e) shows that the 

blue line (AFF) and the red line (NEG) overlap for about 600ms after the 

disambiguation offset, indicating that dyslexics were looking at the MA picture at 

almost the same rate in both the AFF and the NEG conditions. At 1350ms in the 

graph, MA fixations started to decrease in the NEG condition, as dyslexics’ visual 

attention converged towards the actual target of the NEG sentence. All in all, both 

groups showed a similar pattern of MA fixations in the NEG condition with two 

pictures of the mentioned argument. Moreover, we can notice that participants were 

faster at shifting their gaze towards the actual target of the negative sentences 

compared to the condition with one MA picture. 

Three mentioned arguments. Graph (6.7c) and (6.7f) depict the experimental 

condition including three pictures of the mentioned argument: for the NEG 

condition, the visual scenario includes only one target picture. A visual inspection 

of the two graphs reveals that the blue line (AFF) and the red line (NEG) do not 

overlap after the disambiguation offset in neither the control nor the dyslexic group. 

Despite the high base probability of MA fixations in this experimental condition 

(.75), both controls (6.7c) and dyslexics (6.7f) showed a rapid decrease of MA 

fixations in the NEG condition immediately after the disambiguation offset, 

indicating that they disambiguated the visual referent of the negative sentence very 

quickly. Altogether, a similar pattern of MA fixations in the NEG condition can be 

observed for both groups. In addition, compared to the NEG conditions with one 

and two pictures of the mentioned argument, participants were remarkably faster at 

identifying the target picture.  

In conclusion, the comparison of participants’ looking pattern behaviour across 

experimental conditions confirms a facilitating effect of the visual prominence of 

the mentioned argument on the interpretation process: in the NEG condition, both 

dyslexics and controls were faster at shifting their gaze towards the actual target of 

the negative sentence as the number of pictures of the mentioned argument (i.e., the 

visual competitor) increased. Furthermore, very similar patterns of fixations 

towards the mentioned argument were reported for the two groups in each 
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experimental condition, providing further confirmation that negative sentences 

were processed in a similar way by controls and dyslexics. 

6.3.3.2 Black and white geometric shapes 

Descriptive analysis on the target 

One potential target. The graphs in Figure 6.8 show the proportion of looks to the 

target after the Disambiguation Point (7), computed in 50ms time-slots, for controls 

(a) and dyslexics (b) in the experimental condition including one potential target. 

The affirmative condition (AFF) is plotted in blue, whereas the negative condition 

(NEG) is plotted in red. The horizontal axis shows the selected time period, and 

time point 0-ms corresponds to the DisP onset. Vertical lines are drawn accordingly 

to the time-window identified as our major area of interest (650ms-2150ms) and 

used in the statistical analysis below. In this condition, the base probability of target 

fixation is .25, as there is only one possible referent of the verbal description among 

the four pictures displayed in the visual scene. 

(7) There is/is not [DisP] a pentagon  
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Figure 6.8. Proportion of looks to the target for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in the 

condition with one potential target for controls (a) and dyslexics (b). The black segments 

at the bottom display the significance of the main effect of polarity. 

For the control group, the graph (6.8a) shows a rapid increase of target fixations 

immediately after the disambiguation offset with affirmative sentences. Instead, 

with negative sentences, target fixations arose above chance level (.25) only 300ms 

after the offset of the disambiguation (950ms in the graph). In addition, the absolute 

proportion of looks to the target is higher in the AFF condition than in the NEG one 

for almost the entire duration of our area of interest (650ms-2150ms), as indicated 

by the fact that the blue line (AFF) is above the red line (NEG) until 1950ms after 

the disambiguation onset. This difference in target preference between the AFF and 

the NEG condition results in a significant main effect of polarity between 750ms 

and 1450ms, between 1550ms and 1650ms, and in the 50ms time-slot between 

1750ms and 1850ms (see Appendix C; Table 6.4). Taken together, these results 

reveal a difference between AFF and NEG conditions with respect to the exact 

moment in which the target is disambiguated, with controls being slower at 

identifying the target in the NEG condition than in the AFF one. 

For dyslexics, a visual inspection of graph (6.8b) reveals an increase of fixations 

towards the target immediately after the offset of the disambiguation in the AFF 

condition. On the contrary, in the NEG condition, we can observe that target 

fixations did not arise above chance level (.25) until 600ms after the disambiguation 

offset (1250ms in the graph), when they started to rapidly increase. Moreover, the 

blue line (AFF) is above the red line (NEG) until 1950ms after the onset of the 

disambiguation, indicating that participants were looking more often at the target 

picture in the affirmative condition than in the negative one. This difference in 

target preference between the two conditions results in a significant main effect of 

polarity between 800ms and 1700ms (see Appendix C; Table 6.4). All in all, this 

pattern of fixations suggests that also dyslexics were slower in target identification 

when presented with negative sentences than with the corresponding affirmative 

ones.  

Summarizing, these results point to a significant advantage in target identification 

for the AFF condition over the NEG one for both groups: in other words, 

participants were faster at identifying the target when presented with the affirmative 

sentence. If we compare the two graphs in Figure 6.8, we can observe that, in the 

NEG condition, dyslexics were looking at the competitor (i.e., the mentioned 

argument) longer and more steadily than controls before their attention converged 

towards the target picture, as suggested by the fact that target fixations for the 

dyslexic group did not rise above chance level until 600ms after the disambiguation 

offset. Furthermore, it seems that from a visual inspection of the graphs controls 

displayed higher target preference values in both the AFF and the NEG condition 
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compared to dyslexics within our whole area of interest (650ms-2150ms). For 

instance, at 600ms after the disambiguation offset (1250ms in the graph), the target 

preference for the control groups is .70 in the NEG condition and .85 in the AFF 

one, whereas for the dyslexic group it amounts to .25 in the NEG condition and .60 

in the AFF one, respectively. At the end of our area of interest, target preference is 

higher than .80 in both AFF and NEG condition for the control group, whereas it 

has reached .70 for the AFF condition and .80 for the NEG one in the dyslexic 

group. This difference in target preference values between the two groups points to 

an overall processing penalty for dyslexics in accomplishing the reference 

resolution task, which will be further investigated with a statistical analysis in the 

following section. 

Two potential targets. The graphs in Figure 6.9 depict the proportion of looks to 

the target after the Disambiguation Point, computed in 50ms time-slots, for controls 

(a) and dyslexics (b) in the experimental condition including two potential targets. 

The affirmative condition (AFF) is plotted in blue, and the negative condition 

(NEG) is plotted in red. Vertical lines are drawn accordingly to the time-window 

identified as our major area of interest (650ms-2150ms). In this condition, the base 

probability of target fixation is .50, as there are two possible visual referents of the 

verbal description out of the four pictures displayed in the visual scene. 
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Figure 6.9. Proportion of looks to the target for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in the 

condition with two potential targets for controls (a) and dyslexics (b). The black segments 

at the bottom display the significance of the main effect of polarity. 

For the control group, graph (6.9a) shows an opposite pattern of target fixations for 

the AFF and the NEG conditions at the disambiguation offset. In the AFF condition, 

there was an immediate increase of fixations towards the target, that reached .90 at 

the end of our area of interest (2150ms in the graph). Instead, in the NEG condition, 

we can see that target fixations suddenly decreased, with target preference dropping 

to .30 at 950ms after the onset of the disambiguation. Here, the fixations towards 

the target picture started to increase, exceeding chance level (.50) only 600ms after 

the offset of the disambiguation (at 1250ms in the graph) and reaching .80 at the 

end of our area of interest. Furthermore, the absolute proportion of looks to the 

target is always higher in the AFF condition than in the NEG one, as indicated by 

the fact that the blue line (AFF) is above the red line (NEG) for the entire broad 

time-window (650ms-2150ms). This difference in target preference between the 

two conditions is revealed significant between 650ms and 1750ms and in the 50ms 

time-slot between 2000ms and 2050ms (see Appendix C; Table 6.5). Overall, the 

different looking pattern behaviour between the two conditions suggests that 

participants were faster at disambiguating the target picture in the AFF condition 

than in the NEG one: in the latter, the initial decrease in target fixations below 

chance level indicates that participants, after the offset of the disambiguation, were 

looking more often at the competitor (i.e., the mentioned argument), and that the 

target picture was disambiguated about 600ms later than in the AFF baseline, when 

target fixations arose above chance level. 

A similar pattern of fixations can be observed in graph (6.9b) for dyslexics. In the 

AFF condition, we notice that target fixations arose above chance level (.50) 

immediately after the disambiguation offset (650ms in the graph), indicating that 

the target has been rapidly disambiguated by dyslexics. Instead, in the NEG 

condition, the proportion of looks towards the target decreased below chance level 

after the offset of the disambiguation, with the participants’ looks converging 

towards the target ( > .50) only 900 later (at 1550ms in the graph). The difference 

between affirmative and negative sentences causes target preference in the AFF 

condition (blue line) to be above target preference in the NEG condition (red line) 

during our entire region of interest (650ms-2150ms). This results in a main effect 

of polarity between 50ms and 1450ms – almost significant between 1450ms and 

1600ms, as well as in the 50ms time-slot between 1700ms and 1750ms, indicating 

a significant advantage in target identification for the AFF condition over the NEG 

one (see Appendix C; Table 6.5). All in all, this looking pattern behaviour suggests 

that similar to controls, dyslexics were slower in target identification in the NEG 

condition than in the AFF one, due to an initial greater uncertainty as to which 

picture (i.e., the target or the competitor) was the visual referent of the negative 
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sentence.  

To sum up, the results reveal a difference between AFF and NEG conditions with 

respect to target disambiguation: as in the experimental condition with one potential 

target, both groups of participants were slower at identifying the target when 

presented with negative sentences than with the corresponding affirmative ones. 

Significantly, this processing penalty displayed by the NEG condition in 

comparison to the AFF baseline seems to be due to an initial pattern of fixations 

towards the visual competitor (i.e., the mentioned argument) occurring immediately 

after the offset of the disambiguation in both groups. This aspect of the processing 

will be investigated in more detail with a descriptive analysis of the mentioned 

argument.  

If we compare the two graphs in Figure 6.9, we can observe that, in the NEG 

condition, dyslexics were slower than controls at shifting their gaze towards the 

visual referent of verbal description, as revealed by the fact that target preference 

arose above chance level (.50) about 300ms later than in the control group. 

Nonetheless, when presented with negative sentences, controls seemed to look 

more steadily at the competitor (i.e., the mentioned argument) than dyslexics before 

target disambiguation, as indicated by lower target preference values in the first 

300ms after the offset of the disambiguation. Furthermore, although similar patterns 

of fixations can be observed between the two groups, a visual inspection of the 

graphs suggests that controls displayed a more prominent increase of the target 

preference in both the AFF and the NEG conditions compared to dyslexics. 

Consider, for instance, the absolute proportion of looks to the target midway 

through our region of interest (i.e., 1400ms in the graph): in the control group, it 

amounts to .50 for the NEG condition and to .80 for the AFF one, whereas, in the 

dyslexic group, it amounts to .40 and .60, respectively. At the end of our area of 

interest (i.e., 2150ms in the graph), the target preference in the dyslexic group has 

reached .75 for the AFF condition and .70 for the NEG one, whereas, in the control 

group it is higher than .80 for both conditions. This difference, attested also in the 

experimental condition including one potential target, suggests a more general 

processing delay displayed by dyslexics in task execution, not limited to the 

computation of linguistic negation. 

To conclude, the comparison between Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 shows that, within 

our region of interest (650ms-2150ms), the difference between AFF and NEG 

conditions in target preference is larger in the condition with two potential targets 

for the control group. Instead, this difference seems minimal, at least visually, for 

dyslexics. Possible group differences in target identification across conditions will 

be analysed in detail with the statistical analysis on the target.   

Three potential targets. The graphs in Figure 6.10 depict the proportion of looks 

to the target after the Disambiguation Point, computed in 50ms time-slots, for 
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controls (a) and dyslexics (b) in the experimental condition including three potential 

targets. The affirmative condition (AFF) is plotted in blue, and the negative 

condition (NEG) is plotted in red. Vertical lines are drawn accordingly to the time-

window identified as our major area of interest (650ms-2150ms). In this condition, 

the base probability of target fixation is .75, as there are three possible visual 

referents of the verbal description out of the four pictures displayed in the visual 

scene.  

 

 

Figure 6.10. Proportion of looks to the target for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in 

the condition with three potential targets for controls (a) and dyslexics (b) The black 

segments at the bottom display the significance of the main effect of polarity. 

A visual inspection of the two graphs in Figure 6.10 reveals a similar pattern of 

fixations in both the AFF and the NEG conditions between the two groups of 

participants. In the AFF condition, we can observe that the proportion of looks to 

the target immediately increases after the disambiguation offset for both controls 

(a) and dyslexics (b): at the end of our region of interest (at 2150ms in the graph), 

the target preference has reached .90 in both groups. Instead, we see a pronounced 

decrease of target fixations below chance level (.75), indicating that participants’ 

visual attention converged towards the picture of the competitor (i.e., the mentioned 

argument): after the disambiguation offset, the target preference dropped for 
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600ms, reaching about .50 in both the control and the dyslexic group. Here, at 

1250ms in the graph, participants’ look towards the target started to increase. In the 

control group, the initial target preference value (.70) is reached 1300ms after the 

disambiguation offset (1950ms in the graph): at the end of our region of interest, 

the absolute proportion of looks to the target amounts to .80 in the NEG condition. 

In the dyslexic group, a target preference value similar to the initial one is reached 

one second after the offset of the disambiguation: however, unlike in the control 

group, we can see that the proportion of looks to the target does not depart from this 

value until the end of our broad time-window (2150ms in the graph). 

In addition, we can observe that, in both groups, the blue line (AFF) is above 

the red line (NEG) for the entire region of interest (650ms-2150ms). The initial 

decrease of target fixations in the NEG condition results in a significant main effect 

of polarity in both groups, suggesting that the target was disambiguated faster in 

the AFF condition than in the NEG one (see Appendix C; Table 6.6). For the control 

group, the effect of polarity is revealed significant between 750ms and 2150ms; for 

dyslexics, between 850ms and 1550ms, and from 1850 onwards. This suggests that, 

even after target disambiguation, participants were looking at the target less steadily 

in the NEG condition than in the AFF baseline. 

Taken together, these results reveal that the NEG condition displayed a significant 

delay in target identification compared to the AFF baseline in both groups. 

Crucially, in the experimental condition with three potential targets, the visual scene 

included, for the NEG condition, only one picture of the mentioned argument, 

corresponding to the negated situation. As discussed for cartoon characters 

(§6.3.3.1), the initial decrease in target preference reported for the NEG condition 

indicates that, despite the very high probability of target fixation (.75), participants 

were looking more often than in the AFF baseline at the picture of the mentioned 

argument after the disambiguation offset. This processing penalty will be further 

investigated with the descriptive analyses on the mentioned argument. In addition, 

if we observe the two graphs in Figure 6.10, we can notice similar pattern of 

fixations between the two groups in both the AFF and the NEG conditions, with 

similar target preference values in our area of interest (650ms-2150ms). This 

suggests no particular group differences during the time course of sentence 

interpretation in this experimental condition. 

Finally, a visual comparison among Figure 6.8, Figure 6.9, and Figure 6.10 reveals 

that, in our area of interest (650ms-2150ms), the difference between AFF and NEG 

conditions in target preference remains constant across the experimental conditions 

including one (Figure 6.8b), two (Figure 6.9b), and three (Figure 6.10b) potential 

targets for dyslexics. Instead, for controls, we can observe that, at least visually, this 

difference is slightly larger in the condition with two potential targets (Figure 6.9a) 

compared to the condition with one potential target (6.8a), but not between the 
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conditions with two (Figure 6.9a) and three (Figure 6.10a) potential targets. This 

suggests that controls were slower at identifying the target picture in the NEG 

condition compared to the AFF baseline as the number of potential targets increased 

from one to two. Instead, when presented with negative sentences, dyslexics’ 

performance in target identification seems not to be affected by the number of 

potential targets displayed in the visual scene. This aspect of the processing will be 

further investigated with a statistical analysis in the following section. 

Statistical analysis on the target 

The previous analyses revealed an advantage in target identification for affirmative 

sentences over the negative ones for both groups of participants in all the three 

experimental conditions. For dyslexics, the processing penalty displayed by 

negation compared to the affirmative baseline remained constant regardless of the 

number of potential targets displayed in the visual scene. For controls, this 

difference in target preference was slightly more pronounced in the conditions with 

two and three potential targets than in the condition with only one target picture. In 

this section, we seek confirmation of whether target identification is significantly 

affected by sentence polarity, as well as by the interaction between sentence polarity 

and the number of potential targets. Moreover, we aim to assess possible 

statistically relevant differences between the two groups in target identification.  

Figure 6.11 illustrates the target preference computed over the broad time-window 

of interest (650ms-2150ms) for all participants in the experimental conditions 

including one, two, and three potential targets. Figure 6.12 shows the target 

preference for each of the two groups: (a) for controls and (b) for dyslexics, 

respectively. The horizontal axis shows the three experimental conditions, and the 

vertical axis the absolute proportion of looks to the target(s). The means for each 

group are reported in the table below. The AFF condition is plotted in blue, and the 

NEG condition is plotted in red. In this analysis, the onset of the time-window was 

shifted 200ms after the relevant marker in the speech stream to account for saccade 

programming (Allopenna et al. 1998, Matin et al. 1993).  
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Figure 6.11. Overall proportion of looks to the target(s) in the broad time-window (650ms-

2150ms) for in AFF (blue) and NEG (red) conditions including one, two, and three potential 

targets. 

 

Figure 6.12. Proportion of looks to the target(s) in the broad time-window (650ms-2150ms) 

for the control (a) and the dyslexic (b) group in AFF (blue) and NEG (red) conditions 

including one, two, and three potential targets. 

 Control Group Dyslexic Group 

N. target AFF NEG AFF NEG 

1 .64 .50 .51 .35 

2 .72 .49 .62 .44 

3 .79 .59 .76 .57 
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We calculated a linear-mixed effects regression model with target preference as 

dependent variable and group (controls vs. dyslexics), number of targets (1,2,3) and 

polarity (AFF vs. NEG) as independent variables using the packages lme4 and lmer 

Test in R (Bates et al. 2015, Kuznetsova et al. 2017). A logarithmic transformation 

has been applied to the target preference to make it suitable for statistical analysis 

(Jaeger 2008). Participants and items were added as crossed random effects 

(random intercepts). Random slopes for participants and items were included if this 

improved the fit of the model (as estimated by comparing the logLikelihoods of the 

models using the anova-function in R). Non-significant interactions were removed 

from the model.  

Figure 6.11 shows an overall penalty in target identification in the NEG conditions 

in comparison to the AFF ones. This resulted in a significant main effect of polarity 

(𝛽 = - 0.18, t = -10.15, p < .001), revealing that both controls and dyslexics were 

remarkably slower in target identification when presented with negative sentences. 

The analysis yielded a main effect of group (𝛽 = -0.08, t = 3.16, p = .004), revealing 

that dyslexics were significantly slower in target identification than controls (.54 vs 

.63). If we observe the two graphs in Figure 6.12, we can see, in fact, lower target 

preference values for dyslexics compared to controls in all the experimental 

conditions. The absence of a polarity × group interaction indicates that the two 

groups were similarly affected by sentence polarity: as can be seen in Figure 6.12, 

the difference in target preference values between AFF and NEG conditions was 

similar for controls (AFF .72 vs NEG .53) and dyslexics (AFF .63 vs NEG .45).  

The model also revealed a significant main effect of number of targets (𝛽 = 0.08, 

t = 8.03, p < .001), indicating that, as can be observed in Figure 6.11, participants 

were looking more often at the target when more target pictures were displayed in 

the visual scenario. However, it is worth noting that the reported effect can be the 

consequence of a different base probability of target fixation across the 

experimental conditions with one, two, and three potential targets (.25, .50, .75, 

respectively). The lack of a polarity × number of targets interaction indicates that 

the penalty in target identification carried by negative sentences compared to the 

affirmative baseline was constant throughout experimental conditions. This holds 

for both dyslexics and controls, without distinctions between groups, as 

demonstrated by the lack of a three-way interaction with group. This can be easily 

observed in the graphs in Figure 6.12, where, for both groups, the difference in 

target preference values between AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences is the very 

similar across conditions including a different number of target pictures. 

To conclude, these findings confirm the preliminary observations reported in the 

previous descriptive analyses on the target. First, participants (both dyslexics and 

controls) were always slower in target identification when presented with negative 

sentences than with the corresponding affirmative ones. Second, this processing 
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penalty displayed by negation was constant across experimental conditions 

including a different number of potential targets. Finally, it seems that dyslexics 

and controls resorted to the same processing strategies for the computation of both 

affirmative and negative sentences: however, the former were found to be overall 

slower than the latter in target identification. This points to a more generalized 

difficulty in the accomplishment of the reference resolution task, which cannot be 

ascribed to the computation of linguistic negation. 

Descriptive analysis on the mentioned argument 

The statistical analysis on the target showed that: i) both groups of participants were 

significantly slower at identifying the target when presented with negative 

sentences than with the corresponding affirmative ones; ii) the processing penalty 

conveyed by negation was constant across experimental conditions; iii) in both the 

AFF and the NEG conditions, dyslexics displayed lower target preference values 

than controls. Significantly, the descriptive analysis on the target suggested that the 

processing penalty displayed by the NEG condition in comparison with the AFF 

baseline could be traced back to an initial pattern of fixations towards the visual 

competitor (i.e., the mentioned argument) occurring immediately after the offset of 

the disambiguation. In addition, the visual inspection of the graphs indicated that 

dyslexics were looking at the picture of the mentioned argument longer and more 

steadily than controls before their attention converged towards the target picture.  

In this analysis, we aim to assess whether the effects reported for the NEG 

conditions are indeed driven by patterns of fixations towards the picture(s) of the 

mentioned argument. In order to do so, we examine participants’ looking behaviour 

across conditions including one, two, and three pictures of the mentioned argument, 

by focusing in particular on the moment in which the eye gaze pattern in the NEG 

condition deviates from that in the AFF one – as it corresponds to when negation is 

integrated into sentence meaning.  

The graphs in Figure 6.13 depict the proportion of looks to the mentioned argument 

(i.e., the pentagon in (8)) after the Disambiguation Point, computed in 50ms time-

slots, for controls (6.13a-c) and dyslexics (6.13d-f). From top to bottom, we have 

the conditions including one (a-d), two (b-e), and three (c-f) pictures of the 

mentioned argument. The affirmative condition (AFF) is plotted in blue: here, the 

picture of the mentioned argument represents the target of sentence (8). The 

negative condition (NEG) is plotted in red: here, the picture of the mentioned 

argument is the picture to avoid (i.e., the negated state of affairs). The horizontal 

axis shows the selected time period, and time point 0-ms corresponds to the DisP 

onset. The vertical line indicates the beginning of the broad time-window identified 

in the previous analyses as our major area of interest.  

(8) There is/is not [DisP] a pentagon 
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Figure 6.13. Proportion of looks to the mentioned argument (i.e., the pentagon in (8)) for 

controls (6.13a-c) and dyslexics (6.13d-f) including one (a-d), two (b-e), and three (c-f) 

pictures of the mentioned argument.  

One mentioned argument. Graphs (6.13a) and (6.13d) show the experimental 

condition including one picture of the mentioned argument. The base probability of 

MA fixation is .25, as there is only one picture of the MA out of the four pictures 

displayed in the screen: for the NEG condition, the visual scenario includes three 

potential targets. After the disambiguation offset, both graphs show an initial 

overlap between the blue line (AFF) and the red line (NEG), suggesting that 

participants were looking at the picture of the mentioned argument in both the AFF 

and the NEG conditions. For controls (6.13a), we can see that the red line departs 

from the blue line about 250ms after the disambiguation offset, indicating that 

participants were shifting their gaze towards the actual target of the negative 

sentence. Instead, for dyslexics (6.13d), we can notice that the two lines depart in 

different directions about 400ms after the offset of the disambiguation. All in all, 
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the visual comparison of the two groups reveals that, despite the very high base 

probability of target fixation in the NEG condition (.75), both groups were initially 

looking at the picture of the mentioned argument: moreover, dyslexics took longer 

than controls in shifting their gaze towards the actual target picture of the NEG 

sentence. 

Two mentioned arguments. Graphs (6.13b) and (6.13e) depict the experimental 

condition including two pictures of the mentioned argument. The base probability 

of MA fixation is .50, as there are two pictures of the MA out of the four pictures 

displayed in the screen: for both the AFF and NEG condition, the visual scenario 

includes two potential targets. For controls, graph (6.13b) shows an increase of MA 

fixations for about 300ms after the offset of the disambiguation regardless of 

sentence polarity. Here, at 900ms in the graph, MA fixations started to rapidly 

decrease in the NEG condition, indicating target disambiguation. Instead, graph 

(6.13e) reveals that dyslexics were looking at the picture of the mentioned argument 

at almost the same rate in both the AFF and the NEG conditions for about 800ms 

after the disambiguation offset before their attention converged towards the visual 

referent of the negative sentence. Altogether, the visual inspection of the two graphs 

confirms an initial pattern of fixations towards the picture of the mentioned 

argument in the NEG condition for both groups of participants: as in the previous 

experimental condition, dyslexics took longer than controls in shifting their gaze 

towards the actual target of the negative sentence. Nonetheless, if we compare the 

looking pattern behaviour within each group, we can see that participants took 

approximately the same time to disambiguate the target in the NEG conditions with 

one and two MA pictures.  

Three mentioned arguments. Graph (6.13c) and (6.13f) show the experimental 

condition including three pictures of the mentioned argument. Here, the chance 

level of MA fixation is .75, as there are three pictures of the MA out of the four 

pictures displayed in the screen: for the NEG condition, the visual scene includes 

only one target picture. For controls, graph (6.13c) reveals a similar pattern of 

fixations towards the mentioned argument in both the AFF and the NEG condition 

for about 300ms after the disambiguation offset. Then, there was a sudden decrease 

of MA fixations in the NEG one, indicating that controls were shifting their gaze 

towards the visual referent of the negative sentence. Conversely, graph (6.13f) 

shows that dyslexics’ visual attention converged towards the MA pictures for about 

600ms after the offset of the disambiguation, regardless of sentence polarity. Only 

at this point, MA fixations in the NEG condition decreased, indicating that the target 

picture has been disambiguated. Overall, these results reveal that, although both 

groups displayed an initial pattern of MA fixations in the NEG condition, controls 

were remarkably faster than dyslexics in disambiguating the actual target of the 

negative sentence. Furthermore, both dyslexics and controls took as long as in the 
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other experimental conditions to look at the target of the negative sentence.    

To conclude, our results confirm that the processing penalty displayed by NEG 

condition compared to the AFF baseline is due to an initial pattern of fixations 

towards the mentioned argument (i.e., the negated situation) for both groups of 

participants. In addition, the visual prominence of the mentioned argument did not 

have a facilitating effect on the processing of negative sentences, as revealed by the 

fact that, within each group, participants disambiguated the target picture at almost 

the same rate across experimental conditions including a different number of MA 

pictures. Finally, although the two groups displayed a very similar strategy for the 

processing of negative sentences, longer pattern of MA fixations were reported for 

dyslexics, providing further confirmation of an overall delay in target identification 

compared to controls.109   

6.3.3.3 Coloured geometric shapes 

Descriptive analysis on the target 

One potential target. The graphs in Figure 6.14 depict the proportion of looks to 

the target after the Disambiguation Point (9), computed in 50ms time-slots, for 

controls (a) and dyslexics (b) in the experimental conditions including one potential 

target. The affirmative condition (AFF) is plotted in blue, and the negative 

condition (NEG) is plotted in red. The horizontal axis shows the selected time 

period, and time point 0-ms corresponds to DisP onset. Vertical lines are drawn 

accordingly to the time-window identified as our major area of interest (650ms-

2150ms) and used in the statistical analysis below. In this condition, the base 

probability of target fixation is .25, as there is only one possible referent of the 

verbal description among the four pictures displayed in the visual scene. 

(9) The triangle is/is not [DisP] green… 

 

109 The reader must bear in mind that the main focus of the present analysis was investigating 

possible patterns of fixations towards the picture of the mentioned argument occurring when 

participants were presented with negative sentences. The previous analysis on the target has revealed 

that the delay in target identification displayed by dyslexics was not limited to the computation of 

negative sentences, but it was rather evidence of more general difficulty in the reference resolution 

task, regardless of sentence polarity. 
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Figure 6.14. Proportion of looks to the target for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in 

the condition with one potential target for controls (a) and dyslexics (b). The black 

segments at the bottom display the significance of the main effect of polarity. 

For the control group, the graph (6.14a) shows a rapid increase of target fixations 

immediately after the disambiguation offset for both affirmative and negative 

sentences. However, a closer visual inspection reveals that the target preference 

started to arise above chance level (.25) already during the unfolding of the critical 

word. At the onset of our major area of interest (650ms in the graph), the target 

preference has reached .50 for both the AFF and the NEG conditions, suggesting 

that participants disambiguated the target picture very quickly regardless of 

sentence polarity (< 650ms). Nonetheless, the absolute proportion of looks to the 

target is higher in the AFF condition (blue line) than in the NEG one (red line) for 

600ms from the offset of the disambiguation. This difference in target preference 

between the two conditions results in a significant effect of polarity between 700ms 

and 1200ms, and in the 50ms time-slot between 1300ms and 1350ms, suggesting 

that controls were faster in target identification when presented with affirmative 

sentences than with the corresponding negative ones (see Appendix C; Table 6.7). 

In addition, we can observe that, from 1250ms in the graph onwards, the two lines 

almost overlap, indicating that participants are fixating the target picture at almost 

the same rate in both conditions, with target preference reaching a ceiling value (> 
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.90). Two time-slots are revealed significant between 2050ms and 2150ms, 

although this is not of great interest given that at the end of our broad time-window 

(2150ms in the graph) target preference is higher than .80 for both conditions. 

Taken together, these results indicate that, although the target has been 

disambiguated very quickly in both AFF and NEG conditions, controls were slower 

at identifying the target when presented with negative sentences. 

A similar looking pattern behaviour can be observed in the dyslexic group, with 

graph (6.14b) showing a rapid increase of target fixations above chance level (.25) 

after the disambiguation offset in both the AFF and the NEG conditions. Like in the 

control group, this suggests that dyslexics shifted their visual attention towards the 

target picture very quickly regardless of the polarity of the sentence. However, we 

can see that the blue line (AFF) is above the red line (NEG) from the onset of our 

region of interest (650ms) until 1250ms from the disambiguation onset: this 

indicates that, for about 600ms from the disambiguation offset, dyslexics were 

looking more often at the target picture in the affirmative condition than in the 

negative one. This different looking pattern behaviour between the two conditions 

results in a significant main effect of polarity in the 50ms time-slot between 700ms 

and 750ms, between 850ms and 950ms, and between 1100ms and 1200ms – nearly 

significant between 950ms and 110ms and in the 50ms time-slot between 800ms 

and 850ms (see Appendix C; Table 6.7). From 1250ms onwards, the two lines 

overlap and target preference is stable at .80, revealing that dyslexics were steadily 

looking at the same picture (i.e., the target) in both the AFF and the NEG condition. 

To sum up, the results point to an advantage in target identification for the AFF 

condition over the NEG one for both groups: although participants’ visual attention 

converged towards the target very quickly in both conditions, participants were 

faster at fixating the target picture when presented with the affirmative sentence. In 

addition, similar patterns of fixations can be observed between the two groups, but 

a visual comparison of the graphs reveals a more prominent increase of target 

fixations in the control group (6.14a) than in the dyslexic one (6.14b) with both 

affirmative and negative sentences. For instance, at the offset of the disambiguation 

(650ms in the graph), target preference has already reached .50 for the control group 

in both conditions, whereas it amounts to .35 for the dyslexic group. At 500ms after 

the disambiguation offset (1150ms in the graph), the absolute proportion of looks 

to the target has reached .90 in the AFF condition and .80 in the NEG one for 

controls, whereas for dyslexics it amounts to .80 and .70, respectively.  

This difference in target preference suggests that dyslexics were overall slower 

than controls in the execution of the reference resolution task, and this delay seems 

not directly related to the presence of linguistic negation. This aspect of the 

processing and possible group differences will be investigated in detail in the 

statistical analysis on the target. 
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Two potential targets. The graphs in Figure 6.15 depict the proportion of looks to 

the target after the Disambiguation Point, computed in 50ms time-slots, for controls 

(a) and dyslexics (b) in the conditions including two potential targets. The 

affirmative condition (AFF) is plotted in blue, and the negative condition (NEG) is 

plotted in red. In this experimental condition, the base probability of the target 

fixation is .50, as there are two possible visual referents of the verbal description 

out of the four pictures displayed in the visual scene. 

 

 

Figure 6.15. Proportion of looks to the target for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in 

the condition with two potential targets for controls (a) and dyslexics (b). The black 

segments at the bottom display the significance of the main effect of polarity. 

For the control group, graph (6.15a) shows a rapid increase of target fixations in the 

AFF condition, with target preference reaching .90 within 250ms after the 

disambiguation offset. This clearly indicates that, when presented with affirmative 

sentences, controls were very quick in identifying the visual referent of the verbal 

description. Instead, the opposite pattern can be observed in the NEG condition, 

where the absolute proportion of looks towards the target suddenly decreased below 

chance level (.50) for about 200ms after the offset of the disambiguation, reaching 

.35 at 850ms in the graph. Here, the fixations towards the target started to increase, 

and arose above chance level 400ms after the disambiguation offset (1050ms in the 

graph). At the end of our region of interest (2150ms in the graph), target preference 
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has reached .90 in both the AFF and the NEG condition. The different looking 

pattern behaviour between the two conditions causes target preference in the AFF 

condition (red line) to be above that in the NEG condition (red line) during our 

entire area of interest (650ms-2150ms). The decrease in target fixations in the NEG 

condition results in a significant main effect of polarity throughout 650ms and 

1600ms – quasi-significant in the next 50ms time-slot (see Appendix C; Table 6.8). 

All in all, these results indicate that controls were slower in target identification 

when presented with negative sentences than with the corresponding affirmative 

ones. Interestingly, the different looking pattern behaviour attested between the two 

conditions can be already noticed during the unfolding of the critical word (> 

650ms). From a visual inspection of the graph we can see, in fact, that the two lines 

depart in opposite directions at about 350ms from the onset of the disambiguation, 

resulting in a main effect of polarity between 550ms and 650ms. This suggests that 

the linguistic input was processed fast, affecting participants’ looking pattern 

behaviour very early during the unfolding of the linguistic input. 

Graph (6.15b) shows a similar pattern of fixations for the dyslexic group. In the 

AFF condition, we can see an increase of looks towards the target, which arose 

above chance level (.50) immediately after the disambiguation offset. Conversely, 

in the NEG condition, target fixations decreased below chance level for about 

300ms after the disambiguation offset, reaching .35 at 950ms in the graph. Then, 

target preference started to increase, with participants’ looks converging towards 

the target (> .50) from 1100ms onwards. At the end of our region of interest (at 

2150ms in the graph), target preference has reached .80 in both AFF and NEG 

conditions. Like in the control group, the absolute proportion of looks to the target 

is always higher in the AFF condition than in the NEG one, as indicated by the fact 

that the blue line (AFF) is above the red line (NEG) for the entire broad time-

window (650ms-2150ms), suggesting that dyslexics were faster in target 

identification when presented with affirmative sentences than with the 

corresponding negative ones. This difference in target preference values between 

the two conditions is revealed significant between 750ms and 1250ms, and between 

1300ms and 1400ms – nearly significant in the 50ms time-slots 1250ms-1300ms 

and 1400ms-1450ms, respectively (see Appendix C; Table 6.8).  

 

All in all, these results indicate that both groups of participants were slower at 

identifying the visual referent of the verbal description in the NEG condition than 

in the AFF baseline. Crucially, this processing penalty displayed by negation can 

be traced back to an initial pattern of fixations towards the visual competitor (i.e., 

the mentioned argument) reported for both groups immediately after the 

disambiguation offset, as indicated by target preference values initially decreasing 

below chance level. If we compare the two graphs in Figure 6.15, it seems that 

controls (a) displayed a more prominent increase of target fixations in the AFF 
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condition compared to dyslexics (b). At the offset of the disambiguation, the 

absolute proportion of looks to the target amounts to .70 for controls and to .55 for 

dyslexics: after 250ms, it is .90 for the former and .70 for the latter. This difference 

in target preference values suggests that, in the AFF condition, dyslexics were 

looking at the target picture less steadily than controls, even after target 

disambiguation. Instead, we can observe similar target preference values between 

the two groups in the NEG condition, suggesting that negative sentences were 

similarly processed by controls and dyslexics.  

To conclude, the comparison between Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 shows that, in 

our area of interest (650ms-2150ms), the difference between AFF and NEG 

conditions in the target preference is remarkably larger in the condition with two 

potential targets for both groups. This suggests that, despite the higher base 

probability of target fixation in this experimental condition, both controls and 

dyslexics displayed a greater processing penalty in target identification in the NEG 

condition compared to the AFF baseline. 

Three potential targets. The graphs in Figure 6.16 depict the proportion of looks 

to the target after the Disambiguation Point, computed in 50ms time-slots, for 

controls (a) and dyslexics (b) in the conditions including three potential targets. The 

affirmative condition (AFF) is plotted in blue, and the negative condition (NEG) is 

plotted in red. In this experimental condition, the base probability of target fixation 

is .75, as there are three possible visual referents of the verbal description out of the 

four pictures displayed in the visual scene.  
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Figure 6.16. Proportion of looks to the target for AFF (blue) and NEG (red) sentences in 

the condition with three potential targets for controls (a) and dyslexics (b). The black 

segments at the bottom display the significance of the main effect of polarity. 

If we compare the graphs in Figure 6.16, we can observe a very similar pattern of 

fixations in both the AFF and the NEG condition between the two groups. In the 

AFF condition, participants’ looks towards the target rapidly increased after the 

offset of the disambiguation for both controls (a) and dyslexics (b): from 400ms 

after the disambiguation offset onwards, target preference is higher than .80 in both 

groups, indicating that the target picture has been disambiguated very quickly. 

Conversely, we can see that target fixations rapidly decreased below chance level 

(.75) in the NEG condition, suggesting that participants were looking more often at 

the picture of the competitor (i.e., the mentioned argument). After the 

disambiguation offset, target preference dropped for about 200ms, reaching .45 in 

both groups. Here, at 850ms, in the graph, participants’ looks towards the target 

started to increase: in the control group, target fixations arose above chance level 

(.75) one second after the offset of the disambiguation (1650ms in the graph), 

whereas in the dyslexic group this target preference value is exceeded 200ms later, 

at 1850ms in the graph. This suggests that, in the NEG condition, dyslexics were 

looking at the target less steadily than controls even after target disambiguation (i.e., 

after the increase in target fixations). At the end of our region of interest (2150ms) 

target preference has reached, in the NEG condition, .85 for controls and .75 for 
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dyslexics. 

Furthermore, we notice that the blue line (AFF) is above the red line (NEG) for 

the entire broad time-window (650ms-2150ms). The different looking pattern 

behaviour between the AFF and the NEG conditions results in a significant effect 

of polarity in both groups, suggesting that participants were slower in target 

identification when presented with negative sentences than with the corresponding 

affirmative ones (see Appendix C; Table 6.9). For controls, the effect of polarity is 

revealed significant between 650ms and 1650ms, between 1850ms and 2000ms, 

and in two 50ms time-slots, 1750ms-1800ms and 2050ms-2100ms, respectively – 

quasi-significant between 1650ms and 1800ms, and between 2000ms and 2050ms. 

For dyslexics, between 700ms and 1650ms – nearly significant between 600ms and 

650ms, and between 2050ms and 2150ms. 

Taken together, these findings suggest that the NEG condition displayed a 

significant delay in target identification compared to the AFF baseline in both 

groups of participants. As discussed for the other item types (§6.3.3.1 for cartoon 

characters and §6.3.3.2 for black and white geometric shapes), this processing 

penalty in the NEG condition seems attributable to the fact that, despite the very 

high probability of target fixation in this experimental condition (.75), after the 

offset of the disambiguation participants were looking more often than in the AFF 

baseline at the fourth picture displayed in the visual scene, that is, the picture of the 

mentioned argument. This aspect of the processing will be explored more in detail 

with the descriptive analyses on the mentioned argument. Moreover, the 

comparison between the two graphs in Figure 6.16 reveals a similar pattern of 

fixations between the two groups in both the AFF and the NEG conditions, with 

similar target preference values in our area of interest (650ms-2150ms). This 

suggests that both AFF and NEG sentences were processed in a similar way by the 

two groups.  

Finally, if we compare Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16, we can observe that the 

difference between AFF and NEG conditions in target preference is larger in the 

condition with three potential targets, but, crucially, only for dyslexics. Instead, this 

difference seems minimal, at least visually, for controls. Overall, this suggests that, 

when presented with negative sentences, dyslexics were remarkably slower in target 

identification when more potential targets were displayed in the visual scene, 

compared to the affirmative baseline. Instead, this effect is smaller for controls 

between the conditions with two and three potential targets. This aspect of the 

processing and possible group differences will be further investigated with a 

statistical analysis in the following section. 

Statistical analysis on the target 

The previous analyses suggest that participants (both controls and dyslexics) were 
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slower in target identification in all the three NEG conditions compared to the 

corresponding affirmative ones. In addition, the processing penalty displayed by 

NEG was greater at the increase in the number of potential targets displayed in the 

visual scene. Remarkably, this effect seemed to be more pronounced for dyslexics. 

For the control group, this penalty appeared stable between the NEG conditions 

with two and three target pictures.  In this section, we will further investigate how 

sentence polarity and its interaction with the number of target pictures might affect 

the process of target identification. Moreover, we aim to assess possible relevant 

differences between the performance of the two groups in target identification.   

Figure 6.17 illustrates the target preference computed over the broad time-window 

of interest (650ms-2150ms) for all participants in the experimental conditions 

including one, two, and three potential targets. Figure 6.18 shows the target 

preference for each of the two groups: (a) for controls and (b) for dyslexics, 

respectively. The horizontal axis shows the three experimental conditions, and the 

vertical axis the absolute proportion of looks to the target(s). The means for each 

group are reported in the table below the graphs. The AFF condition is plotted in 

blue, and the NEG condition is plotted in red. In this analysis, the onset of the time-

window was shifted 200ms after the relevant marker in the speech stream for the 

time it would take to program a saccadic eye movement (Allopenna et al. 1998, 

Matin et al. 1993).  

 

Figure 6.17. Overall proportion of looks to the target(s) in the broad time-window (650ms-

2150ms) for in AFF (blue) and NEG (red) conditions including one, two, and three potential 

targets. 
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Figure 6.18. Proportion of looks to the target(s) in the broad time-window (650ms-2150ms) 

for the control (a) and the dyslexic (b) group in AFF (blue) and NEG (red) conditions 

including one, two, and three potential targets. 

We calculated a linear-mixed effects regression model with target preference as 

dependent variable and group (controls vs. dyslexics), number of targets (1,2,3) and 

polarity (AFF vs. NEG) as independent variables using the packages lme4 and lmer 

Test in R (Bates et al. 2015, Kuznetsova et al. 2017). A logarithmic transformation 

has been applied to the target preference to make it suitable for statistical analysis 

(Jaeger 2008). Participants and items were added as crossed random effects 

(random intercepts). Random slopes for participants and items were included if this 

improved the fit of the model (as estimated by comparing the logLikelihoods of the 

models using the anova-function in R). Non-significant interactions were removed 

from the model. 

Figure 6.17 shows a systematic penalty in target identification in the NEG condition 

compared to the AFF baseline. This resulted in a significant main effect of polarity 

(ß = -0.17, t = -9.97, p < 0.001) confirming that participants were looking 

significantly more often at the target picture when presented with affirmative 

sentences than with the corresponding negative ones. 

The model also revealed a main effect of group (𝛽 = 0.07, t = 2.14, p = .043), 

indicating that dyslexics were significantly slower than controls in target 

 Control Group Dyslexic Group 

N. target AFF NEG AFF NEG 

1 .78 .70 .62 .56 

2 .81 .58 .68 .54 

3 .83 .60 .86 .60 
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identification. In the two graphs in Figure 6.18, we can observe that dyslexics 

display lower target preference values than controls in most of the experimental 

conditions. In particular, this holds for AFF conditions with one and two potential 

targets, and for the NEG condition with only one potential target. The absence of a 

polarity × group effect reveals that controls (AFF .80 vs. NEG .62) and dyslexics 

(AFF .72 vs. NEG .56) had similar target preference values in AFF and NEG 

conditions. All in all, this suggests that dyslexics experienced a general difficulty 

in the reference resolution task, independent of polarity.  

Moreover, a significant main effect of number of targets was reported (ß = 0.15, 

t = 2.87, p < 0.001), indicating that participants were looking more often at the 

target picture as the number of target pictures displayed in the visual scenario 

increased. However, as already pointed out in the statistical analyses with other item 

types, this effect might be related to the different base probability of target fixations 

across experimental conditions. The presence of a significant group × number of 

targets interaction (𝛽 = - 0.08, t = - 2.63, p = .015) indicates that the target 

preference in the two groups of participants was differently affected by the number 

of potential targets displayed in the visual scene. To investigate the nature of this 

interaction, data were split according to group, and the effect of number of targets 

was investigated for these subsets. For the controls, results showed that there was 

no significant effect of number of targets on target preference (x2 = 3.28, df = 2, p 

= .194), as revealed by similar values across experimental conditions: .74, .70, and 

.76 in the conditions with one, two, and three potential targets, respectively. Instead, 

for the dyslexics, results showed that they were looking significantly more often at 

the target as the number of potential target increased (x2 = 14.91, df = 2, p < .001): 

.59, .61, and .73 in the conditions with one, two, and three potential targets, 

respectively.   

The analysis yielded a polarity × number of targets interaction (𝛽 = - 0.08, t = - 

4.01, p < .001), revealing that the difference in target preference between the NEG 

condition and the corresponding AFF baseline becomes significantly more 

prominent at the increase in the number of potential targets displayed in the visual 

scene. To appreciate this result more in detail, we analysed the polarity by number 

of targets effect for the two groups of participants. Results showed the presence of 

a polarity × number of targets interaction for both the control (x2 = 12.26, df = 2, 

p = .002) and the dyslexic (x2 = 6.72, df = 2, p = .034) groups, confirming that, at 

the increase in the number of potential targets, both dyslexics and controls were 

looking at the target picture significantly less often when presented with negative 

sentences than with the corresponding affirmative ones. However, as can be 

observed in the two graphs in Figure 6.18, this effect was smaller for controls, as 

the penalty conveyed by negation is similar between the conditions with two (AFF 

.81 vs NEG .58) and three (AFF .83 vs NEG .60) potential targets. 

To conclude, these findings confirm what observed in the preliminary descriptive 
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analyses on the target regarding important aspects of sentence processing. First, 

participants (both controls and dyslexics) were faster in target identification when 

presented with affirmative sentences than with the corresponding negative ones. 

Second, the processing penalty displayed by negative sentences compared to the 

affirmative baseline increased when more target pictures were displayed in the 

visual scenario. Significantly, dyslexics were overall slower than controls in target 

identification. As discussed in the statistical analysis on the target for black and 

white geometric shapes, this suggests a more general impairment in the processing 

of both affirmative and negative sentences.   

Descriptive analysis on the mentioned argument 

The previous analyses on the target revealed that both groups of participants 

displayed a significant processing penalty in target identification when presented 

with negative sentences than with the corresponding affirmative ones. Crucially, 

this penalty carried by the NEG condition worsened at the increase of the number 

of target pictures displayed in the visual scene. Note that the ratio between the 

number of potential targets and the number of pictures of the mentioned argument 

is directly proportional in the affirmative condition, but inversely proportional in 

the negative one. As discussed for cartoon characters (§6.3.3.1), in the negative 

condition, participants were faster in target identification when more pictures of the 

mentioned argument (i.e., competitors) were present in the visual scene. 

The aim of this exploratory analysis is to assess whether such an effect is 

attributable to possible patterns of fixations towards the picture(s) of the mentioned 

argument, as suggested by the descriptive analysis on the target. As for the other 

item types, we explore participants’ looking pattern behaviour across experimental 

conditions including a different number of pictures of the mentioned argument, by 

paying particular attention to the moment in which the eye gaze pattern in the NEG 

condition deviates from that in the AFF one – as this indicates the exact moment in 

which negation begins to affect the real-time course of sentence interpretation.   

The graphs in Figure 6.19 show the proportion of looks to the mentioned argument 

(i.e., the green triangle in (10)) after the Disambiguation Point, computed in the 

50ms time-slots for controls (Fig. 6.19a-c) and dyslexics (Fig. 6.19d-f). From top 

to bottom, we have the conditions including one (a-d), two (b-e), and three (c-f) 

pictures of the mentioned argument. The affirmative condition (AFF) is plotted in 

blue: here, the picture of the mentioned argument represents the target of sentence 

(10). The negative condition (NEG) is plotted in red: here, the picture of the 

mentioned argument is the picture to avoid (i.e., the negated state of affairs). The 

horizontal axis shows the selected time period, and the time point 0-ms corresponds 

to the DisP onset. The vertical line indicates the beginning of the broad time-

window identified in the previous analyses as our major area of interest.  
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(10) The triangle is/is not [DisP] green… 

 

Figure 6.19. Proportion of looks to the mentioned argument (i.e., the green triangle in (10)) 

for controls (6.19a-c) and dyslexics (6.19d-f) including one (a-d), two (b-e), and three (c-

f) pictures of the mentioned argument. 

One mentioned argument. Graph (6.19a) and (6.19d) show the experimental 

condition including one picture of the mentioned argument: for the NEG condition, 

the visual scenario includes three potential targets. For dyslexics (6.19d), we see an 

initial pattern of MA fixations in both the AFF (blue line) and the NEG (red line) 

conditions for 300ms after the disambiguation offset. At this point (900ms in the 

graph), the red line started to decrease, indicating that dyslexics were shifting their 

visual attention towards the actual target of the negative sentence. A similar pattern 

of MA fixations can be observed for the control group (6.19a), with the two lines 

departing in different directions about 250ms after the disambiguation offset. 

However, we can see that controls were looking less steadily at the MA picture 

already during the unfolding of the critical word, as revealed by the fact that the 
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two lines never overlap. Overall, this pattern of fixations reveals that, despite the 

high probability of target fixation in this experimental condition (.75), when 

presented with negative sentences both dyslexics and controls initially focused on 

the picture of the mentioned argument for about 300ms after the disambiguation 

offset. Worth noting, the former fixated the MA picture more steadily than the latter. 

Two mentioned arguments. Graph (6.19b) and (6.19e) depict the experimental 

condition with two pictures of the mentioned argument: here, the visual scenario 

includes two potential targets for both AFF and NEG sentences. In the dyslexic 

group (6-19e), we see an initial increase of fixations towards the mentioned 

argument in both the AFF and the NEG conditions: 300ms after the disambiguation 

offset, the MA fixations started to decrease in the NEG one, indicating that the 

dyslexics’ visual attention was drawn towards the actual referent of the negative 

sentence. In the control group (6.19b), we can notice a similar pattern: after an 

initial increase of MA fixations in both the AFF and the NEG conditions, the two 

lines depart in opposite directions about 250ms after the offset of the 

disambiguation. Altogether, the two groups showed a similar pattern of MA 

fixations in the NEG condition with two mentioned arguments. However, like in 

the condition with one MA, controls were fixating at the visual competitor less often 

than in the AFF baseline already before the disambiguation offset.  

Three mentioned arguments. Graph (6.19c) and (6.19f) show the experimental 

condition including three pictures of the mentioned argument: for the NEG 

condition, the visual scene includes only one target picture. A visual inspection of 

the graphs reveals opposite patterns of MA fixations in the AFF and the NEG 

conditions after the disambiguation offset for both groups. This indicates that, 

despite the high base probability of MA fixations in this experimental condition 

(.75) both dyslexics and controls disambiguated the visual referent in the NEG 

condition very quickly. In the dyslexic group (6.19f), the red line (NEG) departs 

from the blue line (AFF) at 550ms in the graph, that is, during the unfolding of the 

critical word. In the control group (6.19c), the MA fixations in the NEG condition 

started to decrease at about 400ms after the disambiguation onset. All in all, a 

similar pattern of MA fixations in the NEG condition can be observed in the two 

groups, with participants shifting their gaze towards the actual target of the negative 

sentence already before the offset of the disambiguation. However, as observed in 

the other experimental conditions, controls were looking at the mentioned argument 

less steadily than in the AFF baseline compared to dyslexics. Furthermore, 

participants were significantly faster at identifying the actual target of the negative 

sentences compared to the condition with one and two MA pictures. 

To conclude, these findings confirm the facilitating effect of the visual prominence 

of the mentioned argument on the interpretation process, with participants (both 

controls and dyslexics) being faster at identifying the visual referent of the negative 
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sentence when more pictures of the mentioned argument (i.e., the competitors 

representing the negated situation) were displayed in the visual scene. Although 

similar patterns of fixations were reported for dyslexics and controls across 

experimental conditions, controls were always looking at the picture of the 

mentioned argument less steadily than in the AFF baseline before their attention 

converged towards the target picture. This suggests that dyslexics exploited the 

visual representation of the negated information more during the real-time 

processing of negative sentences.  

Finally, the fact that participants’ looking pattern behaviour in the AFF and the 

NEG conditions began to differ very early (within 300ms from the disambiguation 

offset) indicates that negation was processed very fast across the three experimental 

conditions. Note that very similar patterns of fixations towards the mentioned 

argument were also reported in the descriptive analysis with cartoon characters 

(§6.3.3.1): however, here participants took remarkably longer in shifting their 

visual attention from the mentioned argument towards the target of the NEG 

sentence. On the contrary, no facilitating effect of the visual prominence of the 

mentioned argument has been reported for black and white geometric shapes 

(§6.3.3.2), where the penalty carried by negation was constant throughout 

experimental conditions. This suggests some degree of flexibility and sensitivity of 

negation processing to propositional and perceptual features, which will be further 

discussed in §6.4.3 

6.4 General discussion 

In this section, we will present the major findings of this study. First, we will outline 

the main results of the behavioural and eye movement analyses: as we will see, they 

clearly indicate that dyslexics adopt a non-incremental strategy of negation 

processing exactly like controls. Then, in §6.4.2, we will provide compelling 

evidence that dyslexics are affected by a more general processing impairment, not 

limited to the computational cost of linguistic negation. On the basis of some 

differences and some common features that emerged from participants’ looking 

pattern behaviour across item types, in §6.4.3 we will discuss how, and to what 

extent, the complexity of the linguistic and the visual input might affect negation 

processing. To conclude, in §6.4.4, some considerations will be made on the 

relationship between working memory capacity and participants’ linguistic 

behaviour, providing some suggestions for future developments of this study. 

6.4.1 Evidence for a common non-incremental strategy of negation 

processing for dyslexic and normal readers 

The first question of this study was to see whether there were group differences, 

i.e., whether dyslexics resorted to a different interpretative strategy in the 
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processing of negative sentences compared to controls.  In §6.2.4, we predicted a 

similar pattern of fixations with negative sentences in the control and the dyslexic 

group, replicating the pattern of findings reported in our first experiment (§4.4): 

that is, a facilitating effect of the visual prominence of the mentioned argument on 

the interpretation process, resulting in a reduced penalty for target identification, 

compared to the affirmative baseline, as the number of pictures of the mentioned 

argument increased. A similar pattern of findings would provide compelling 

evidence that dyslexics too resorted to a non-incremental strategy of negation 

processing. Despite the small number of participants who took part in this study (9 

dyslexics and 15 controls, respectively), the analyses of their looking pattern 

behaviour during the real-time comprehension of affirmative and negative 

sentences highlighted common processing patterns in adults with and without 

dyslexia. 

First, we found that both dyslexics and controls were systematically slower in 

target identification when presented with negative sentences than with the 

corresponding affirmative ones, as demonstrated by lower target preference values 

in the three negative conditions compared to the affirmative baseline. The only 

exception is represented by the cartoon character condition with one potential 

target: here, the target picture was fixated at almost the same rate in both the 

affirmative and the negative condition by controls, whereas dyslexics were even 

faster in target identification when presented with the negative sentence. On the one 

hand, we assume that, taken individually, this result might be due to the limited 

number of subjects tested. On the other hand, it also suggests some degree of 

sensitivity of negation processing to the propositional and perceptual features of the 

presented stimuli, which will be further discussed in §6.4.3. 

Second, the processing penalty conveyed by negation compared to the 

affirmative baseline increased with the number of target pictures displayed in the 

visual scenario. As we already discussed throughout this and earlier chapters (§6.1, 

§4.4.1), in the negative condition an increase in the number of potential targets 

corresponded to a decrease in the number of pictures of the mentioned argument: 

in fact, while the pictures of the mentioned argument were the visual referents of 

the verbal description in the affirmative condition, they were the visual competitors 

instead in the negative one, as they depicted the negated state of affairs. In other 

words, the pattern of findings described above reveals that, in the negative 

condition, both dyslexics and controls were faster in target identification when the 

visual scene included more possible competitors (i.e., more pictures of the 

mentioned argument) than when it included more potential targets of the verbal 

description. The visual prominence of the negated information had a positive effect 

on the processing of negative sentences, as revealed by a reduced penalty in target 

identification, compared to the affirmative baseline, at the increase in the number 

of pictures of the mentioned argument.   
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However, it should be mentioned that the eye movement analyses revealed some 

differences across item types. The facilitating effect of the visual prominence of the 

mentioned argument has been reported with coloured geometric shapes (§6.3.3.3) 

and cartoon characters (§6.3.3.1), but not with black and white geometric shapes 

(§6.3.3.2). In this last condition, we found, in fact, that the processing penalty 

carried by negation, compared to the affirmative baseline, was constant across the 

three experimental conditions including a different number of potential targets. In 

addition, this pattern of fixations was found for both dyslexics and controls. 

Interestingly, the behavioural data concerning response accuracy showed that 

participants were significantly less accurate in target identification with black and 

white geometric shapes (§6.3.2). Overall, we interpret this pattern of findings as 

evidence of a substantial difficulty experienced by all participants in the processing 

of geometric shapes across negative conditions. This is arguably related to the fact 

that black and white geometric shapes were perceptually less salient compared to 

the other item types: as a consequence, participants could not benefit from the visual 

prominence of the negated information as in the other item type conditions.   

The descriptive analyses conducted on the mentioned argument confirmed that 

the higher processing costs reported for negative sentences compared to the 

affirmative baseline were attributable to an initial pattern of fixations towards the 

picture(s) of the mentioned argument occurring immediately after the offset of the 

critical word: as said, this indicates a delay in target identification for the negative 

condition, as the picture of the mentioned argument corresponded to the visual 

representation of the negated state of affairs described in the sentence. Negation 

seems therefore to be integrated at a later moment into sentence meaning, with both 

dyslexics and controls actively exploiting the visual representation of the mentioned 

argument during the early moments of sentence comprehension. Strikingly, this 

initial pattern of fixations towards the mentioned argument was reported for all the 

three item type conditions. Furthermore, we found that, with cartoon characters and 

coloured geometric shapes, both groups of participants were faster in shifting their 

gaze from the visual representation of the negated information towards the actual 

target of the negative sentence when more pictures of the mentioned argument were 

displayed in the visual scene. This provides further confirmation of the positive 

effect of the visual prominence of the negated information on the processing. 

Significantly, the fact that for black and white geometric shapes we found a 

systematic penalty carried by negation, and that this penalty is attributable to an 

initial pattern of fixations towards the mentioned argument, leads us to assume that 

the results reported for this item type condition are not at odds with the others, but 

they rather indicate some flexibility in the processing of negative sentences, 

arguably related to the type of linguistic and visual stimuli provided.  

Summarizing, the eye movement data disclosed two main processing features 

underlying sentence interpretation for both dyslexic and control subjects. First, we 
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reported compelling evidence that negative sentences displayed higher processing 

costs than the corresponding affirmatives also when an adequate context of 

utterance is provided: significantly, this processing penalty is attributable to an 

initial pattern of fixations towards the picture(s) of the mentioned argument 

reported in all the negative conditions including a different number of target 

pictures. Second, the visual prominence of the mentioned argument has been found 

to have a facilitating effect on negation processing with cartoon characters and 

coloured geometric shapes. Taken together, these findings replicated the results 

achieved in our first study (§4.4), providing further evidence of a non-incremental 

strategy of negation processing. Along the lines of the Two-Step Simulation 

Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007, see §2.2.1.3), the higher processing costs reported 

for negative sentences are attributable to the fact that the processing of negative 

sentences always involves first the retrieval/construction of one more mental 

simulation (i.e., the negated state of affairs) compared to that of the corresponding 

affirmatives. As mentioned, we found some processing differences across the 

different item types, which, however, are strongly in compliance with a non-

incremental strategy of negation processing. For cartoon characters, we did not find 

a delay in target identification in the negative condition with one potential target: 

however, we reported a facilitating effect of the visual prominence of the negated 

information on the processing, as revealed by a greater delay in target identification, 

compared to the affirmative baseline, at the increase in the number of target pictures 

in the visual scene. For black and white geometric shapes, we did not find a positive 

effect of the visual prominence of the negated information on the processing of 

negative sentences, but we nonetheless attested a systematic penalty in target 

identification across all the negative conditions compared to the affirmative 

baseline, due to an initial pattern of fixations towards the mentioned argument.  

Crucially, incremental models of negation processing (§2.2.2.1) cannot account 

for the systematic processing penalty displayed by negation in a supportive context 

of utterance, nor for the facilitating effect of the visual prominence of the negated 

information on the processing. Incremental accounts maintain, in fact, that the 

processing of negative sentences resembles that of the corresponding affirmative, 

with no need to necessarily represent the positive counterpart to access the semantic 

negative meaning when an adequate context of utterance is provided – as in the case 

of our experiment (Wason 1965; De Villiers & Flusberg 1975; Glenberg & 

Robertson 1999; Dale & Duran 2011; Nieuwland & Kuperberg 2008; Staab et al. 

2008, see §2.2.2.1). In contrast, these two main findings strongly suggest that the 

processing of negative sentences involves more complex and partially different 

cognitive representations compared to that of affirmatives, as proposed by the Two-

Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007). 

So far, we have seen that our results provided compelling evidence that both 

dyslexics and controls adopted a non-incremental strategy of negation processing, 
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by actively exploiting the visual representation of the negated information during 

the real-time comprehension of negative sentences. 

Previous behavioural research dealing with the relationship between 

developmental dyslexia, working memory resources and negative sentence 

processing (§5.3), reported consistent evidence for a non-incremental view of 

negation processing, showing that negative sentences were more difficult to 

comprehend than the corresponding affirmatives for both dyslexic and normal 

readers (Scappini et al. 2015, Hu et al. 2018), and that, in more classical sentence-

picture verification paradigms, the true negative condition was the most difficult to 

process (Vender & Delfitto 2010, Scappini et al. 2015, Hu et al. 2018). Throughout 

the discussion, we have seen that all these studies interpreted their results by 

assuming that dyslexics’ processing difficulties were related to limitations in their 

working memory capacity, which would prevent them from accomplishing too 

demanding linguistic operations (Working Memory Deficit Hypothesis - 

McLoughlin et al. 1994, 2002).  A two-stage based interpretation of negation is in 

fact particularly taxing in terms of computational resources, as it involves the 

retrieval/construction of two different simulations (i.e., the negated and the actual 

state of affairs), that must be momentarily maintained in short-term memory for a 

later comparison. This would overload dyslexics’ limited working memory 

resources, by preventing them from successfully interpreting negative sentences.  

In their EEG-ERP study, Scappini et al. (2015) argued that dyslexics would 

adopt alternative but less effective cognitive processes during negative sentence 

comprehension with the aim of reducing the considerable working memory load 

required for a non-incremental interpretation of negation. Strikingly, our findings 

openly go against this assumption: the analyses of the participants’ looking pattern 

behaviour confirmed in fact that dyslexics and controls adopted the same 

interpretative strategy in the processing of negative sentences, as revealed by very 

similar patterns of target fixations reported across negative conditions for the two 

groups of subjects. Furthermore, the visual prominence of the mentioned argument 

had a positive effect on the interpretation process of negative sentences for 

dyslexics: it made easier the retrieval/activation of the negated information from 

the visual scene and its temporary maintenance in the short-term memory during 

negative sentence interpretation, without overloading their limited computational 

resources. The relationship between working memory limitations and sentence 

interpretation will be further addressed in section §6.4.4. 

6.4.2 Negation is not the only source of difficulty for dyslexics: evidence of a 

generalized interpretative impairment 

In our first study, we reported compelling evidence that the computation of negation 

is a significant source of difficulty for adults without dyslexia (§ 4.4.2): in line with 

the Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007), we found that the higher 
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processing costs traditionally attributed to negative sentences are determined by the 

need to retrieve the negated information, which must be activated and subsequently 

inhibited in order to grasp the sentence negative meaning. The results of this second 

study revealed that adults with dyslexia adopted the same non-incremental 

processing strategy for the interpretation of negative sentences, and benefited, in 

terms of processing costs, from a greater visual prominence of the negated 

information during sentence comprehension. However, it was also found that the 

processing impairment exhibited by dyslexics is not limited to the computation of 

negative sentences and/or completely attributable to the higher processing costs 

required for a two-stage based interpretation. Dyslexics had a significantly worse 

performance in the affirmative conditions too, lagging behind their peers in target 

identification regardless of the polarity of the sentence. 

The second question of the present study was to see whether negation processing 

was specifically impaired in the dyslexic population or whether their 

underperformance was independent of sentence polarity. In this section, we discuss 

our results against those of previous studies that came to different conclusions on 

the topic (§5.3, §6.2.4). 

Previous research provided conflicting evidence on whether negation constitutes a 

specific source of processing difficulty for individuals with developmental 

dyslexia. As a matter of fact, while Vender and Delfitto (2010) argued that 

dyslexics’ interpretative difficulties can be completely traced back to the high 

computational demand of a non-incremental processing of negative sentences, 

Scappini et al. (2015) and Hu et al. (2018) reported evidence for a more generalized 

impairment affecting the comprehension of both affirmative and negative 

sentences, probably arising as a consequence of the complexity of the sentence-

picture verification task (see §5.3 for a more detailed discussion). 

In the present work, the behavioural data collected did not reveal a significant 

group difference in the reference resolution task: however, we could indeed observe 

a tendency for dyslexics to be generally less accurate than normal readers in target 

identification regardless of item type and sentence polarity. This seems to suggest 

a more general processing difficulty experienced by dyslexics when engaged in the 

reference resolution task which is not limited to the computation of linguistic 

negation. While at the moment these observations drawn from the behavioural data 

remain speculative in nature, it is interesting to note that the results from the eye 

movement analyses go in the same direction. As a matter of fact, the analysis of 

participants’ looking pattern behaviour showed that, with coloured and black and 

white geometric shapes, dyslexics were overall slower than controls in target 

identification, as indicated by lower target preference values in both affirmative and 

negative conditions. For black and white geometric shapes (§ 6.3.3.2), in our area 
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of interest110, the proportion of looks to the target was always higher for controls 

than for dyslexics in all the experimental conditions: for instance, the target 

preference in affirmative conditions including one, two and three potential targets 

was .64, .72, .79 for the control group and .51, .62, .76 for the dyslexic one, 

respectively.  Furthermore, concerning negative sentences, the descriptive analysis 

on the mentioned argument showed that dyslexics were slower than controls in 

shifting their gaze away from the picture(s) of the mentioned argument towards the 

actual referent of the negative sentence, providing further confirmation of an overall 

delay in target identification compared to controls. For coloured geometric shapes 

(§6.3.3.3), dyslexics displayed lower target preference values compared to controls 

in most of the experimental conditions. In particular, in the affirmative conditions 

including one and two potential targets, the absolute proportion of looks to the target 

was .78 for controls vs .62 for dyslexics in the former, and .81 for controls vs. 68 

for dyslexics in the latter. Likewise, in the negative condition with one potential 

target, the target preference was .70 for controls but only .56 for dyslexics. In 

addition, dyslexics exploited more the visual representation of the negated 

information during real-time sentence comprehension than controls, as indicated by 

a steadier pattern of fixations towards the mentioned argument before their attention 

converged towards the target picture. 

The fact that dyslexics were slower than controls in target identification, 

regardless of sentence polarity, is further corroborated by the absence of a 

significant interaction between group and polarity, which confirms that the penalty 

carried by the negative condition compared to the affirmative baseline was similar 

in the two groups of participants: for black and white geometric shapes, the 

difference in target preference values between AFF and NEG conditions was .19 

for controls (.72 vs .53) and .18 for dyslexics (.63 vs .45); for coloured geometric 

shapes the difference was .18 for controls (.80 vs .62) and .16 for dyslexics (.72 vs 

.56). In other words, we did not find that dyslexics performed remarkably worse 

than controls in the negative condition compared to the affirmative baseline, as we 

would expect if dyslexics were impaired only in the computation of negative 

sentences.  

Taken together, our findings indicate that dyslexics displayed an overall delay in 

target identification compared to controls with both affirmative and negative 

sentences, providing further confirmation to the results reported by Hu et al. (2018). 

Although negative sentences represented a source of difficulty for both groups of 

participants, in line with a non-incremental view of negation processing, dyslexic 

adults manifested a more general interpretative impairment affecting the overall 

sentence processing. On one hand, the visual prominence of the negated 

 

110 We identified as major area of interest the time-window from the offset of the critical word 

(650ms) to 1500ms after its offset (2150ms) 
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information improved dyslexics’ performance, as confirmed by a reduced penalty 

in target identification for negative sentences compared to the affirmative baseline. 

On the other hand, however, dyslexics still displayed a delay in target identification 

compared to controls, that, crucially, has also been observed with affirmative 

sentences. Therefore, our results are not in compliance with Vender & Delfitto 

(2010), who proposed that dyslexics’ interpretative difficulties with sentence 

interpretation were completely attributable to the computational cost of negation. 

Interestingly, Hu et al. (2018) did not exclude that the more general processing 

impairment exhibited by dyslexics could be caused by the interplay between 

dyslexics’ working memory inefficiency and the task complexity: indeed, the 

sentence-picture evaluation required to accomplish the task introduces an additional 

processing cost, which might have a negative impact on the overall sentence 

comprehension process. The deployment of an identification task with eye-

recording (§3.4, §3.5) has allowed us to assess the time-course of sentence 

comprehension without introducing an additional computational load which might 

bias the dyslexics’ interpretative strategy. Strikingly, the same processing 

difficulties have been reported also with our experimental protocol: this provides 

compelling evidence that these interpretative difficulties in spoken language 

comprehension are related to specific aspects of the linguistic processing and are 

not attributable to an experimental artifact of the sentence-picture verification set-

up.  

To conclude, our results suggests that negation does not represent a specific source 

of processing difficulty for dyslexics. Rather, adults with dyslexia manifest a more 

general interpretative impairment compared to control subjects, which is only in 

part related to the high computational demand of a non-incremental processing of 

negation. 

For the aim of the present discussion, it is worth noting that the analysis of 

participants’ looking pattern behaviour with cartoon characters (§6.3.3.1) revealed 

that dyslexics did not exhibit specific processing difficulties compared to control 

subjects, as confirmed by very similar target preference values displayed by the two 

groups during real-time comprehension of both affirmative (.63 for controls vs .59 

for dyslexics) and negative sentences (.51 for both). As we will see in the next 

section, this further suggests that the type of linguistic and visual stimuli provided 

do affect, at least to some extent, the sentence interpretative process.  

6.4.3 Sensitivity to the complexity of the linguistic and the visual input: 

some considerations from the differences emerged across item types 

The eye movement analyses showed a very similar pattern of fixations across the 

three item conditions for both dyslexics and controls, indicating that participants 

adopted the same processing strategy during the real-time interpretation of negative 
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sentences. However, throughout the discussion, we have underlined some 

peculiarities emerged across the different item types, which suggest that the 

processing of sentential negation might be sensitive to the complexity of the 

linguistic and the visual input provided for both groups of participants.    

In our first study, we observed that negative sentences were processed faster with 

coloured geometric shapes than with the other item types, as revealed by the fact 

that our (unimpaired) subjects disambiguated the target picture very quickly across 

all the negative conditions (§4.4.4). Interestingly, this finding was replicated in the 

present study for both groups  (§6.3.3.3). The descriptive analysis on the mentioned 

argument revealed that participants’ looking pattern behaviour in the affirmative 

and corresponding negative conditions began to differ very early (within 300ms 

after the offset of the disambiguation), regardless of the number of pictures of the 

mentioned argument displayed in the visual scene. This early deviation of the eye 

gaze pattern indicates that negation was quickly integrated into sentence meaning 

in all the three negative conditions. As discussed in chapter 4, we assume that 

negation was processed very fast with coloured geometric shapes because the 

linguistic input denoted a surface property (i.e., the colour) which was perceptually 

very salient. Moreover, the interpretation of colour adjectives is also remarkably 

easier than that of other adjectives from a propositional point of view111. Altogether, 

this made much easier the retrieval/activation and subsequent inhibition of the 

negated colour information from the visual scene during the interpretation process. 

However, if on one hand the perceptual salience of colours had a facilitating effect 

on the real-time integration of the visual and the linguistic information, on the other 

hand dyslexics were overall slower than controls in target identification in both the 

affirmative and the negative conditions. In particular, for negative sentences, in the 

previous section we have seen that dyslexics were always looking at the picture(s) 

of the mentioned argument more steadily than controls before their attention 

converged towards the target picture. This indicates that dyslexics exploited more 

the visual representation of the negated information during negative sentence 

comprehension. 

All in all, colour adjectives seemed to have a facilitating effect on the 

interpretation process for both dyslexics and typical subjects, arguably due to their 

great perceptual saliency and their simple propositional content. This is in line with 

what observed with black and white geometric shapes (§6.3.3.2): here, the analysis 

of participants’ looking pattern behaviour showed a constant penalty conveyed by 

negation, compared to the affirmative baseline, across the three negative conditions. 

This finding, reported for both controls and dyslexics, has been interpreted as 

 

111 The reader can refer to section §4.4.4 for a more in-depth discussion of how colour can be 

considered one of the guiding attributes of the visual attention, and for some notes on the easier 

interpretation of colour adjectives compared to other types of adjectives. 
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evidence of a considerable difficulty experienced by participants in the elaboration 

of uncoloured geometric shapes. Significantly, this item condition involved more 

abstract features of meaning, such as the presence or the absence of the described 

entities: this made the encoding of the linguistic information more complex than 

that required for perceptual features such as colours, also in terms of the mental 

representations involved in the interpretative process (see §4.4.4 for some 

considerations on the interpretative asymmetry of b/w geometric shapes with 

respect to the other item conditions). Furthermore, while colour had a facilitating 

effect on the interpretation process, as it made the retrieval of the negated 

information easier from the visual scene, black and white geometric shape were not 

perceptually very salient: as a consequence, participants could not benefit from the 

visual representation of the negated information during sentence interpretation as 

with the other item types. Again, in the negative conditions, dyslexics were slower 

than controls in shifting their gaze from the picture of the mentioned argument 

towards the actual referent of the verbal description. 

Finally, two conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of participants’ looking 

pattern behaviour with cartoon characters. First, in the condition including one 

potential target we did not find an advantage in target identification for the 

affirmative condition over the negative one in either group. Second, dyslexics’ 

interpretative performance resembled that of controls with both affirmative and 

negative sentences. While the former outcome is likely related to the small number 

included in this follow-up study, the latter clearly suggests that this item type 

condition was the easiest one for dyslexics to process, as they did not face any 

specific difficulty in the accomplishment of the reference resolution task compared 

to controls. This observation is not trivial if we consider that this item condition 

seems to be the most complex, both from a linguistic and a perceptual perspective: 

the experimental sentences described different characters performing complex 

actions on/with common objects, and, as a consequence, the visual scenes were very 

rich in detail and colours. In this respect, our intuition is that dyslexics were 

facilitated when the mental representations involved in the comprehension process 

were related to more concrete and everyday scenes/actions, such as for instance 

cuddling an animal or riding a bike. This, together with the many perceptual details 

depicted in the visual scenario, might have prompted the real-time integration of 

the visual and the linguistic information during sentence comprehension.  Instead, 

as we have seen with black and white geometric shapes, the low salience of the 

visual stimuli could have exacerbated the processing troubles for dyslexics. 

Taken together, these findings reveal that the processing of sentential negation 

displayed some degree of flexibility and sensitivity to the propositional and 

perceptual features of the presented stimuli. Colour, which was simple and 

perceptually very salient, had a facilitating effect on the decoding for both dyslexics 
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and controls. Conversely, cartoons characters and black and white geometric shapes 

items required a deeper evaluation, as their greater linguistic and visual complexity 

made the comprehension process more demanding. Remarkably, dyslexics relied 

more on the visual representation of the mentioned argument during sentence 

interpretation with coloured and black and white geometric shapes, compared to 

controls. Instead, no differences were attested between the two groups with cartoon 

characters, suggesting that visual scenes depicting more concrete and easily 

representable actions facilitated the sentence comprehension process for dyslexics.  

Another possible explanation is that richer and more complex visual scenes 

might enhance dyslexics’ performance, as they tend to rely more on the visual 

information during the processing, compared to controls, as a form of compensatory 

strategy for their interpretative impairments. This would account also for their 

difficulties with black and white geometric shapes that, as observed above and in 

Chapter 4, involved the computation of more abstract and hence complex features 

of meaning (i.e., non/existence of a specific object): while with the other item types 

the processing was facilitated because the relevant object was always visually 

represented in all the quadrants, the low visual saliency of black and white 

geometric shapes was not enough for dyslexics to compensate their language 

processing deficit.   

6.4.4 Working memory impairments and sentence processing: where we 

stand and future research directions 

In chapter 5, we have seen that previous studies dealing with the relationship 

between developmental dyslexia and the comprehension of negative sentences have 

interpreted their results by assuming that dyslexics’ processing difficulties are due 

to the well-attested working memory impairments affecting this population, along 

the lines of the Working Memory Deficit Hypothesis (McLoughlin et al. 1994, 2002 

- and its implementation by Vender 2011, 2017). 

In the present study, we reported compelling evidence that dyslexic adults 

underperformed, compared to controls, in the real-time comprehension of both 

affirmative and negative sentences. We interpreted these results as evidence that 

dyslexics face some general processing difficulties during the online reference 

resolution task, which are not limited to the computational cost of linguistic 

negation. In line with previous research on the topic, this interpretative deficit could 

be attributed to dyslexics’ limited verbal working memory, which is not efficient 

enough to cope with too cognitively demanding linguistic operations. This 

assumption is corroborated by the results of the working memory tests administered 

to the two groups of participants (§6.2.2.1), which confirmed significant 

phonological and central executive impairments in adult dyslexics compared to the 

age-matched controls (§6.3.1). However, regression and correlational analyses have 

not been included in this study given the reduced number of dyslexic participants: 
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further research is therefore needed to statistically assess the influence of working 

memory capacity on participants’ linguistic behaviour.  

In a future development of the present work, it would be therefore useful to: i) 

increase the number of participants (both dyslexics and controls) to seek 

confirmation of the preliminary findings reported here; ii) include a second group 

of younger control subjects (i.e., adolescents) to assess whether their performance 

is in line with that exhibited by adult dyslexics. The latter would provide further 

confirmation that dyslexics’ interpretative behaviour is determined by 

underdeveloped processing abilities. 

6.5 Concluding remarks 

The goal of this follow-up study was two-fold: first, we aimed at understanding 

whether dyslexics adopted the same non-incremental strategy in the processing of 

negative sentences as controls, along the lines of the results achieved in our first 

study with unimpaired adult subjects; second, we questioned whether dyslexics 

underperformed compared to controls in sentence processing. If they did, the next 

question was to see whether negation was specifically impaired or whether their 

underperformance was independent of sentence polarity, pointing to a more general 

interpretative impairment.  

In order to do so, we carried out an identification task with eye recording to 

compare the time course of sentence comprehension during the processing of 

affirmative and corresponding negative sentences. This methodology has allowed 

us to assess participants’ final sentence comprehension without introducing an 

additional computational load (which might have biased dyslexics’ interpretative 

strategy in previous studies): at the same time, the eye-recording provided us with 

unbiased fine-grained information on the ongoing cognitive processes underlying 

the time-course of negative sentence comprehension in the dyslexic and the control 

group. This, together with the manipulation of the visual prominence of the negated 

information across experimental conditions, has enabled us to answer our two main 

research questions: 

i) do dyslexic adults adopt alternative processing strategies during negative 

sentence comprehension in comparison to controls? 

The comparison of the participants’ looking pattern behaviour disclosed common 

processing aspects underlying sentence comprehension between two groups. 

Compared to the affirmative baseline, both dyslexics and controls were always 

slower in target identification across negative conditions. In addition, the visual 

prominence of the negated information had a positive effect on the processing in 

two out of the three item conditions: when presented with cartoon characters and 

coloured geometric shapes, both groups were faster in shifting their gaze towards 
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the actual target of the negative sentence as the number of pictures of the mentioned 

argument (i.e., the visual competitor corresponding to the negated information) 

increased. This indicates that negation was integrated later into sentence meaning, 

as revealed by an initial pattern of fixations towards the mentioned argument 

reported across negative conditions with all the item types.  

Taken together, these results replicate the findings outlined in our first study and 

speak in favour of a non-incremental view of negation processing, following the 

Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007). Strikingly, we found that 

dyslexics and controls adopted the same interpretative strategy during the 

processing of negative sentences, by actively exploiting the visual representation of 

the negated information (i.e., the mental simulation under construction) at the early 

stages of the processing.  

ii) is negation a source of processing difficulty for dyslexics? 

In line with a non-incremental view of negation processing, negative sentences 

represented a source of difficulty for both groups of participants, who benefited 

from the prominence of the negated information in the visual scene during the 

sentence interpretation process, as confirmed by a reduced penalty in target 

identification for the negative condition compared to the affirmative baseline. 

However, eye movement data revealed that dyslexics underperformed in target 

identification compared to controls with both affirmative and negative sentences in 

two out of the three item conditions.  

This points to a more general interpretative impairment experienced by the 

dyslexic population, which seems to be only in part attributable to the higher 

processing cost required for a two-stage based computation of negation (a cost paid 

by controls too). Arguably, dyslexics’ poor performance can be caused by their 

underdeveloped verbal working memory resources, which prevent them from 

accomplishing demanding linguistic operations in the same way as their age-

matched control subjects. 

To conclude, the eye movement analyses showed very similar pattern of fixations 

across the three item conditions for both dyslexics and controls, providing 

compelling evidence of a common non-incremental strategy of negation processing. 

It is worth noting, however, that minor differences emerged across item types, 

indicating some degree of sensitivity of negation processing to propositional and 

perceptual aspects of the presented stimuli. As for dyslexics, we found that: i) they 

relied more on the visual (negated) information during sentence comprehension 

compared to controls when presented with geometric shapes; ii) visual scenes 

depicting more concrete and easily representable actions, such as those employed 

for cartoon characters, seemed to facilitate dyslexics during the sentence 

comprehension process.  
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7 Conclusions  

This chapter concludes the thesis. In section 7.1, we will recapitulate the theoretical 

background that motivated both our studies and brought about their specific 

research questions. Then, we will outline our main results and their theoretical 

implications. In section 7.2, we will address some limitations of the present 

experimental work providing suggestions for future research directions. 

For ease of reading of this concluding section, bibliographical references have 

been omitted (where possible) and replaced with references to the related chapters’ 

sections. 

7.1 Theoretical implications of our main experimental findings  

7.1.1 Study One  

This thesis has largely focused on the broad theoretical debate on the processing of 

sentential negation (chapter 2). Despite sentential negation has been matter of a 

considerable amount of psycholinguistic research, two of the core aspects of its 

processing are under discussion: first, the time and the mode of negation integration 

into the semantic meaning of the sentence; second, the role played by the linguistic 

information occurring under the scope of negation during the sentence 

comprehension process.  

Throughout the discussion, we have seen that the findings reported by more 

classical experimental paradigms of language comprehension (e.g., sentence-

picture verification task) and neurolinguistic techniques (e.g., EEG-ERPs studies) 

have provided not conclusive, and also contradictory evidence in this respect. On 

the one hand, a number of studies have provided evidence in favour of a non-

incremental strategy of negation processing (§2.2.1), along the lines of the Two-

Step Simulation Hypothesis (Kaup et al. 2007, see 2.2.1.3). In this view, negation 

is not immediately integrated into sentence meaning as the interpretation of the 

negative statement would necessarily first undergo the evaluation of its positive 

counterpart: this additional computational step involved in the comprehension 

process determines the higher processing costs traditionally reported for negative 

sentences compared to the affirmative ones, which can be reduced, but not 

completely eliminated, by a pragmatically felicitous context of utterance (i.e., 

consistent with the negated information). On the other hand, a number of studies 

have provided opposite evidence, pointing to an early integration of negation into 

the sentence meaning (§2.2.2), exactly as it happens for non-negative words. In this 

incremental view of negation processing, the computation of negative sentences 

would completely resemble that of the corresponding affirmatives: the higher 
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processing costs reported for negative sentences are merely the consequence of a 

pragmatically infelicitous context of utterance, and can therefore be completely 

eliminated. Further evidence for an incremental view of negation processing has 

been reported by neuro-imaging studies (§2.2.2.2) showing that negation induces 

an early inhibition of those sensory-motor brain areas activated by the 

corresponding affirmative statements.  

In our first study (§4), we aimed to address these two core and widely-debated 

aspects of the processing. To this end, we decided to investigate negative sentence 

comprehension using the visual world paradigm (§3.1), an experimental 

methodology which employs the recording of participants’ eye movement during 

different tasks of language comprehension. As discussed throughout chapter 3, the 

analysis of the participants’ looking pattern behaviour can in fact provide extremely 

precise information on the real-time course of sentence comprehension, that cannot 

be grasped in more classical experimental methodology relying on offline measures 

of sentence comprehension (§3.4). Indeed, eye movement data can yield important 

insights on how the linguistic and visual sources of information (in particular the 

visual representation of the negated information) are exploited by the parser during 

the comprehension of affirmative and corresponding negative sentences. However, 

the visual world set-up is not free from methodological limitations, which, as we 

have discussed for the few previous studies on negation processing conducted using 

this paradigm (§3.3), can bias the listeners’ looking pattern behaviour during the 

comprehension process as well as the result interpretation (§3.4).  

Based on these considerations, we deployed an identification task with eye-

recording (§4.1) to compare the time course of sentence comprehension during the 

processing of affirmative and corresponding negative sentences by 62 Italian-

speaking adults. Innovatively, we decided to manipulate the visual prominence of 

the negated information (§3.5, §4.1) by varying the pictures corresponding to the 

negated information on the visual scene. This allowed us to control possible visual 

biases related to lexical and reference resolution process (§3.3, §3.4), and, at the 

same time, to answer our two main research questions. 

RQ1 – What is the role of the negated information during the interpretation process 

of negative sentences? 

AW1 – Our results (§4.3) indicate that, during the earliest moments of sentence 

comprehension, the visual representation of the negated information (i.e., the 

information occurring under the scope of negation) was actively exploited by the 

parser for the retrieval and subsequent activation of the corresponding mental 

simulation. Furthermore, the visual prominence of negated information (i.e., having 

more pictures depicting the negated state of affairs in the visual scene) enhanced 

the processing of negative sentences, as confirmed by reduced processing costs, 

compared to the affirmative baseline, at the increase in the number of pictures of 
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the mentioned (negated) argument.  

RQ2 – At what point in the comprehension process is negation integrated into the 

semantic meaning of the negative sentence?  

AW2 – Our findings strongly suggest that negation was integrated only at a later 

moment into sentence meaning, as evidenced by initial pattern of fixations towards 

the negated information across all negative conditions. On one hand, as said, the 

visual prominence of the negated information reduced the processing costs for 

negative sentences compared to the baseline, indicating that negation was integrated 

faster into sentence meaning. On the other, the processing penalty displayed by 

negation could not be completely eliminated, although a supportive pragmatic 

context was provided. 

Theoretical implications - These findings constitute clear evidence of a non-

incremental strategy of negation processing, along the lines of what assumed by the 

Two-Step Simulation Hypothesis. First of all, we found that during the earliest 

moments of sentence comprehension, the visual representation of the negated 

information was actively exploited by the parser: this points to a later integration of 

negation into sentence meaning, with a first computational step in which the mental 

representation under construction is arguably that of the corresponding positive 

situation. Second, the visual prominence of the negated information was reported 

to have a facilitating effect on the interpretation process by reducing the processing 

penalty conveyed by negation compared to the affirmative baseline. This indicates 

that comprehenders did benefit from being presented with the picture of the negated 

state of affairs, providing further confirmation that the activation of this information 

plays a crucial (and positive) role in the interpretation process. Finally, we found 

that the higher processing costs could not be completely eliminated, although the 

visual prominence of the negated information had a positive effect on the 

computation. This further supports the assumption that the processing of negative 

sentences is inherently more demanding than that of the corresponding affirmatives 

due to the different (and more complex) nature of the mental representations 

involved.  

7.1.2 Study Two  

In the second part of the dissertation, we extended the investigation of the 

processing of sentential negation to adults with dyslexia. Among the different 

theories proposed to account for developmental dyslexia (§5.2), we adopted the 

theoretical framework of the Working Memory Deficit (McLoughlin et al. 1994, 

2002; implemented in Vender 2011, 2017), which maintains that deficits in the 

phonological and central executive working memory components can be held 

responsible for the entire range of linguistic (and attentional) impairments shown 
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by dyslexics (§5.1). Indeed, working memory deficits are widely attested in the 

dyslexic population, and significant correlations have been reported between these 

and the entire range of dyslexics’ linguistic impairments (§5.1.1.4). The 

experimental literature dealing with the relationship between developmental 

dyslexia, working memory resources and negation processing is fairly recent (§5.2).  

Throughout chapter 5, we have seen that these (few) studies provided consistent 

evidence for a non-incremental strategy of negation processing and argued that 

dyslexics’ processing difficulties are related to limitations in their working memory 

capacity, which prevent them from accomplishing too demanding linguistic 

operations. Nonetheless, they provided controversial evidence on whether or not 

negation constitutes a specific source of this processing complexity for dyslexics 

(§5.3). Vender and Delfitto (2010) argued that dyslexic children have specific 

difficulties in interpreting negative sentences, and that this difficulty must be traced 

back to the high computational demand required for a two-stage based computation. 

Conversely, other scholars showed that dyslexic adults were impaired in sentence 

comprehension regardless of the polarity of the sentence, pointing to a more general 

processing impairment that might be related to the experimental complexity of the 

task adopted (Scappini et al. 2015; Hu et al. 2018). Furthermore, Scappini et al. 

(2015) put forward the hypothesis of alternative (though less effective) cognitive 

strategies employed by dyslexics to try to overcome the excessive working memory 

load required for a non-incremental computation of negation.  

In our second study (§6), we aimed to disentangle the relationship between 

working memory resources, developmental dyslexia and negation processing by 

conducting a reduced version of our former eye-tracking experiment with a group 

of 9 Italian dyslexic adults and a group of 15 typically developed peers. This 

methodology allowed us to gather unbiased and fine-grained information on the 

cognitive processes underlying real-time interpretation of negative sentences in 

dyslexic and normal readers, and, at the same time, to understand whether the 

former adopt alternative strategies during sentence comprehension.  

Based on our previous findings in chapter 4, and on the experimental literature 

discussed (§5.3, §5.4), our research questions were the following: 

RQ1– Do dyslexic adopt the same non-incremental strategy in the processing of 

negative sentences as controls? 

AW1 – The results (§6.3) replicated those of the former experiment, showing that 

both dyslexics and controls adopted a non-incremental strategy for the processing 

of negative sentences. This is exemplified by the fact that: i) negation systematically 

displayed higher processing costs compared to the corresponding affirmative 

baseline in both groups; ii) the visual prominence of the negated information had a 

facilitating effect on the computation for both dyslexics and controls, reducing (but 

not completely cancelling) the processing penalty conveyed by negation; iii) 
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negation was integrated later into the sentence negative meaning, as revealed by 

initial pattern of fixations towards the picture of the negated information attested in 

both groups.  

RQ2 – Is negation specifically impaired in developmental dyslexia? 

AW2 – Both behavioural (§6.3.1, §6.3.2) and eye movement data (§6.3.3) indicate 

that dyslexics underperformed in target identification compared to controls with 

both affirmative and negative sentences. This points to a more general interpretative 

impairment experienced by dyslexics, which can only be partially related to the 

higher processing costs required for a non-incremental interpretation of the 

sentence negative meaning.  

Theoretical implications – These findings are consistent with those of our former 

experiment, and show that dyslexics resorted to the same non-incremental strategy 

of negation processing as their control peers. As predicted by the Two-Step 

Simulation Hypothesis, negative sentences constituted a source of processing 

difficulty for the two groups of subjects, given the extra mental representation 

involved in the computation (i.e., the negated state of affairs). Like in the previous 

experiment, participants benefited, in terms of processing costs, from being visually 

presented with the negated information, as confirmed by a reduced penalty 

conveyed by negation, compared to the affirmative baseline, as this information 

became more salient in the visual context. Nonetheless, dyslexics’ interpretative 

performance was still significantly worse than that of controls, and, crucially, this 

also held for the processing of affirmative sentences. Altogether, we argue that 

dyslexics’ lower-than-normal performance can be attributed to their 

underdeveloped working memory resources, which prevented them from 

accomplishing demanding linguistic operations in the same way as their age-

matched control subjects. 

7.2 Limitations and future research directions 

A first limitation of the present work is certainly represented by the type of 

linguistic structure investigated: namely, the expression of Italian sentential 

negation, in which the semantic negative meaning of the sentence is conveyed by 

the presence of the negative marker non placed in preverbal position (§1.2.4). In 

fact, although we employed three different types of linguistic (and visual) stimuli 

(e.g., Aladdin is not opening the door; The triangle is not green; There is not a 

star112), the experimental sentences were all declarative sentences with this 

syntactic configuration. As we have seen in chapter 1, Standard Italian is a non-

 

112 The reader is referred to Appendix A for the list of the original test sentences in Italian 
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strict Negative Concord language that allows for other syntactic structures to 

express sentential negation, such as the combination of the preverbal marker and a 

neg-word in postverbal position (e.g., Non ha telefonato a nessuno), or the simple 

use of a neg-word in canonical subject position (e.g., Nessuno ha telefonato). It 

would be very interesting to extend the scope of future research to include these 

forms of negation, in order to understand whether the processing of such negative 

structures also involves the initial evaluation of the corresponding positive 

situation. Further insights could come from adapting our experimental design to 

other languages, for a cross-linguistic comparison of the possible cognitive 

strategies underlying the interpretation of sentential negation.   

Furthermore, throughout the discussion of the different accounts of negation 

processing (chapter 2), we have seen that the strongest criticism towards a later 

integration of negation into the semantic meaning of the sentence is represented by 

the neurolinguistic findings from the embodiment cognition research (§2.2.2.2): 

these studies have in fact shown that the sensory-motor brain areas are not activated 

during the computation of negative sentences (as instead for the corresponding 

affirmatives). As discussed in §4.4.3, this neuro-imaging evidence is hardly 

compatible with the findings from our experimental studies, in which we 

investigated more complex linguistic structures denoting performed actions/events, 

perceptual or existential properties of the described entities, as well as the role of 

contextual visual cues in the interpretation process. In contrast, neurolinguistic 

research has dealt only with limited sets of action-related verbs in singular person 

so far, presented without any linguistic or visual discourse context. An interesting 

direction for future research could be to employ our experimental set-up to 

investigate these simpler forms of linguistic negation, so as to see whether 

participants exploit, and to what extent, the visual information corresponding to the 

negated information – or if, conversely, we would find evidence compatible with 

the neurophysiological one, pointing to a very early inhibition of the negated 

information during the processing. Another possible future research development 

might be to employ neuro-imaging techniques with our experimental set-up as now. 

To conclude, we comment on a limitation concerning the statistical analyses 

performed in the second study. Throughout the discussion, we have argued that the 

processing difficulties manifested by dyslexics are the result of important 

limitations in their working memory capacity, which prevent them from performing 

particularly demanding cognitive tasks. This assumption is supported by the 

Working Memory Capacity evaluation (§6.2.2.1), as it showed significant 

differences between dyslexics and controls, with the former performing below the 

normative values. Nonetheless, due to the limited number of participants, we did 

not perform regression and correlational analyses to seek statistical confirmation of 

the influence of the working memory capacity on their linguistic behaviour. As 

discussed in §6.4.4, one of the goals of future research is to extend the number of 

subjects tested in order to perform these statistical analyses and look for stronger 
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evidence of the relation between working memory resources, dyslexia and 

negation/language processing.  
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Appendix A 

Full set of experimental sentences included in one of the twelve lists of stimuli 

created using the Latin-square design (Experiment 1, §4.2.2).  

 

Il cerchio non è blu e il triangolo è 

verde 

The circle is not blue and the triangle 

is green 

Aladdin bussa alla porta e Jasmine 

coccola una tigre 

Aladdin is knocking at the door and 

Jasmine is cuddling a tiger 

Paperino gioca a golf e Minnie prende 

gli addobbi 

Donald Duck is playing golf and 

Minnie Mouse is picking the 

decorations 

Il triangolo non è verde e il cerchio è 

rosso 

The triangle is not green and the circle 

is red 

Non c’è una stella ma un quadrato There is not a star but a square 

Bugs Bunny gioca a basket e Titti 

nuota nel mare 

Bugs Bunny is playing basketball and 

Tweety is swimming in the sea 

Lisa non prende una carota e Bart tira 

con la fionda 

Lisa is not picking a carrot and Bart is 

shooting with a slingshot 

C’è un triangolo e un pentagono There is a triangle and a pentagon 

Non c’è una stella ma un triangolo There is not a star but a triangle 

Jasmine riceve un regalo e Aladdin 

raccoglie un bastone 

Jasmine is receiving a gift and Aladdin 

is picking up a stick 

Il quadrato è nero e il cerchio è rosso The square is black and the circle is 

red 

Il triangolo è verde e il cerchio è blu The triangle is green and the circle is 

blue 

Pimpi rastrella le foglie e Winnie 

dipinge un quadro 

Piglet is raking leaves and Winnie is 

painting a picture 

Lisa non accarezza la pecora ma 

suona il sassofono 

Lisa is not petting the sheep but she is 

playing the saxophone 

Ariel non taglia la torta e Biancaneve 

accarezza gli animali 

Ariel is not cutting the cake and Snow 

White is petting the animals 
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Il quadrato non è nero e il cerchio è 

blu 

The square is not black and the circle 

is blue 

Aladdin non vola sul tappeto ma 

raccoglie un bastone 

Aladdin is not flying on the carpet but 

he is picking up a stick 

C’è un pentagono e una stella There is a pentagon and a star 

Titti non si allaccia le scarpe ma apre 

l’ombrello 

Tweety is not tying her shoes but he is 

opening the umbrella 

Jasmine non nutre un uccellino ma dà 

una mela al cavallo 

Jasmine is not feeding a bird but she is 

giving an apple to the horse 

Il cerchio non è rosso e il triangolo è 

verde 

The circle is not red and the triangle is 

green 

Paperino acchiappa una farfalla e 

Minnie sforna una torna 

Donald Duck is catching a butterfly 

and Minnie Mouse is baking a cake 

C’è un cerchio e un pentagono There is a circle and a pentagon 

Biancaneve non siede sul pozzo ma 

va a cavallo 

Snow White is not sitting on the well 

but she is riding a horse 

Paperino non beve il cocktail ma 

solleva i pesi 

Donald Duck is not drinking a cocktail 

but he is lifting weights 

Il quadrato non è nero e il triangolo è 

verde  

The square is not black and the 

triangle is green 

Il cerchio è rosso e il quadrato è nero The circle is red and the square is 

black 

Bart nasconde i petardi e Lisa si mette 

un fiore in testa 

Bart is hiding the firecrackers and Lisa 

is putting a flower on her head 

Non c’è una stella There is not a star 

Biancaneve non raccoglie una chiave 

ma legge una lettera 

Snow White is not picking up a key but 

she is reading a letter  

Il quadrato è nero e il cerchio è blu  The square is black and the circle is 

blue 

Il quadrato non è grigio e il cerchio è 

rosso 

The square is not grey and the circle is 

red 
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Topolino non cucina l’hamburger e 

Paperina si spazzola i capelli 

Mickey Mouse is not cooking the 

hamburger and Daisy Duck is 

brushing her hair 

C’è un pentagono e un quadrato There is a pentagon and a square 

Lisa gioca con l’hula-hoop e Bart si 

veste da Babbo Natale 

Lisa is playing hula-hoop and Bart is 

dressing up as Santa Claus  

Il quadrato è nero e il triangolo è 

verde  

The square is black and the triangle is 

green 

Minnie fa surf e Paperino calcia il 

pallone 

Minnie Mouse is surfing and Donald 

Duck is kicking the ball 

Bart non indossa un turbante ma 

mangia il cioccolato 

Bart is not wearing a turban but he is 

eating chocolate 

C’è un triangolo There is a triangle 

Non c’è un cerchio ma un quadrato There is not a circle but a square 

Jerry non corre per strada e Tom fa un 

pupazzo di neve 

Jerry is not running in the street and 

Tom is making a snowman 

Il cerchio non è rosso e il quadrato è 

nero 

The circle is not red and the square is 

black 

Winnie non scava con la pala e Pimpi 

trova un quadrifoglio 

Winnie is not digging with the shovel 

and Piglet is finding a four-leaf clover  

Non c’è un cerchio ma una stella There is not a circle but a star 

C’è un quadrato e una stella There is a square and a star 

Non c’è un pentagono ma una stella There is not a pentagon but a star 

Bugs Bunny sale sulla scala e Titti 

apre l’ombrello 

Bugs Bunny is climbing the ladder and 

Tweety is opening the umbrella 

Il quadrato è nero The square is black 

Topolino accarezza il cane e Paperina 

suona i bonghi 

Mickey Mouse is petting the dog and 

Daisy Duck is playing the bongos 

C’è un pentagono  There is a pentagon 

Non c’è un quadrato ma un pentagono There is not a square but a pentagon 

Jerry non gioca con lo yo-yo ma 

assaggia il formaggio 

Jerry is not playing with the yo-yo but 

he is tasting the cheese 
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Titti guida la vespa e Bugs Bunny 

strappa il disegno 

Tweety is driving the Vespa and Bugs 

Bunny is tearing up the drawing 

Il quadrato è grigio The square is grey 

Jasmine si sistema i capelli e Aladdin 

impugna la spada 

Jasmine is fixing her hair and Aladdin 

is holding the sword 

Ariel trova una perla e Biancaneve 

accarezza gli animali 

Ariel is finding a pearl and Snow 

White is petting the animals 

Non c’è un cerchio ma un triangolo  There is not a circle but a triangle 

C’è un cerchio e un quadrato There is a circle a and a square 

Biancaneve raccoglie una chiave e 

Ariel pesca uno scarpone 

Snow White is picking up a key and 

Ariel is fishing out a boot 

Il triangolo è giallo e il cerchio è blu The triangle is yellow and the circle is 

blue 

Non c’è un quadrato ma un pentagono There is not a square but a pentagon 

C’è un cerchio e un triangolo There is a circle and a triangle 

C’è un triangolo e una stella There is a triangle and a star 

Ariel siede sullo scoglio e Biancaneve 

legge una lettera 

Ariel is sitting on the rock and Snow 

White is reading a letter 

Il quadrato è grigio e il triangolo è 

verde 

The square is grey and the triangle is 

green 

Il quadrato non è grigio The square is not grey 

Non c’è un pentagono There is not a pentagon 

Minnie non suona le maracas e 

Paperino solleva i pesi  

Minnie Mouse is not playing maracas 

and Donald Duck is lifting weights 

Il triangolo è verde The triangle is green 

Il cerchio non è blu e il quadrato è 

nero 

The circle is not blue and the square is 

black 

Il cerchio è rosso The circle is red 

Non c’è un cerchio There is not a circle 

C’è una stella There is a star 
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Titti prende il sole e Bugs Bunny 

appoggia la valigetta 

Tweety is sunbathing and Bugs Bunny 

is putting down his briefcase 

Il triangolo è giallo The triangle is yellow 

Il quadrato è grigio e il triangolo è 

giallo 

The square is grey and the triangle is 

yellow 

Tom accende una candela e Jerry 

cavalca un cavalluccio marino 

Tom is lighting a candle and Jerry is 

riding a seahorse 

Non c’è un cerchio ma un pentagono There is not a circle but a pentagon 

Il cerchio non è blu The circle is not blue 

Paperina non pattina sul ghiaccio ma 

si spazzola i capelli 

Daisy Duck is not skating on ice but 

she is brushing her hair 

C’è una stella e un cerchio There is a star and a circle 

Il triangolo non è giallo The triangle is not yellow 

Il quadrato non è grigio e il triangolo 

è giallo 

The square is not grey and the triangle 

is yellow 

Il cerchio è blu e il quadrato è grigio The circle is blue and the square is 

grey 

C’è una stella e un pentagono There is a star and a pentagon 

Non c’è un quadrato ma un cerchio There is not a square but a circle 

C’è un triangolo e un cerchio There is triangle and a circle 

Pimpi solleva una carota e Winnie si 

dondola sul cavallo 

Piglet is lifting a carrot and Winnie is 

swinging on the horse 

Topolino non accarezza il cane ma 

solleva la rana 

Mickey Mouse is not petting the dog 

but he is lifting the frog 

Il triangolo non è verde The triangle is not green 

Il quadrato non è nero The square is not black 

C’è una stella e un triangolo There is a star and a triangle 

Pimpi non soffia la girandola e 

Winnie si dondola sul cavallo 

Piglet is not blowing the pinwheel and 

Winnie is swinging on the horse 

Il triangolo è giallo e il quadrato è 

nero 

The triangle is yellow and the square is 

black 
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Non c’è un triangolo ma un cerchio There is not a triangle but a circle 

Il cerchio non è rosso The circle is not red 

Il cerchio è rosso e il triangolo è verde The circle is red and the triangle is 

green 

Winnie suona il tamburo e Pimpi 

mangia l’anguria  

Winnie is playing the drum and Piglet 

is eating the watermelon 

Il triangolo non è verde e il quadrato è 

nero 

The triangle is not green and the 

square is black 

Non c’è una stella ma un cerchio There is not a star but a circle 

Lisa sposta i libri e Bart mangia il 

cioccolato  

Lisa is moving the books and Bart is 

eating chocolate 

Aladdin non gioca con la scimmia e 

Jasmine dà una mela al cavallo 

Aladdin is not playing with the monkey 

and Jasmine is giving an apple to the 

horse 

Il cerchio è rosso e il triangolo è 

giallo 

The circle is red and the triangle is 

yellow 

Non c’è un triangolo ma una stella There is not a triangle but a star 

C’è un quadrato e un cerchio There is a square and a circle 

Minnie va sulla giostra e Paperino si 

toglie il cappello 

Minnie Mouse is going on the merry-

go-round and Donald Duck is taking 

off his hat 

Il cerchio non è blu e il triangolo è 

giallo 

The circle is not blue and the triangle 

is yellow 

Paperina scatta una foto e Topolino fa 

un picnic 

Daisy Duck is taking a picture and 

Mickey Mouse is having a picnic  

Non c’è un pentagono ma un 

triangolo 

There is not a pentagon but a triangle 

Bugs Bunny non mangia la carota ma 

strappa il disegno 

Bugs Bunny is not eating the carrot but 

he is tearing up the drawing 

Jerry corre per strada e Tom fa un 

pupazzo di neve 

Jerry is running in the street and Tom 

is making a snowman 

Paperina pattina sul ghiaccio e 

Topolino solleva la rana 

Daisy Duck is skating on ice and 

Mickey Mouse is lifting the door  
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Tom non gioca con l’aquilone ma 

suona la fisarmonica 

Tom is not playing the kite but he is 

playing the accordion 

C’è una stella e un quadrato There is a star and a square 

Pimpi non abbraccia la zucca ma 

trova un quadrifoglio 

Piglet is not hugging the pumpkin but 

he is finding a four-leaf clover 

Minnie non fa surf ma sforna una 

torta 

Minnie Mouse is not surfing but she is 

baking a cake 

Non c’è un pentagono ma un quadrato There is not a pentagon but a square 

C’è un quadrato e un triangolo  There is a square and a triangle 

Il quadrato è grigio e il cerchio è 

rosso 

The square is grey and the circle is red 

Tom prende una mela e Jerry 

costruisce un castello di sabbia 

Tom is grabbing an apple and Jerry is 

building a sandcastle  
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Appendix B 

Results of the GLMM analyses conducted on the time period 650ms-1650ms in 

Experiment 1 (§4.3). Other time-slots not included within this time period have 

been included only when relevant. DV = target preference; IV = sentence polarity; 

Random effects = item and subject  

Table 4.1 – Cartoon characters, condition with one target picture 

Time-slot 𝛽 z p-value 

650ms-700ms 0.04 0.23 .82 

700ms-750ms 0.01 0.08 .93 

750ms-800ms -0.04 -0.24 .81 

800ms-850ms -0.20 -1.11 .27 

850ms-900ms -0.38 -2.12 .03 

900ms-950ms -0.55 -3.11 < .001 

950ms-1000ms -0.60 -3.42 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -0.43 -2.45 .04 

1050ms-1100ms -0.35 -2.04 .04 

1100ms-1150ms -0.34 -1.99 .05 

1150ms-1200ms -0.36 -2.08 .04 

1200ms-1250ms -0.36 -2.15 .03 

1250ms-1300ms -0.36 -2.17 .03 

1300ms-1350ms -0.36 -2.17 .03 

1350ms-1400ms -0.36 -2.12 .03 

1400ms-1450ms -0.28 -1.64 .10 

1450ms-1500ms -0.19 -1.17 .24 

1500ms-1550ms -0.09 -0.56 .58 

1550ms-1600ms -0.01 -0.08 .94 

1600ms-1650ms 0.00 0.00 1.00 
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Table 4.2 – Cartoon characters, condition with two target pictures 

Time-slot 𝛽 z p-value 

650ms-700ms -0.07 -0.45 .65 

700ms-750ms -0.09 -0.56 .58 

750ms-800ms -0.32 -1.99 .05 

800ms-850ms -0.34 -2.09 .04 

850ms-900ms -0.35 -2.17 .03 

900ms-950ms -0.44 -2.69 < .01 

950ms-1000ms -0.70 -4.21 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -0.75 -4.54 < .001 

1050ms-1100ms -0.94 -5.58 < .001 

1100ms-1150ms -0.99 -5.85 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -0.96 -5.67 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -0.95 -5.68 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -0.93 -5.61 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -0.95 -5.64 < .001 

1350ms-1400ms -0.99 -5.67 < .001 

1400ms-1450ms -0.88 -4.90 < .001 

1450ms-1500ms -0.86 -4.81 < .001 

1550ms-1600ms -0.77 -4.30 < .001 

1600ms-1650ms -0.53 -2.96 < .001 

1650ms-1700ms -0.49 -2.63 .03 

1700ms-1750ms -0.46 -2.45 < .01 

1750ms-1800ms -0.48 -2.60 < .01 

1800ms-1850ms -0.52 -2.72 .03 
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Table 4.3 – Cartoon characters, condition with three target pictures 

Time-slot 𝛽 z p-value 

650ms-700ms -0.08 -0.43 .66 

700ms-750ms -0.20 -1.11 .27 

750ms-800ms -0.36 -2.09 .04 

800ms-850ms -0.49 -2.83 < .001 

850ms-900ms -0.67 -3.83 < .001 

900ms-950ms -0.79 -4.48 < .001 

950ms-1000ms -0.93 -5.21 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -1.15 -6.39 < .001 

1050ms-1100ms -1.16 -6.31 < .001 

1100ms-1150ms -1.27 -6.79 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -1.31 -7.04 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -1.35 -7.09 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -1.29 -6.80 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -1.55 -7.98 < .001 

1350ms-1400ms -1.59 -8.18 < .001 

1400ms-1450ms -1.45 -7.63 < .001 

1450ms-1500ms -1.40 -7.15 < .001 

1550ms-1600ms -1.24 -6.43 < .001 

1600ms-1650ms -1.19 -6.15 < .001 

1650ms-1700ms -1.09 -5.61 < .001 

1700ms-1750ms -0.97 -4.81 < .001 

1750ms-1800ms -0.93 -4.52 < .001 

1800ms-1850ms -1.03 -4.81 < .001 

1850ms-1900ms -0.99 -4.31 < .001 

1900ms-1950ms -0.86 -3.65 < .001 

1950ms-2000ms -0.75 -3.11 < .01 
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Table 4.4 – Black and white geometric shapes, condition with one target picture 

Time-slot 𝛽 z p-value 

650ms-700ms -0.04 -0.26 .80 

700ms-750ms -0.24 -1.46 .14 

750ms-800ms -0.37 -2.28 .02 

800ms-850ms -0.47 -2.88 < .001 

850ms-900ms -0.63 -3.87 < .001 

900ms-950ms -0.76 -4.65 < .001 

950ms-1000ms -0.67 -4.15 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -0.74 -4.56 < .001 

1050ms-1100ms -0.80 -4.86 < .001 

1100ms-1150ms -0.87 -5.30 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -0.96 -5.87 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -0.92 -5.55 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -1.08 -6.24 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -0.98 -5.72 < .001 

1350ms-1400ms -1.20 -6.65 < .001 

1400ms-1450ms -1.09 -6.09 < .001 

1450ms-1500ms -1.18 -6.19 < .001 

1550ms-1600ms -1.10 -5.72 < .001 

1600ms-1650ms -1.28 -6.31 < .001 

1650ms-1700ms -1.19 -5.84 < .001 

1700ms-1750ms -1.12 -5.42 < .001 

1750ms-1800ms -1.17 -5.31 < .001 

1800ms-1850ms -0.90 -4.17 < .001 

1850ms-1900ms -0.91 -4.09 < .001 

1900ms-1950ms -0.79 -3.40 < .001 

1950ms-2000ms -0.69 -2.91 .02 
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Table 4.5 – Black and white geometric shapes, condition with two target pictures 

Time-slot 𝛽 z p-value 

650ms-700ms -0.22 -1.41 .16 

700ms-750ms -0.36 -2.27 .02 

750ms-800ms -0.59 -3.68 < .001 

800ms-850ms -0.80 -4.87 < .001 

850ms-900ms -0.96 -5.77 < .001 

900ms-950ms -1.02 -6.28 < .001 

950ms-1000ms -1.29 -7.79 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -1.27 -7.55 < .001 

1050ms-1100ms -1.29 -7.67 < .001 

1100ms-1150ms -1.28 -7.46 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -1.12 -6.64 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -1.05 -6.15 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -1.03 -5.97 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -1.02 -5.94 < .001 

1350ms-1400ms -0.94 -5.53 < .001 

1400ms-1450ms -0.97 -5.62 < .001 

1450ms-1500ms -0.97 -5.59 < .001 

1550ms-1600ms -0.97 -5.58 < .001 

1600ms-1650ms -0.96 -5.35 < .001 

1650ms-1700ms -0.96 -5.35 < .001 

1700ms-1750ms -0.90 -4.98 < .001 

1750ms-1800ms -0.85 -4.57 < .001 

1800ms-1850ms -0.73 -3.88 < .001 

1850ms-1900ms -0.86 -4.35 < .001 

1900ms-1950ms -0.81 -3.94 < .001 

1950ms-2000ms -0.80 -3.82 < .001 
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Table 4.6 – Black and white geometric shapes, condition with three target pictures 

Time-slot 𝛽 z p-value 

650ms-700ms -0.44 -2.51 .02 

700ms-750ms -0.55 -3.14 < .001 

750ms-800ms -0.90 -5.18 < .001 

800ms-850ms -1.31 -7.30 < .001 

850ms-900ms -1.42 -8.00 < .001 

900ms-950ms -1.37 -7.70 < .001 

950ms-1000ms -1.56 -8.53 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -1.57 -8.36 < .001 

1050ms-1100ms -1.54 -7.89 < .001 

1100ms-1150ms -1.43 -7.25 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -1.22 -6.28 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -1.22 -6.11 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -1.20 -5.85 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -1.28 -6.10 < .001 

1350ms-1400ms -1.24 -6.00 < .001 

1400ms-1450ms -1.07 -5.14 < .001 

1450ms-1500ms -0.87 -4.18 < .001 

1550ms-1600ms -0.88 -543.80 < .001 

1600ms-1650ms -0.91 -4.06 < .001 

1650ms-1700ms -0.97 -4.18 < .001 

1700ms-1750ms -1.20 -5.02 < .001 

1750ms-1800ms -1.16 -4.80 < .001 

1800ms-1850ms -1.05 -4.42 < .001 

1850ms-1900ms -0.94 -472.94 < .001 

1900ms-1950ms -0.73 -3.22 < .001 

1950ms-2000ms -0.65 -2.86 .02 
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Table 4.7 – Coloured geometric shapes, condition with one target picture 

Time-slot β z p-value 

550ms-600ms -0.33 -2.11 .04 

600ms-650ms -0.54 -3.50 < .001 

650ms-700ms -0.78 -5.02 < .001 

700ms-750ms -0.98 -6.32 < .001 

750ms-800ms -1.02 -6.39 < .001 

800ms-850ms -1.10 -6.68 < .001 

850ms-900ms -1.29 -7.14 < .001 

900ms-950ms -1.26 -6.74 < .001 

950ms-1000ms -1.22 -6.26 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -0.95 -4.71 < .001 

1050ms-1100ms -1.20 -5.34 < .001 

1100ms-1150ms -1.03 -4.36 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -0.95 -3.89 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -0.97 -3.81 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -1.18 -4.26 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -1.00 -3.53 < .001 

1350ms-1400ms -0.92 -3.21 < .001 

1400ms-1450ms -0.89 -3.04 < .001 

1450ms-1500ms -0.99 -3.14 < .001 

1500ms-1550ms -0.89 -2.95 < .001 

1550ms-1600ms -0.87 -2.79 < .001 

1600ms-1650ms -0.85 -2.65 < .001 

1650ms-1700ms -0.94 -2.87 < .001 

1700ms-1750ms -0.63 -1.96 .05 

1750ms-1800ms -0.50 - 1.75 .08 
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Table 4.8 – Coloured geometric shapes, condition with two target pictures 

Time-slot β z p-value 

650ms-700ms -0.90 -5.62 < .001 

700ms-750ms -1.11 -6.84 < .001 

750ms-800ms -1.39 -8.02 < .001 

800ms-850ms -1.72 -9.08 < .001 

850ms-900ms -1.76 -9.16 < .001 

900ms-950ms -1.69 -8.57 < .001 

950ms-1000ms -1.59 -8.09 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -1.50 -7.45 < .001 

1050ms-1100ms -1.34 -6.62 < .001 

1100ms-1150ms -1.41 -6.62 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -1.33 -5.94 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -1.35 -5.75 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -1.15 -5.75 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -0.98 -3.95 < .001 

1350ms-1400ms -0.78 -3.24 < .001 

1400ms-1450ms -0.57 -2.34 < .001 

1450ms-1500ms -0.90 -2.21 < .001 

1500ms-1550ms -0.53 -1.51 .02 

1550ms-1600ms -0.38 -2.36 .13 

1600ms-1650ms -0.62 -2.07 .02 

1650ms-1700ms -0.57 -1.68 .04 

1700ms-1750ms -0.46 -5.62 .09 
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Table 4.9 – Coloured geometric shapes, condition with three target pictures 

Time-slot β z p-value 

500ms-550ms -0.31 -1.88 .06 

550ms-600ms -0.40 -2.44 .01 

600ms-650ms -0.63 -3.83 < .001 

650ms-700ms -0.86 -5.10 < .001 

700ms-750ms -1.02 -6.06 < .001 

750ms-800ms -1.16 -6.56 < .001 

800ms-850ms -1.42 -7.92 < .001 

850ms-900ms -1.54 -8.18 < .001 

900ms-950ms -1.56 -8.03 < .001 

950ms-1000ms -1.53 -7.69 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -1.61 -7.88 < .001 

1050ms-1100ms -1.62 -7.67 < .001 

1100ms-1150ms -1.52 -7.08 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -1.43 -6.54 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -1.47 -6.53 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -1.37 -5.89 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -1.44 -5.76 < .001 

1350ms-1400ms -1.31 -5.22 < .001 

1400ms-1450ms -1.10 -4.51 < .001 

1450ms-1500ms -0.98 -3.92 < .001 

1500ms-1550ms -0.81 -3.12 < .001 

1550ms-1600ms -0.65 -2.47 .01 

1600ms-1650ms -0.56 -2.06 .04 

1650ms-1700ms -0.49 -1.86 .06 

1700ms-1750ms -0.82 -2.95 < .001 

1750ms-1800ms -0.68 -2.39 .02 

1800ms-1850ms -0.58 -2.02 .04 
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Results of the GLMM analyses conducted on the time period 650ms-15o0ms in 

Experiment 1 (§4.3). Other time-slots not included within this time period have 

been included only when relevant.  DV = Mentioned Argument (MA) preference; 

IV = sentence polarity; Random effects = item and subject  

 

Table 4.10 – Cartoon characters, condition with one MA picture  

Time-slot β z p-value 

650ms-700ms 0.04 0.25 .81 

700ms-750ms 0.12 0.86 .39 

750ms-800ms 0.05 0.37 .71 

800ms-850ms -0.01 -0.04 .97 

850ms-900ms -0.14 -1.01 .31 

900ms-950ms -0.15 -1.12 .26 

950ms-1000ms -0.10 -0.75 .45 

1000ms-1050ms -0.14 -1.00 .32 

1050ms-1100ms -0.22 -1.58 .29 

1100ms-1150ms -0.35 -2.58 .21 

1150ms-1200ms -0.42 -3.09 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -0.50 -3.68 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -0.55 -4.12 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -0.63 -4.68 < .001 

1350ms-1400ms -0.63 -4.67 < .001 

1400ms-1450ms -0.72 -5.28 < .001 

1450ms-1500ms -0.83 -6.04 < .001 
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Table 4.11 – Cartoon characters, condition with two MA pictures 

Time-slot β z p-value 

650ms-700ms -0.22 -1.64 .74 

700ms-750ms -0.23 -1.78 .36 

750ms-800ms -0.24 -1.81 .07 

800ms-850ms -0.25 -1.90 .07 

850ms-900ms -0.36 -2.65 .06 

900ms-950ms -0.45 -3.32 < .001 

950ms-1000ms -0.40 -2.92 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -0.55 -3.92 < .001 

1050ms-1100ms -0.61 -4.40 < .001 

1100ms-1150ms -0.80 -5.65 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -0.89 -6.39 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -1.05 -7.39 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -1.13 -7.77 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -1.23 -8.44 < .001 

1350ms-1400ms -1.32 -9.01 < .001 

1400ms-1450ms -1.48 -10.08 < .001 

1450ms-1500ms -1.63 -10.87 < .001 
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Table 4.12 – Cartoon characters, condition with three MA pictures 

Time-slot β z p-value 

650ms-700ms 0.06 0.41 .68 

700ms-750ms -0.02 -0.11 .92 

750ms-800ms -0.05 -0.32 .75 

800ms-850ms -0.12 -0.84 .40 

850ms-900ms -0.25 -1.67 .10 

900ms-950ms -0.36 -2.49 < .05 

950ms-1000ms -0.81 -5.26 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -0.83 -5.31 < .001 

1050ms-1100ms -0.94 -5.96 < .001 

1100ms-1150ms -1.17 -7.20 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -1.26 -7.74 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -1.36 -8.39 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -1.53 -9.19 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -1.62 -9.46 < .001 

1350ms-1400ms -1.64 -9.67 < .001 

1400ms-1450ms -1.85 -10.50 < .001 

1450ms-1500ms -1.92 -10.97 < .001 
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Table 4.13 – Black and white geometric shapes, condition with one MA picture 

Time-slot β z p-value 

650ms-700ms 0.00 -0.02 .99 

700ms-750ms -0.13 -0.77 .44 

750ms-800ms -0.05 -0.31 .76 

800ms-850ms 0.11 0.69 .49 

850ms-900ms 0.09 0.55 .58 

900ms-950ms -0.12 -0.75 .45 

950ms-1000ms -0.11 -0.72 .47 

1000ms-1050ms -0.30 -1.91 .06 

1050ms-1100ms -0.54 -3.41 < .001 

1100ms-1150ms -0.92 -5.78 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -1.23 -7.59 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -1.50 -8.94 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -1.73 -10.11 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -1.93 -10.67 < .001 

1350ms-1400ms -2.30 -11.60 < .001 

1400ms-1450ms -2.39 -12.06 < .001 

1450ms-1500ms -2.71 -13.20 < .001 
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Table 4.14 – Black and white geometric shapes, condition with two MA pictures 

Time-slot β z p-value 

650ms-700ms -0.18 -1.12 .26 

700ms-750ms -0.20 -1.27 .20 

750ms-800ms -0.19 -1.19 .23 

800ms-850ms -0.22 -1.36 .17 

850ms-900ms -0.41 -2.48 .02 

900ms-950ms -0.56 -3.39 < .001 

950ms-1000ms -0.72 -4.25 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -0.79 -4.61 < .001 

1050ms-1100ms -0.76 -4.44 < .001 

1100ms-1150ms -1.03 -6.05 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -0.97 -5.76 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -1.16 -6.85 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -1.20 -6.97 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -1.30 -7.52 < .001 

1350ms-1400ms -1.22 -7.19 < .001 

1400ms-1450ms -1.27 -7.47 < .001 

1450ms-1500ms -1.38 -7.91 < .001 
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Table 4.15 – Black and white geometric shapes, condition with three MA pictures 

Time-slot β z p-value 

550ms-600ms -0.33 -1.89 .06 

600ms-650ms -0.35 -1.99 .05 

650ms-700ms -0.40 -2.28 .02 

700ms-750ms -0.45 -2.53 .02 

750ms-800ms -0.62 -3.41 < .001 

800ms-850ms -0.78 -4.22 < .001 

850ms-900ms -0.74 -4.06 < .001 

900ms-950ms -0.78 -4.20 < .001 

950ms-1000ms -1.06 -5.58 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -1.23 -6.27 < .001 

1050ms-1100ms -1.36 -6.83 < .001 

1100ms-1150ms -1.62 -8.12 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -1.58 -8.17 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -1.90 -9.38 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -2.01 -9.68 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -2.32 -10.78 < .001 

1350ms-1400ms -2.30 -11.12 < .001 

1400ms-1450ms -2.29 -11.15 < .001 

1450ms-1500ms -2.48 -11.56 < .001 
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Table 4.16 – Coloured  geometric shapes, condition with one MA picture 

Time-slot β z p-value 

600ms-650ms -0.27 -1.76 .08 

650ms-700ms -0.55 -3.53 < .001 

700ms-750ms -0.80 -5.11 < .001 

750ms-800ms -1.11 -6.70 < .001 

800ms-850ms -1.24 -7.16 < .001 

850ms-900ms -1.84 -9.67 < .001 

900ms-950ms -2.20 -10.96 < .001 

950ms-1000ms -2.49 -11.74 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -2.46 -11.79 < .001 

1050ms-1100ms -2.90 -12.57 < .001 

1100ms-1150ms -3.25 -13.23 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -3.40 -13.71 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -3.59 -13.81 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -3.96 -13.79 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -4.12 -14.00 < .001 

1350ms-1400ms -4.25 -14.19 < .001 

1400ms-1450ms -4.51 -14.10 < .001 

1450ms-1500ms -4.87 -13.61 < .001 
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Table 4.17 – Coloured  geometric shapes, condition with two MA pictures 

Time-slot β z p-value 

650ms-700ms -0.08 -0.50 .06 

700ms-750ms -0.42 -2.68 < .01 

750ms-800ms -0.69 -4.31 < .001 

800ms-850ms -1.00 -5.82 < .001 

850ms-900ms -1.47 -7.83 < .001 

900ms-950ms -1.54 -8.11 < .001 

950ms-1000ms -1.81 -9.33 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -2.08 -10.58 < .001 

1050ms-1100ms -2.39 -11.35 < .001 

1100ms-1150ms -2.59 -12.20 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -2.84 -12.82 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -3.29 -13.56 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -3.59 -13.53 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -3.70 -13.42 < .001 

1350ms-1400ms -3.96 -13.37 < .001 

1400ms-1450ms -3.97 -15.30 < .001 

1450ms-1500ms -4.04 -15.47 < .001 
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Table 4.18 – Coloured  geometric shapes, condition with three MA pictures 

Time-slot β z p-value 

600ms-650ms -0.34 -2.10 .04 

650ms-700ms -0.59 -3.52 < .001 

700ms-750ms -0.81 -4.77 < .001 

750ms-800ms -1.18 -6.74 < .001 

800ms-850ms -1.49 -8.33 < .001 

850ms-900ms -2.04 -10.36 < .001 

900ms-950ms -2.47 -11.61 < .001 

950ms-1000ms -2.77 -12.49 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -3.28 -13.16 < .001 

1050ms-1100ms -3.41 -13.62 < .001 

1100ms-1150ms -3.84 -14.41 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -4.08 -14.59 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -4.41 -14.31 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -4.61 -14.13 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -5.11 -13.72 < .001 

1350ms-1400ms -5.16 -12.79 < .001 

1400ms-1450ms -4.98 -12.65 < .001 

1450ms-1500ms -4.88 -12.37 < .001 
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Appendix C 

Results of the GLMM analyses conducted on the time period 650ms-2150ms for 

the control and the dyslexic group in Experiment 2 (§6.3). DV = target preference; 

IV = sentence polarity; Random effects = item and subject  

Table 6.1 – Cartoon characters, condition with one target picture 

 Control group Dyslexic group 

Time-window 𝛽 z p-value 𝛽 z p-value 

650ms-700ms 0.15 0.43 .67 0.29 0.62 .53 

700ms-750ms 0.29 0.84 .40 0.39 0.88 .38 

750ms-800ms 0.32 0.93 .35 0.34 0.78 .44 

800ms-850ms 0.37 1.08 .28 0.52 1.21 .23 

850ms-900ms 0.25 0.73 .46 0.41 0.97 .33 

900ms-950ms -0.03 -0.08 .94 0.36 0.84 .40 

950ms-1000ms -0.22 -0.69 .49 0.42 0.99 .32 

1000ms-1050ms -0.11 -0.33 .74 0.32 0.75 .45 

1050ms-1100ms -0.23 -0.70 .48 0.45 0.91 .36 

1100ms-1150ms -0.26 -0.71 .48 0.54 211.51 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms 0.09 0.23 .81 0.32 0.47 .64 

1200ms-1250ms 0.12 0.34 .73 0.07 0.13 .90 

1250ms-1300ms -0.09 -0.25 .80 -0.18 -0.34 .73 

1300ms-1350ms -0.02 -0.07 .94 -0.13 -0.24 .81 

1350ms-1400ms -0.01 -0.02 .98 0.24 0.48 .63 

1400ms-1450ms -0.14 -0.40 .69 0.24 0.46 .64 

1450ms-1500ms -0.28 -0.71 .48 0.41 0.67 .50 

1500ms-1550ms -0.19 -0.51 .61 0.49 0.99 .32 

1550ms-1600ms -0.15 -0.43 .66 0.44 0.91 .36 

1600ms-1650ms -0.06 -0.18 .86 0.39 0.79 .43 

1650ms-1700ms 0.23 0.66 .51 0.36 0.89 .37 
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 Control group Dyslexic group 

Time-window 𝛽 z p-value 𝛽 z p-value 

1700ms-1750ms 0.20 0.56 .57 0.32 0.80 .42 

1750ms-1800ms 0.02 0.07 .95 0.36 0.88 .38 

1800ms-1850ms 0.13 0.36 .72 0.51 1.22 .22 

1850ms-1900ms -0.04 -0.11 .91 0.49 1.15 .25 

1900ms-1950ms -0.20 -0.48 .63 0.16 0.37 .71 

1950ms-2000ms -0.52 -1.13 .26 0.27 0.61 .54 

2000ms-2050ms -0.22 -0.54 .59 0.25 0.58 .56 

2050ms-2100ms 0.37 0.81 .42 0.21 0.47 .64 

2100ms-2150ms 0.82 1.74 .08 -0.52 -1.11 .26 
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Table 6.2 – Cartoon characters, condition with two target pictures 

 Control group Dyslexic group 

Time-window 𝛽 z p-value 𝛽 z p-value 

650ms-700ms -0.16 -0.50 .62 -0.07 -0.14 .89 

700ms-750ms -0.41 -1.29 .20 -0.12 -0.26 .79 

750ms-800ms -0.30 -0.97 .33 -0.29 -0.68 .50 

800ms-850ms -0.32 -1.01 .31 -0.20 -0.49 .62 

850ms-900ms -0.52 -1.67 .10 -0.33 -0.80 .42 

900ms-950ms -0.68 -2.21 .03 -0.35 -0.88 .38 

950ms-1000ms -0.72 -2.30 .02 -0.56 -1.37 .17 

1000ms-1050ms -1.20 -3.39 < .001 -0.66 -1.56 .12 

1050ms-1100ms -0.91 -2.63 < .01 -0.90 -2.18 .03 

1100ms-1150ms -1.05 -3.06 < .001 -1.16 -2.82 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -1.09 -3.19 < .001 -0.95 -2.29 .02 

1200ms-1250ms -1.18 -3.50 < .001 -1.03 -2.48 < .01 

1250ms-1300ms -1.28 -3.75 < .001 -1.21 -2.92 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -1.40 -3.99 < .001 -1.21 -2.39 .02 

1350ms-1400ms -1.35 -3.96 < .001 -1.05 -2.24 .03 

1400ms-1450ms -1.71 -4.72 < .001 -0.83 -1.76 .08 

1450ms-1500ms -1.83 -5.15 < .001 -1.32 -2.24 .03 

1500ms-1550ms -1.46 -4.14 < .001 -0.91 -2.12 .03 

1550ms-1600ms -1.56 -4.16 < .001 -1.18 -2.70 < .01 

1600ms-1650ms -1.39 -3.49 < .001 -1.02 -2.17 .03 

1650ms-1700ms -1.39 -3.30 < .001 -0.53 -1.22 .22 

1700ms-1750ms -1.48 -3.29 < .001 -0.39 -0.93 .35 

1750ms-1800ms -1.60 -3.60 < .001 -0.85 -1.79 .07 

1800ms-1850ms -1.73 -4.06 < .001 -0.57 -212.41 < .001 

1850ms-1900ms -1.71 -4.06 < .001 -0.41 -0.82 .41 

1900ms-1950ms -1.66 -552.80 < .001 -0.58 -1.16 .25 
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 Control group Dyslexic group 

Time-window 𝛽 z p-value 𝛽 z p-value 

1950ms-2000ms -2.10 -4.31 < .001 -0.24 -0.53 .60 

2000ms-2050ms -1.70 -3.59 < .001 -0.47 -0.94 .35 

2050ms-2100ms -2.20 -3.69 < .001 -0.43 -0.67 .51 

2100ms-2150ms -2.12 -3.78 < .001 -0.54 -0.80 .42 
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Table 6.3 – Cartoon characters, condition with three target pictures 

 Control group Dyslexic group 

Time-window 𝛽 z p-value 𝛽 z p-value 

650ms-700ms 0.19 0.53 .59 -0.98 -1.93 .05 

700ms-750ms -0.12 -0.36 .72 -1.11 -2.22 .03 

750ms-800ms -0.44 -1.19 .24 -1.16 -2.35 .02 

800ms-850ms -0.44 -1.25 .21 -1.70 -2.96 < .001 

850ms-900ms -0.48 -1.32 .19 -1.10 -2.19 .03 

900ms-950ms -0.55 -1.43 .15 -1.07 -2.24 .02 

950ms-1000ms -0.57 -1.58 .11 -1.18 -2.46 < .01 

1000ms-1050ms -0.52 -1.52 .13 -1.07 -2.23 .03 

1050ms-1100ms -0.75 -1.98 < .05 -1.16 -2.48 < .01 

1100ms-1150ms -1.22 -3.57 < .001 -2< .01 -3.38 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -1.58 -4.31 < .001 -2.36 -3.56 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -1.93 -4.66 < .001 -2.25 -3.61 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -2.35 -5.45 < .001 -1.74 -3.03 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -2.44 -5.60 < .001 -1.49 -2.87 < .001 

1350ms-1400ms -2.30 -5.39 < .001 -1.45 -2.56 < .01 

1400ms-1450ms -2.42 -5.34 < .001 -1.43 -2.37 .02 

1450ms-1500ms -2.28 -5.01 < .001 -1.73 -2.39 .02 

1500ms-1550ms -2.58 -5.16 < .001 -1.65 -2.34 .02 

1550ms-1600ms -2.64 -5.26 < .001 -0.99 -1.60 .11 

1600ms-1650ms -2.63 -4.96 < .001 -0.71 -1.16 .24 

1650ms-1700ms -2.76 -519.29 < .001 -0.87 -1.69 .09 

1700ms-1750ms -2.85 -5.27 < .001 -0.30 -0.60 .55 

1750ms-1800ms -2.72 -4.99 < .001 -0.22 -0.45 .65 

1800ms-1850ms -2.79 -4.81 < .001 -0.55 -1.08 .28 

1850ms-1900ms -2.44 -4.72 < .001 -0.45 -0.85 .39 

1900ms-1950ms -2.50 -4.62 < .001 -0.19 -0.32 .75 
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1950ms-2000ms -2.59 -4.54 < .001 -0.37 -0.59 .55 

2000ms-2050ms -2.74 -4.57 < .001 -0.89 -1.19 .24 

2050ms-2100ms -3.04 -4.40 < .001 -0.75 -1.19 .23 

2100ms-2150ms -3.07 -4.11 < .001 -0.40 -0.63 .53 
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Table 6.4 – Black and white geometric shapes, condition with one target picture 

 Control group Dyslexic group 

Time-window 𝛽 z p-value 𝛽 z p-value 

650ms-700ms -0.37 -1.06 .29 0.06 0.16 .87 

700ms-750ms -0.32 -0.90 .37 -0.09 -0.23 .82 

750ms-800ms -0.81 -375.40 < .001 -0.51 -1.25 .21 

800ms-850ms -1.27 -3.59 < .001 -0.99 -2.36 .02 

850ms-900ms -1.32 -3.81 < .001 -1.14 -2.66 < .01 

900ms-950ms -1.47 -4.22 < .001 -1.20 -2.82 < .001 

950ms-1000ms -1.54 -4.58 < .001 -1.28 -3.01 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -1.64 -4.40 < .001 -1.30 -2.66 < .01 

1050ms-1100ms -1.39 -3.68 < .001 -1.42 -3.17 < .001 

1100ms-1150ms -1.36 -3.48 < .001 -1.59 -3.65 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -1.28 -3.30 < .001 -1.58 -3.61 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -1.20 -3.12 < .001 -1.81 -4.09 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -1.22 -2.91 < .001 -1.70 -3.93 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -1.42 -3.08 < .001 -1.74 -3.92 < .001 

1350ms-1400ms -0.91 -2.06 .04 -1.25 -3.02 < .001 

1400ms-1450ms -0.95 -237.04 < .001 -1.08 -2.69 < .01 

1450ms-1500ms -0.97 -1.80 .07 -1.07 -2.55 < .01 

1500ms-1550ms -1.70 -2.40 .02 -1.01 -2.01 .04 

1550ms-1600ms -1.57 -2.29 .02 -1.15 -2.00 < .05 

1600ms-1650ms -1.48 -2.02 .04 -0.95 -2.03 .04 

1650ms-1700ms -1.20 -1.73 .08 -1.07 -2.19 .03 

1700ms-1750ms -0.61 -0.95 .34 -1.28 -1.94 .06 

1750ms-1800ms -1.97 -1.98 <.05 -1.05 -1.50 .13 

1800ms-1850ms -1.38 -1.69 .09 -0.93 -1.28 .20 

1850ms-1900ms -0.89 -1.42 .16 -0.34 -0.68 .50 

1900ms-1950ms -0.23 -0.42 .68 0.06 0.12 .90 
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 Control group Dyslexic group 

Time-window 𝛽 z p-value 𝛽 z p-value 

1950ms-2000ms 0.22 0.40 .69 0.19 0.40 .69 

2000ms-2050ms 0.20 0.38 .70 0.10 0.22 .83 

2050ms-2100ms 0.69 1.20 .23 0.02 0.03 .98 

2100ms-2150ms 1.11 1.66 .10 0.28 0.53 .60 
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Table 6.5 – Black and white geometric shapes, condition with two target pictures 

 Control group Dyslexic group 

Time-window 𝛽 z p-value 𝛽 z p-value 

650ms-700ms -0.97 -2.75 < .01 -0.74 -1.58 .11 

700ms-750ms -1.18 -3.07 < .001 -0.64 -1.56 .12 

750ms-800ms -1.34 -3.45 < .001 -1.04 -2.33 .02 

800ms-850ms -1.57 -4.28 < .001 -1.20 -2.36 .02 

850ms-900ms -1.76 -4.74 < .001 -0.90 -2.19 .03 

900ms-950ms -2.07 -4.85 < .001 -1.03 -2.49 < .01 

950ms-1000ms -2.18 -5.06 < .001 -1.31 -2.92 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -1.69 -4.41 < .001 -1.32 -2.96 < .001 

1050ms-1100ms -1.44 -3.94 < .001 -1.14 -2.31 .02 

1100ms-1150ms -1.56 -4.38 < .001 -1.32 -2.27 .02 

1150ms-1200ms -1.63 -4.61 < .001 -1.13 -2.29 .02 

1200ms-1250ms -1.40 -3.96 < .001 -1.48 -376.02 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -1.20 -3.12 < .001 -1.15 -2.20 .03 

1300ms-1350ms -1.36 -3.26 < .001 -1.39 -2.38 .02 

1350ms-1400ms -1.35 -352.07 < .001 -1.14 -1.80 .07 

1400ms-1450ms -1.57 -374.39 < .001 -1.17 -383.91 < .001 

1450ms-1500ms -1.40 -3.63 < .001 -1.02 -1.83 .07 

1500ms-1550ms -1.33 -3.48 < .001 -0.89 -1.86 .06 

1550ms-1600ms -1.57 -3.57 < .001 -0.86 -1.78 .08 

1600ms-1650ms -1.29 -2.95 < .001 -0.68 -1.59 .11 

1650ms-1700ms -1.06 -2.40 .02 -0.71 -1.57 .12 

1700ms-1750ms -0.95 -2.07 .04 -0.85 -1.74 .08 

1750ms-1800ms -0.61 -1.37 .17 -0.52 -1.15 .25 

1800ms-1850ms -0.52 -1.17 .24 -0.43 -0.99 .32 

1850ms-1900ms -0.54 -1.13 .26 -0.43 -0.93 .35 

1900ms-1950ms -0.66 -1.40 .16 -0.32 -0.73 .47 
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 Control group Dyslexic group 

Time-window 𝛽 z p-value 𝛽 z p-value 

1950ms-2000ms -0.44 -1.00 .32 -0.25 -0.57 .57 

2000ms-2050ms -0.19 -49.33 < .001 -0.21 -0.46 .64 

2050ms-2100ms -0.27 -0.60 .55 0.00 0.00 1.00 

2100ms-2150ms -0.41 -0.93 .35 -0.20 -0.44 .66 
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Table 6.6 – Black and white geometric shapes, condition with three target pictures 

 Control group Dyslexic group 

Time-window 𝛽 z p-value 𝛽 z p-value 

650ms-700ms -0.15 -0.45 .66 -0.22 -0.51 .61 

700ms-750ms -0.53 -1.56 .12 -0.50 -1.11 .27 

750ms-800ms -1.08 -3.01 < .001 -0.85 -1.62 .10 

800ms-850ms -1.44 -3.95 < .001 -0.96 -1.80 .07 

850ms-900ms -1.38 -3.49 < .001 -1.23 -2.45 < .01 

900ms-950ms -0.97 -2.25 .02 -1.25 -2.71 < .01 

950ms-1000ms -1.16 -2.84 < .001 -1.55 -3.38 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -1.66 -3.72 < .001 -1.67 -3.51 < .001 

1050ms-1100ms -1.83 -4.08 < .001 -1.93 -3.42 < .001 

1100ms-1150ms -2.05 -4.56 < .001 -2.14 -3.12 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -2.13 -4.47 < .001 -1.90 -2.93 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -2.05 -4.49 < .001 -2.60 -2.77 < .01 

1250ms-1300ms -2.23 -5.03 < .001 -3.37 -2.60 < .01 

1300ms-1350ms -2.08 -4.66 < .001 -3.16 -2.59 < .01 

1350ms-1400ms -1.58 -3.97 < .001 -2.29 -2.94 < .001 

1400ms-1450ms -1.42 -3.59 < .001 -2.35 -3.01 < .001 

1450ms-1500ms -1.41 -346.49 < .001 -1.95 -2.43 .02 

1500ms-1550ms -1.47 -3.48 < .001 -1.72 -2.17 .03 

1550ms-1600ms -1.60 -3.75 < .001 -1.33 -1.88 .06 

1600ms-1650ms -1.67 -3.83 < .001 -0.75 -1.61 .11 

1650ms-1700ms -1.67 -3.60 < .001 -0.55 -1.21 .23 

1700ms-1750ms -1.67 -3.59 < .001 -0.59 -1.27 .20 

1750ms-1800ms -1.64 -3.51 < .001 -0.94 -1.91 .06 

1800ms-1850ms -2.15 -4.09 < .001 -1.12 -2.11 .04 

1850ms-1900ms -2.22 -647.94 < .001 -1.60 -2.89 < .001 

1900ms-1950ms -1.85 -3.51 < .001 -1.65 -2.98 < .001 
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 Control group Dyslexic group 

Time-window 𝛽 z p-value 𝛽 z p-value 

1950ms-2000ms -1.56 -3.36 < .001 -1.51 -2.92 < .001 

2000ms-2050ms -1.41 -2.97 < .001 -1.41 -2.71 < .01 

2050ms-2100ms -1.22 -2.41 .02 -1.44 -2.60 < .01 

2100ms-2150ms -1.35 -2.48 < .01 -1.56 -2.59 < .01 
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Table 6.7 – Coloured geometric shapes, condition with one target picture 

 Control group Dyslexic group 

Time-window 𝛽 z p-value 𝛽 z p-value 

650ms-700ms -0.47 -1.40 .16 -0.51 -0.80 .43 

700ms-750ms -1.25 -3.44 < .001 -1.00 -402.23 < .001 

750ms-800ms -1.40 -3.76 < .001 -1.04 -1.60 .11 

800ms-850ms -1.56 -4.12 < .001 -1.14 -1.71 .09 

850ms-900ms -1.94 -4.91 < .001 -1.28 -2.23 .03 

900ms-950ms -2.04 -4.55 < .001 -1.18 -1.98 < .05 

950ms-1000ms -1.70 -4.07 < .001 -0.94 -1.92 .06 

1000ms-1050ms -1.57 -3.54 < .001 -1.04 -1.67 .09 

1050ms-1100ms -1.38 -2.32 .02 -1.10 -1.67 .09 

1100ms-1150ms -1.96 -2.51 < .01 -1.74 -2.24 .03 

1150ms-1200ms -1.91 -2.42 .02 -1.83 -2.45 < .01 

1200ms-1250ms -1.37 -1.66 .10 -0.92 -1.56 .12 

1250ms-1300ms -0.72 -0.85 .39 -0.81 -1.41 .16 

1300ms-1350ms -0.93 -202.35 < .001 -0.23 -0.39 .70 

1350ms-1400ms -0.91 -1.03 .30 0.51 0.86 .39 

1400ms-1450ms -0.61 -0.65 .51 0.40 0.68 .50 

1450ms-1500ms -0.62 -0.66 .51 0.40 0.68 .50 

1500ms-1550ms -0.66 -0.53 .60 0.37 0.65 .52 

1550ms-1600ms 0.07 0.05 .96 -0.19 -0.31 .76 

1600ms-1650ms -0.32 -0.34 .73 -0.21 -0.35 .73 

1650ms-1700ms 0.33 0.47 .64 0.01 0.02 .99 

1700ms-1750ms 0.78 1.16 .25 -0.22 -0.34 .73 

1750ms-1800ms 1.06 1.48 .14 -0.13 -0.17 .86 

1800ms-1850ms 0.50 0.89 .37 -0.31 -0.40 .69 

1850ms-1900ms 0.52 0.84 .40 -0.39 -0.61 .55 

1900ms-1950ms 0.03 0.05 .96 -0.51 -0.88 .38 
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 Control group Dyslexic group 

Time-window 𝛽 z p-value 𝛽 z p-value 

1950ms-2000ms 0.03 0.05 .96 -0.62 -1.03 .30 

2000ms-2050ms 0.66 0.87 .39 -0.38 -0.62 .53 

2050ms-2100ms 9.37 2.03 .04 -0.21 -0.34 .73 

2100ms-2150ms -0.53 -356.98 < .001 -0.13 -0.20 .84 
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Table 6.8 – Coloured geometric shapes, condition with two target pictures 

 Control group Dyslexic group 

Time-window 𝛽 z p-value 𝛽 z p-value 

650ms-700ms -1.22 -3.31 < .001 -0.27 -0.69 .49 

700ms-750ms -1.23 -3.62 < .001 -0.48 -1.19 .23 

750ms-800ms -1.60 -4.55 < .001 -0.97 -2.35 .02 

800ms-850ms -2.01 -5.09 < .001 -1.33 -3.14 < .001 

850ms-900ms -2.36 -5.99 < .001 -1.39 -3.29 < .001 

900ms-950ms -2.86 -6.10 < .001 -1.32 -3.07 < .001 

950ms-1000ms -3.03 -6.24 < .001 -1.41 -3.24 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -3.07 -5.60 < .001 -1.26 -2.95 < .001 

1050ms-1100ms -2.63 -4.98 < .001 -1.65 -3.31 < .001 

1100ms-1150ms -2.46 -4.78 < .001 -1.42 -2.83 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -2.01 -4.50 < .001 -1.00 -2.14 .03 

1200ms-1250ms -1.82 -4.20 < .001 -0.95 -2.00 < .05 

1250ms-1300ms -1.78 -3.89 < .001 -0.90 -1.83 .07 

1300ms-1350ms -1.50 -3.24 < .001 -1.36 -2.48 < .01 

1350ms-1400ms -1.39 -2.96 < .001 -1.15 -2.24 .03 

1400ms-1450ms -1.54 -3.05 < .001 -0.85 -1.79 .07 

1450ms-1500ms -1.91 -3.61 < .001 -0.73 -1.61 .11 

1500ms-1550ms -1.58 -3.16 < .001 -0.74 -1.64 .10 

1550ms-1600ms -1.64 -2.90 < .001 -0.54 -1.11 .27 

1600ms-1650ms -0.90 -1.81 .07 -0.45 -0.93 .35 

1650ms-1700ms -0.72 -1.62 .11 -0.52 -1.04 .30 

1700ms-1750ms -0.69 -1.40 .16 -0.52 -1.02 .31 

1750ms-1800ms -0.57 -1.20 .23 -0.78 -1.31 .19 

1800ms-1850ms -0.70 -1.44 .15 -0.13 -0.25 .80 

1850ms-1900ms -0.42 -0.85 .40 -0.56 -1.04 .30 

1900ms-1950ms -0.47 -0.90 .37 -0.41 -0.79 .43 
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 Control group Dyslexic group 

Time-window 𝛽 z p-value 𝛽 z p-value 

1950ms-2000ms -0.37 -0.63 .53 -0.59 -1.11 .27 

2000ms-2050ms -0.23 -0.42 .68 -0.56 -1.05 .29 

2050ms-2100ms -0.32 -0.56 .58 -0.41 -0.72 .47 

2100ms-2150ms -0.18 -0.31 .76 -0.13 -0.23 .82 
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Table 6.9 – Coloured geometric shapes, condition with three target pictures 

 Control group Dyslexic group 

Time-window 𝛽 z p-value 𝛽 z p-value 

650ms-700ms -0.70 -2.15 .03 -0.88 -1.65 .10 

700ms-750ms -0.99 -2.96 < .001 -1.18 -2.31 .02 

750ms-800ms -1.22 -3.61 < .001 -1.70 -2.95 < .001 

800ms-850ms -1.47 -4.25 < .001 -2.03 -4.01 < .001 

850ms-900ms -1.74 -4.92 < .001 -2.35 -4.30 < .001 

900ms-950ms -1.90 -5.20 < .001 -2.63 -4.22 < .001 

950ms-1000ms -2.04 -5.13 < .001 -2.45 -4.50 < .001 

1000ms-1050ms -2.00 -425.67 < .001 -2.73 -4.12 < .001 

1050ms-1100ms -2.19 -4.82 < .001 -3.54 -3.71 < .001 

1100ms-1150ms -2.35 -4.70 < .001 -2.78 -3.46 < .001 

1150ms-1200ms -2.18 -4.23 < .001 -2.83 -3.63 < .001 

1200ms-1250ms -2.00 -4.03 < .001 -2.06 -3.47 < .001 

1250ms-1300ms -1.86 -3.72 < .001 -2.11 -3.55 < .001 

1300ms-1350ms -1.96 -3.64 < .001 -1.99 -3.36 < .001 

1350ms-1400ms -1.80 -3.63 < .001 -1.52 -3.02 < .001 

1400ms-1450ms -1.96 -3.65 < .001 -1.83 -3.22 < .001 

1450ms-1500ms -2.08 -3.69 < .001 -1.75 -3.04 < .001 

1500ms-1550ms -1.61 -2.52 < .01 -1.46 -2.68 < .01 

1550ms-1600ms -1.60 -2.53 < .01 -1.25 -1.97 < .05 

1600ms-1650ms -1.44 -2.50 < .01 -1.20 -1.96 .06 

1650ms-1700ms -1.07 -1.82 .07 -1.40 -2.34 .02 

1700ms-1750ms -0.98 -1.70 .09 -0.84 -1.62 .10 

1750ms-1800ms -1.13 -2.14 .03 -0.78 -1.57 .12 

1800ms-1850ms -1.01 -1.89 .06 -0.79 -1.54 .12 

1850ms-1900ms -1.29 -2.28 .02 -0.51 -0.95 .34 

1900ms-1950ms -1.34 -2.41 .02 -0.47 -0.93 .35 
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 Control group Dyslexic group 

Time-window 𝛽 z p-value 𝛽 z p-value 

1950ms-2000ms -1.24 -2.22 .03 -0.49 -0.97 .33 

2000ms-2050ms -1.09 -1.95 .06 -0.49 -1.02 .31 

2050ms-2100ms -1.33 -2.14 .03 -0.95 -1.77 .08 

2100ms-2150ms -0.88 -1.46 .14 -1.10 -1.93 .06 
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